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Under a grant from the

Albert Sussman ICSC Education Fund
The Real Estate Program
Graduate School of Business

Columbia University

will

award

$5'ooo
to the author submitting a case that is
judged best suited for class discussion of
ethical issues and dilemmas in real estate
development and investment.

ll en D. DeVries, Mike E. Miles and Stephen B.
f, Wolgin, authors of the article "Prices and ApI p.uil""l., W'here is the T!uth?" have been
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named the 1992 recipients of the William S. Ballard
Award. The honor, given annually by the American

Society of Real Estate Counselors, recognizes the
author(s) whose work best exemplifies the high standards of content maintained in ReaL Estatc Issues,
the Counselor's professional journal.
Through examining the intent, construction and
nature of real estate indices, the article evaluates
several issues: whether income returns on commercial properties are overvalued by the RussellNCREIF Property Index (an index constructed from
a combination of accounting records and appraised

lalues which measures the performance

of
institutionally-owned property); whether the indexed properties are accurately appraised; and
whether reported index income returns can be reconciled with acquisition capitalization rates. Along
with their findings, the authors also report that
while the well-documented appraisal lag still exists,
it should become smaller as markets stabilize and
appraisers have more transactions to evaluate.
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five awards of $1,000 each for those cases
that are runners-up to the premier cases.
Cases should be submitted

on or before January 6, 1993.
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Mike E. Miles

Stephen

Il.

Wolgin
I

Ben D. DeVries is vice president of valuation for

the Prudential Realty Group's Institutional Investment Management unit in New Jersey. DeVries has
been active in real estate brokerage, development,
management and raluation for 23 years. He has
written numerous articles on real estate market

CO}ITBIBI'TOB INIOBMf,TION TOR REf,t ESTTITE ISSUES

trends and leasing decision strategies.

Mike E. Miles is executive vice president and
director of investment research for the Prudential
Realty Group. He serves on the board of directors of
the National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries and holds senior committee positions
with the Urban Land Institute and the American
Real Estate and Urban Economics Association.
Miles has written several textbooks and monographs on real estate economics and numerous articles on real estate investment and portfolio
strategies.

Stephen B. Wolgn is vice president and chief
appraiser for the Prudential Realty Group's Institutional Investment Management unit. He has served
as assistant adjunct professor at New York University's School of Continuing Education where he
taught real estate investment and finance, and as
vice president, Commercial Mortgage Group, Standard & Poor's Corporation, where he valued, de-

signed criteria, rated and wrote articles

on

commercial mortgaged-backed securities.

Funding for the William S. Ballard Award,
which carries an honorarium of S500, is provided by
the generous contribution of the William S. Ballard
Scholarship Fund in memory of Ballard, a late CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate-a member of the American Society of Real Estate Counselors). Previous recipients of the award include William N. Kinnard,
Jr., CRE and Mary Beth Geckler (1991), Lawrence S.
Bacow (1990), Lynne B. Sagalyn, CRE (1989),
Michael Farrell (1988), Alexander Bul and Nicholas
Ordway (1987), Joseph O'Connor (1986) and James
A. Graaskamp (1985).
Articles for consideration in next year's competition must be submitted to the Counselors by August
1, 1993.
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Thejournal is publiehed twice a year (Spring/Summer and
FallryVintert, and reaches a lucrative segment of the real
estat€ industry as well as an impressive cross section of
professionals in related industries.

Subscribers ta Real Estate lssues are primarily the owners, chairmen, presidents and vice presidents of real estate
companies, financial corporations, property companies,
banks, management companies, libraries and Realtorc
boards throughout the country; professors and university
prsonnel:and professionals in S&Ls. insurance companies
and law firmsReal Estate Issues is published for the benefit of the CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate] and other real estate professionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, politicians, scientists and sociologists. It focuses on approaches,
both theoretical and empirical, to timely problems and
topics in the field of real estate. Manuscripts are invited
and should be addressed to:
Rocky Thraatello, Editor in chief
Real Estate Issues
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
430 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

All

submitted materials, including abstract, text and
notes, are to be double-spa(ed on one side of the sheet
only, with wide margins. Recommended number of pages
for a manuscript is not to exceed 25- 30. Submit five copies
of the manuscript, accompanied by a 50- to 100-word abstract and a brief biographical statement.

All

notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be
numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the end
of the manuscript.

2.

3. lllustrations are to be considered as figures, numbered
consecutively and submitt€d in a form suitable for reproduction.

\pe

pase.

4. Number

figure legends double-spaced on a separate

all tables

consecutively and type double-

All tables are t! have titles.
5. lnclude glossy photographs that enhance the manu-

Every effort will be made to notify the author of the acceptance or rejection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by the
American Society of Real Estate Counselors. The pubIisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author
for permission to reproduce any of his contributions to the

journal.

Deadlines
All manuscripts to be considered for the Spring/Summer
edition must be submitted by February 1; for the Faly
Winter edition by August

1.

Manuscript/Illustrations Prcparation

1. Manuscripts need to be submitted on disk (along with
hard copy) in ASCII file format, Word Perfect preferred.
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script, whenever possible.

6. Title ofarticle should contain six words or

less

with an

active verb.

7. For uniformity and accuracy that is consistent with our
editorial policy. refer to the style rules in Tht Chbogo
Manual of Style.

Review Process
manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the

manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified by letter.

]

spaced on separate pages.

All

editorial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous.
When accepted, the manuscript with the recommended
changes are returned to the author for revision. If the
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indicate this to be the case. Essentially, 1992-1993
lalues are not expected to be affected substantially
by changes in capitalization and discount rates.
Value changes will be a direct result of absorption,
vacancy and market rents. These, in turn, will hinge
upon success in business and growth in employment
which are important underlying determinants of demand for real estate. Overall, years required to balance badly overbuilt markets is the key, and based
on VNI's studies, the average projected years to balance range from 0.7 to 5.5 for various tlpes of property in major cities located throughout the United
States (Table 8).
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In addition to the structural changes in

problems.

non-residential cancy rates and the recapitalization of America's financial institutions, a crisis of
investor confidence has been precipitated by rast uncertainty regarding appropriate levels of real estate
investment performance. Unless lenders and investors are confident that the pricing of real estate assets can be accomplished with reasonable accuracy,
neither debt nor equity capital is likely to become
readily available.

In this edition of Real Estate Issues, we are
tackling the results of investor uncertainty. The 10
articles presented here provide current views and
information on investment prices and yields written
by experts in the field you are sure to recog'nize.
Each of these authors present a specific perspective
on some aspect of current prices, capitalization rates
or yields. Our hope is that by presenting these
views, we are working toward relieving some of the
uncertainty now being experienced and restoring
some degree of confidence in a favorable future.

It is our sincere intent that this edition of the
journal will occupy a secure place on your reference
shelf As you look for solutions to the current real
estate problems, utilize this edition as a reliable
source of information and problem-solving techniques. We are confident that the subjects addressed
by the contributing authors will satisfy you our discriminating reader.
We hope you agree this second special edition of
Real Estate Issues, is special indeed.

31A329-8257 FAX: 317329-8881.

Library of Congress card number LC 76-55075
Printed in U.S.A.
REAL ESTATE ISSUES is a registered trademark
of the American Society of Real Estate Counselors.
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Prices and Appraisals: Where Is
the Thuth?
Ben D. DeVries, Mike E. Miles
and Stephen B. Wolgin
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Real estate performance indices-notably the
RusselLrNCREIF-show income yields below the
capitalization rates seen on current acquisitions.
Does this mean that the properties in the index are
overvalued? Are the property acquisition returns
based upon unsustainable, above market rent
assumptions? What accounts for the disparity
between the indicated portfolio yields and expected
acquisition returns? Tb resolve these questions, this
article reviews the traditional appraisal lag by
examining properties sold from the Russell
NCREIF Index and reconciling current "market'
acquisition capitalization rat€s with reported
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IIn Search ofthe Rate
James E. Gibbons, CRE

The income approach is widely accepted as the
most plausible methodology for valuing real
property interests. It is founded on the proposition
that value is the present worth of anticipated
benefits of ownership. Valuation therefore has two
major st€pB: (1) forecasting the benefits of future
ownership, usually as cash flows; and
(2) discounting these expectations to express their
present value. A key element obviously is selection
of the appropriate rate of discount. Over the years
appraisers and analysts have diligently pursued a
search for the right rate. ltha.s become clear that
the most dependable guides are yield data from
capital markets.
IY

t2

Risk Reward: The Relationship
Between Bond Yields and R€al
Estate IRRs
Howard C. Gelbtuch, CRE

Given the strong similarities between bonds and
real estate and the increase in rated real estate
transactions, it is appropriate t compare
anticipated risks and rewards for each with actual
results. Who has fared better the bond buyer or the
real estate investor? Do current returns justify
continued investment in real estate?

17
Real Rates of Return: Does Real
Estate Make Sense?
James

P Ryan, CRE

In a stagnant economy, there is limited comparable
information to support assumptions and draw
meaningful conclusions. Therefore, analysts must
go beyond transactional data and examine Real
Rates of Return for real estate as measured
against other investments. Real estate value for
investment grade properties represents a
reasonable estimat€ of anticipated cash flow's
discounted at a rate which fairly compensates for
the "risk premium." This article focuses on investor
motivations and the need for analysts to use
alternative tools and not just wait for transactions.

commercial real estate. Table 3 classifies types of
property and their capitalization rates on an unleveraged basis with stabilized occupancy of 907e
or better. The lowest capitalization rate (an average rate of 8.52Vc') is given to regional malls and
the highest capitalization rate (10.441c) is applied
to strip shopping centers. Essentially, capitalization rate rankings by property types indicate the
relative degree of confidence in that type of property as an investment. Clearly, regional malls
continue to be desirable. The major shifts shown
here are an improvement in the desirability of
suburban multifamily apartments and a decline
in desirability of community malls/strip shopping
centers as investments.

TABLE

Discount rates effectively indicate the long-term, 10
years or more, perspective in terms of the yield/risk
equation. Thble 4 presents discount rate rankings by
property type for 1991 and compares them to rankings in 1990. Again, major improvement is shown in

the suburban multifamily apartment market. This
is consistent with VNI's overall conclusion that, of
all property ty'pes, the apartment market is the closest to being in balance. In terms of trends for 1992,
the discount rate rankings for 1991 appear to remain the same.

Outlook For
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6

Projected Discount Rate Changes, 1992

Projected Capitalization Rate Changes, 1992

CBD ofEce
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Tables 5, 6 and 7 indicate that underlying capitalization and discount rate assumptions have stabilized
across the country. Two-thirds of VNI members
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9.75%
10.00%

10.00%
10.00%
10.10%
10.25%

12.00%
10.76%
9.60%
10.60%
t 1.75%
10.26%
10.75%

9.00%
10.60%
10.00%

8.60%
9.50%
9.60%
10.60%
10.00%
I r.00%
9.00%
9.76%
10.60%

10.00%
10.00%
12.60%
12.00%
12.00%

10.50%
10.25%
10.60%
10.00%
10.00%
10.50%

I1.00%
I1.00%
r0.00%

family

9.76%
9.60%

10.26%

10.50%

10.60%

t2.60%

I1.00%
11.00,.!
10.00%
10.50%
9.26%

11.00%

9.00\

10.00%

10.50%

I1.00%
I1.50%

I1.00%
I1.00%

11.00%

9.90%
11.00%

10.10%

15.00%
12.00%
10.00%
9.75%
10.60%
10.60%

10.00%
10.60%

9.25%

9.76%

I1.00%

r0.00%

I1.00%

10.50%
10.00%
9.00%

10.00%
11.00%
11.00%

9.00%
10.50%
10.50%

I1.50%

10.00%

9.00%
9.50%
9.50%
10.60%

10.00%
9.50%
10.00%
11.00%
12.00%

9.00%
9.00%
9.50%
11.00%

10.i0%

9.00%
9.60%
11.60%
10.50%

10.00%

10.00%

9.50%
9.50%

9.50%
9.60%

t0.26%
t2.60%

9.60%
9.50%
11.60%
11.00%

I1.76%
9.50%

I1.50%

I1.50%
12.00%
9.60%
10.50%
10.60%

9.00%

10.75%
10.26%
12.00%
10.00%
12.00%

r0.26%
I1.00%

r0.00%

9.00%
10.00%

10.00%

I1.00%

12.00%

I1.50%

11.50%
10.50%

10.60%
10.60%

11.00%
10.00%
9.60%

10.00%

11.00%
9.00%

9.00%
8.00%

10.00%
9.00%

r0.00%

10.00%
9.00%
9.60%

9.75%

9.76%

10.60%

10.00%

10.60%

r0.60%

10.00%

7.60%

12.25%
8.60%

12.26%
9.60%

I1.00%

10.00%

I1.00%

I1.50%

I1.00%

11.00%

8.60%
10.50%

9.00%

I1.00%

9.50%
9.60%
10.60%

10.60%

11.00%

10.60%

u.50%

12.25%

9.60%

r0.60%

I1.00%
7.60%

11.00%
9.60%
9.60%

9.50%

9.98% 10.60% 9.03% 10.23% 10.80% 10.49% 10.82% 10.08%

increase continues

9.25%

r0.50%

10.00%

Average

Multi-

11.00%
10.00%
11.25%
10.26%
11.60%
10.00%
11.60%

I1.00%

11.00%
10.00%
11.25%
10.25%

11.26%
10.60%
10.00%

Suburban

Multifamily

10.00%

r0.00%
I1.00%
I1.00%

but movement has slowed virin typical markets

pace as shown

which exhibit discount rate increases of less than 10
basis points between year-end 1991 and the fall of
1992.

Reversion Capitalization Rate
The reversion capitalization rate is higher, as it
should be, than the going-in capitalization rate.
The question on most people's minds is: Have the
spreads between going-in and reversion rates

5{

house

Lrban

9.60%
8.00%
7.50%
9.00%

10.00%
10.50%
10.00%
8.00%
9.60%

tually to a snail's

9.60%

Center

Show-

10.00%

St, l.ouis, MO

I+t3t Pdm Besch, FL

10.00%
r 1.00%

Ware.

10.60%
10.00%

u.00%

$hsldngton, DC

9.26%
9.00%
10.60%

Strip

10.00%
11.007"
10.60%
10.00%

9.50%
10.50%

r0.60%

I\lss, 0I(

r0.25%

I1.00%

Bichnrond. vA
Satr Ant0nh, TX
Sen Diego, CA
Sstr Frrtrcisco, CA
Seattle. WA
Syracuse, NY

Yall

Community
Mall

10.10%

changed? Table 2, which provides year-end 1991 reversion capitalization rates, shows that the average
reversion capitalization rate is 10.237o versus 9.797o
for going-in rates or a spread approaching 50 basis
points. This spread continues into 1992 with no appreciable change.

Capitalization Rate Rankings
The lalue of income-producing property is a direct
result of where that property is perceived to "fit"
within the yieltVcapitalization rate equation for
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Linkages Among Capitalization
Rates, Discount Rates and
Real Estate Cycles
David C. Ling and

Halbert C. Smith, CRE
Many income-producing properties have been
ovenalued by appraisers and analysts in the
current real estate recession by failing to account
for asymmetric effects of the real estate cycle on
risk-adjusted discount and capitalization rates.
Because changes in rents are driven by
unpredictable, exogenous factors when a market is
overbuilt, higher risk premiums must be applied to
the discount and capitalization rates to reflect the
uncertain duration and level of the gap between
present and required rents.

27
Normalized Discount Rates
Versus Risk-Adjusted
Discount Rates
D. Richard Wincott, CRE

While the risk in multi-property portfolios has
received much attention, little consideration has
been given to the fact that individual, investmentgrade properties actually represent a portfolio of
leases. Therefore, the risk inherent in any portfolio
of leases varies with the composition of the
portfolio and how it affects the measurement of
yield for the investment. This article addresses the
tenant risk characteristics of lease portfolios and
the impact that larying levels of risk have on
property-specifi c discount rat€s.

38

The Worldwide Reappraisal of
Real Estate Yalues
R. Thomas Powers, CRE

Yield expectations by global property investors are
changing. Unfortunately, elements such as
cunency exchange ratio differentials and political
"safety" have yet to be factored into the fledgling
global property investor market. But they will be
as the global property market moves from infancy
to childhood. And with this move asset price and
asset value will reconverge to assure the most
effrcient transition into the property investment
arena of the '90s.

43
Rates of Return on Hotel
Investments
Daniel H. l,esser, CRE, and
Karen E. Rubin, CBE

In an industry beset with problems, rat€s of return
on hotel investments are extremely diflicult to
ascertain. Yet sales transactions involving hotels
are in fact occurring, and most transactions are
being financed, one way or another. While we
believe that current hotel financing terms are
ascertainable, we find that the equity market is
highly fragmented; returns required by equity
investors cover a broad range and depend upon
numerous property-specific factors as discussed in
this article.
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Bumping Along the Bottom
Webster A. Collins, CRE

3l
Investor Surveys and the
Discount Rate
Edmund Carroll
The use of an investor survey as a benchmark for
deriving the discount rate for real estate analysis
is a generally accepted technique, based on the
assumption that information gathered in the
survey is reliable and consistent. This article
focuses on the reliability of the investor survey, the
importance of various economic variables and the
relationship between economic variables and the
discount rate through intuitive analysis and
statistical testing.

Changes in the value of real estate are due more to
changes in rental rates, vacancy rates and expense
items than to changes in capitalization and
discount rates. At the same time, it is interesting
to note that as 25 Baa-rated securities have
declined by over 100 basis points, discount rates
have increased by 25 tn 75 basis points. Thus, risk
in real estate is being measured in the
marketplace by changes in yield expectations. This
article presents the results of a recently published

study of value indicators.
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years before had undertaken the strip mining opera-

THE
PRESIDENT

SPEf,KS

THINKING
THBOUGH THE
PROCESS
lI
f
I

ears aso. a friend of mine described the U.S,
brsineisman's reaction to problems as being
not unlike the scenarios many of us grew up
with-of the western hero or posse riding in at the

last minute in a fury of activity to rescue the fair
maiden, solve the problem, chase away the bad guy,

or provide whatever solution was demanded.
While initially this observation was somewhat

humorous, upon serious reflection, I find a great
deal of truth in the analogy. Many of those leaders
who totlay monitor, guide or direct U.S. businesses
were brought up in the era of western cowboy movies
where just this scenario was standard modus
operandi.

In business planning, the results of this scenario
are seen in:

1. A lack of forward planning.
2. An unwillingrress on the part of business, industry, individuals and others to weigh the
conaequences of their individual activities in
a much broader scope or environment.

3. Too much emphasis on the individual enter-

prise or operation and too little consideration
of the potential global impact-whether that
global impact is to a neighborhood, city, region, country or the world.

4. The absence of meaningful government/
business interplay that allows a more meaningful consideration of factors that go beyond
the scope of the single enterprise.

tions in this area, were blamed and criticized for
their lack of sensitivity to the environment and failure to respect the origrnal condition of the land.
What was missing in the strip mining scenario
was an ongoing thought process that would have
incorporated, at the time permits were issued, the
simple requirement that when mining operations
cease, the land is to be restored. If only those who
granted permits had thought through the process,
the mining companies would have been required to
place in escrow funds necessary to assure reclaiming the land when the projects were over. Since this
was not a requirement, it was not done. It's diffrcult
to imagine industry, whether it be U.S. or that of
another country, taking a burden upon themselves
that would be costly and, if not equally applied,
would raise the cost of one provider compared to
another. Since, in my opinion, no one thought
through the process, the gouges in the land that
result from strip mining were abandoned when the
coal ran out, and at a later date, the mining companies were criticized.
We see a recent horrible example of the posse
approach with the operation of the RIC in the Savings and [,oans disasters. The HIC is the posse that
we have sent, not to save the Savings and Loans, but
to shoot the bad guys; rescue something, we hope
can be rescued; and, like the cowboys in the movies,
leave a mess and ride off into the sunset at the end
of a day, patting themselves on the back or throwing
their hats in the air claiming success.

What a different condition our Savings and
Loans and other industries might be in if Real Estate Counselors could be brought early on into the
loan review or development process to challenge feasibilities, pass on or comment on market saturation
and serve clients unbiasedly in other areas of expertise where Counselors are well equipped. Could
cities or states initiate review that might limit future real estate disasters? Yes, is too easy an answer, but it is worth thinking about. How do we
influence the process, for the benefit of the real estate industry, without more unneeded government
intervention? Would not the thinking process in advance benefit the industry far more than the posse

routine coming into place after the disaster has

occurred?

Will

sensible senior offrcers of major banks or
life insurance companies undertake such a nonbiased review process in the future? One can only

Year-End 1991 GoingJn Capitalization Rates, Select€d Property Types

(ItD
Office

Atlsnta. GA

8.75%
9.00%
10.00%
10.50%
9.00%
10.00%
9.00%

Bslttunore, MD
Bo6ton, MA

Cherlott€, NC
Chicago, IL
Cincinmti. 0H
Clerelad, 0H
Columbi& SC
Columbus, 0H
Dsllas. TX

10.00%

9.00r"

Fort Worth, TX

9.50%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%

Hardord, CT

10.50%

Houston, TX

10.30%
8.50%
8.60%
8.50%
9.96%
9.76%
9.00%

Denrtr, C0
Dehoit, MI

Indianapolis, IN
frrnsas City, M0

Ls

Angeles, CA

Louisville, KY
Mif,rni, FL
Minrrcapolis, MN
Morristown, NJ
New Orleans, LA
New York, NY
Nssssu - Sufiolk. NY
Omaha. NE

orlsndo, FL
Philadelphia. PA
Phoeniz, AZ

Pittsburgh, PA
Portlsnd, ME
Portlsnd, OR

Richmond, ri{
St. Lonis, M0
Ssn Antonio, TX
San Diego, CA
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Syracuse, NY

thlse, 0K
ffh$ington,

DC

Ebst P&lm Besch, FL

I1.00%
11.00%
10.00%

11.00%
9.50v"
10.00%
10.00%
12.00%
10.50%

9.00%
12.00"6
10.50%

10.90%
9.?5%
9.00%
9.00%
9.75%
9.75%
10.00%

8.76%

9.50%
12.00%

10.00%

9.00%
10.00%

9.50%
10.00%
9,00%
8.00%

9.26%
9.00%
10.26%
8.00%

r0.00%

Ilegional
Mall

9.50%
10.25%

12.00%
9.00%
8.60%
9.00%
9.00%
9.00%
9.50%

9.76%

Average

Sutrurban
Office

11.00%
8.50%
9.50%
9.50%
10.50%

9.00%
10.76%
10.00%

10.00%
10.60e"
9.50%
10.50%
10.00%
9.00%
9.750a
9.50%
10.25%
9.50%
10.60%

9.42% 10.09%

Community
Mall
10.00%

9.26v"
8.60%
10.009"
8.00%
9.00%
9.00%
8.50%
9.25%

8.50";
9.50%
9.30%
9.50%

9.50";

g.?6%
10.00%
10.60%
9.00%
10.50%
9.60%
9.50%
9.88%
10.00%
10.00%
9.60%
12.00%
10.00%
,20%

r0.50%
8.00e"
8.00q"

9.00%
9.00%
10.75%

9.76%
8.00%
8.60%
9.60%

9.75%
9.00%

I1.50%

[]rban

Suburban

Sho*.

lllult ifamil)

Ilult ifamill-

9.75%
10.00%
10.00%
12.00%

IL60%

8.75%
9.60%
10.50%

9.76e"

Strip

Bare-

Centcr

house

11.50%
10.26%

12.00%
11.00%
10.00%
10.60%
10.00%

9.50%
0.88%
12.00%

I1.00%
9.60%
13.00%
10.50%
11.60%

12.00%
9.60%
10.00%
10.00%

9.76%
I1.50%
10.00%
12.00%
10.00%
9.75%
9.50%
9.60?;

10.00%

12.00e6

I1.00%

10.00%

10.00%
10.00%
10.60%

10.00%

r0.00%

r0.00%

9.60%
9.509"
10.009"
10.50"d

10.00%

I1.00%

I1.50%
9.20%

r0.60%

10.00%
10.50%
9.00q"

t0.60%
9.00%

I1.00%
9.50%
10.00%
9.50%
9.00%
10.009"
9.50%

10.00%

9.00%
9.60%

9.25%

9.26",n

9.25%

9.00%
11.26%
10.00%
10.60%
10.00%

l2.007"
r0.00%
r0.00%

10.00%
10.60%
10.00%

I1.60%

10.00%
9.50%

9.60%

9.60S

9.50%

I r.50%

tt.76%

I1.00%

8.00%
10.50%

9.00%
11.00e{

10.60%

8.62% 9.79%

9.00".6

10.00_"n

9.50%
9.60%

11.50%

r t.00%

9.00%
9.00%

7.00"t

9.00%
10.009.

10.7,t%
10.60"6

10.507"
9.00%
10.25%
10.00%

9.00%

r0.00%

10.259,
10.75%
10.60%

7.50%

9.50,q"

9.00'i,

9.36%

r0.00%

7.50%
8.75v"
9.00%

10.00q"

9.85%

9.00\

I1.00%

9.26%

I1.00%

9.00%

9.60%
9.00%
7.50%
8.50%
7.00%
9.00%
8.00%
8.00%
8.00%

10.60%
10.00%
12.00%

10.50%
10.60%
10.00%
10.00%

9.00%
9.60%
9.60%
9.60%
10.00%
8.00%
10.50%
9.00%
9.26%
10.00%
9.50%

7.00%

Discount Rates
Tlpical year-end 1991 discount rates in major cities,
as reported by VNI members, in general are higher
than 1990 rates. The most important change between 1990 and 1991 is a slowdown of the increase in

burgh, Pennsylvania, and one of the major activities
in the area surrounding Pittsburgh was strip mining of coal. In my young adult years, the strip mines

YI

T

10.50%
10.25%
10.00%
10.50%
9.50%
13.00%
10.50%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%

9.50q.
11.00%
9.00%
12.00%

9.00%
9.50%
9.00%

10.60".6

10.50%

10.00%

8.90%
10.60%
11.50%
9.00%
9.50%

10.50"0
10.50%
10.00%
10.00%
11.007"

r0.00%
9.00%
9.50%
11.?5%
10.00e"

10.44% 10.09% 10.42%

I1.00e"
10.00%
8.00%
8.00%
9.50%
10.00%
10.26%
7.00%
9.0096

9.73%

10.00%
9.40%
9.75%
9.60%
9.00%
9.?5%
9.50%
10.00%
8.50%
10.50%
9.00%
9.50%
9.00%
11.00%
8.90%
9.60%

I1.00%
9.00?"
9.00%
10.00%
10.00%
9.00%
9.00%
9.60%
9.50%
10.25%
9.00%
9.00%
9.63%

hope.

I grew up in eastern Kansas (Kansas City to be
exact) not far from a city named Pittsburgh, Kansas. The name Pittsburgh was in tribut€ to Pitts-

were favorite frshing holes-the land having been
taken over by the state, reclaimed in modest proportion and stocked with large mouth bass and other
game fish. The mining companies, who some 50

TABLE

discount rat€s, although the predominent conclusion
is that discount rates are continuing to increase.

Lawrence A. Kell, CRE

Discount rates are driven by a number of factors, one of which is the cost of money. In the past
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Bumping Along The Bottom

year, Baa-rated securities have declined in yield by
over 100 basis points. Discount rates, in contrast,
have increased by between 25 and 75 basis points.
The one exception is found in the apartment market
which has remained virtually unchanged.
The increase in discount rates is due to the perceived increase and risk in real estate. Thus, the
decline in the capital equation has been more than
offset by the increase in the risk equation. This
53

olfices making up
I t the end of 1991, the 44 (VNI)
published a
Valuation
Network,
Inc.,
f
I I monograph titled Viewpoinl 1992 -Real Estate

!
I
I

n valuing commercial real property interests the
income approach has been. and continues to be,
the most persuasive and widely used method of
meaaurement. It is an application of the so-called
principle of anticipation that describes value as the
present worth of the future benefits of ownership.l
Implicit in its development are two principal steps:

Value Trends. The purpose of this publication was
not to discuss what had happened to real estate
value trends; this is well known. The crux of the

BUMPING
ALONG THE
BOTTOM
Capitalization and discount rates for
specific property types haae stabilized.

Webster A. Collins, CRE

A 1992: Ualualion Netunrh, In

.

Parts of this articlz are reprinted. from Viewpoint 1992-Real
Estat! Value Trends, pp. ,5-19.

publication was to concentrate on what indicators of
value are driven by demographic and economic conditions and, from this data, to study the strength of
property markets in various cities.
It is well-recognized that the value of real estate
is driven primarily by occupancy and yield expectations. It is measured in the form of capitalization
rates which increase or decrease depending upon
growth or decline in income and the degree of perceived risk. Capitalization rates are low when demand substantially exceeds supply and major appre-

ciation

is

anticipated. Conversely, capitalization

rates are high when deflationary conditions exist.
As the 21st Century is approached, massive, unprecedented overbuilding must be confronted. As
one participant at the CRE's 1992 Midyear Meeting
in Cincinnati observed: there are not enough unemployed people in the United States to fill all the

buildings built in the 1980s.

Real Estate Investment Criteria
Notwithstanding comments of this type, the fundamental, underlying truth of the matter is that the
study of investment criteria, typically in terms of
yield expectations and capitalization rat€s, has
moved at a snail's pace in comparison with changes
in value.
It is well known that real estate values in the
United States have been off by as much as 2570 between 1990 and 1991. At the same time, initial capitalization rates in the VNI survey rose by only
11.37r in those preriods because of other components
of the valuation equation, such as occupancy factors

(l) forecasting future benefits and (2) discounting
future benefits to express their present worth. The
second step raises the query: discounting at what

rate?

IN SEARCH Of
THE BATE

Because of their large uolum.e of risk-rated
transat:tions, capital marhets produce the
most reliable dnta for selecting dppropriate
discount rates.

by James E. Gibbons, CRE

from those envisioned for the generally accepted definition of market value, and they rendered real estate transactions unsuitable for market discount
rate extraction.
So with limited mortgage credit available and
distress in the sales markets, where can the real
estate professional look for reliable evidence to support plausible discount rate selections?

and related income/expense adjustments.

The year-end 1991 VNI going-in capitalization
rate survey (Table 1) reveals some rather interesting

Primary Considerations
Before plunging into a discussion of discount rate
selection, two fundamental factors should be reviewed; the first is the nature of a so-called real

conclusions:

!

Capitalization rates related to o{fice buildings

r

have increased, since year-end 1991, between 15
basis points and 25 basis points.
A capitalization rate increase of 15 basis points
has occured in the industrial market.

r
r

property investment. It is not real estate, land and
bricks and mortar: it is simply money in the form of
mortgage financing or equity venture capital or any
combination of the two. Money is invested in the
expectation of receiving monetary returns at a rate
that is deemed appropriate in light of existing capital market conditions and the perceived risk of the
venture. The rate of return clearly is a major consideration for investors. Money is fungible and can be
put to work in any venture in any industry. Whats
more money is available only in a frnite amount at

The regional mall market has declined by five
basis points; in contrast, the strip shopping center
market has increased by 20 basis points.
The apartment market has strengthened on the
basis of a decline of 10 basis points in going-in
capitalization rates.
Wcbrter A. Collins, CRE, is etecutit* uue president and
parher of Whittier Partners, Boston. He has shared respn"
sibilitf in the marwging of onz of the areab largest op-

praual and consulting organizalions.
seraEd as presid2nt

ln

.hmez E. Gibbone, CRE, is diector of Jomaica Saings
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Washington, D.C. He uus dircclor of the Manhalton Life
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long standing and generally accepted real estate appraisal methodologies recommend the analysis of recent sales of comparable properties to
extract indicated capitalization and discount rates.
In certain market atmospheres this technique is adequate: however, in most markets there seldom are
enough comparables to promote feelings of assurance in the rates selected, and in chaotic, volatile
periods the process is generally unsatisfactory. For
example, in the early 1990s restrictive credit policies
employed by banks and insurance companies made
capital unavailable, dried up normal market transactions and left only distressed sales by flrnancial
institutions that had acquired properties through
foreclosures and bankruptcies and that were under
regulatory pressure to recapture some capital. The
Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) poured billions
of dollars of properties and mortgages into the marketplace under orders that the properties should be
moved promptly. To accomplish the mission RIC, after some initial delay, provided seller financing on
liberal terms. These conditions were far removed

Counselors.
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In Seqrch ol The Rqte
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any given time. Enterprises therefore must compet€
to obtain a share of money by offering competitively
attractive returns. Real estate is not exempt from
this need to compete; it can claim no amount of
money as a matter of right.

The second factor that needs to be reviewed is
the subject of the investment. Again, this is not real
estate; it is an interest or interests in real property,
and the intangible rights to use, sell, Iease, sublet,
mortgage, glve away, etc. These rights are legally
documented and often publicly recorded. In valuations parties talk about the value of a property, but
property is not a unit; it is a package of real property rights, each having an owner with his individual goals and strategies for achieving those goals.
The rights are prioritized in their claims on a venture's earnings. Usually claims on a venture's earnings follow the chronology of creation of individual

rights; however, subordination contracts may alter
the order of precedence of claims. These are important considerations in rating the risk of various interests, which can be, and routinely are, separately
valued and traded at earnings rates consistent with
competition for capital and perceived risks. Consider
the simple case of a single family dwelling whose
owner holds an equity investment position encumbered by a mortgage created by a financial institution which may hold the mortgage, or as is more
common, sell it in the secondary mortgage market.
More complex ventures may be made up of equity,
mortgage, junior mortgages, land leases, operating
leases, etc. Therefore, in any investment analysis or
valuation, it is critically important to identify specifically the subject real property interests, forecast
the future benefits of their ownership, risk rate the
position and select the appropriate earnings rate for
discounting. Trying to squeeze multi-party, multiproperty interest considerations into one value number can create confusion.

Capitalization Development
Appraisal literature opens the discussion of capitalization by offering the formula: VR = V2 The literature states that the value of a real property interest
is a function of ik earnings capacity; therefore, valuation is accomplished by dividing income by the
earnings rate that is necessary to attract capital to
the venture. Thus begins the never-ending search
fo," the riEht rale.
In the 1930s and 1940s the U.S. economy was
depressed, interest rates were loq inflation was not
a threat and rate volatility was negligible. However,
the risk element in real estate investments was recognized, and it was agreed that the appropriate rate
should provide some spread above the yield alailable
from absolutely safe investments, such as U.S. T!easury bonds. Methods and procedures therefore were
developed to build up a capitalization rate. These
methods used as a baseline the return from a safe
investment, and they made incremental additions
to this baseline value to account for the features
of a real estate investment that did not measure
up to the standards of safe investments, such as
illiquidity, risk ratings, burden of investment
2

management and others. For example, the buildup

might be as follows:
Safe investment rate
Penalty for additional risk
Penalty for illiquidity
Penalty for management
Total

rate

TABLE

+ 2.59c
+ l.lVc
+ 1.07c
+ 0.5Vc

Yield and Capitalization Rate Analysis

Although this approach was and is serviceable,
it fostered uneasiness about the quantity and quality of market support for the adjustments in the
buildup.

Thurston Ross, CRE, introduced another rate
selection method called a band of investment. This
method used a weighted average of interest costs for
a property's mortgage and equity capital compo-

Weighted average

rate

l,ocation

Older, mid-rate hotel (to be converted to budcet)
North Midwestern United Ststes

S&leB price p€r room

$13,000

Renovation cost lxr room
Tbtal acquisition cost per room

$

Hotel TYpe

6.01c

nents. For example:
75% mortgage (, 8.0q,
25Vo equtty (4 70.09o

6

7,000

$20,000

Direct Capitalizationlates

First Year
Level of Income

NOI after resene for repla4ement
\OI before rcsene for replacement

Historical

Projected

Stabilized Year
Deflated to Current $

6.M

7.M

t5.7St

8.57r

9.6q.

18.0?

Tbn ]'ear DCF Yield Rates

6.07c

Leveraged Cq 60n/.

2.51o

8.5%

This method represented the first effort to asfinancing on property

sess the influence of mortgage

valuation.

Residual Approaches
Appraisal educators very properly pointed out that
investors require both a return on and a return of
invested capital and stated that a provision for capital recapture should be added to the interest earnings rate. They also reasoned that since land
endures, only the building investment, a wasting
asset, required recaptu.e on a straight line or a
sinking fund basis. Land and building residual techniques were developed to value separately the property's physical components.3 Implicit in the
development of the building residual was provision
for a decline in income and value, which harmonized
with the realities in the existing marketplace. The
search for tbe right rote continued.

Yield Rate
NOI after resene for replacement
NOI before rcsene for replaccment

Tbtal
Property (Yo)

Equity
Yield (Ye)

18.8%

27.VL

21.6q(

32.4%

Conclusion
While third-party financing on hotel properties is
scarce, hotel deals are being made, and the sales are

being financed. That hotels are being bought and
with equity and debt funding supports the consideration of mortgage and equity return requirements in developing today's capitalization rates.
Despit€ the large number of seller-financed deals,
sold

purchase money mortgages and loans backed by cor-

porate credit, debt terms for hotels are ascertainable, although the range of current loan-to-value
ratios is broader than it was in the past. On the
equity side, the market is clearly fragrnented, with
no apparent consensus on the required equity

L€veraged

(i

All Cash

,15%

Prop€rty (Yo)

EquitrYield (]'e)

Tbtsl
Property (Yo)

Equity
Yield (l'e)

18.8.r
21.67t

18.8%
28.0q(

21.6q

18.8{z
21.6q(

Tbtal

returns. Clearly the quality, age and class of the
particular property, the strength (or weakness) of its
operating and financial history, its position, both
historical and potential, in the marketplace and the
magnitude of any required renovation or repositioning influence strongly the tlpe of equity investor
who will be attracted to the property and the equity
portion of the required return on investment. In developing capitalization rates for any particular hotel
property, it is important to recognize these factors,
interpret them in light of the kind of equity investor
who would be attracted to the property, and understand their effect on the required rates of return to
the equity component.

The Coming Of Ellwood
With the conclusion of World War II, new forces
came into play; change was pervasive, as shown by
rapidly increasing real estate values. In response to
how appraisers should deal with these new conditions, a debate ensued. It revolved around whether
the present change in real estate should be regarded
as a t€mporary surge that eventually would subside
and return markets to their former levels or was it a
permanent trend that required new appraisal thinking. Of course, the problem's final arbiter was the
investing public who kept buying at higher prices.
While appraisal education has always recognized the principle of anticipation and its future perspective, it has applied somewhat retrospective
methodologies. Because analysis of comparable sales

emphasizes previous transactions, it must be adjusted to reflect the market's perception of the future
as of the appraisal date.

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes said of the law that its life is not the
REAL ESTATE
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TABLE

4

Yield and Capitalization Rate Analysis
Luxury high-rise hotel
South C2ntrsl llnited Stetes
$r2r,000

Hotel TyD€

Locetion
Sales Drice Der room

Direct Capitalization Rates

First Year
Level of Income

Historical

Projected

8.5C.

9.5q.
11.7%

NOI after resene for replacement
NoI before resen'e for rcplscement
Tbn l'ear DCF

l'ield

10.31r

Stabilized Year
Deflated to Currcnt $
s.6q.

ll.8%

Rates
Leveraged aa 65q

Tbtal

Yield Rate

Property (Yo)

Equity
Yield (Ye)

Property (Yo)

13.51c

In.0%

13.5C(

NOI before resen'e for r€placement

17.|q

25.7q.

t7.ts.

TABLE

Equity
Yield (Ye)

Tbtal

NoI after rcserve for rrplacement

approximately $13,000 per room; however, the buyer
committed to spend another $7,000 per room (approximately) in renovations. The total investment
therefore was $20,000 per room. Third-party financing was obtained at a stated 60% loan-to-value ratio;
based on the purchase price alone (without considering the renolation costs), the actual loan-topurchase-price ratio was closer to 707o. However,
based on the purchase price plus the renovation cost,
the loan-to-value ratio calculated out at slightly under 459c. The interest rate on the mortgage floated

All

Leveraged @ 50%

16.t

Ca-sh

Tbtal
PmDerty (Yo)

Equity
Yield (Ye)

13.5.n

13.5q.

17.1.,1t

l7.tc(

with the prime rate; however, this interest rate was
reported to be artificially low due to the strong
guarantees put in place by an entity that was known
to the lender. The loan had a three-year balloon and
was amortized on a lS-year schedule. Because the
anticipated debt did not reflect a pure real estat€
mortgage, we factored into our analysis several assumed structures for hotel debt financing from third
parties or the seller. Thble 6 illustrates the various
yields and capitalization rates derived from the
analysis.

Yield and Capitalization Rate Analysis
Hotel lype

Sales price p€r room
Renovation coEt per nrcm
'Ibtal acquisition cost

I,000

$11,000
$55,000

Direct Capitalization Rates

First Year
Lerel of lncome
NOI after resene for rtplaaemenl
NOI before rcsene for rrplacement

Historical

Projected

2.8q

6.7qt
8.5E

5.21(

Stabilized Year
Deflated to Current $

l,creraged @ 60%

Ibtal
NOI after rcserve for repla.ement
NOI before rrserve for replacement

50

P!0peny (Yo)
15.t%

18.ttl

vs-

The term "y" represents the specified equity
yield a property will provide based on the investment's risk rating and the competition for funds in
capital markets. Such yield is a composite of investment cash flow earnings augment€d by property

mode.6

12.11(

Once an overall capitalization rate is selected,
the next st€p is t use it in the value formulation
VR = V. In the early years of Ellwood, much difticulty arose over the definition of the term "I". "I"
was considered to be a property's net income earn-

M.tq(

Tbn Year DCF Yield Rates

Yield Rate

app

The combined y - mc is a weighted average of
equity yield and mortgage terms and includes the
effects of mortgage amortization (debt reduction).
The capitalization rate R then is a band of investment (weighted average) of equity yield and mortgage t€rms modified by anticipated property value
changes over the holding period.
In 1970 Charles B. Akerson made a valuable
contribution to the understanding of Ellwood's procedures by replacing the original horizontal algebraic expression with a vertical band of investment

First.class mid.rise hotel
South Centrsl United States
$.t

R: v-mc
"
-

value increase (appreciation) over the holding period
or diminished by value loss (depreciation).

5

Location

syllogism but responses to felt necessities of the
times.a So, too, has real estate appraisal responded
to the necessities of the times. In reaction to the
atmosphere of change in the 1950s L. W. Ellwood,
introduced his monumental work: the Ellwood Tables for Real Estate Appraising and Financing,s
which acquainted the appraisal profession with the
world of yield capitalization. Ellwood's procedures
recognized the principles of anticipation and change
by providing for future changes in incomes and
values. They also followed the bundle of rights theory by recognizing the separateness of the mortgage
and equity entities. Ellwood's approach to valuation
was to price a property so it would produce a competitively attractive yield for the equity investment in
light of specific mortgage terms and anticipated
changes in incomes and values over the holding period. If mortgage terms for an investment were t1pically available in the market, the pricing would be a
market value; however, the procedure could be used
with any selected terms. This position was incorporated into the market value definition in the American Institut€ of Real Estate Appraisers' ?fte
Appraisal of Real Estale,9th edition. It is also interesting to note that the principal ingredients of the
overall rate for capitalization, mortgage and equity
rates were products of trading in capital and money
markets.
To have all the previously mentioned market
conditions and factors in a single overall capitalization rate, Ellwood constructed the following formula:
* d"P

Leveruged @

iW

.{ll

lbtal

C&sh

Equity
Yield (l'e)

Ttttal
Property (lb)

Equity
Yield (Y€)

Prcperty (Yo)

20.0%
25.5q.

15.V(

18.8q.

15.9t

15.1

18.19.

18.1%

18.1%
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ings; however, debate focused on the period to which

earnings should be attributed. Ellwood stated
plainly that "I" was the average stabilized income
for the future investment term. He demonstrated
that there was a & minimis difference between the

In Seqrch ol The Rqte

value that used this income and the value that was
discounted year by year, excluding violent distortions. Nevertheless, some practitioners continued to
insist that "I" represented the first year's income.
During the 1960s this writer worked closely with
Ellwood in the teaching ofhis materials and became
aware that the problem was bothersome. Ellwood
finally decided to settle the controversy by introducing into the capitalization rate the "J" factor so one
could use the first year's income and reflect a sinking fund pattern of gro*'th in income at a rate (appreciation t selected by the appraiser.

An attractive facet of the Ellwood process is its
usefulness in analyzing capitalization rates. For example, in judging the acceptability of any given rate,
it is easy to compute the amount of property value
and income change that can occur over an investment's holding term and yet have the equity position
realize a selected yield. After this sensitivity testing
was put in graphic form, Ellwood yield curves became a standard feature of most appraisals. Ellwood
was the mightiest contributor to the search for the
right rate.

Discounted Cash Flow Comes Ttr The Fore
Ellwood gave appraisers and investors a practical
vehicle for complete investment analysis. However,
as the pace of inflation and market activity continued to accelerate, investors demanded a means of
reviewing an investment's probable performance, on
a year by year basis over its term, on a spreadsheet.
A procedure, commonly called discounted cash flow
(DCF), for many years had been used extensively by
financial institutions in the analysis of investments
in most fields of business. In the 1980s and early
1990s real estate appraisers siezed upon DCF as a
vehicle to reflect and account for the volatility in
many economic elements, particularly infl ation.
What has DCF to do with the quest for the riEht
roJe? When all cash flows, such as purchase price
paid, annual cash returns and proceeds of sale, are
assumed to be known, one can easily compute the
investment's expected internal rate of return (IRR)
and make comparisons with yields from other similarly risk-rated investment opportunities in fields
such as stocks and bonds. DCF therefore facilitates
judgments about the feasibility and competitive attractiveness of an investment. It also is used by appraisers as a direct valuation approach, in which the
annual cash returns and proceeds of ultimate sale
are forecast and then discounted to present value at
what the valuer deems to be the right rate in light of
perceived risks.
The availability of computerization has made
the DCF process expeditioue and economical and facilitated the use of sensitivity analysis and the exploration of many "what ifs." So{tware packages
have enabled appraisers to use lease-byJease analysis to forecast financial performance.
Despite its considerable attractive features,
computerized DCF poses the danger of a more mechanical than thoughtful analysis. Another thorny
issue in the process is the estimate of the final cash
3

flow, the reversionary profit from the ultimate sale
of a property. This sale price often is estimated by
capitalizing, say, the l1th year cash return by a rate

slightly higher than the appropriate current rate.
Because reversionary profit often is a large segment

of IRR and the events being forecast are remote,
some fear and trembling may accompany this process. Nevertheless, the essence of property valuation

is forecasting futures.
The Discount Rate
Clearly in DCF valuation the selected discount rate
is a key item. Where does it come from? Appraisers
have shown some preference for real estate sources,
such as comparable sales and surveys of investor

attitudes; however, the volatility and uncertainty in
the post-savings and loan debacle period have
eroded confidence in these sources. At least the belief that rents and values must rise to match infla-

tion is no longer strong. In the recent

past

appraisers have accorded a small amount of atten-

tion to financial market activities, but gradually
data from that source is developing the degree of
attention

it

merits.

Where We Are Now
The search for the right rare led the appraisal profession through an evolutionary process, developing
and refining the income approach to valuation but
reflecting the continued need to develop stronger,
more believable rate selection procedures. ?'8 It always has been clear that a real estate investment
represents money invested in the expectation of receiving competitively attractive monetary returns
in light of perceived risks. In the United States and
most of the rest of the world, millions of investments

involving billions of dollars and using instruments
such as stocks, bonds, etc., are made each day in
well-established, effective capital and money markets, These investments are bought and sold at
prices that investors expect will provide yields consistent with those found in the markets for similarly
risk-rated situations. Thus, any single transaction
reveals the investor's forecast of future benefits, and
the market's activities disclose market expectations
about futures.
It is said that capital markets are the best predictors of future economic conditions; therefore, a
reading of their events should benefit investors and
valuers in forecasting future benefits and in selecting discount rates. Strangely, the real estate appraisal professiont acceptance and use of capital
market data as the basis of rate selection has been
slow. Perhaps the distress and distortions of the real
estate market in the early 1990s may prompt a
harder look at the wealth of data and guidance in
the frnancial arena. A comprehensive look at this
data will require the serious efforts of academics and
practitioners in the pursuit of the necessary studies.
The answers cannot be obtained from a casual
glance at capital market data in a newspaper, but
they can be attained through disciplined studies of
the available data. After all, the capital markets
reveal market-acceptable monetary yields on professionally risk-rated situations.
4

The Fed

Let us briefly examine a few

aspects of financial
market information to demonstrate its usefulness to

real estate investors and valuers. First, a word or
two (a book might be more appropriate) about the
Federal Reserve System. This independent organization, created by Congress, promulgates and implements U.S. monetary policy. The Fed exerts
substantial control over the availability and price of

funds. Through its Open Market Committee activities, buying and selling U.S. Government securities, the Fed can quickly expand or contract money
supply, thereby raising or dropping general interest
levels in relation to the demand for funds. The Fed
has direct control of short-term interest rates, such
as the discount rate and the Fed funds rate, and less
of an impact on rates of longer maturities which are
powerfully influenced by the degree to which inflation may erode the value of securities.

The interest rates most directly controlled by
the Fed are watched carefully by the hnancial community, which keys off them in establishing market
levels for yields on other instruments of varying
risks and maturities. It is interesting to note that
the Fed's monetary moves appear to follow a cycle.
When the economy is expanding vigorously, the Fed
will be quick to detect growing inflation and counter
it by restricting credit and raising interest rates. In
times of recession the Fed will expand monetary
policy to pump up the economy and bring about declines in interest rates. Witness the drastic rate declines of 1992 engineered by the Fed in its attempt
to promote an economic recovery. This cyclical aspect of monetary policy is important and useful for
making forecasts of future economic and monetary
conditions. In the analysis of real property investment performance, both present and future rates are
key elernents.
Rish
Risk has always been a prime investment concern.
In real property valuations from the earliest days
the capitalization rate was set at some increment
above the return from safe investments, such as U.S.
Government bonds. The magrritude of the increment
was estimated to cover the greater degree of risk
associated with investing in real property. The assessment of risk is now handled in debt capital markets by professional rating organizations, such as
Standard and Poor's, Moody's, Duff and Phelps and
others that grade and label various levels of risk
using symbols, such as Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, etc.
The rating agencies publish descriptions of the
elements and qualities represented by the various
rating grades. With this information and the results
of market trading, one can judge the yield level necessary to attract capital to a venture whose perceived risks closely ht a rating description. For
example, the Baa rating is described by Moodys as:
"medium grade obligations, i.e., they are neither
highly protected nor poorly secured. Interest payments and principal security appear adequate for
the present, but certain protective elements are
lacking or are characteristically unreliable over any
REAI ESTATE ISSUES FALLAVINTER
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inserting the projection into a valuation model and
adjusting the appraised value to reflect the actual
sale price by modifying the return aasumptions. Thble 2 presents a representative sample of hotels that
were sold shortly after we appraised them, along
with the imputed total property and equity returns
based on our valuation approach.
It should be noted that the rates of return cited
in Thble 2 aasume a specific ty'pe of financial structure and may not represent the actual expectations
of these buyers. The table illustrates, however, the
levels of returns a typical investor may expect when
acquiring one of these hotels.
Published Sources
Numerous real estate firms and organizations publish newsletters and summaries of investor surveys
and hotel real estate sales. A review of some of the
more recent newsletters from these firms illustrates
that anticipated total property yield rates (Yo) employed by hotel investors in their analysis range
from 12.07o to 78.5Va. Anticipated equity yield rates
(Ye) range from 15.0% to 28.01c. Going-in capitalization rates range from L0.09" to 74.0Va, and terminal
capitalization rates range from 9.0% tn 141c. The

typical holding periods reported by these surveys
range from 5 to 15 years.
A new source of hotel investment return data is
the previously mentioned publication entitled
Transadinns b HMBA. Although this publication
does not consider yield data,

it

interesting direct capitalization rate data. During 1991 the
HMBA reports to have sold 1?0 hotels, which account for approxim ately 257c of all reported nonjudicial U.S. hotel and motel sales. The size of these
lodging facilities is typically up to 400 rooms. Statistical data relating to conventional sales and lenderowned (REO) sales summarized in the premiere edition of Transactions 1992 include: operating performance at the time of sale, including average daily
room rate and rooms revenue per room; hotel sales
transactions statistics, including selling price per
room, rooms revenue multiplier, net operating income multiplier and capitalization rate; and hnancing attained at the time of sale, including first
mortgage loan-to-value ratio, amortization period,
loan term and debt coverage ratio, Of the 170 HMBA
hotel salee tracked during 1991,94 were conventional sales, and 76 were REO sales. The average
capitalization rate reported for the 94 conventional
sales was 11.9%. The average capitalization rate for
70 sales of properties with fewer than 75 rooms was
L2.1Vo. The average capitalization rate for 24 sales of
properties with greater than 75 rooms was 9.89c.
does contain

Investor Interviews

As hotel real estate counselors we are in constant
contact with numerous institutional and individual
hotel investors. These investors have return requirements that may be expressed as an equity yield rate
based on a lO-year projection of net income before
incentive management fees but after debt service.
Thble 3 illustrates the equity yield requirements of a
cross-section of hotel investors.
Rates ol Return on Hotel Investments

TABLE

3

Equity Yield Requirements
Source of

Equity

Individual slndicator

Institution
Source:

Equity Yield Requirement
20% tn 24%
lSoh tn 22on

Hospitalit! Valuotbn Seftices

Yields And Capitalization Rates Of Three Current
DeaLs

As a final foray into the world of hotel capitalization
rates, we analyzed three recent hotel transactions to

illustrate current return rates. The three properties
vary significantly in size, location and level of
quality.
Sale number I was of a high-rise, luxury-class,
under 500-room, chain-alfrliated hotel located in the
South Central United States. The property was purchased with cash for slightly more than $120,000
per room during the past year. The property had a
successful operating history. Occupancies generally
were in the high 701c range, and average room rates
were slightly over $100 (with an upward trend) in
1990 and 1991. The overseas buyer was expected to

ultimately finance part of the purchase with offshore funds and back the mortgage by a corporate

guarantee. Because the anticipated debt did not reflect a pure real estate mortgage, we factored into
our analysis several assumed structures for hotel
debt financing from third parties or sellers. Thble 4
illustrates the various yields and capitalization rates
derived from the analysis.
Sale number 2 was of a mid-rate, first-class,
chain-affrliated hotel located in the South Central
United States. The property was sold by a U.S. lending institution and purchased during the past year
by an overseas hotel operator with cash for approximately $41,000 per room. We were unable to ascertain if the buyer was interested in or able to finance
a portion of the investment. The purchaser was reportedly planning to renovate and rename the property at an approximate cost of S14,000 per room. We
analyzed the transaction on an all-cash basis and
with several assumed debt structures. Table 5 illustrates the various yields and capitalization rates derived from the analysis.
The third sale involved an older (originally constructed in the late 1960s) mid-priced, standardclass, chain-affrliated lodging facility in the nothern midwest. The facility had operated with 100 to
200 rooms. The property's hietorical occupancies
were in the 509c to 60% range, but room rates had
been declining from the ,t$65 level since 1989. The
purchaser intended to reposition the property to the
upper end of the budget segrnent, eliminate the hotel's restaurant and lounge facilities but retain a
Iimited amount of function space, and change the
property's chain affiliation to one more suited to a
budget-t1ae operation. The property had been foreclosed and was sold out offoreclosure in mid-1992 for

t9

frnancing in the form of purchase money mortgages.
Although loan-to-ralue ratios are down from the
759o and above levels that were standard in the late
1980s, debt is still a significant portion of a capitalization rate and can be well supported. However, be-

return requirements are supposed to
reflect investor expectations rather than documented interest rates, they are more diflicult to
quantify accurately.
cause equity

Equity Return Requirements
The portion of the hotel investment that is not
funded by debt in the form of a first mortgage typically comes from an equity investor. The rate of
return that an equity investor expects over a tenyear holding period is known as equity yield. Unlike

the equity dividend, which is a short-term rate of
return, an equity yield specifically considers a longterm holding period (generally 10 years), annual

infl ation-adjusted cash flows, property appreciation,
mortgage amortization and proceeds from a sale at
the end of the holding period.

TABLE

It is diffrcult to quantify the rate

of return re-

quired by equity investors who seek to purchase ho-

tel properties. To establish an appropriate equity
yield rate, a hotel analyst may consult several
sources of data. First, one may analyze recent sales

transactions and extract rates based on historical
and forecasted net income figures. Second, one may
refer to numerous published sources of data. Finally,
one may determine anticipated yield rates through
investor interviews.
Analysis Of Recent Seles Transdctions
During each year our firm appraises more than 400
hotels, including properties located in most major
national markets. Most of these appraisals utilize a
mortgage-equity approach in which income is projected and then discounted to a current value at
rates reflecting the cost of debt and equity capital.
In the case ofhotels that were sold subsequent td our
valuations we are able to determine an appropriate
equity yield rate by excluding incentive management fees from the projection of income and expense,
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Sample of Hotels Sold
'Ibtal
'l'ear of

a)rcrall

Sale

Sale Price
per Room

Rste *

Property
Yield

Equity
Yield

l0.tic

l{.6%
19.7

20.39t
32.0
5.6
21.lt

Hotel ryp(

Locirtion

Midscale

Binghamton,

1985

$ 52,200

Luxury
Luxu ry

Beverly Hills, CA
Carlsbad, CA

191r7

265,957

19117

518,672

Midscale

Boston. MA
Boston, MA

l9rr8

52,065

14.9
7.9
10.8

19118

1.11,058

10.1

Chicago, IL
Denrer. CO
Kingston, ltiY
Milford, CT

l9n8
lgtrtt
l9n8
l9tt8

121,731

5r,1J0

9.0
11.9

15.3
13.2
12.3
14.3

61.782

10.7

lt.8

Philadelphia, PA
San Francisco. CA
San Francisco. CA

1988

60,1t15
.18.971

10.8
9.8
8.7

Luxury
Firsl Class
First Class
ltidscale
Midscale
Midscale
Midscale
Midscale

\Y

First Class
First Class
First Class

Wilmington, DE
Annapolis, MI)
Boston. MA

Midscale
Midscale

Concord. CA

Luxury
First Class
First Class
Luxury

First Ctass

Los Angeles, CA
Mission Yalley, CA
New Orleans, LA
San Francisco, CA
lYalnut Creek, CA
Buckhead. GA

Economy
Midscale

Easton, MD
Foster City, CA

First Class
Luxury
First Class

Newport Beach, CA
Palm Springs, CA
San Francisco, CA

Economy
Midscale

Bridgeton, MO
Bretton Woods, NH

Midscale

Corning. NY

l9n8

43,702

1988
19It8
1989
1989
19n9
1989

56,03r

1989
1989

l9lt9
1989

l9ti9
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990

88,601

t2t,2t2
t02,374
60,0,60

12.2
11.1

15.5
12.0
16.5

34,183
226,667

11.5

133,971
97,065

r1.4

228,856
19,240

10.3

i

t,121

27,500
75,210
88.757

t{.7
11.9

t2.t
10.2
14.5

8.5
12.0

8.7

r4.3

l{.5
10.5
17.3
19.9
17.6
16.0

20.2
20.9
19.5
16.0
I ?.1
15.7

t7.i

t990

10.1

t{.7

1991
1991

14,212

t6.7

l6.l

20,06.r

31.7%

22.7C(

19..1

Corporate bond quotes are one example of the
information concerning capital market trading and
yields in stocks and bonds that is available in the
press (Figures 1 and 2). It is hardly adequate for the
rate selection procedure described, but it can be
readily supplemented with additional hnancial information and data from investment banking and
brokerage organizations that actively market the securities involved.
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Copy ght 41992 by the New York Times Company.

Securitizatinn
In recent years securitization of real property interests has ballooned into a billion dollar business. It
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has been highly successful
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Sotl/re. llospitality Valuation Services.
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Once a risk-rated investment yield has been selected, two further adjustments must be made to
apply the yield to real property investments. Under
the most favorable realty market conditions the liquidity of a real estate investment cannot match that
of moderately active securities. What increment
should be added to the risk-rated investment yield to
provide a suitale penalty for the liquidity of real
property? This probiem is thorny but reasonably
manageable. Investments scheduled to be repaid in
the near future, short maturities, in general are considered to be more liquid than those that come due
later. The Treasury yield curve (Figure 1) illustrates
this thinking by showing the variation in yields for
Treasury securities of different maturities. The
curve is normal when investments with long maturities o{Ier higher yields than those with short maturities, Figure 3 is normal and quite steep. It shows
a three-month yield of 3.257r and a 30-year yield of
7.47c. The 4.157o difference between three-year and
ten-year maturities is significant for our purposes
and amounts to 200 basis points of 2%.

Av.[Cr yi.ld. !l qu.n d,

28.0
33.7
22.6
20.4
27.6%

1{.0

This procedure is not simple, but with research
and study it can be applied to any real estate investment. Because it is based on daily published information from a large market that trades in
professionally risk-rated investments, the procedure
yields data that is broad-based and market-driven
and, thus, is more persuasive than conclusions
drawn from a small group of real property
transactions.

:tGYcr

16.5

20.3

191,163
105,263

markets, but it has not enjoyed great success in commercial real property because of the lack of standardization of product and underwriting. However,
efforts in this area have led risk-rating organizations to develop methodologies for rating commercial
real property on a portfolio or proPerty-specific
basis. More interesting developments surely will be
forthcoming, because many regard securitization as
the probable future source of the real estate industry's financing.

FI(iL]RB

15.0
3.8
21.2
9.8
17.0
19.6

great length of time. Such bonds lack outstanding
investment characteristics and, in fact, have speculative traits as well". In the case of a real property
investment analysis, the objective is to judge
whether the observed elements of risk match this
description. Factors to be considered include market
trends, lease details, credit standings of tenants, etc.
When the risks of a real estate investment fit with,
say, a Baa rating description, current trading levels
for the Baa rating can be used to determine investment yield for the investment.

it

In Seqrch ol The Roie

Adjustments

The Treasury yield curve relates to Treasury
issues only and is subject to gyrations during periods when the Fed is using monetary policy to slow
or accelerate the growth of the economy. At times
the curve may become inverted, as short-term yields
exceed yields from investments with longer maturities. In such cases a curve for the A, Baa or highyield category may be constructed and conclusions
drawn from it.
Other factors affecting liquidity require consideration, among them are average volume of trading
in an issue and the identity and track record of the
market maker or makers.

A further adjustment to the risk-rated investment yield is needed to account for the burden of
investment management which is incurred with
real property but not with securities. It is well recognized that property investments, at their simplest,
are not passive. Tb get a handle on an appropriate
market-established adjustment, one must research
the fees charged by asset management orgarizations for handling a portfolio or an individual investment. At this point the process may be summarized
as follows:

Baa risk rated yield
Penalty for illiquidity
Penalty for management
Discount rate

9.57c

2.0%
1.0%

12.57.

5

FIGURE

High-yield corporate rate
Penalty for illiquidity
Penalty for management
Discount Rate
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distressed markets of early 1992 when
much commercial real property fell into the high
yield category, then:

6

developed a new publication, called. Trqns@tions by

2.lVc

IIMBA, which lists many types of financial criteria

1.0s,

relative to hotel sales. For 1991 the HMBAs average
listed first mortgage loan-to-value ralio was 73.77a
at an average interest rate of 9.87c, an average amortization period of 21.5 years and an average term

L3.959o or l4Vc

Sad to say, in some distressed markets the
proper risk rating may be the junk bond category
which produces higher yields.
Conclusion
The appropriate discount or capitalization rate for
real property valuation seems to be revealed best in
the trading activities of capital markets where the
volume and alailability of data are optimum. Professional risk rating has enhanced the reliability of
selected rates. The selection of a risk rate for a real
estate investment is not a simple process, but one
that requires adjustments to account for the differences between securities and real property. While
requiring judgrnent, determination of these differences should be largely market driven. It is hoped
the field will attract much more att€ntion and study.

6.Wqo

5.5M0

70.95Vc
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of 12.5 years.

Another way we are able to quantify return requirements for hotel debt is by looking at individual
deals as they occur as well as the terms offered by
sellers who provide financing for hotels. We have
listed some of what we have seen as follows:
r At a major auction held at the end of 1991, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) offered purchase money mortgages for first mortgages on hotels up to a 757o loan-to-value (or loanto-price ) ratio. Interest rates ranged from 150 to
200 basis points over seven-year Treasury notes
(between 8.357r and 8.85%)l amortization schedules were based on 30 years, and mortgage terms
were seven years. This was non-recourse, nonassumable debt with a 1.257r origination fee.
Other terms included a prepayment penalty of 37r
during the first three years, 2% during years four
and frve and none for years six and seven.
r Third-party financing was placed on a midwestern airport hotel by an Asian lender at the
end of the third quarter 1991. A first mortgage in
the $10 to $15 million range reflected the full
purchase price of the property (i.e., a loan-to-value
ratio of 100%). The terms were interest-only at
250 basis points over prime (about 9Vc as of
March, 1992). The mortgage probably was intended as some sort of bridge financing because
its original term was only 1.5 years (not to mention interest-only). However, by January the term
had been extended to six years with a 30-year
amortization schedule. And lest this deal sounds
too good to be true, be advised: A total of close to
$8 million was either guaranteed or pledged by
the borrower in the form of a security interest in
other non-realty assets, and the borrowing entity
included the propertyt management.
r Another third-party financing was provided by
the same Asian lender in early 1992. The property
wa8 a standard-class (chain-affrliated) hotel in another midwestern market. This deal was for a
non-recourse first mortgage in the S5 to S10 million range at a 75.59c loan-to-value ratio. The interest rate was 300 basis points over prime; the
term of the loan was five years, interest only for
the first two and a 25-year amortization schedule
thereafter.
r In late 1991 a quasi-governmental arm ofthe Rff,
took back a purchase money mortgage on a
stsndard-class (chain-affiliated) hotel in a relatively depressed area of the Northeast. The loanto-value ratio was 70Vc, with interest at 200 basis
points over prime. The mortgage was in the $5 to
$10 million range. We were unable to ascertain
the amortization schedule with exactitude but estimate that it was based on a SO-year schedule;
the term of the loan was seven years.
Rotes o[ Return on Holel lnvestments

r

A major U.S. insurance company took back a purchase money mortgage on a first-class, chainaffrliated (franchised) hotel in the South at the
end of 1990. The mortgage amount was in the $15
to $20 million range, and there was a commitment for a $5 to $7 million second mortgage from
an Asian lender. The term of the first mortgage
was for five years; frxed interest was set at increasing rates during the term, starting at 7.5%
and escalating to 9.57r. We were unable to ascertain the amortization schedule.
Another major U.S. insurance company took back

a purchase money mortgage on a mixed-use (hotel
and office) asset in Texas in the third quarter of
1991. Interestingly, the hotel was not a chainaffrliated property. The loan was in the $5 to $10
million range, but a letter of credit for over $1
million was provided as additional security. The
loan-to-value ratio was a little over 71%, with a
fixed interest rate of 109., a seven-year term and a
25-year amortization schedule.
r In the fourth quarter of 1991 a European lender
took a first mortgage on a small, independent
Manhattan hotel property. This was a takeout of
previous Iinancing; so the property did not sell,
but the stated loan-to-value ratio was 607r of appraised value. The loan was in the $30 to $50
million range, with interest at 150 basis points
over LIBOR. We were unable to ascertain either
the term or the amortization schedule on the loan.
r In the fourth quarter of 1991 an Asian lender provided third-party, Iirst-mortgage financing on a
package of seven domestic hotels (roughly 1,300
rooms). The mortgage amount was in the $30 to
$50 million range at a stat€d loan-to-value ratio of
657c. The interest rate was LIBOR plus 190 basis
points, with a seven-year term and a 28-year amortization schedule. This was a takeout of an original note held by another lender.
r A domestic savings and loan provided a first mortgage on a budget hotel in Texas during the flrrst
quarter of 1992. The loan was in the $1 to $5
million range, with interest at 100 basis points
over prime. The loan-to-value ratio was estimated
at 407r based on a hrst-half of 1991 sale price plus
an estimated $1 million in renovation costs. The
term of the loan was seven years, with a 3O-year
amortization schedule.
From the deals we have seen consummated and
from published data, we believe that required returns for the debt portion of a hotel investment are
identifiable at this point in time, despite the scarcity
of third-party financing for hotels. Our conclusions
are that loan-to-value ratios in Lhe 40% to 7 51t
range generally reflect the market, such as it is,
with frxed interest rates in the 9.5? to 10.57r range.
Although floating interest rates begin at levels that
are materially lower, there is no way of knowing
how they will end up. We see, in general, amortization schedules of 25 to 30 years and loan maturities
of firve to 10 years. While some third-party financing
appears to be coming from Asian and European
lenders, some domestic lenders are providing
47

to yield or internal rate of return (IRR). Some invest rs segment their analysis of returns between debt
and equity yields over an assumed holding period.
Other investors focus on the total property yield or
the unleveraged return. Again, a discounted cash

"Shaky pension fund real estate portfolios
Iikely will be slashed in value by lSVc tn 20va
this year, the deepest cut ever . . . I personally believe there is going to be another
round of write-downs in 1992. I dont think
we are at the bottom yet in all property
t,?es and in all marketsj' said AT&T's Mr.
Russo. . . . Greenwich Associates' Mr. Smith
believes, 'h case can be made for a 207a
spread between what real estate money
managers are asking for their properties
and what the prirate market is willing to
pay." That spread is so wide, said Mr Smith,
"that real estate sales have virtuallv
haltedl'r

results by property type. For most of 1990, 1991 and
1992 the companies reporting to this survey accounted for roughly two-thirds of commercial mortgages held by U.S. life insurance companies; thus,
this data to a very large extent comes directly from
"the horse's mouthl' Although many recent quarters
have had insullicient data on hotel and motel loans
speciflrcally, published data for 1991 encompassed a
total of 4l hoteVmotel loans representing over $165
million in commitments. Thble 1 shows the relevant
information by quarter for 1991.

flow investment analysis can be predicated on a
multitude of net income levels.
At bottom we define a capitalization rate as a
rate of return that an investment entity seeks when
purchasing real estate. For example, if an incomeproducing piece of real estate is forcasted to generate S1,000,000 in cash flow and an investment entity

As one would expect, the contract int€rest rates

wants to earn a 107o return, then the purchase price
must be $10,000,000. To establish an appropriate
rate of return, an investor must consider the risk

for hotel and motel mortgages substantially

ex-

that reported for other property types. Fullyear 1991 ACLI data indicates that the average
hoteVmotel contract interest rate for all types of
mortgages (including fixed rate-fixed term, partici.
pation, joint venture and other special features) was
104 basis points above the average contract mortgage interest rate on industrial properties (for
which a total of over $876 million had been reported
as committed),96 basis points above the average
contract interest rate for olfice buildings (for which
over $1.4 billion was reported committed) and 78
basis points above the average contract interest rat€
reported for apartments (for which over $6.2 billion
was reported as committed). Obviously, the relatively low amount committed on hotels and motels,
combined with the higher interest rates, tells the
real story about the current desirability of financing
these types of properties. Nonetheless, the ACLI provides hard data that clearly indicates return re.
quirements for the debt component of the
capitalization rate.
ceeded

inherent in the investment and the returns that
may be achieved by alternative investments. Although risk is easily identifiable, it is relatively am-

to quantify.
Therefore, we believe that the preferred method for
quantifying capitalization rates involves the realization that a capitalization rat€ is merely the weighted
cost of the capital utilized to acquire an investment.
As previously alluded to, hotel real estate transactions, like most real estate transactions, typically
involve a capital structure that includes debt and
equity funds. Although there is a notable scarcity of
available third-party debt funding insofar as hotels

biguous and extremely difficult

are concerned, we find that the great majority of
transactions are being financed. And reliable
sources tell us that mortgages are being put in place
on hotel deals.
Debt Return Requircments
One source of reliable hotel mortgage data is the
American Council of Life Insurance (ACLI). The
ACLI'I lrutestmcnt Bulletin surveys commercial
mortgage commitments quarterly and publishes the
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APPBtrISALS:
WHERE IS THE
TRUTH?
Acquis ition capitd.lization rales support
redl estale indet incomc returns.

by Ben D. DeVries, Mike E. Miles
and Stephen B. Wolgin
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n investor can buy a high-quality. unleveraged
aDartment house at the current market price
ui,a get an 8.5or first-year yield tNOUpiicer.
The Russell-NCREIF annual income return is only
7.29a (firsl quarter 1992 annualized). Since income
return provided by the index is a composite of property incomes divided by appraised values, are properties in the index on average overvalued? How
accurate are the indexed properties' appraisals?

This article addresses this issue in four steps. It
looks at the nature of real estate income return indices in terms of their intended benefits and the
constraints associated with their construction. With
this background, it examines the best available empirical evidence on the reliability of appraisal, labeling the result: the traditional appraisal lag. Using
this foundation, it returns to the questions above
and attempts to numerically reconcile index income

yields with acquisition rates. Finally, the conclu-

Another source of published data on hotel mortgages is the previously mentioned Hotel and Motel

sions are reported.

Brokers of America (HMBAI. The HMBA recently

Ben D. Del'rier, uice president of Ualuation, Institurion l
catnent Managenznt, Prudentinl Realt! Group, Neunrh,
Neu Jeney suryftises the companyh real estate apptuisal

I
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HotelMotel Mortgage Interest Rates-1991 (by Quarter)
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Quarter
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Quarter
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Quarter
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Fixed rate/fixed term
No. of loans

Amount committed ( +000)
Contract interest r&te

1

$4,890

N/A
$25,9E0
L0.73q(

5

$29,814
10.03%

30

$91,995
10.49%
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flawed of all stock market indices, because they understand it. Unless we develop a similar understanding of the Russell-NCREIF Propety Index, we will
not achieve the objectives listed in Exhibit I.

The Nature Of Indices
What are the benefits of indices?2 The reasons for
having indices are no different today than they were
at the turn of the century, when Irving Fisher wrote
the highly acclaimed, (but not widely read) ?ie
Makine of Inder Nuntbers'.
"Tb determine the pressure of steam, we do
not take a popular vote: we consult a gauge.
Concerning a patient's temperature, we do

EXHIBIT I
Why Have Real Estate Indices?

not ask for opinions: we read a thermometer.
In economics, however, as in education,
though the need for measurement is as great
as in physics or in medicine, we have been

1. To study ex post performance (e.9., of an asset
class) as a benchmark for asset allocation models.

2. To evaluate investment manager performance
and to link such evaluation8 to investment philosophy and fund time horizons.
3. To manage passive investment strategies and all
modified forms of "In Real Estate" diversification.

guided in the past largely by opinions. In
the future, we must substitute measurement. Tbward this end, we must agree upon
instruments of measurement . . .
The use of yardsticks of 40 different lengths
would be a source of confusion: the use of 40
different kinds of index numbers is no less
confusing. Ifexperts fail to clear up this confusion because they disagree on nonessentials, it will seem to many people, to
whom the mathematics of the subject is a
mystery, as though the experts could not
agree on fundamentals. And so, without due
cause, index numbers in general will be discredited and the study of economics impeded. For this reason, it is to be hoped that
all those who are capable of understanding
the subject will agree in adopting and advocating for general use the Ideal Formula or a
closely similar formula."3
Drawing from Fisher and our own experience
with contemporary real estate investment management problems, we have prepared a list of reasons
for a real estate index (Exhibit 1). As this exhibit
clearly indicates a reliable real estate performance
index is critical to the institutional real estate investment community.
The progression of improvements in stock market indices can provide a framework for understanding the flrst of the real estate perform4nce indices,
e.g., the Russell-NCREIF Property Index. We appreciate that no index is perfect. Investors continue to
use the "Dow", even though it may be the most

Tbble l lists several commonly used stock and
body performance indices and illustrates the follow-

ing conclusions:
Indices have evolved (and improved) over time.
No index is perfect, but the right index is very
helpful in dealing with the issues laid out in

r
r
I

Exhibit

1.

One can use an index effectively only when one
understands how it was created.
With this in mind, we believe it is instructive to
consider the formulation of the Russell-NCREIF Index.a (The Appendix to this paper describes in some
detail the construction and composition of the
Russell-NCREIF Index.) Not a measure of all real
estate,s the index measures the performance of institutionally owned property (specifically pension fund
real estate assets).6 It is constructed from a combination of accounting records and appraised values.
Consequently, its reliability is a direct function of
the quality of the underlying appraisals.

The Tfaditional Appraisal Lag
The best way to evaluate the reliability of commercial appraisals for the Russell-NCREIF properties is
to compare the market value of properties that have
been sold with presale appraised values. In 1991 a

TABLE I

lndicator

30

ldu#id

)lcthod

Representation

Sample
ArErage

stocks

Covers 29% oI

rll

stock rtlues

Price weighted

all stock values

Value weightrd

s&P 500

600 stocks

Covers 70% of

Wilshire 6000

About 6000 stocks

C.orErs oYer 98%

of sll stock

values

Russe[ 3000
Salomon Brother's Brosd

I

About 3000 stocks

Index

Bonds

Covers over 96% of
v&lnes

Most

Ihlue wei8hted and &4iust€d for
cross ownership

oI

inrcstn€ 'gede

stock

Velue weighted and odiusted

for

cross owners[ip
bonds

CoNtant m&turity ( approximah )
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With all the talk of ten-year discounted cash
flows, debt coverage ratios, terminal capitalization
rates and the like, it was clear by the late 1980s that
many individual people-powerful, successful people, in particular-just lihed hotels, tlarn it. Perhaps
influenced by the subconscious memories of those
childhood Monopoly games, these people wanted to
own one or two of them. If the economics of the
particular deal did not make sense, wasnt it all for
the long-term good of the company?
Thc Financial Side

Irrespective of the relationship between hotel room
demand and hotel room supply in any particular
market, even nominally successful hotels may be
troubled properties today because of the ongoing
scarcity ofthird-party financing. We are all aware of
the crisis in our banking industry and the limited
availability of institutional financing for most types
of real estate. This has proven to be particularly
problematic for hotels, however, because so many
were constructed in the last l0 years and were flrnanced with mortgages intended to be in place only
for five or 10 years.
One response to the fluctuating interest rates
and inflationary pressures in the 1970s was the balIoon or bullet mortgage, a term that sounds somewhat antiquated today. Call them what you will,
their maturity dates are here! There are far fewer
lending institutions in this country than there were
five and 10 years ago, and a fairly significant percentage of them have been "burned" on hotel deals
as a result of hotel room supply and demand factors.
[€t us not forget to acknowledge the historical over-

leveraging of hotel properties during the development fever of the 1980s. A 757r loan-to-value ratio
and a debt coverage ratio of 1.25 seemed conservative enough in 1985. Problems occurred only when
supply and demand factors forced declines in value
of 407c tn 50%, leaving the first mortgagee either in
the midst of a hostile foreclosure action or in possession of an asset whose ralue did not come close to
the mortgage value on the books.

The lending community in this country therefore is largely uninterested in financing hotels. A1though there have been several exceptions, they are
hard to find. Domestic lenders active in the hotel
market are, in general, the sellers of properties ob-

tained through foreclosure actions. Interestingly
enough, we still hear about a fair amount of interest
in hotel properties from equity investors and their
ilk. The problem is that, of all the equity investors
who express their interest in a hotel deal, few can
come to the table with hnancing in place.

Common Economic Performance Indices

Dmlura ld[tri&l

year of construction and uncounted cost overruns for
project redesign.
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Nonetheless, hotel sales are occurring. The Ho-

tel & Motel Brokers of America (HMBA) reported
170 hotel sales in 1991, a 72% rncrease over 1990's
total of 99 property sales and the second-largest
number in the organization's 33-year history.
Strongly influencing the increase in hotel transactions was the opening, in mid-1990, of the Resolution
Rates ol Return on Hotel Investments

Trust Corporation (RTC) pipeline of properties. According to the HMBA, the RTC had approximately
155 hotels in its portfolio in January 1991 and 109
hotels (46 of which were under agreement) as of
January, 1992. Thus, most transfers of hotels are
related to foreclosed properties with troubled financial histories. So we note that the 1991 sales reported by the HMBA featured an average per-room
price of $18,400, roughly 15% below the average reported per-room selling price in 1990.
This environment has made it difficult to talk
about capitalization rates and return requirements
for hotels. How can we look to the market to get a
handle on capitalization rates when the market of
consummated sales consists largely of sellers who
were under duress or of properties that were sold out
of foreclosure or of transactions that arre foreclosures and not arm's-length sales? How can we
look to the market to provide information on capitalization rates when most hotel owners are only
would-be sellers who, if they have any financial
wherewithal, would hold onto their properties until
they could consummate a deal in their best interest?
Well, here is what we are doing.

Rates Of Return
We have noticed over the years that the real estate

market in general and the hotel real estate market
in particular is not elficient. When real estate is
compared to, say, the stock exchange, we wonder:
Where is the up-to-the-minute information on price/
earnings ratios? Across whose computer terminal
does the most recent sales price of a particular property flash? What daily newspaper prink lists of the
latest prices for real property and the indicated capitalization rates? And, finally, what exactly is this
animal that we all agree exists and that we call a
capitalization rate?
This last problem is particularly sigrrificant because there are so many kinds of capitalization rates
and no consensus within either the real estate industry or the hotel real estate industry on the kind
of capitalization rate that should be used. Obviously,
the intention of any capitalization rate is to reflect
the relationship between a property's value (or price)
and its income. However, there are many ways of
expressing this relationship. So, when we are asked
about capitalization rates for hotels, our first question is: What rate are you talking about?
An investor may formulate a cepitalization rate
that can be applied to a myriad of net income levels.
For example, direct capitalization rates can be developed based on historical net income, forecasted hrst
year net income or forecasted stabilized net income
deflated to current dollars. To add to the confusion,
some investors may capitalize different levels of net
income, including: before or after a reserve for replacement for furnishings, fixtures and equipment;
before or after an incentive management fee; or any
combination of the reserve for replacement and incentive management fee.
The same confusion arises when discount rates
are discussed. The term discount rate is equivalent

{5

either completely eliminating the need for a hotel
room or dramatically shortening the required length
of stay in a hotel. Average lengths of stay for most
commercial hotels are only one to three nights; so
the typical commercial hotel's tenancy turns over
fast€r. This trend in general, did not have a negative
impact on the hotel industry in the 1970s and 1980s;
however, because the overall increase in travel (and
therefore the demand for hotel rooms) provided the

ideal stop-gap.
During the late 1980s, the weakening of the U.S.

dollar on the international currency markets also
served to spur travel (and hotel room demand) in
this country. The results of this particular influence
were a double bonus: The weaker dollar made travel

to the United States by international visitors extraordinarily economical, while the much-touted
"globalization' of the nation's economy gave international visitors more and better reasons for traveling
here (and international travelers came in droves). At
the same time, travel by U.S. citizens to international destinations became increasingly expensive
because of the weakened U.S. dollar; U.S. citizens
therefore were encouraged to travel domestically.
The periodic outbreaks of international terrorism that characterized the mid- and late-1980s also
stimulated domestic travel (and, demand for hotel
rooms) by suppressing the desire for travel abroad.
Combined with the nation's expanding employment
base and generally favorable. Reagan-era economic
conditions which increased both discretionary and
non-discretionary travel, demand for hotel rooms
was strong and growing in many of the nation's marketplaces during the second half of the 1980s.
Well, welcome to the 1990s. On a national level
we are in or hovering around a recession that has
cost many people their jobs. Employment is shrinking in many marketplaces. International tensions

vis-a-vis the (former) Eastern Bloc nations have
been relaxed substantially, causing the federal government to re-evaluate its financial commitment to
the nation's defense industry. As a result, major'defense industry plants and military bases are closing,
and the local economies that had relied upon these
major employers are suffering. Although our currency remains weak, the economies of many of the
nations who supplied us with so many willing visitors during the 1980s also have weakened, and we
had a war in 1991.

A single glance at the passenger activity statistics for our airports during late 1990 and early 1991
is sulficient to demonstrate the wholesale abandonment of much of this country's travel activities during the period. While the airfare wars of the
summer of 1992 have stimulated travel (and demand
for hotel rooms), the domestic airline industry still
appears to be contracting, raising the prospect of
less competitiveness in air fares. In short, things
have changed, and, however temporary some ofthese
factors may be, the hotel industry in many markets

has been hurt.

u

The Supply Sidc
The hotel industry's widespread supply side problems are largely a legacy of the "two accelerators, no
brake' development mentality of the 1980s. Prior to
1986's tax reform, hotel property did not have to be
"economic" to yield desirable returns in the form of
tax savings to investors. Remember when the hotel
building itself was depreciable in less than 19 years
and the furniture, fixtures and equipment were depreciable in five years? These features made hotels
desirable, given the ability (now, of course, Ionggone) to pass-through passive after-tax losses to offset active income. And remember, too, that there was
(arguably) at least some pent-up demand for new
properties after the recession and double-digit interest rates of the early 1980s.
Even after tax reform, however, new hotel development continued at an historically strong pace well
into the late 1980s. The entrance of the Pacific Rim
investor into the U.S. real estate market proved to
be an incentive to new hotel development, particularly in markets of particular interest to this in-

vestor type (".9., Southern California

and

Manhattan). In the late 1980s Pacific Rim investors
in particular, especially the high-end resort products. Enough sales
of existing U.S. properties were made to this investor seg'ment, at prices well above those their U.S.
counterparts were willing or able to pay, to cause the
hotel investment market to consider potentially new
highs in values and new lows in capitalization rates,
irrespective, at times, of whether the particular
property was Pacific Rim-investor material.
were interested in hotel properties

In addition to the perceived economic benefits of
hotel investment in the 1980s, we noted another, less
quantifiable factor in the investment decisions being
made at the time: For lack of a better term, we call
this "the ego factor." We had first-hand exposure to
"the ego factor" time and time again in the late
1980s, and we found it in places one ordinarily would
not expect to look. We remember clearly the public
company that wished to acquire a waterfront hotel
property in the suburban Northeast with an offering
price that was a good 259. to 30% above what we
considered to be the property's market value. We
could not understand why this transaction was being considered at this price, until we found out that
the company's CEO had just purchased a rather
Iarge yacht and required a marina slip, one of the
lesser amenities offered at this particular hotel
property.

Then there was the case of the luxury-oriented
hotel under construction in Southern California.
The project had taken years to develop and was
within six months of opening when the CEO of its
public company owner/developer was ousted. The
new CEO did not care for certain design elements
that had been incorporated into the property from
the original architecturals. Because the prop€rty
was adjacent to the company's international headquart€rs, it was argued that the company's image
could be damaged irretrievably unless the hotel had
the proper ambiance. The result was an additional
REAL ESTATE
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group at the University of North Carolina extensively studied verifred sale prices of 469 properties
from the Russell-NCREIF database with their presale appraised values.T
Overall, the sale prices were 1.69r higher Lhan
the last appraised values. When broken down by
time period, equal-weighted results, based on percentage differences, varied:
Overall

mean
t

+ 1.6(/.
equal-weighted

market") + 7.8'/t
market") + 2.3c/r
market"l 3.3'1

t

1978-1985 (the'^up
1986-1987 (the "flat
1988-1990 (the "down

Since appraisals tend to lag market prices due to
the nature of the appraisal process, these results
seem logical.8

This type of analysis is useful for an investor
who is concerned about the reliability of a total portfolio. To those concerned about the reliability of each
appraisal, an analysis of absolute differences may be
more useful. The results of an analysis of absolute
differences are as follows:

average
1978-1985 (the "up market")
1986-1987 (the "flat market")

Overall absolute

7o.7st

(equal-weighted)
12.7q.
8.8E(

market") 10.37.
Some of the variance in the 1978-1985
1988-1990 (the 'down

period
may be due to lack of att€ntion directed at the appraisal process. The differences in the 1986-87 period are smaller because the market was more stable
and investment managers focused more attention on
appraisals. The larger differences in the 1988-1990
period are attributable to the increased volatility of
the market.e

When the two analyses above are

mean

market")
market")
)

1978-1985 (the "up
1986-1987 (the "flat
1988-1990 (the "down market"

Reconciling The Numbers
The question: The investor can buy a high-quality,
unleveraged apartment house and get an 8.57r firstyear yield. The Russell-NCREIF income return is
7.2%. Since the income return is "basically" income
divided by appraised value, are the properties in the
index orvnulued?
Before reconciling the numbers, we make two
assumptions. First, we assume that we will obtain
the first year pro forma income. Investors base their
current yield of 8.57r on expected income. In this
analysis we grant the assumption (i.e., we make no
adjustment for the fact that next year's expectation
is being compared to last year's reality, audited reality in the case of the Russell-NCREIF Index).
Second, we address the income versus sustainable cash flow question. Recogrrizing that in the
early years replacement costs will be low for new
properties, we assume that an adequate reserve for
replacement has been deducted from the pro forma
NOI (i.e., that the acquisition pro forma has a reserve percentage appropriate for the expected holding period not just for the early years). These two
assumptions make reconciliation more diffrcult but
strengthen the conclusions.
The first step in the reconciliation is an adjustment by property type (shown in Exhibit II). This
easy "look-up" calculation increases lhe 7.2%
Russell-NCREIF income return to 7.67r.

value

weighted (i.e., when the larger properties are alIowed to have more influence), the results are not
radically different. On an arithmetic basis, the
values are:
Overall

For our purposes in this analysis, the traditional
appraisal lag in a down market may be defined as
1.5 .q( b 3.3q( . This is the expected overvaluation
range we used to reconcile index income yields with
current acquisition rates.

EXHII]IT II
Property Type Adjustment: Apartment

- l.1qt
+7.SVt
+ 4.Oq

l.,c/(

A portfolio composition adjustment is needed in any
comparison.

In this very simple example, lhe 8.57r' pro forma is
with the NCREIF ex post dpartment income return of 7.6% (first quarter 1992 annualized),

After accounting for the reliability of individual
appraisals (i.e., the absolute value approach), the

compared

value-weighted differences are:

nol the 7 .29r overall index income return.

Overall absolute average
1978-1985 (the "up market")

market")
market")

1986-1987 (the "flat
1988-1990 (the "down

9.2c(
9.9q,

8.9s.

g.fi,

On a property-by-property basis, the differences
are much greater. Thirty-six properties sold at prices

that exceeded their appraisals in the previous quarter by 20%, while 29 properties sold at prices that
fell below their appraisal value by 20%.'0 Although
individual properties at times sold for prices that
differed significantly from their appraised value, the
differences tended to caneel out one other. Therefore.
we conclude that a rather high degree of confidence

may be placed in the unit ralues that have been
attached to larger portfolios of properties.
Prices ond Approisols: Where is ihe Truth?

The second necessary adjustment is for price
level changes, shown in Exhibit IIL Even in a lowinflationary environment income usually rises with
the general price level on properties, such as apartments that have six. to l2-month leases.
Tb complete the test of the reliability of the
appraisal-based index numbers, we consider the
portfolio occupancy question. While acquisition capitalization rates tend to reflect a stabilized occupancy close to 959r, few existing portfolios average
957r occupancy across all apartments. Exhibit IV
shows the implied occupancy calculated from the

I

adjusted Russell-NCREIF income return. If operating expenses are hxed, then the $70,588 unit value

(8.570 capitalization rate) will earn the adjusted
Russell-NCREIF return (7.87r) when the property
generates revenue of$9,506. This implies occupancy
of 907c, as indicated.

EXHIBIT

III

Inflation Adjustment
Assume "all else is equal" and that ex post income
will be higher with the passage of one year by the

general rate of inflation. InIlation is currently
around 37o. Thus: ex post income 7.69c x 7.03 =
7.870 ex ante income.

ture of real estate indices, explored the empirical
evidence for appraisal reliability and numerically
reconciled an index income return with the current
capitalization rate for a typical apartment acquisition. This analysis suggests that it is possible to
reconcile reported index income returns with acqui.
sition capitalization rates. Our analysis also shows
that the well-documented appraisal lag probably
still exists, but it is not anywhere near the magnitude suggested in the popular press.r2 It takes time
to conduct the appraisal process; so some lag is to be
expected despite the diligence of appraisers and investment managers. The lag today, however, is no
larger than it has been historically. It should become smaller as markets stabilize and appraisers
have more transactions to evaluate.

1. Pensions & Investments, April, f992
2. Theoretical work on indices can b€ haced to [.aspe]Tes who
fiIst proposed formulas in 18&. ln fact, much ofthis theoreti,
cal work has continued as the U.S. stock market has made
several attrmpts to measure the movement of common stock

Implied Vacancy
Hypothetical apartment

pricee. Each effort has impro!'ed the industry's ability to measuae 6nd portray the sverage experience of investors in the
U.S. common stock aaeet clasg. lmsgine the surprie of inves,
tols in 1938, when they learned that the Cowles Commission
Stsndard Ststistics Index of U-S. stock market performance
had gained 364* from the p€ od 1871 through 193?, but the
DowJones aversge covering nearly the same time period was

Revenue at 957. occupancy $10,000 (potential $10,526)
Operating
4,000
6,000

NOI

expense

Market value at acquisition capitalization rate of

= $70,588
For this property (if valued fairly) to
8.59a

up only 149%! This information wae powerful in the late
1930s as investors recovered from the 1929 stock market
crash. The differences in retums were attribut€d to an improved calculation methodology (market capitalization

fit in

the
would have to

Russell-NCREIF Index perfectly, it
earn'1.8% (Exhibit III) on $70,588 or $5,506.
If operating expenses are unchanged over this modest occupancy range, then the revenue is $5,506 +
$4,000 or $9,506.

This implies an adjusted occupancy

of

$9,506/$10,526 or 907c.

s real estate counselors who specialize in the
tragirrg industry, we are coniinually asked:
Wtrat are capitalization rates on hotels today?
We have found this question increasingly difticult to
answer over the past couple of years. This article is
our attempt to explain why and to give the reader
some insight into the development of rates of return
for hotel properties, Because capitalization rates reflect investment return requirements, we begin with
a brief overview of today's hotel industry and its
perception by investors in the marketplace.

We have examined the intent, construction and na-

NOfES

EXHIBIT IY

I
A
I I

Conclusion

weighted !€Isus price weightedl and a much broader representation of stock6. {The latter methodology included 351
stocks versus 30 stocks in the Dow-Jones Industrial Average.)
3. Fisher l: Tfu Mohing of Indzt Numbers.
4. For a very intetesting alternative appmach usi[g publicly
traded real estate s€curities, see Ttrrres', Michael: "FindinS
AnBvrers to R€al Estat€ in the Public Marketel' Wilshire,

RATES Of
BETUBN ON
HOTEL
INVESTMENTS
Debt and equity return requirements must
be determined to understand th.e ouerall
return rate for hotel properties.

by Daniel H. Lesser, CRE and
Karen E. Rubin, CRE

September, 1991.

5. For a measure of the total size of the U.S. real estate market,
Miles, Mike: "What Is the Value of All U.S. R€al Estatel'
Real Estole Peureu,, Summer, 1990, and Miles, M, Pittrnan,
R., Hoesli, M. and BlatnaSet P; "R!al Estate Wealth;' Jo&.nal of Properly Managenrent, 7991.
Returns are time weighted not value weighted because, in
Bee

It has been our observation that most institutional managers have apartment portfolio occupancies in the 857c Lo 957o occupancy range with a
clustering in the low 907. occupancy range. Thus,
the implied occupancy of 907r is on the low side of
the appropriate range.
If we use the traditional down market appraisal
lag (l.t1o ta 3.3Vo), then the reconciliation fits right
on the clustering. Applying the 1.5% lag (lalueweighted mean) to the example in Exhibit IY the
$70,588 figure is overstat€d by l.\Vc to $71,647; so
the income return at 7.8% is S5,588, which implies
an occupancy of 917o ($9,588/$10,526 = 917o). We
cannot be exact about the average institutional
apartment portfolio occupancy; 929o is, however, an
average of the unverifred quotes we have seen. This
would imply that the appraisal lag is just over 47orr,
which is not an unreaeonable figure given the historical evidence and the diffrculties caused by the
lack of comparables in today's illiquid market.
t0

6.

The U.S. Hotel Industry
lbday's U.S. lodgrng industry is considered to be
troubled for several sound reasons. Individual examples of financially troubled hotel properties exist in
almost every market area. Pressures on the industry
in the past couple of years have been exerted from
all sides: the supply side, the demand side and what
we call the balance sheet (i.e., the financial) side.
The Demand Side
Demand for hotel rooms is closely related to travel
trends which have been relatively easy to track in
this country and to understand during the past few
decades. These trends reflect the emergence of air
travel as an increasingly important form of domestic
travel. There has been tremendous growth in passenger activity at most, if not all, major U.S. airports. Furthermore, there are more major airports,
and those airports are bigger and busier than ever
before. Nevertheless, they have not been able to handle the amount of air traffrc that has been generated, and regional airports have had to play an
increasingly important role in the nation's air travel

system. The continuing troubles with the nation's
airline industry, and the emergence of the airlines'
"hub" system, also have helped to "spread" air traffic throughout the nation.
Although the increase in domestic air travel
has, in general, increased demand for hotel room
nights, air travel has made it easier to take shorter
trips which reduces the need for an overnight hotel
stay. A business trip from New York to Chicago once
may have resulted in a one- to two-week hotel stay.
The same trip may now last only one or two days,

ge[eral, perEion funde (and their consultants) use time

weighted retums rather thaD intemal rat€s of rctum to evaluate their iDvestment managers' performance. Peneion funds
amount of caah Ilow (i.e., contributions snd wit}ldlawals) to
and from the investment manager. The time-weightad return
is preferred trecause the formula minimizes the impact of
cs3h llows on the retum, and therefore, it allows one
directly compare returDs with dillerent cash flow patterns. [t is

Daniel H. Izr.er, CRE, is a seniar t)be presid2nt and tfu
director of consuLttng and Lalualian seruices, Hospitalit!
Ualuolion Services, Mineola, New Yorh. He has specialized
in real estatc oppmbols, economi. feosibility e&lualions
and inlcshtunt counseLing of hatcls, tnotels, resorts dnd
conferen e centers on a uorldwide bosi-s duing the Wt 11
years. Izsser has a hored nwnerous articbs and hos been
quotpd in majot indistry publicalions.

Carolina, August, 1991.)

Kdnn E. Rubin, CRE, is senior uice presidcnt of Hospitality
Ualualian Serubes, Minzola, New Yo*, where shz has
u>rhed since 1982. Ouer the past 10 yars, she has appraised, anlualed and pra.tided a brrnd mnge of financial
serubes in connectian with ooer 300 hotels in 33 stalps,
Md.i.o and tha Caibbean specializing in hotel pmpert! tor
uark. Rubin has o hond. nunerous orticles for industry

twically retain the responsibility for both the timinS

and

t

important to note that int€rnal rates of retum and time
weighted retums are identical when there is tlo c€ah llow
7. See Mileg, M., Guilkey, D., Webb, 8., and Hunter, K.:.4n
Empirbal Ewluolion of the Relitbilitf of Commercial Apprnisols, 1978-1990 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North

8. The appraisal process draws heavily on "comparable' sales
and aent8 that must have occurred at a prior date.

9. ln this adalysis the autho.s looked at eight qusrt€rs of apprai8als. Irterestingly, while a few of the appraisal3 iD the
most recent quarter obviously were done with s coDtract of

publiaolians, and she bctures fieEEntl! on topis reloted. to
hobl appraisal, finontitl analysb and wluation for prop-

sale in hand, the earlier appraisals were IIot Draterially less
accurate after adjustments were made for price level change6.
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Germany

Commercial property accounts for approximately
307c of all construction in Germany. Valuation of
property relies most heavily on the gross rental
method, which is based on the capitalization of net
rental income. The capitalization rate follows the
current "risk free" investment.
Large property funds finance new construction in
Germany. One important fund is the open-end fund,
which is initiated by banks to place shares through
their branch network. A closed-end fund also exists.
This fund offers substantial t:x incentives; however,
there is no regulated market for reselling the fund
shares,

Insurance companies have a relatively large appetite for real estate, which consumes about 107o of
their collective portfolio. And within Europe, Germany is by far the market offavor for other European
investors. By the middle of1991 foreign investment in
German real estate was estimat€d to be DM13.6 billion. The Scandinavians had the largest share at
DM4.9 billion; followed by the Dukh (DM3.8 billion)
and the British with DM3.3 billion.
Spain
Real estate valuation in Spain is approached on a
somewhat different basis than valuation conducted
in European counterparts. For example, loan requests are treated on a case-by-case basis, and the
most important determinants of future income are
the quality of the future tenants and the lease condi
tions. As one "protection" for the lender, Ioan-tovalue ratios fluctuate between 507o and 707o. Also,
leasing is prominent in Spain, and ifthe tenant base
is solid, a property may be purchased. Institutions
often purchase property before it performs
economically.

Outside of Germany, Spain has been the most
significant beneficiary of the boom in European real
estat€ investment. Spain has beneflrted by hosting
the 1992 Olympics and by its expected role in the
European Economic Community (EEC). AIso, demand for new space has outstripped supply by a
sigrrificant degree, keeping yields higher in Spain
than in any other market in Europe.

Whither Real Estate's Equity Capital
In The 1990s?
Many U.S. real estate professionals over the past

two years have bemoaned the "credit crunch]'the
supposed lack of debt available to support product
development. All the evidence I have refutes the existence of a credit crunch; however, evidence does
point to an equity crisis within our industry Most
equity dollars invested in the 1980s have been written off; those dollars were the frst to dissolve. Developers who expect to build a steady stream of
products in the 1990s must find and latch onto a
scare breed-the real estate equity investor. There
will be relatively few equity investors from the
United States; reducing our massive debt loads and
rebuilding equity will be the name ofthe game here.
Europe will continue undergoing that extraordinarily expensive unification "game" in the '90s. Germany already is feeling the strain as interest rates
rise significantly, along with unemployment.
42

Equity-seekers should keep their eyes on the EEC's
Second Banking Coordination Directive which takes
effect on January 1, 1993 and provides a single European license to conduct banking business. The direc-

tive allows institutions that offer certain banking
activities in its own country to undertake the same
activities in every other European community without obtaining additional licensing. Still, real estate's
capital markets hardly will be overrun with equity
capital from Europe during the 1990s.
What is becoming increasingly clear is that the
Pacific Rim will be the world's net provider of equity
in the 1990s, whatever the investment type. True,
Pacific countries are growing fast and have demands
of their own, but also consider the following facts:
r In 1990 total Pac"ific Rim gross national product
IGNPI was $1.63 trillion; by 2000 it will be be
$5.01 trillion- rivaling that of the EEC and almost equaling that of the United States.
! Taiwan, Indonesia, Thailand and Hong Kong have
earmarked over US$500 billion to spend for public
works and capital improvements over the next la.ro
years. This is more than the United States and
Europe plan to spend over the next /iu€ years.
For those with imagination and an eye for the
future, better understanding of the world's economic
engine in the 1990s will make a great deal of sense.

Global Rcal Estate Markets Are A Reality

The continued globalization of our real estate markets is a given. Although we know that many investment mistakes inevitably will be made, such is the
price of education. We also know that many things
must happen to have a truly global property investment market. For example, a thorough propertyrating syst€m must be developed. Fannie Mae led
such an achievement in the U.S. housing markets,
providing the basis for today's booming residential
mortgage-backed security trading. While not simple, another system can be achieved for commercial
property in the 1990s.

Investment in commercial property will be less
speculative in the'90s. Lenders and investors will
demand a higher level of due diligence, and they will
invest only in those projects that can stand on demand, alone.
Equity capital for real estate will be in short
supply, and those who supply equity will have the
best investment opportunities to choose from. Expect a surge of both debt and equity funds to be
forthcoming, with Southeast Asia leading the way.
Finally, if the market is to reach equilibrium
and remain there, more owner-op€rators must find a
way to participate in the investment opportunities of
the '90s. It is doubtful that a group of passive investors purchasing ten hotel properties is what the
market needs, unless the managing partner really
understands that business.
Ready or not, globalization of the world's real
estate flrnancial market is here. When will it merge
with the realities of the local marketplace? And
when will the sum of such a merger receive the
respect needed to properly value real estate products
in the 1990s? These questions, and many more,
merit our collective answers.
REAL ESTATE
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11. The market value of $70,588 is overshted W 4q b 573,412.
If this higher volume achieves the adjust€d Russell-NCREIF
return of 7.8*, then t}le revenue is $9,726, implying an occupancy of ($9,726il$10,526t = 92*.
12. The press often points out that income returns on the
Russell-NCREIF Inder have come down by 200 basis points
over the decade, while real estat€ risk app€am t b€ goinB up.
The apparent anomaly is explained by judging real e3t8t! in
a capital market context. R€al estata yields have come down
far less than bond yields which is logical given the increasing
risk associated with real estate over the decade.

10. The researcher€ overleid this data upon economic and population dats in a simultaneous estimation procedure producidg
the following insightr: First, prices tended to exceed appraised values in areas with higher than normal 8to\ath in
population, on properties in bettcr locatio[s aDd on larger
pmperties (measured by ssles prices). Second, prices tended t!
be lower than appraieed values on properties with high vacancies. Third, appraisers t€nded to b€ more accurate in \€luing properties with high income per square foot and great
functionality. Fourth, apprsisers tended to err more on o6ce
pmp€rties with high vacancy rat€s and on properties in b€t-

ter locations.

APPENDIX
Construction Of The RusselI-NCREIF Property Index
A. Rules For Inclusion
1. Property must be held for a tax-exempt investor by a member of National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries.
2. Property must be unl.eueraged; Ieveraged properties are reported in a separate index. Unleveraged properties
have the following charact€ristics:
' Institutional real estate investments
' Income producing
' Fiduciary enYiroument
' Urban or suburban commercial; no agricultural or timber
' Unleveraged or less than 57c debt

. Wholly owned or joint Yenture
. Existing; no pre-development
. No developmenUlease up risk; properties must be 807c leased before inclusion

B. Rate Of Return Formula
Income return =

beginning market value + U2 capital improvements

Tbtal return =

(ending market value

-

-

V2 partial sales

beginning market value) + partial sales

beginning market value + V2 capital improvements

-

-

-

U3 income

capital improvemert + income

U2 partial sales

-

V3 income

C. Number Of Properties And Market Values Over Time
(Years at 12l/31)

Russell-NCREIF Property Index

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

1991

Number of

properties 291 37L 493 681 781 846 907 991 1055 1100 1181 1274 1508

1622

Market lralue
(in billions) $0.73 $1.23 $1.98 $3.67 $4.89 $6.07 $7.89 $10.95 612.21 $12.81 $15.61 $17.36 $22.31 $21.91

D. I)istribution by ltegion
Value (Years at 12i/31)

East
Midwest
South
West

TOTAL

U.S. Population 1990

1978

1984

1991

26.O3%

24.461c
15.97

22.78%
15.88
17.66

20.55
17.80

24.9't
34.60

35.62

100.00% 100.00%

2O1c

24
35

43.68

2l

100.00%

1007c

E. Distribution By Pmperty ['pe
Years at 1731
1978

r98.1

1991

C)fIce

0.ooc,
23.29

0.007.
49.68

Retail

19.18

19.26

1l.L4sc
32.68
26.15

Research and
development
Warehouse

6.85
34.27

15.9?

16.41
10030-7"

5.58

2.to

100O0-7e

100O0-7r

Apartment

Hotel
TOTAI,

Prices ond Apprciscls; Where is lhe Trulh?

9.51

10.41
t7 .57

II

Il
!{
Il

RISK RETIIARD:
THE
RETATIONSHIP
BET1IIEEN
BOND YIELDS

AND BEf,L
ESTATE IBBS

BB-rated bonds and IRRs hue similar
rishs; their reuards, howeuer, are not
comparable.

by Howard C. Gelbtuch, CRE

eal estate comDetes with alternative investments for capiGl. With securitized real estate
offerings becoming more commonplace, Wall
Street has been playing an increasing role in financing real estate. Strong similarities between the financial characteristics of real estate and bonds have
lead to the application of traditional bond ratings to
real estate investments by rating agencies. As real
estate professionals become more exposed to rated
offerings, it behooves them to understand better the
relationship between the Ievel of risk perceived by
the bond buyer and that perceived by the real estate
investor and, equally important, the anticipated
return.
Few would argue that two of the major problems
facing the real estate industry today are valuation
and liquidity. Comparatively few (arm's-length)
transactions have closed thus far in the 1990s,
Iargely because of the gap between buyers' and
sellers' pricing expectations. A lack of market activity to support the point of view of either side has
further diminished the credibility of appraisers,
who must rely upon the actions of informed buyers
and sellers for their market value opinions.
Perhaps even more obvious is the lack of liquidity. Discouraging additional real estate investment are record high delinquency rates (7.3% in the
second quarter of 1992)1; regulatory pressures by
government agencies on lending institutions to establish larger reserves, which reduce the amount of
money that may be put to work earning interest;
and the generally negative perception of real estate
as an investment, fueled by statistics purporting to
show that no new offrce construction will be needed
in the United States for at least a dozen years.
Wall Street has attempted to solve the pricing
and liquidity crisis through a process known as
securitization-the packaging of real estate-backed
assets, generally mortgages, for sale in public or
prirzte markets. Large investment banks that underwrite these offerings also agree to create a market for future buyers and sellers, thereby providing
liquidity and, by definition, pricing. Securitized
pools contain real estate assets valued an,'where
from S100 million (the minimum amount usually
needed to justify the costs involved) to almost $1
billion; the Resolution Trust Corporation C-4 offering on June 29, 1992 was backed by S941 million of
mortgages.2
To facilitate the analysis of the underlying col-

lateral and, more important, convey the risks involved to investors in Wall Street jargon, securitized

HotMrd C. Gelbtuch, CRE, is senior director of all Lalu4tion
services for Jonzs IAng W@tton USA and currently chairs
both the Appraisal Institute\ Publbalions Committee and
lhe lnternoliDnAl Actiuitbs Committee of tfu Anzrican Societ! of Reol Estole Counselors. He receiwd a B.S. in finance from Neu Yorh UnitErsity and an M.B-A. in real
estate fron Tfu Bernard M. Baruch College of the Citl
Unilcrsity of Neu Yorh. A member of the Appraisal Institute, Gclbtuch holds the MN dzsiBnalion.
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TABLE

2

Comparative Real Estate Valuation and Yield Criteria for Select Industrialized Countries, 1991

Ihbt

United

Llnited
Kingdom

Criteria

Japan

l.l-l

Corcrsge Ratio

(iermany

1.2*t

<60%

LT.Y

States

70"6

<76%

Spain

t.25-l
L5-26%

66%

(of product cost)
Yieltls
OfEce

Retsil
Industrial
Iy'alue

24v"

7.5%

calculstions

9%

L6"/"

7,,4

capitalize
income, adlust for

quslity of less€
shucture snd
term of rent

"Normal Price" is

nexus of mnrket
sales, irrcome
stueemi 76% of

tllat mlue

reviews
Sources: UK:

Hillbr forher

+5v"
6.$7.5%

5.5-89i,

7-S%

il$%

5%

9-ll%
Similar t0
tlrc U.S.

7-t0%

Compare income

Gross Bent

stream capital,
market sales and

Metlnd - capital
market rent
income csp rst€
follows a risk

rePlacement

hee invesfinent

Research

Japan: Thhenaha & Company
U.S. : Cushman \thhzfteld
Germany: Deutsche Centralbanhen Kftdit AC
Spain: Madrid Stoch Exchange, Banto dz Sontandar

unheard of. And the underlying assumption that
property values only rise has proven to be a myth.
Except for the land system in the United Kingdom, most of the world's major real estate markets
(e.g., those of Japan, Germany and Spain) are not
well understood by outside investors. And unfortunately, there is no one place to go to consult with a
"how to" advisor.

This situation begs an answer to an intriguing
question: Are properties being valued according to
the same criteria among different countries and in-

vestor groups? The answer? A resounding no.
Therein lies another fundamental problem that prevents global property markets from making a
strong, united comeback. Furthet without normalized rating techniques, securitization cannot
happen, and the global investment community remains cold to our products.

Following is a brief status report on some of the
key international property markets and a review of

the asset valuation techniques used in different

countries. Thble 2 provides a snapshot of each country's valuation procedure and the comparative property yields among markets.
The United Kingdom
Bank lending to the property markets in the United
Kingdom has all but dried up. British bankers place
great emphasis on the quality of the lease structure,
with most utilizing 25-year terms and requiring
rent reviews every five years. The United Kingdom
clearly needs to develop a meaningful market for
securitized products which would allow financing to
The Worldwide Reapprciscl ol Reol Estote Volues

move outside the banking arena and into the inter-

national real estate capital markets.
The most negative feature facing developers and
lenders in the United Kingdom is the "yield gap"the difference between property yields and prevailing interest rates. Prime downtown commercial
property yields between 5% and 67c; long-term
yields on bonds approach 107a. Rents are so low that
developers cannot finance the yield gap, making
property sales and rehnancing the only way to
survive.
A commercial property in the United Kingdom
is valued by capitalizing the income then adjusting
for the quality of the leases and the term of rent
reviews.
Japan
Real estate lending in Japan is done by flrnancial
institutions, but it is carried out in the form of corporate finance. This contrasts sharply with lending
practices in North America and Europe, which focus
heavily on the income generation of the property
itsell Japanese Ienders tend to rely on criteria involving the borrower's personal credibility, perceived
understanding of real estate and corporate business
strategy. Japanese lenders do not place significant
merit on the asset or development opportunity in
their investment decision; they assume the corporation will support the asset's performance.
The Japanese refer to the value of real estate as
the "normal pricel' The normal price is the nexus of
the borrower's credibility and comparable market
sales multiplied by 757r. One may now begin to understand why the Japanese have made real estate
investment mistakes.

4l

intensifres the pain by raising the level of real interest rates investors face. This is not to say that prop-

erty prices will not rise without inflation; it does
recognize, however, that some inflationary boost
would do wonders to raise investors' expectations of
yield trends.

Also contributing to continued economic stagnation are the poor prospects for employment growth
within major countries. Between 1991 and 1992 unemployment increased in every country except Italy
and Canada, and it remained level in Japan. World
employment growth is forecast to remain sluggish
over the next 18 months. And within that context
neither real estate prices nor values can be expected

to rebound.

A closer examination of Table 1 offers some insights, albeit subjective ones, into the likelihood of
recovery for certain real estate markets. The failure
to dampen in{lation will hurt Italy and Britain, forcing up interest rates and depressing net equity capi-

tal formation. Unemployment will rise in

Japan,

Britain and Canada-net excess commercial space
rarely is absorbed under such a scenario. However,

the United States and France are positioned favorably on the in{Iationary front, and their job markets
should improve; hence, it is fair to expect some uptick in the demand for commercial space in these
two countries. Investor confidence in real estat€, Per
se, also should begin to rebound. Right now real
estate cannot compete u,ith equities on either a risk
or yield basis. This situation will change but only in
conjunction with increased economic growth, price
enhancement and improved consumer confidence.

Price Ys. Value In Rcal Estate
During the 1980s real property prices in most developed nations were well beyond their economic value.
This circumstance was fueled by too much money,
from throughout the world, chasing too few properties and causing more properties to come on line.
Other factors were at work as well. Among the
more prominent was the application of the "theory of
relative value." This "theoryi' empirically expressed,
was one reason why the Japanese have sigrificantly
overpaid for many assets. The comparison of high

in Tokyo with relatively low rents in
New York City led to the notion that rents were
undervalued in New York. But as we now know, the
theory of relative value holds only if an asset is
portable and can be delivered into the higher-priced
market at the lower basis. Clearly the purchase of a
U.S. offrce building on the basis that it will be worth
twice as much in Japan is ludicrous because one
cannot move the building to Japan to take advantage of the lower relative basis.
offrce rents

dramatic difference, or shift, in currency
values between two countries is another component

A

in the theory of relative value. As the value between
currencies shift, there is an approximately equal
and inverse shift in real asset values within the two
countries. The fallacy of investing based on this
logic should be evident by now.
40

The world's real estatc market will find pricevalue equilibrium only when all investors accept the
view that both price and value are computed off the
cash (net operating income) a property generates,
capitalized by an interest rate reflecting:
r risk;
r inflation; and
r the global economy.

Securitization: Leading The Way For Global
Market Unificiation
If asset price and value are to merge again in the
1990s, and they certainly will, the mechanism that
will best assist the process appears to be securitization. At the very least securitization will be an important piece of the value-unification process.
The term securitization is applied routinely to
the formation of any security that has fragmented
ownership and can be freely traded. In commercial
real estate securities include everl'thing from commercial paper backed by a letter of credit to real
estate investment trusts and public master limited
partnerships. While not a new concept, securitization is now reaching prominence. And it is doing so
because it fulfills the growing needs of both borrowers and lenderVinvestors, regardless of nationality. From the standpoint of the borrower securitization provides the following advantages:
I broader access to capital;
! faster access to funds;
r greater flexibility, especially compared with a
mortgage; and
r lower interest costs.
Securitization also has many benefits from the
lenderVinvestors' point of view:
I increased liquidity;
r standardized rating process, which facilitates participation; and
I increased product creation, which enhances
marketability.
There are large and growing numbers of real
estate securities on today's market. The oldest is the
mortgage-backed security; newer breeds include
commercial mortgage securities, collateralized
mortgage obligations (CMOs) and real estate investment mortgage conduits (REMICS). Even real estate
investment trusts (REITs) are coming back into favor. The more rapidly global real estate securitization takes hold, the quicker the industry will close
the gap between asset price and lalue.

A Worldwide Rethinking Of The Notion
Of Value
Clearly a worldwide reappraisal regarding real estate values is underway. Vacant space, falling rents
and even negative absorption are rampant. Once pro
forma returns assumed a 5% vacancy rate; today a
157., assumption is closer to the norm. It is not unusual to find several well-known property valuers in
disagreement about the value of an asset-several
years ago this circumstance would have been
REAL ESTATE
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ollerings receive an AA, A or B rating from a recognized rating agency such as Standard & Poor's or
Moody's. (Note: Another increasingly popular answer to the problems of valuation and liquidity is the
formation of real estate investment trusts or REITs.
In November 1991 Kimco Realty raised $128 million
in the first initial public offering of a REIT underwritten by Wall Street in three years. In a similar
vein, shopping center-developer Mel Simon recently
announced plans to raise $335 million by offering
investors shares in Taubman Centers. This REIT
has as its sole asset a 32.57r interest in Thubman
Realty Group, a limited partnership with holdings
in 19 regional malls.)

The Risk Factor
Bond Yields
The application ofa rating to a security, described as
"......a current assessment of the creditworthiness of
an obligor \ryith respect to a specific obligation,"3 requires the borrower to pay an interest rate commen'
surat€ with the perceived level of risk. Bonds rated
Aaa by Moody's are considered to be more secure
than those rated Baa; Aaa bonds therefore command
a lower interest rate. The old real estate adage-the
risk is the rate -works perfectly in the bond market.
Readers should recall that an interest rate is
equivalent to an internal rate of return (IRR). The
interest rate to the bond investor is exactly the same
as the IRR to the real estate investor. Furthermore,
both bonds and real estate have similar payment
characteristics: a series of cash flows (interest payments) followed by a reversion (redemPtion) at the
end of the holding period. In each case neither the
IRR nor the yield to maturity are actually known
until the investment is terminated, Because real estate competes with bonds for investment dollars and
has similar payment characteristics (e.9., the length
of time until maturity, which often is 10 years), bond
yields si.ould provide a reasonable proxy for real
estate IRRs for an equivalent level of risk.

Historical yield-to-maturity data for most ratings is readily accessible from published sources.
Table 1 summarizes arailable information from 1977
through the first quarter of 1992 for industrial
bonds rated from BB-the lowest investment grade
below which many regulated institutions are not
permitted to invest-to AAA, the highest investment grade. The data sampled is from Standard
Poork. (Moody's uses a slightly different nomenclature, assigrring Aaa, Aa, A and Baa as its top ratings. Each rating agency nevertheless uses a similar
credit-rating process; a significant disparity in ratings by the rating agencies, therefore, is highly
unusual.)

The Internal Rate Of Return
IRR did not become popular as a measure of real
estate performance until the early 1980s; its use was
prompted by the confluence of several important
events that demanded analysis of future reventtes
and expenses:

TABLE I
Average Bond Yield by S&P Rating

- First Quarter,

1992)

YeaT

AAA AA

A

1978
1979
1980

8.65%

8.80%

8.91%

9.43

9.63

9.84

l1.56

I1.78

1982

13.?2
13.03

r983

1r.46

12.16
14.32
14.02
12.04

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

12.43
10.94

13.96
13.42
11.71
12.81

(1978

l98l

l99l

9.02
9.32
9.66
9.16
9.34
8.69

1992

6.b

/

ll.l2

I1.44

I1.64

9.67
9.77
9.92
9.47
9.66
9.04
8.76

9.66
9.98
10.35

9.94

r0.0?
9.51
9.28

BBB BB

B

9.67%
10.65

r2.63
16.02
15.60

t2.76
13.84
12.19
10.37
10.56
10.76
10.35
10.86
10.12

9.42

ll.l8%
11.77
12.68
r 1.84
10.84

12.24.h
12.96
15.85
16.6d
11.69

Note: For eoth leor suneyd, increasing nsh, defined as a louer
roring, requires o higfur lield to ottro.l inLestnrent capital.
Source: Slond.ord & Poorb 1992 Security Prbe Indet Record.
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Rapid Inflation The Consumer Price Index increased by 13.37c in 1979, 12.51c in 1980 and 8.9%
in 1981 before leveling off in ensuing years.a With
inflation, pervasive investors rushed into real estate; they could not, however, estimate operating
expenses on the basis of a single year.
t Rapid Escalation In Rents.In the nation's largest
offrce market, Manhattan, average office rents increased from $14.37 per square foot at the end of
1978 to $40.00 per square foot in December 1981.5
Anticipated future increases were exemplified by
the 1981 sale of New York's Pan Am Building for a
first-year, cash-on-cash return of little more than
27c-a dividend rate that could be justifred only
by increases in future cash flow resulting in an
anticipated IRR in the teens.
. DeLelopnvnt Of Personal Computers and accompanying software programs. Computer hard- and
software facilitated the analysis of multi-tenanted
properties that were leased at or below market
rents and had varying lease expirations, making
possible the use of IRR.
t Diuersificalion. To a lesser extent, the diversification of pension funds into real estate investment
was prompted by the passage of the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). This
legislation encouraged investment in property
and helped legitimize real estate as an asset class.
Institutional investors were, at that point, much
more comfortable with a "yield-type" analysis
than most real estate investors were.
As even the most novice real estate professional
knows, every parcel of property is different. With
real estate markets so fragmented, understanding of
buyers' and sellers' motivations is rarely, if ever,
complete. Investor surveys of market participants'

Risk Rewqd: The Relotionship Between Bond Yields ond Resl Estole IRRs
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expectations, including the minimum IRR required
to attract investment capital, have been published
on a regular basis only since 1988. Given the broad
similarities between real estate and bonds, the relationship between alternative yields merits investigation. Summarized in Thble 2 are IRR expectations
as reported in the Korpacz Real Estate Investor survey.6

Mr. Korpacz reports in the

second quarter,

1992, edition: ".....although....not....statistically accu-

rate......the survey results do provide an important
insight into the thinking of a sigrrificant part of the
equity real estate marketplace."T As a check, responses in the Korpacz survey, when compared with

and expenditures for capital improvements, as
well as macro-decisions related to employment
trends, the business cycle and competitive properties. Again real estate should provide a premium
return for comparable risk.

FIGURE I
Bond Yield,4RR Comparison
(1988

-

First Quarter 1992)

TABLE

Reported Equity IRRs for Real Estate Investment
(1988 - First Quarter, 1992)
)'ear

IRIT

1988
1989
1990

I1.67%

11.91

1992

12.ll

r35

-lr3.o
A

ment eye on distant environments, researching,
quantifying and applying an emerging set of global
"laws" that affect investment criteria and value.
Here, we are starting from a small base of knowledge with no real theory to rely upon. For example,

\

I

I

KYI
I

ll.5l

u

Arurlysis

Historically B- and BB-rated bonds were considered
'Junk bonds" prior to 1988; thus, earlier data was
not available. However, given the high correlation
between comparably rated bond yields and real estate IRRs for the 1988-1992 period, it seems reasonable to conclude that yields and IRRs in the early to
mid-1980s followed the same patt€rn.

i::i

Despite many similarities in investment characteristics between bonds and real estate, significant
differences hamper direct comparison between the
two investment vehicles:
r Bonds have a liquidity advantage. Most often a

r

telephone call is all that is needed to trade most
bond issues. Thus, for a comparable level of risk,
real estate investors should demand a higher yield
to compensat€ for the lack of liquidity.

Real estate is far more management intensive.
If all goes well, the bond investor can become a
"coupon clipperl'while the equity real estate investor constantly faces a myriad of microdecisions related to leasing, property maintenance

t{

BBB

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Year

Offsetting these differences are several factors.
First, if the property outperforms expectations made
at the time of acquisition, the ultimate yield will be
greater than the anticipated IRR. No such opportunity for increased performance is available to the
bond buyer; the best he can hope is that performance

will match

many of which can be "exported" or "imported"

across political borders. We must understand that
one country's valuation criteria cannot necessarily
be applied to another's property markets. We now
must agree that asset price and value are not one-in-

Table 1 oflers a snapshot economic outlook for
key industrialized nations through 1993. It shows
clearly that there is little on the horizon t suggest
that the global economy will return to an'8Os-type
boom any time soon. Therefore, it is realistic to expect that commercial property mlues will continue
to languish while property prices will experience

the-same.
uB

range defined by B- and BBB-rated bonds, and they
most closely approximate yields offered by bonds
rated BB. This information is also presented in Figure 1.

All the factors that have depressed global consumer confidence and spending over the past two
years remain in place. Real estate prices are still
falling, and consumers and banks are still burdened
with excessive debt. Relative interest rates apparently will remain stagnant for at least six more
months, possibly longer.

we now must include diverse currency exchange policies in our interest rate forecasts. We must recognize that inflation has international components,

"1,'"
A comparison of real estate yields as measured
by the Korpacz Yield Indicator-a composite IRR
average-with the bond yield data presented in Thble 1 indicates that real estate yields fall in the

The continuing worldwide economic slump has a
negative impact on real estate values and, hence,
prices. Further, the gap between asset value and
price is widening, if the investment returns from
Canary Wharf and Rockefeller Plaza are any indication. Even low interest rates in some countries have
been no panacea for the real estate industry. Relaxed monetary policy in the United States and Japan has had no more than a marginal effect on
consumer spending and business investment. And
neither the United States nor Japan can expect any
further fiscal boost; the United States because ofthe
trillion-dollar budget deficit, and Japan because of
the actions of its Ministry of Finance.

However, our industry also must keep an invest-

l:l

I1.33
I1.38

l99l

press the net income from a property, is most evident in today's market.
Our industry therefore must keep an eye on the
local environment, trying to understand as much as
possible about the forces that will attract grorvth to
one market and cause another to lie dormant. Fortunately, there are a number of proven theories and
research methodologies to assist us. Development

demand.

i:,:l

2

and forced the Bundesbank to raise interest rat€s.
Because of Germany's dominant economic position
in Europe, its high interest rates have precipitated
an international currency crisis.

excesses during the 80s were brought about by a
lack of respect for the market, not a lack of knowledge about how to monitor and measure supply and

other published material such as the Coldwell
Banker National Investor Survey and Cushman &
Wakefreld's Real Estate Outlook. were found to be
compatible.

1990s. The more local jobs are created, the faster
excess space will fill up and the faster net operating
income will grow. The antithesis of that scenario,
i.e., that slow or nonexistent job growth will sup-

expectations.

Second, some real estate investments offer tax
benefits, although admittedly they are few and far
between. Most tax benefik associated with investment properties were eliminated with the 1986 Tax
Reform Act.
Perhaps most important, real estate historically
has been perceived as being less volatile than either
stocks or bonds. Institutional investors interested in

diversification have been willing to trade the
slightly lower returns from real estate for less volatility in yield.
In summary, from a perceived risk p€rspective it
appears that industrial bonds rated BB incorporate
all ofthe above factors and most closely approximate
IRRs for equity investment in real estate.
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The International Outlook
The world economy is mired in the most pronounced
recession in a decade, and there is no clear idea how
it will turn around. In the United States unemployment remains at high levels. In Japan and Germany
a significant slowdown in growth in 1992 is a complete reversal of the countries' economic position in
1991 and their ability to help avert a global economic
downturn. The bursting of the real estate bubble in

ever-greater downward pressures. Continued uncer-

tainty over the likelihood of an impending economic
upturn will result in deflation of select property
t1ryes and with it will come absorption and ultimately reduced asset prices.
Compounding sluggish and uncertain economic
gro'*'th is the recognition that inflation will not be a

Tbkyo has sent the Nikkei Index into a tailspin.
Unexpectedly high unification costs have caused
Germany's budget deficit to balloon, raised in{lation

savior, particularly within the real estate sector,
this time around. And while the lack of inflation is
good medicine in the long run, for now it merely

TABLE I
The Economic Outlook for Select Industrialized Nations, 1991-1993
Consumer Inflation
(in percent)

Economic Growth
(in percent)

Countr!'

1991 1992

UnitedStates
Japan
Germany
Franee

4.7

1.6

4.5
1.2

2.0

t.z

1.8
1.6

Italy
Britsin

_,,

0.8

Cancda
Spain

-1.5

2.3

1.0

2.8

.,o

1991

1992

2.4
3.0
2.4
2.1

4.2
3.3
3.5

3.1
2.2
3.8
3.1

t.9

L6

1.4
2.5

0.8
5.6
6.0

1993

3.3

Source: Internotional Mon2tary Fund, 1991-1992; Tahenaka
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1.8

6.4
5.9
1,7

6.0

Jobless Rate

(in percent)

1993

l99l

1992

1993

3.0

6.8

7.3
2.1

6.9

4.0

3.8
9.6

6.5

r0.0

6.3
9.7

10.8

10.9

9.7

r0.2

r0.0

t0.I

6.1

5.6

3.0
7.0
5.9

3,0
6.5

ol

10.9
8.1
10.3
5.1

2.3

& Companf,1993
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he 1980s produced the most profound collision

I of economic, political and financial forces ever
experienced in the real estate industry. Many
of those market forces have
changed forever the way

we think about real estat€ assets, especially the
value of those assets.
Perhaps the most complex events affecting real
estate markets are the degree and speed of globalization of the marketplace. Compounding these occur-

rences is the liquidity of the real estate capital
markets. Because real estate markets have been so

THE
1IIORLDWIDE
REtrPPRAISAL

Of REAI

ESTATE
VALUES
Althnugh the slump in the global
econamy -and the wlue of commercial
property - will continue for at leost anoth.er
year, real estale marhets in th.e United
States and France will rebound, and
equity capital for real estote will be
amilable from Pacific nalians.

by R. Thomas Powers, CRE

flush with "everyman's capitalj' industry professionals have taken little time to ferret out exactly what
has been happening, why it has been happening and
what the consequences will be. Indeed, only now
have we beg:n thinking about the global aspects of
our industry.
The 1990s are illuminating the sobering realities of the investment excesses of the '80s. Today we
understand that real estate finance depends more
than ever on access to global capital markets, but
access to these markets is clouded by international
factors that influence real estate demand, investment criteria and, hence, the values of real estate
assets.

The 1990s also are demonstrating that the cash
flow performance of a real estate asset, its value,
remains basically local in nature. The reconciliation
of these two diverging realities-global finance and
local economic performance sets the stage for our
industry's most significant research opportunities.
This article seeks to advance one small step in
the clarification of international factors that affect
real estate values. It presents near-term economic
forecasts for key industrialized countries, scrutinizes differences in property valuation procedures
among those countries and hypothesizes about the
geographic areas of the global marketplace that
likely will provide the equity basis for real estate's
next growth cycle.

Factors Impacting Property Values

Internationally
Income capitalization, replacement costs and comparable sales were approximately equally weighted as
methodologies applied to the determination of commercial property values in the 1980s. Today income

capitalization is by far the preferred measure of
value. This shift in focus returns our industry to its
most fundamental basis and indicates that the creation or the loss of a local-area job will be the most
decisive component of global property values in the
R. Thomas l\uen, CRE, i* ptzsident of Thomas Pounrs &
Associol€s, Ft. Iaderdale, Florida, a real estdte research
and. inwstiAht advisory firm. Hts company is a joint *nture uith Tbhe@ho & Compny, a printe Jopaneee invst-

nent banh uith h2ad4uarler$ in Tohyo and Los Angelcs. He
d.irccLs Tbhenaha's U.S. real esta,e operatinns ircluding due
diligence, finatrcial structuring and. marlwting. Pouers also
senes as odjun t farultf to thz Amerban Banhers Asso(Iotion al tfu Uniwrsit! of Wisconsin ond conlributes ftgular
columns to lrE Florida Homebuilder Magazine, Florida
Real Estate ond Florida Trend.
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The Reward
Historical Performance
If IRRs approximate yields available from investment in BB-rated bonds, i.e., if the risks are perceived to be similar, what about the rewards? How
has the real estate investor fared in comparison to
his bond-buyer counterpart?
The Russell-NCREIF Property Index, published
by the National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries and the Frank Russell Company, is used
as a proxy for real estate performance. This index
measures the historical performance of incomeproducing properties owned by institutional investors. It includes only properties that are owned "free
and clear" and measures two components: annual
net operating income and property appreciation or
depreciation as determined by real estate appraisals. (Infrequent trading of assets dictates the
use of appraisals to measure property performance.)
Although several subindices are arranged according
to property type and./or location, the tlata in Thble 3
comes from the total or composite index; as of the
first quarter of 1992 this index contained data on
nearly 1,700 properties with a market value approaching $23 billion.

Since 1988, when IRR data was frrst published
on a regular basis, real estate has returned about
one-frfth of its expected yield each year.
Average annual Korpacz yield
(1988 - firet quarter 1992)

Average annual Russell-NCREIF

3

Russell-NCREIF Property Index

Annual Performance
(Years Ending in the First Quarter)

first quarter

Russell.NCREIF Index vs. lrhman Bond Index
(Years Ending in the First Quarter)

l'ear

Real

15.19%

r988

16.33
8.61
14.79
11.86

1989
1990

6.61

1991

0.10

1992

(6.78)

Cowdl of Real Estotc InLestnent Fiduciaries
and Frank RusselL Compa.ny.

Source: Notional

Institutional investors were attracted to real estate
in the early 1980s for several reasons, some of them
were articulated by Zerbst and Cambon in 19848 .
Among the attractions were: (1) higher returns than
those produced by stocks and bonds; (2) less variance
than that produced by stocks or bonds; (3) a low

correlation with stock and bond performance, i.e.,
good diversification; and (4) a better inflation hedge.
As Mike Miles, executive vice president and director
of investment research, Prudential Realty Group,
later remarked: "Nothing could be this good."

Estate

102.90
120.54
r47 .95
170.43

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

r990

1992)

TABLE.I

l98r

1989

2.44%

Table 4.

Ttrtal Ileturn

r988

11.66%

Going back a dozen years to 1981 (see Table 3),
the Russell-NCREIF Index has generated just four
years of double-digit returns and an average return
of only 7.917o annually. A comparison of RussellNCREIF real estate performance with historical
bond performance, as measured by the Lehman
GovernmenVCorporate Bond Index, is presented in

Year

9.68
6.22
6.48
6.94

property

performance (first quarter 1988-

I978

TABLE

indicator

r98.25
215.33
247

,tg

276.17
303.24
322.09
339.68
363.16
383.17
383.57
361.39

l99l
r992

Ilonds
100.48

Index
Difference

r03.78

2.42
16.76

94.83

63.l2

107.36
118.46

63.07
75.79
60.66
84.42
86.23

r64.68
t82.77
190.24

245.23
265.08
276.81

290.68
324.69
365.24
406.80

68.01
67.01
62.77

72.48
58.48
18.33

(46.41)

Source: RusseLL-NCREI[ Izhman Brothzrs; compibd by Morgan
Stanley.

Aided by strong performance during the highly inflationary late 1970s and early 1980s, real estate
signihcantly outperformed bonds from 1978 through
1985. Because ofoverbuilding and a less inflationary
environment since then, real estate investment has
underperformed bonds so much so that, for the period covered in Thble 4, bonds have been a more
lucrative investment than real estate.
Recent strength in the bond market primarily
results from decreases in long- term rat€s as worries
about inflation abate. If the bond market sours and
interest rates rise, this will have a negative effect on
bond prices. Real estate risk, of course, is more directly related to the supply and demand cycle. Some
investors in the 1990s have attempted to mitigat€
their risk by buying existing properties at a fraction
of the replacement cost, anticipating a return to
equilibrium.

Risk Rewsrd: The Relotionship Between Bond Yields ond Reol Estate IRHs
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explained by the small number of observations involved and the time period selected.

Conclusion
Real estate investors can no longer adopt the same
"buy and hold" strategy that worked during the late
1970s and the mid-1980s. Real estate values roughly
doubled between 1978 and 1983. Four years later, on
June 30, 1987, Rosenberg Real Estate Equity Funds

Conclusions
The rates and indices over the past three years
yielded a number of interesting observations. Money
rates, particularly of short duration, new construction, retail sales and the gross national product declined as the discount rate increased. longer term
rates, such as those for corporate bonds and mortgages, also declined but not in as pronounced a fashion. The money supply and the change in S & P's
composite index had followed no apparent trend,
while the dividend yield was generally flat. The unemployment rate increased.

(RREEF) surprised the institutional investment
community by writing off more than $100 million of
Texas and Colorado o{fice proPerties, about 30olr, to
607r of appraised value. At best, prices today remain
at the levels of four years ago, while many lesser
quality properties now command far lower prices
than they did in the mid-1980s.
Real estate IRR expectations have not been met
for the last flrve years, probably longer. The last period of consistent double-digit performance was 1981
through 1985, when this criterion was met in four
out of five years.

The observed time period coincided with much of
the downturn in the economy and current recession.
The increase in the unemployment rate correlated

positively with the discount rate, as one would expect. Also as expected, various economic indicators
of the recession, including new construction, retail
sales and the gross national product, declined as the
discount rate increased. The net effect was that, as
market conditions deteriorated, real estate was perceived to be a riskier investment. As a result, shortterm rates were reduced, Ied by the actions of the
Federal Reserve Board, to stimulate borrowing. Despite this strategy, real estate returns increased,
causing a wider spread between these variables.
Hence, the negative correlation between the
short-term market rates and the discount rate could
be explained by market phenomena. The small magnitude of the short-term rates suggested that they
did not significantly contribute to the discount rate,
despite their statistical validity, particularly if the
entire business cycle was considered. It was more
likely that short-term rates functioned as leading
indicators. Nonetheless, real estate returns were
somewhat impervious to short-term money rates.
It was difficult to quantify the effect of real estate returns in terms of economic indicators and
money rates amid such a complex and tumultuous
period for several reasons. First, the significance
level to either enter or remain in the model was very
highl hence, variables that did not have a great individual impact might have been included in the
model even though, in the aggregate, they were
highly signifrcant. For example, a contemporaneous
increase in inflation and unemployment and a decline in retail sales and the gross national product
might not be signihcant individually; in the aggregate, however, they indicated a recession. Furthermore, these conditions clearly had an impact on the
durability of the income stream of a property. An
increase in unemployment levels and a decline in
retail sales directly affected the income stream of
offrce buildings and regional malls, respectively.
Variables might not have been significant to the
model because of multicollinearity between the variables selected. The short-term money rates correlated highly with one other, just as the longer term
rates showed high correlation coefficients as a group.
If the prime rate was not a lariable, then Fed funds

Most impotant, real estate investors satisfied
with a yield of 117. to 12% may be better ofl with
BB-rated bonds than with bricks and mortar. Although yield expectations are similar, bond performance has been superior. To some extent Wall
Streeters now recognize this, as real estate-backed
securities oiler a yield several hundred basis points
higher than comparably rated industrial bonds.
Since 1990 real estate investors have placed increased emphasis on a capitalization rate approach
and accorded greater weight to income in place than
future property performance as measured by an
IRR.

Until investors begin anticipating and are willing to pay for dramatic price appreciation and./or
high inflation (most recently even real estate's historic high correlation with inflation is being questioned), current yield expectations of approximately
l21c do not warrant the risks associated with direct
real estate investment.
Those who believe real estate

will

outperform

bonds over the next decade should be compensated
for this risk with higher returns. Because of previous lower realized returns than anticipated, future
institutional allocations in direct real estate investments may be less than originally thought a decade
ago, resulting in an increasing emphasis on either

credit-based net leased transactions or investment
in securitized offerings that promise less risk and
more ]iquidity.
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Investor Surveys ond the Discount Rate

with an R square of0.8815 would have been the first
variable to enter the model- Other variables that
had high individual R square values but did not
enter the model were: unemployment (R = 0.8749),
gross national product (R = 0.8678), the discount
rate (R = 0.7510), retail sales (R : 0.6933)and new
construction (R = 0.64?6).
Nonetheless, a more persuasive argument for
the absence of economic variables in the model was
that the selection of the discount rate was nol independent of the real estate analysis, i.e., economic
indicators were reflected in the assumptions of the
cash flow model as well as the discount rate. Specifrcally, the selection of market rent, vacancy rates,
growth rates and absorption rates in the cash flow
model reflected the current market conditions. For
this reason, the impact of economic conditions on the
discount rate was reduced greatly; however, the net
effect on the property was still altered.

In summary a number of economic and money
market variables correlated highly with the discount rate. These variables and others would have
had more of an impact on the discount rate if the
discount rate was not independent of the cash flow
assumptions. Clearly the discount rates derived
from investor surveys were sensitive to market conditions. Therefore, their use as benchmarks for an
individual property's discount rate could be considered both valid and appropriate.
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changed significantly and data from other periods
would have been inconsistent.
A regression model was developed using the
SAS statistical software package developed by SAS
Institute, Inc.12 A stepy/ise regression procedure was
applied to select the optimum subset of independent
variables. In this manner variable selection yielded:
"the subset whose estimated equation produces the
best fit, i.e., the subset whose estimated equation
produces the minimum residual sum of squares or,
equivalently, the maximum coeflicient of determina-

procedures for all four steps of the study are summarized in Table 4-

tion, R2l'13
The ability of the regression model to explain
the discount rate was determined by the level of the
R square. The stepwise procedure initially selected
the variable that produced the highest R square.
Additional variables were selected based on the one
that produced the largest, statistically significant
increase in the R square. The default for the level of
significance was 0.15 for a variable to enter the
model and 0.15 for a variable to stay in the optimum
model.la A level of significance of 0.20 was chosen to
make it easier for a variable to enter the model; 0.10
was selected so more significant variables would remain in the model.

RERC rate

I, urins the earlv to mid-1980s real estate values
I lir,".""ased dramatically due to the influx of capU xul from individuai investors, syndicatort.

Individual variables were tested for their validity in the model. All variables were highly significant, although the signifrcance of the prime rate
declined to 0.1242. Because

it

pension fund managers and foreigrr investors. The
plethora of transactions during this period provided
sulficient data for market analysts and appraisers to
abstract capitalization and yield rates. As markets
changed over the last several years, the number of
transactions has decreased markedly. The oversup-

no longer met the 0.15

default significance level, the prime rate was removed from the model. No other variable met the
0.20 signifrcance level required for entry into the
model. The final equation representing the optimum
model was:

:

- 0.40 r T-bills + 0.52 x
& P yield
Neither variable had much impact on the dis12.79

S

count rate, considering the magnitude of the parameter and the variable. The R square for this model
was 0.9513, indicating that 95.137r of the variability
of the discount rate could be explained by the model.
The Treasury Bill rate and the S & P yield rate were

tested

with the F statistic and found to be highly

significant.
Clearly the optimum model for the mean of the
mean expected return for all property types in the
RERC investor surveys was statistically significant.
Nevertheless, the validity of the RERC investor survey was not intrinsically proven. The optimum
model was represented only by the Treasury Bill
rate and the S & P yield rate, although the prime
rate was statistically significant at a level of 0.12.
Moreover, the Tleasury Bill rate, although small in

Statistical Results
The stepwise procedure initially identified the

prime rate as the most highly corelated lariable
it had the high R square value of 0.9037.
The equation used for this model was:
RERC rate = 75.77 - 0.42 x prime
The F statistic, which is the ratio of the model
mean square divided by the error mean square,
tested the significance of the model and variables.
The initisl step of the stepwise procedure had an F
value of 93.79 and a probability for a greater F value
of 0.0001, indicating that the model was highly significant at a level of 99.997c. Results of statistical
because

magnitude, correlated negatively with the RERC
rate, implying that as the Treasury Bill rate increased, the required return on real estate would
decrease.

A review of the Pearson correlation coeffrcients
indicated that all variables except the S & P yield
rate, the unemployment rate and the money supply
tended to correlate negatively with the discount
rate. While this finding was paradoxical, it might be

REAL BATES
OT RETUBN:
DOES REAL
ESTATE MtrKE
SENSE?
Yields from Treasury bonds and real
estate inuestment trusts currently are the
best indicators of appropriate real estate
returns.

by James P. Ryan, CRE

Returns
A structural shift has taken place in the real estate
industry. The days of independent entrepreneurs or
developers buying or building a project, and their
institutional partners supplying most (if not all)
of the capital, with little or no control, are gone. Tbday, pension funds, real estate investment trusts
(REITs), foreign investors and other institutional
players seek real estate investments with defined
objectives and meaningful participation in mind.
They are conscious of the risk/reward relationship and expect more direct involvement in the

TABLE.I
Summary of Stepwise Regression Procedure

Step
I

Description

Model
R-Square

Pdme entered

0.9037

F-Value Prob>F
93.79

0.0001

lhriable
Intercept
Prime

2

SP vield entered

0.9438

75.66

0.0001

Parameter
Estimate

0.0001
0.0001

0.39

596.64
148.40
6.43

0.0001
0.0001
0.0320

TBills entered

0.0001

0.9644

rield
Intrrcept

13.61

424.18

0.0001
0.0083
0.0633

-0.42

SP yield

T-Bills

Prrc

4

Prime removed

0.9513

87.95

0.0001

Intcrcept
T-Bills
SP yield

30

0.42

L4.64

SP

3

Prob>F

1343.03
93.79

16.77

-

Intercept
Prime

F-lhlue

I

0.47
0.23
0.19

t2.l

12.79

668.37
172.77

-

-

0.40
0.62
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4.64
2.96

13.31
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ply of space, particularly in office buildings, coupled
economy caused
many investors to withdraw from the equity market,
Declines in value also have reduced the underlying security of many loans, restricting banks and
other institutional lenders from making new mortgages. In fact over the last two years the value of
office buildings in some pension fund portfolios has
declined 50'i or more. Negative appreciation, as
shown in the FRC.t'{CREIF index since the fourth
quarter of 1989, and concern about the economy also
have kept buyers on the sidelines.
As values have eroded and returns declined.
many investors have withdrawn totally from the
real estate market. Low returns and business reasons, such as retiree benefits payouts, have
prompted some plan sponsors to redeem their shares
in funds, placing additional burdens on liquidity. Although investment managers recognize that it is not
prudent to sell in a down market, some must sell to
meet withdrawal requests from clients. Investor uncertainty and tight credit policies by lenders have
created a void of meaningful data in the market to
demonstrate market pricing. The limited data that
is available is subject to rious influences and pressures and requires significant adjustments by analysts. This article focuses on alternative sources of
comparable yield data to support the valuation of
real estate.

with the overall decline in the

atquire selective instituttonal-grade inlcstncnts o!

pressed prices and genemle

de-

uniqw opportunities for oppre-

cialion, deuelopment or eaFxrnsion-
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decision-making process. Many institutions have intheir real estate portfolios (in some cases by
default of partnerships, foreclosure or other involuncreased

tary

processes) and can draw upon property level
experience to enhance future returns and make informed decisions. The expanded exposure to real es-

tate, particularly within financial institutions and./
or publicly traded companies, has heightened the
relevance of performance to an organization.

increase efficiency and profit margins. Buyers will
seek to minimize risk and maximize return even
more now than they have in the past. In contrast
with the market of three or five years ago when
buyers were much more aggressive and had the perceived benefit of strong appreciation to compensate
for mistakes, the market of today has a dearth of
transactions, reflecting investors' demands for
higher returns.

Today's more powerful computer technology and
networked databases also have made data more

readily alailable. Investors no longer simply compare one real estate deal against another or look at
the most recent sales in a market to make an acquisition decision; they consider alternative (non-real
estate) investments and weigh the risks of a property against them. Far more scrutiny is applied to
tenant underwriting and the timing of lease expirations than in the past. Property analysts must examine the industries of major tenants and judge
their potential.
The dramatic changes in the world over the last
two years and their impact on the U.S. economy
have forced investors to delve deeper into the
strength of tenant income streams. A few years ago
tenants like Wang Computers, Eastern Airlines, Security Pacific, Drexel Burnham, Integrated Resources, etc., were considered to be desirable lessees.

Within a relatively short period of time these and
other similar companies filed bankruptcy or merged
with other companies, potentially reducing their
worth to a property. Now the heavy focus on the
quality of cash flows requires discounts for weak
tenants and more tenanL/business analysis during
the underwriting process.
The political reconfiguration of Eastern Europe
has contributed greatly to the reduced need for a
large defense budget. Therefore, defense-related
businesses require closer scrutiny ss lessees. Investigation into the specific use of space and viability of
tenank is becoming increasingly important. Currently many property owners seek merely to fill vacant space, but analysts valuing a lease or property
mugt focus not only on occupancy but on the worth
of each tenant.
Appraisers and others therefore need to expand
their due diligence to evaluate properly the risks of a
new age. There is no substitute for good judgment
and sound reasoning. However, consultants, analysts, appraisers and others need to adjust to new
forms of tenancy and evaluate real estate from an
occupancy cost perspective. This change in perspective may be viewed from two vantage points: the
tenant's and the buyer's. Tbnants want economical
space and seek opportunities to realize the great€st
net return. These goals may be accomplished by
leasing high-quality space if the tenantt client
base expects superior furnishings, or they may be
accomplished by leasing a low-cost alternative if
the tenant is &iven by cost-cutting pressures. Ofhce tenants in the 1990s will be sensitive to occupancy costs, as most businesses will be pressured to
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Historical Real Estate Yields vs. Tbn-Year
Tleasuries and the CPI
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Most investors evaluate stocks, bonds and other
vehicles, domestic and foreign, against real estate
returns. Ten-year Treasury bonds historically have
provided a starting point for valuing real estate returns. As shown in Figure 1, the yields for real estate, Treasuries and the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
have followed similar trend lines. Anticipated real
estate yields over the last 11 years consistently have
exceeded yields for ten-year Treasuries to reflect the
risk premium. Beginning in the late 1980s investors'
confrdence in achieving projected yields fell, creating
a confidence premium.
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covered by the survey. The data predominantly reflected the information that was available to investors. The independent variables selected for analysis
as well as the methodology employed in calculating
them for each quarter are summarized in Table 2.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) was used because of its effect on the real rate of return. As
Bradley and Slay point out, there is a relationship
between the overall capitalization rate and appreciation. Since the rat€ of appreciation can be altered by
inllation, it follows that the inflation rate intrinsically affects the discount rate.
Moody's Aaa corporate bonds, Moody's Baa corporate bonds and the municipal bond index were
included because they reflect rates of return on alt€rnative investments, are cited typically in appraisal reports for the valuation of a property and
have income streams that are similar to those of
real estate assets.

Due to the cyclical nature of real estate, high
if the investor
is confident that the projected income can be
achieved; a low variance reflects selling opportunities. In late August, 1992, ten-year Treasuries
were yielding 6.479o as measured against average
real estate yields of 12.1% for a spread of 563 basis
points. When compared with the average, this
spread reflected a premium of 241 basis points. As
yields for alternative investments dropped, the confidence premium for real estate increased. l,ower

The residential mortgage rate was cited because
is a long-term rate that reflects the cost of financing the purchase of a home. Although commercial
mortgage rates are more applicable to this subject,
they were not as readily available. Nevertheless, the
residential mortgage rate reflects the cost of debt, a
factor that is incorporated into the WACC and band
of investment models. Moreover, a change in mortgage rates often is believed to affect the discount
rate, a natural conclusion when one relies on these
models, although it may not necessarily be true.

1992

S&P

600

0.61

premium was 327 basis points during the 1980s.
Obviously the higher spreads reflect greater perceived risk for real estate as measured against Trea.
suries at various points in time.
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The prime rate, the discount rate, the six-month
Treasury Bill rate and the Fed funds rate were included because they also are cited in appraisal reports and are short-term money market rates. The
rates for Fed funds were considered to be particularly significant, because these instruments are
tools by which the Federal Reserve controls the
money supply and the economy.

REAL ESTATE

8.L
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Figure 2 shows that the spreads between real
estate yields and ten-year Tleasuries have ranged
from a low of 146 basis points in 1984 to a high of
482 in 1986; their average spread or real estate risk

spreads indicate buying opportunities
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The Standard and Poor's (S & P) 500 composite
index and composite yield rate were cited to correIate real estate returns and stock yields. A real estate asset is somewhat similar to common stock in
that there is periodic income, much the same as a
dividend return on stock, and the possibility of capital appreciation upon resale.

The unemployment rate, the level of new construction, the gross national product, retail sales
and the money supply (M1) were cited because they
are indicators of the overall performance ofthe economy and have a direct bearing on market risks. For
example, an increase in the unemployment level of
employees in the finance, insurance and real estate
(FIRE) sectors in the immediate area of a property
adversely effect the demand for offrce space. As a
result, vacancy levels may rise and rent levels may
decline, reducing the level ofthe income stream and
the ralue of the property.
The sample of the quarterly data developed for
this study is summarized in Thble 3. A cursory review of the sample suggests that some data is generally stable, while other data is volatile. Some data
exhibits a clear pattern, although other data have no
apparent trend. This table also presents statistics
for each variable in the sample, i.e., the mean, the
minimum and the maximum, the standard deviation
and the coeffrcient of variation. These statistics further illustrate the magnitude and variability of the
sample over the selected time period.
Several limitations in this analysis arose from
the manner in which the data was incorporated into
the model as well as the limited number of observations (12). Some rates or indices could have had more
impact if they were used in an earlier or later time

period as a leading or lagging indicator. However,
there were numerous possibilities for the best fit of
the data; to test all of the modeling choices would
have been unrealistic. Only three years of data were
used because the format of the RERC reports had
35

compares exp€cted real estate yields with rates for
ten-year Treasury Bills and Moody's Aa-rated corporate bonds between 1984 and 1991.e The figure
shows some correlation between the Treasury Bill

reliability and validity of the infor"
mation from investor surveys. Since the real estate
market is dynamic, the information in investor surveys must be sensitive to changes in the economy.
Because approximately 20 investors participate in
the RERC survey, there is a reduced margin of error
and general support for the lalidity of the information the survey reports. The following study further
examines the sensitivity ofinvestor surveys through
statistical analysis.
concern are the

and bond rates and real estate yields, although it
also clearly illustrates the great disparity between
real estate yields and the other rates during 1986.
A summary of inveetor criteria is found in Thble
1.10 This table lists the pre-tax internal rate of return for six property t,?es and includes the range
and the average rate for each property type. The
property types are industrial properties, regional retail centers, community retail centers, offrce buildings in the central business district (CBD),
suburban office buildings and apartment buildings.
As RERC stresses, the surveyed returns reflect:
"yield expectations, or ex ante, rather than realized,
or ex post, returns."lr
The use of investor surveys to obtain
benchmarks for the discount rate has mass appeal.
The information in the surveys is timely, readily
available and most important, it is derived from the
market. It provides an accepted reference point real
estate analysts may refine to determine a discount
rate that is appropriate for a subject property's specific data and market conditions. Nonetheless, of

TABLE

Methodology
As a test of the sensitivity of investor surveys to
changes in the economy, the discount rate was quantified in terms of a set of data that reflected other
rates of return as well as indices that acted as barometers of market conditions. The 1989 to 1991
time period was surveyed and analyzed on a quarterly basis. The dependent variable was the discount
rate, which was defined as the mean of the mean
expected return for each property type in the RERC
investor surveys. The independent variables were
rates and indices for which a significantly correlated
subset could be derived. Each of the variables in
general reflected the rates that were in effect at the
time or the annual change in the indices over the
previous year that corresponded with the period

2
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Spreads between Real Estate Yields and Tbn-Year

1992
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Real Estate Yields vs. the CPI
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grovth rates for projected cash flow and conservative releasing assumptions greatly increased the
probability of realizing projected returns. Most valuation assumptions today are deemed to be reasonable; they do not follow market examples of the
greater fool theory, which influenced values over the
past few years. The historically high spread between
real estate and Tleasury yields means that investors
are waiting for experience to demonstrate that current projections are fair. And the gap continues to
widen due to the increased pressure on sellers, The
question is: At what point will the trend line change?
Iftoday's projected cash flows are correct and returns
are realized, capital will return to real estate. As
capital returns, the credibility risk premium will
drop to a more normal level, and we should see real
growth in value and a decline in anticipated real rates
of return. But until this happens the wide return
margin and conservative cash flow projections will
produce excellent returns for investors who recognize
the imbalance of today's market.
Analysts should be sensitive to the relative posi-
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FIGURE

tion of real estate returns to comparable investments and elaluate the specific strengths and
weaknesses of each property against the market.
Currently there is a perception that projections do
not represent future performance and that therefore
yieltls are uncharacteristically high. Large amounts
of capital are waiting to invest in real estate once
the market hits bottom. This realization will not
become evident until the market has already begun

to rebound.
Thble 1 assesses anticipated real estate yields in
relation to the CPI. When the projected 1.2.l%t' real
estat€ return for 1992 is compared with the expected
47a inflation rate, an 8.170 real rate of return is indicated. If a 47c inJlation rate is assumed for the next
10 years, a real rate of return of 2.477c is reflected
for ten-year Tleasuries vs. an 8.17o real rate of return for real estate. It is interesting to note that the
confidence premium (real estat€ real return -tenyear Treasury real return) for achieving the 8.7Vo
return has grown from about 150 basis points in
1984 to 563 today.
Reol Rqtes ol Return: Does Reol Estqte Moke Sense?

Real Estate

Yield CPI

1980

16.00%

t2.5

l98l

18.65%

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

16.55%
14.00%
13.90%

8.9
3.8
3.8
3.9
3.8

1991

12.16%
12.10%

1992

13.56%

12.60%

ll.l5%
11.15%

I1.00%
I1.06%

R€al Rete of Return

l.l

4.4
4.4
4.6
6.1
3.1
4

ar.o

9.66
t2.7 5
10.8

l0
9.75

ll,4
o. /D

6.76
0.4
5.56
9,06
8.1

Sorrce: RERC; Kiplinger Washinqtan Letter.

Real estatet recent poor performance has been
primarily to overly optimistic cash flow projections used in the acquisition and subsequent valuation analysis (since valuation simulates buyers).
Because demand has outpaced supply, aggressive
projections have produced apparently achievable
cash flows and acceptable yields. Tbday's market assumptions for the most part are much more conservative and in many cases pessimistic; so the
realization of projected yields is much more feasible.
The increased Iikelihood of realizing projected yields
should reduce the confidence premium. The real estate market is in a transitional stage. Structural
changes are being made in ownership groups and
methods of evaluation. The motivation to acquire/
sell real estate also is changing based on portfolio
needs and yield opportu-nities. Real estate valuation
requires a broad understanding of investment markets and motivations.
due

Focus On Investment Priorities
It is interesting to note how investors' perceptions of
the future as well as current economics create different premiums in real estate. In certain periods, like
1988 and 1989, a premium was placed on appreciation, particularly in regional shopping centers.
Properties were bought at very low initial yields in
anticipation of higher future earnings. Now the premium is placed on high initial returns and liquidity;
limited weight is given to appreciation. Real estate
investments compete for capital with other alternative investments and must comply with the more
stringent capital market standards. As a result,
they generally seek high initial yields that compare
favorably with yields on medium- to long-term government bonds and place less weight on appreciation. The illiquidity of real estate funds has cast
doubt on the appraisal process and made it diflicult
to support values. The only real support for values
will be renewed transaction activity. Until an active
transaction market returns alternative markets will
provide the best support for appropriate yield rates.

l9

As mentioned, the spreads over Tleasury bonds provide valuable insight into the market.

REITs
Another benchmark is the REIT. A REIT is a corporation or business trust or an unincorporated association whose income is not taxable at the entity
level if it meets certain tests of the Internal Revenue
Service. It raises capital by issuing shares of stock
or other forms of securities and by borrowing. It
must make cash distributions of at least 957c of its
annual taxable income.
A REIT must have at least 100 shareholders, but
it may be publicly traded or private. It can invest in
real estate assets and./or mortgages, but it must be a
passive investor; it cannot be deemed an active trade
or business. REITs focus on high current yields and
provide excellent liquidity because they trade on the
national stock exchanges and in the over-thecounter market.
While real estate in general has attracted little
new capital, the REIT market has sparked interest.
According to the National Association of Investment
Trusts, eight initial equity offerings totaling $808
million were completed in 1991. Although no initial
REIT offering was completed in the first quarter of
1992, market analysts expect REIT offerings to be
strong this year. The Thubman Company, Inc., a national shopping center developer and manager has
frled a prospectus with the Securities and Exchange
Commission for the Thubman Centers, Inc. This
REIT will include 19 centers, 16 of which will be
super-regional malls. General Gror*'th also is considering a regional mall REII and the Oliver Carr
Company in Washington, D.C. is considering a REIT
composed of offrce building investments in the
Washington, D.C., area.

FIGURE
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REITs vs. Other Investments: Comparative Yield

Analysis

Figure 3, and the anticipated strength of new IPOs,
indicate that investors have not abandoned real estate but seek higher initial returns and place a premium on liquidity. The recent growth in REITs
indicates that investors still like real estate and that
liquidity reduces the conf-rdence premium. While
REIT market pricing must be adjusted for individual properties, the level of activity and the features
of individual offerings provide insight into investor
thinking.
Analysts need to adjust REIT yields for equity
real estate. The pricing of REIT shares must consider restrictions that will preserve the trust's nontaxable status as a pzrssive investment conduit. Because REITs typically are groups of properties that
investors cannot differentiate by property, investors
buy shares in a package and have little control. The
yields likewise must reflect package pricing rather
than the merits of individual properties.
Legal and underwriting fees generally are
higher, in the range ol 67o to 8% of publicly issued
proceeds, vs. around 2% for a private sale. REITs
focus on cash flow and limit the investor's ability to
create or enhance value. Since REITs must distribute 957r of taxable income, they retain little of their
earnings for growth or expanded developments.
Therefore, sources of cash flow are limited to new
issues, leverage and depreciation allowances. REITs
also are considered passive investments; therefore,
they cannot "flip" properties for profit or engage in
active construction and development on an ongoing
basis.

Conclusion
Changes in earnings are not influenced by changes
in property values; rather changes in lalues are
dependent on realized and anticipated changes in
earnings, Unfortunately there is no shortcut to estimating appropriate yields in a market with very
Iittie transaction activity. The analyst must maximize use of available tools and base at least part of
the valuation on whether the risk is fairly priced
against the risk associated with other investment
opportunities and fairly evaluated in terms of risk/

pre-income

'yieldl"8
RERC reports typically discuss recent trends,
the survey and its conclusions; compares rates and
property preferences in the current quarter with
those in previous quarters; explains terminology
and methodology; and includes specific information
from approximately 20 respondents to the survey.
The respondents to the RERC survey generally are
active market participants and include real estate
investors, pension fund managers and investment
advisors.

FIGURE I

Investor Sun'eys
In practice, a discount rate for a particular property
is developed in comparison with yield rates that are
sought by investors for a competitive investment.
This method is similar to the built-up approach,
which adds to the safe rate, a premium for the various risks of investing in real estate. However, this
method adjusts the discount rate in accordance with
the differences in risk for a particular real estate
investment and for a similar property type.
A number of reports available to real estate analysts provide benchmarks of returns. One such report is the RERC Real Estate Report, which is
published quarterly by Real Estate Research Corporation. The report surveys respondents at the end of
each quarter and lists the rates that reflect the respondents' desired returns for the coming quarter.
RERC refers to these desired returns as the yield or
internal rate of return. More specifically, according
to their definition, these terms are the pre-tax equity yield rate. The yield or internal rate of return is

Comparison of Rates
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Figure 1 presents the rates that appeared on the
front page of RERC's 1991 third quarter report and

defined by RERC as:

reward relationships.
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Real Estate Investment Criteria by Property Type: 3rd-Quarter 1991*
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will provide ex-

cellent insights into the appetite of investors. The
strong performance of REITs in 1991, as shown in
20

rate of interest that discounts the
tax cash flows received by the
equity investor(s) back to a present value
that is exactly equal to the amount of the
original equity investment. It is in effect a
time-weighted average return on equity and,
as used here, is synonymous with the term
". . . the

Another risk to be considered is illiquidity. Real
estate assets are immobile and lack an active trading market Iike that of organized securities markets
such as the New York Stock Exchange. As a result,
rates for real estate investments, unlike those for
stocks or bonds, require a premium for illiquidity. A
premium also is required for the burden of managing real assets, which usually are treated as expense items. Nonetheless, additional managerial
responsibility is borne by the investor for long-term
decisions and for selecting and overseeing the management team. Property owners are subject to an
additional risk, particularly in real estate investments of large size, because diversification of a portfolio of real estate assets is much more diffrcult than
maintenance of a portfolio of securities. Both real
estate assets and securities also are subject to nondiversifiable market risk. In the case of real estate,
there is the likelihood that tenants will default or
will be difficult to replace. These factors clearly can
affect the durability of the income stream.

"'InsuffEient data
Source: Redl Estate Research Corporolion.
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The 11th year's net income of $7,401,221 is used

to derive the residual value of the property at the
end of the projected period. Based on a 97o terminal
capitalization rate and the exclusion of any capital
or hlpothetical sale costs, the residual value of the
property is $82,235,794. The value of the property is
the sum of the present value for each of these
components.

The income stream represents the cash flow before debt service or income taxes have been paid.
Since this valuation is for market value analysis, the
determination of the discount rate intrinsically assumes tlpical financing and a tlpical marginal tax
rate. If debt service and income taxes had been deducted, the required discount rate would reflect a
typical after-tax equity yield rate.
To illustrate the disparity in value that results
from using different discount rates, cash flows have
been discounted at various rates taken from the
fourth quarter of 1991. The rates have been sixmonth Treasury Bills, Moodyk Baa-rated corporate
bonds and the high and low discount rates for offrce
buildings obtained from an investor survey published by Real Estate Research Corporation
(RERC).3

The six-month Treasury Bill rate generally reflects the safe rate. The Moody's Baa corporate bond
rate reflects an income stream that has features
similar to those associated with a real estate income
stream, i.e., periodic income and a return of capital
at the end of a fairly long holding period. The dis-

count rates obtained from an investor survey are
useful, because they express the experience of market participants and reflect participants' required
rates of return.

The four selected discount rates and their respective values are set forth below.

Index

Rate
Bills
4.63%
bonds 9.4lic

Six-month Treasury
Moody's Baa corporate
RERC office discount rate-low
RERC office discount rate-high

f1.007r
14.00+

Value
$98,812,823
$70,267,339
$65,153,666
$52,218,259

Clearly there is a substantial disparity in vahre
depending upon the discount rate selected. Fortunately a real estate analyst is not usually faced
with such a wide range ofchoices for a discount rate.
Nonetheless, the spread of just three percentage
points between the high and low of the RERC oflice
discount rates leaves an uncomfortably large margin attributed to judgrnent. Hence, great care must
be exercised to support the basis of the discount rate.

Alternative Methods
There are a number of methods for calculating the
discount rate, including the weighted average cost of
capital (\{ACC) and the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM), both of which have their limitations. The
weighted average cost of capital is similar to the
band of investment technique in that the discount

rate is developed by weighting the components of
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rates and the ratio of debt and equity. The equity
yield or dividend rate must be commensurate with
the risk of the asset, and its determination must
address considerations that are similar to those important in the determination of an appropriate discount rate. In addition to a risk-free rate of return,
the CAPM requires the beta of the asset and the
expected rate of return of the market portfolio; the
determination of both of these must address similar
considerations. Hence, neither of these techniques
lessens the degree of judgment that must be employed in determining a discount rate.
The discount rate also may be derived from the
market. One method obtains the discount rate by
using market-derived overall capitalization rates.
An overall capitalization rate is defined as: 'hn income rate for a total real property interest that reflects the relationship between a single year's net
operating income expectancy, or an annual average
of several years' income expectancies, and total price
or value, used to convert net operating income into
an indication of overall property valuel'a The overall
capitalization rate is calculated by dividing the net
operating income by the property value.

In his article "The Capitalization Rate, the Discount Rate, and Inflationj' David M. Bradley proves
that the discount rate is equal to the overall capitalization rate plus appreciation.s Kelley D. Slay agrees
with this theory in general; however, he asserts that
this relationship in practice provides only an approximation.6 Nonetheless, the validity of the tech-

is

predicated on the ability to extract a
defensible overall capitalization rate from the mar.
ket, a diffrcult task given the often limited number
of sales and the inability to procure consistent information on income and expenses to arrive at the net
operating income.

nique

Another market-derived technique involves extracting the discount rate from sales based on past
income and expenses and the expected sales price.
However, Robert C. Mason has indicated that: "the
actual discount rat€, or internal rate of return (IRR)
cannot be calculated until the holding period is completed."7 ln addition to the details of each sale, this
method relies on historical data from a period that
may have little in common with current market

he current real estate recession has created
serious problems in the valuation of many
ir,"ome-pioducing properties. Appraisers ani
analysts have estimated market values of properties
only to find that investors will not purchase the
properties at those prices, or at any price that is
acceptable to the seller. Property owners, particularly large institutions, have found themselves
holding properties they would like to sell, but not
at prices investors are willing to pay. Owners apparently are waiting for the market to return to
more normal levels that will produce prices more
consistent with replacement costs and their own
investment.
While owners' reluctance to accept large losses
may be understandable, the widely noted overvaluation of Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) and
other properties by appraisers and analysts during
the early part of the real estate recession is not. We
contend that this phenomenon results, at least in
part, from analysts' failure to recognize the asymmetric effects of real estate cycles on risk-adjusted
discount rates and capitalization rates. More specifically we argue that point estimates of future cash
flows are less certain in overbuilt markets than in
underbuilt markets, all else remaining the same.
Thus, we believe that a given level of excess supply
odds a larger amount to the required risk premium,
and therefore to discount rates and capitalization
rates, than a shortage of the same magnitude su6trocls from the required risk premium.

f

debt and equity. These methods require information
on the typical equity yield or dividend rates, interest

TINKAGES
AMONG
BATES,
DISCOUNT
RtrTES AND
REAI ESTtrTE
CYCLES
Adjustments must be made in
capitalization and discount rales to
occount for differences in the real estate
cycle.

by David C. Ling
and Halbert C. Smith, CRE
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Capitalization Rate Components
As real estate counselors we know that capitalization rates are comprised of two parts-a return on
investment and recapture of investment capital. The
portion of the capitalization rate that represents return on investment is an interest rate or yield (usually called the discount rate) which compensates
investors for the use of their capital. This discount
rate must be high enough to compete with yields
from other capital and financial investments of similar quality and risk. Often the discount rate is
viewed as a rate that combines a riskless rate and
an increment to compensate for the expected variability of real estate cash flows. The riskless rate
usually is assumed to be the contemporaneous rate
available on a U.S. Government security of comparable maturity.r

conditions.

A somewhat different method is the built-up approach which selects a discount rate for a particular
property through an analysis of each component of

risk. Intuitively the discount rate should provide a
premium over the safe rate that is commensurate
with the risk of investing in the asset. As previously
mentioned, Tleasury Bills often are considered to
reflect the safe rate because they are backed by the
federal government and have a short duration. Nonetheless, Treasury Bills are exposed to purchasing
power risk in that inflation can erode their real rate
of return. Hence, the market assigns a nominal rate
of return which includes an inflation premium.
REAL ESTATE
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In discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis the discount rate is applied to projected (i.e., most likely)
cash flows over a holding period. Accurate quantifrcation ofthe risk component is crucial to the realistic raluation of a property. Whereas yields on
government securities can be found quickly and easily, yields on real estate investments require judgments to be made about the comparability of a given
investment alternative to other investments and
about the effects of future events on the investment's
cash flow stream. Sophisticated models have been
formulated for identifying and measuring risk, e.g.,
the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and the arbitrage pricing model (APM). However, these models
do not foretell the future; they are limited by their
use of historical data to make inferences about the
appropriate size of the required risk premium. Moreover, the applicability of these standard finance
models of risk quantification to real estat€ valuation
has been questioned by numerous researchers, and,
as a practical matter, it has been limited severely by
the availability of reliable real €state return data.
The counselor's or investor's judgment therefore
must be applied to the direct quantification of risk
or the application of the models for measuring risk.
The other component of the capitalization rate,
recapture of capital, is a percentage that is added to
the discount rate to reduce the amount that otherwise would be paid for an investment. This amount,
when converted to an annual figure, is suffrcient to
repay the capital that has been invested over the
asset's expected useful life or holding period. A sinking fund factor usually is used to represent capital
recapture under the assumption that annualized
amounts will accumulate at compound interest. Use
of a recapture rate is based on an inflationless economy in which investment ralues decline over time.
When investment values, in nominal terms, are
expected to increase over time, an annualized
amount must be subtracted from the discount rate

to form the capitalization rate. The amount subtracted from the discount rate may be termed the
allowance for appreciation. Both situations are represented by the general capitalization rate formula
for real estate:
R. = y.

- A"a

Equation

1

where:

R" is the overall cap rate.
is the discount rate (overall yield rate).
A" the expected change in property value (which
can be either positive or negative).
a is an annualizer (usually a SFF).

y.

Put another way:
R. is the required annual dividend rate on the
property.
y. is the required holding period return (expressed in annual terms).
The investor's required return during the holding period may be obtained from two sources: (1) the
periodic dividend (i.e., net operating income); and
22

(2) appreciation in the value of the real estate.

If

I number of rates and economic factors, as well
of the subject property's overall
A * " review position
in the market, often are
I I competitive

a

Iarger portion of y" will be obtained from capital
appreciation, then a smaller portion of y" must be
provided in the form of current yield. Thus, for a
grven yo, increases in expected capital appreciation
decrease the required R..

Why Multiperiod Discount Rates Drive
Capitalization Rates
With dirrt incnme capitalization, estimated frrst-

year (or stabilized) net operating income of the subject property (NOI) is converted into an estimate of
market value by dividing NOI by the appropriate
capitalization rate (R"). The appropriate capitalization rate in this exercise tlpically is abstracted from
the market by calculating first-year NOI as a per.
centage of the selling price from recent transactions
ofproperties thought to be comparable to the subject
property. Note that the application of direct income
capitalization does not require explicit estimates of
cash inflows and outflows beyond the first year.

Unlike direct income capitalization DCF techniques require the investor, appraiser or counselor to
make explicit projections of future cash flow. The
cash inflows and outflows associated with the acquisition of an existing income property may be represented by the following expression:
Equation 2

s
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INVESTOR
SUBVEYS AND
THE DISCOUNT
Rf,TE
Are discount roles dzriued from surueys of
real estdle inuestors sensitiue to changes in
the economy and therefore wlid and
approprinte in real estale analysis of
indiu idual proper t ie s ?

by Edmund Carroll

where:
Vo is the estimated value

ofthe subject property.

Effective gross income in the hrst year of
operations, EGI', is expected to grow at the average annual nominal rate rr.
rr. is the expected rate of general inllation in the
economy adjusted downward for economic depreciation of the property.
6, is a rental adjustment factor intended to capture the effects of current supply and demand
conditions in the market on future increases
or decreases in real 6.e' inflation-adjusted)

the annual rate of rr".
The final term in Equation 2 represents the present lalue of the cash flow from the sale of the prop-

erty at the end of the projected N-year holding
period, at which time proportional selling costs
equal to B will be incurred. P* in Equation 2 is
determined by dividing NOI in year N + 1 by the
appropriate terminal (or going-out) capitalization
rate. The mean or expected lalue of all future cash
ISSUES EAIUWINTEN Ig92

Importance
The valuation of an income-producing asset can be
measured as the present value of the anticipated
future cash flow. This concept is the basis for the
income approach to real estate analysis and valuation. The present value of a real estate asset is the
sum of the present ralue of the anticipated cash flow
over a projected period plus the present value of the
residual value at the end of that period. The present
value is derived by applying an appropriate discount
rate to the income stream and residual.
The discount rate is defined in The Dbtionary of
Real Estate Appraisal as: "a rate of return commensurate with perceived risk used to convert future
payments or receipts to a present value."r The discount rat€ often is synonymous with the internal
rate of return, which is defined as: "the rate of discount that equates the present value of the benefits
to the present value of the capital outlays."2 These
terms are used interchangeably with one another
and the yield rate.
The importance of selecting an appropriate discount rate in real estate valuation cannot be overemphasized. An illustration applying various rates
to a very large, hypothetical income stream underscores this point. The income stream of a ten-year
projection period for a hypothetical or a net operating income in year one of S5,000,000 that gows by 4
percent thereafter is as follows:

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10

rental income.
OE, represents frst-year operating expenses
(primarily maintenance and property tax expenditures) that are assumed to increase at

REAT ESTATE

considered when establishing the discount rate for a
specific real estate analysis. Investor surveys also
serve as benchmarks for the discount rate or the
expected rate of return for particular types of real
property. A critical assumption in the use of investor
surveys is that the expected rates of return in a
survey are reliable and consistent. Despite the popularity of investor surveys, real estate appraisers or
analysts should question whether the surveys they
use are reliable: Do investors' expectations generally
reflect reasonable returns in view of economic conditions? Are these expected rates sensitive to changes
in the economy? How do other rat€s and economic
variables relate to the discount rate?

Cash Flow
$5,000,000
$5,200,000
$5,408,000
$5,624,320
$5,849,293
s6,083,265
$6,326,595
$6,579,659
$6,842,845
$7,116,559

Edmund Cormll is a real estale oppmiser uith Marchitelli
Bornes and Company, Int., a Neu Yorh-based. real estare
appraisal and counseling firm. He co-authored o pper on
the urlu.qtbn of Larious rcal property intercsts presenled at
thc 16th hn Padfic Congress of Reol Estate Appmisers,
Yaluers and Counsebrs in Calgary, Conoda, June 1992.
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management of the property itself but to the rate
charged by fund managers to manage investment

portfolios. The liquidity risk relates to the lack of
daily trading in the real estate market and the effect of market conditions on prolonged marketing
periods.

Using these parameters, a normalized discount
rate may be defined as follows:
Current Bas bond rate (capital market base) 9.007

burden
risk
Normalized discount rat€
Management

1.00%

Liquidity

2.50q.
L2.50C,

The normalized discount rate reflects property
whose characteristics are typical for a particular
marketplace. A property falls in this category if the

property value. For the capital market base, assume
a junk bond rate of 77%.
Capital market base
Questionable tenant

Assured income component 37.5C(
Capital market yield
11.0%

average
Value component
Capital market yield (Baal
Weighted average
Management burden
Liquidity risk
Risk-adjusted discount rate

4.13e

Weighted

Normalized value component

62.5q.
g.Oc(

5.63';
1.007a
2.5O%

(rounded) I33*
In this particular example the additional 80

characteristics of the tenant mix, average lease
term, ralue distribution between the present ralue
of the cash flow and the present value of the reversionary sale price, etc., match the assumptions utilized in the appraiser's DCF model. For the purposes
of the example, let us assume the following nor-

basis points above the normalized discount rate represent the possible risk of default. Despite the fact
that the tenant has a remaining lease term of five
years, not reflecting the additional increment oftenant risk by using the normalized, or typical discount
rate for that property would be inappropriate.

malized characteristics:

Summary
Because of tenant risk factors, a normalized discount rate for a particular area or property type
may not represent the risk inherent in a lease portfolio. For that reason, discount and capitalization
rate selections based on investor surveys may be a
valid starting point in the analysis, but use of a 127.
discount rate for all office buildings or shopping centers in suburban Anytown, USA, is not appropriate.
Some elements of risk may be addressed directly
in the various assumptions involving the DCF analysis; subsequent adjustment of the discount or capitalization rates therefore may be double counting.
Nevertheless, certain elements of tenant risk cannot
be specifically quantified in lease rollover assumptions, credit loss levels, etc., and should be reflected
in rate adjustments. Risk assessment is typical in
the analysis of other capital market investments
(i.e., bonds). For real estate to be further integrated
into the institutional investment portfolio, it is incumbent upon the analyst to explain market behavior in similar terms.

term

Average lease
Value distribution
Present value of cash

5 years

flow
income
Prospective income
Present value of reversion
Tbtal property value
Example I
Assured contract

60%
50%
loVc
4O7o

fioqt

This example details the impact of a substantial
credit tenant on the discount rate. The tenant in
question is a Fortune 500 company with a Aaa bond
rating and a remaining lease term of frve years. The
present value of the contract income to be derived
from this tenant represents epproximately 7570 of
the assured income component of the property value.
The current yield on five-year bonds for this company rs 7 .9Va.
Capital market base
Credit tenant
Assured income
(.50

x

corDponent

37.5E

.75)

yield
Weighted average
Capital market

7.97a

2.960.

Normalized value component
Value component
62.5%
Capital market yield (Baa) 9.01c
Weighted average
Management burden

Liquidity

risk

NOTE
1. Jame6 E. Gibbone, CRE: Real Estate ond th2 Mone! Marhetsl
(American Society of Real Estst Counselors, 1989) pp 25-29.

5.63q
1.00%
2.50?o

Risk-adjusted discount rate
(rounded)

t2.09qt
t2.1q.

Example 2
This example details the impact of a substantial
tenant with questionable tenure on the discount
rate. The tenant in question is a large accounting
firm that must pay a court-directed liability judgment amounting to several times the net worth of

the company. It has a remaining lease term of frve
years. The present ralue of the contract income to
be derived from this tenant represents approximately 7 57c of the assured income component of the
30

flows is converted to present value by discounting at
y., the required return for the holding period.

Although direct income capitalization does not
require explicit estimates of cash flow streams beyond the lrrst year, implicit estimates of future cash
flows are reflected in the capitalization rat€s that
have been abstracted from the market in the comparable sales analysis. This is because transaction
prices in a competitive market reflect the investment valuations of willing buyers and sellers which,
in turn, reflect lhzir projections and assumptions
about future cash flows. For example, more optimistic assessments of future EGI.'s and P"'s in a local
market increase investment values and thus the
prices investors are willing to pay per dollar of firstyear NOI, all else remaining the same. In terms of
Equation 2 V" is a function of rr,; as expected inflation increases, V" increases, thus decreasing abstracted capitalization rates.

It is important to recognize that in a competitive market y" is exogenously determined; i.e., it is a
function of the returns that are available from other
capital and financial investments of similar risk.
Given current competitively determined rental
rates, transaction prices adjust to provide potential
investors with a holding period return equal to y..
Capitalization rates do not determine value; they
rea., to changes in cash flow projections and/or
changes in required returns on competing investment alternatives. This integration of real estate
markets with other capital and financial asset markets can cause a rariation in local real estate values
and observed capitalization rates even in the absence of a change in current or projected supply and
demand conditions. Said differently, values in a local
real estate market may decline even if projected
cash flow atreams are unaltered, e.g., if yields on
risky corporate bonds increase. The point is that y"
(in conjunction with rental income appreciation and
other assumptions) determines V. which, in turn,
determines actual transaction prices and thus R".
Risk And Multiperiod Cash Flows

A multiperiod DCF

approach to income property
valuation is an application of mear/rariance analysis, a standard approach to the incorporation of
risk into the valuation of many flrnancial assets.
Mean&ariance analysis presumes investors weigh
the advantages of expected benefrts from alternative
courses of action against the disadvantages of particular risks. More specifically mean/variance analysis explicitly recognizes that the expected
variability, as well as the expected amount, of future
cash flows is fundamental to the determination of
market values in a competitive market. Other
things being equal, mean/variance investors presumably prefer assets with higher mean returns
(given comparable levels of risk) and avoid assets
with more volatile (less predictable) cash flows and
returns.

This risVreturn tradeoff in the context of DCF
analysis requires analysts to plug their best guess
of future cash flows, such as EGI. and P" , into
REAL ESTATE
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Equation 2. If an analyst is uncertain about the
point estimates of expected future cash flows, he
should be penalized by using a higher discount rate
than the one used with a similar but less risky prop-

erty. In short an internally consistent application of
DCF requires adjustments in the discount rate for
properties perceived to be relatively risky; DCF
should not incorporate overly conservative or worstcase cash flow forecasts.

It is important to note that risk is defrned as the
potential uqriation between actual future cash flows
and projected cash flows used in calculating V" in
Equation 2. Thus, investments in existing income
properties in overbuilt markets are not necessarily
more risky just because their previous owners realized a holding period return that was less than expected at the time of acquisition. Potential
purchasers care only about the relationship between
their required return (yo) and the return they expect to earn if they pay the asking price for the
property. Investors do not shy away from overbuilt
markets because current values are below construction costs. In fact their exogenously determined yield
requirements may be partially responsible for the
fact that properties are selling at discounts to replacement costs. Said differently, risk does not depend on the current leul of rents or values; it is a
function of the degree of certainty market participants place on their estimates of future cash flows.
Real Estate Cycles And Risk
Real estate cycles may be characterized as the periods during which the market moves from high demand for space, supply constraints and rent and
price increases to low demand, perhaps excess supply and flat prices. At some point in the cycle new
construction decreases, and it may come to a standstill if overbuilding occurs. Property values may fall
below replacement costs. At some point exogenous
factors may begin to stimulate the demand for space.
For example, after a recovery in the general economy or the relocation of a large corporation to a local
market, competitive rental rates and therefore
prices may begin to rise, and the vacancy rat€ may
decline. Entrepreneurs and builders may respond to
the increase in rents and prices by beginning new
construction.
A primary determinant of the pace of new construction in a local market is the relationship between current rental rates and required (or
equilibrium) rental rates. The required level of effective rental income in the first year is the level that
equates the net present value (NPV) of the income
with zero for typical investors who employ a typical
set of assumptions about future rental rates, operating expenses and resale values. This required firstyear effective gross rent per dollar of investment
serves as a hurdle rate for prospective developers
and investors in income-producing properties. If current supply and demand conditions in the market
are such that properties earn rents greater than the
required minimum, then investors will add new construction to the existing stock in an attempt to capture these excess rents.

Linkoges Among Ccpitolization Rqles, Discount Rotes qnd Reol Eslote Cycles
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Put another way, prices or values in the asset
market are multiples of the rental rates that have
been competitively determined in the space market.
If current rents exceed the required minimum, then
market values will exceed construction costs (including the price of land and a fair profit for the developer), and developers will have an incentive to add to
the existing stock. Ultimately the expansion of supply causes reol rents (current rents less inflation) to
decrease toward the required or equilibrium level.2

Ieasable square feet. The rate of general inflation

Thus, although inelastic in the short run, the
supply of space is elastic (price responsive) over long

(less economic depreciation) is 47. per year over the
projected ten-year holding period (rr" : 0.04). Operating expenses are $180,000 in the first year and
will grow at an annual rate of 59( (n" : 0.05). The
market value of the property at the end of any year
is equal to NOI in the subsequent year capitalized at
9%. Selling expenses are 4% lB = 0.04). The projected stream of NOI, including the selling price net
of expenses, is converted into an estimate of current
market value using a 127r discount rate (y. = 0.12).
Replacement cost, including land and developer
profit, is $11,721,700.

costs of replacement less accrued depreciation.

Using these assumptions, the analyst can calculate that first-year EGI of $1,200,000 (or $21.6 per
square foot) is required to equate current market
value with replacement costs of $11,721,700 when
rental income grows at the rate of general inflation.

time periods. Short-run equilibrium in the asset
market requires only that the market clears; i.e.,
willing property sellers frnd willing buyers. However, long-run equilibrium in the asset market requires that market-clearing asset prices equal the

If current rental rates are below the required
minimum, as is the case in an overbuilt market,
construction will be cut back until market rents rise
to the required level. Only then will developers be
able to recover construction costs from the sale of
new properties and earn a rate of return comparable
to the return on alternative investments of similar
risk. Note that if the supply of space in a local market could be adjusted instantaneously to the current
level of tenant demand (i.e., if the short-run supply
of space were highly elastic), current rental rates
would equal the minimum required, and properties
would sell for their replacement costs less accrued
depreciation. In effect real estate cycles would be
eliminated if the supply of space were perfectly elastic. However, the supply of space and therefore current rental rat€s cannot adjust immediately to
changing market conditions. Thus, a combination ot
(1) reduced construction; (2) normal growth in demand for space; and (3) steady depreciation of the
existing stock is required before higher real rents
can be generated for income-producing properties in
overbuilt markets.

In many applications of the multiperiod valuation model the rental adjustment factor in Equation
2, (6t)) is equal to zero; i.e., effective gross rental
income is expected to grow at the rate of expected
general inllation minus the effects of economic depreciation, This pattern of projected rental income
invokes the often unrealistic assumption that the
local real estate market has obtained long-run equilibrium; i.e., market values are equal to construction
costs, and cument and expected rents are suffrcient
to provide investors with a competitive (riskadjusted) rate of return. In effect projecting that
rental income will increase at the rate of general
inflation is akin to assuming that any recent upturns or downturns in the local market have played
themselves out and that underbuilding or overbuilding will not occur in the future.
A Sample Property
To facilitate discussion of these concepts, consider
the following example. The subject property is a
newly constructed office building with 55,500
24

As shown in Panel A ofFigure 1, the slope ofthe line
defrned by points RR and B reflects nominal income
growth of 47t per year. Suppose, however, that the
local market is at or near the top of a cycle and EGI,

is $1,440,000 or

207o above ($25.92

vs. $21.6) re-

quired rental rates. If EGI, increases at 47r per year,
then the amount of projected excess income over the
ten-year holding period is represented by the area
bounded by CR, A, B and RR, which has a present
value of $2,790,000.

Is it reasonable for the investor or counselor to
assume that increases in effective rental income will
keep pace with inflation in this underbuilt market?
Will the typical investor be willing to pay a
$2,790,000 premium to acquire the property? The
answer to these questions is clearly no. Participants
recognize that the market is at or near the top of a
cycle. Because current rents are above the minimum
required rents, investors anticipate that builders
will increase the new products they bring to the
market. Increased new construction will reduce the

will expire within three years of the time of pur-

chase intuitively would be less desirable than a
property with lease contracts that do not expire for
seven or eight years. Therefore, the amount of "assured income," or the present value of the income to
be derived from existing lease contracts, as a percentage of the value of the cash flow component,
could be of greater importance with respect to risk
than the proration of value between total cash flow
and property appreciation.
The present value of the "assured income" is the
only component of return on the property that can
be quantified with any certainty. l€ase rates upon
renewal, percentage of tenant retention, downtime
between leases, etc., may be inferred from market
research, but they nonetheless are prospective estimates. Therefore, the greater the percentage of
value that is attributed to assumptions regarding
future market behavior the greater the likelihood
that the value estimate will vary over time. As a
result, it is reasonable to assume that the required
yield would increase in accordance with the uncertainty of future returns.
This factor probably has the greatest impact on
the appropriate discount rate, and it is the easiest to
quantify. Elements specifically addressing this factor include the following:
r lease expiration schedule, including annual expirations as a percentage of the total building area;
r existing options to renew which may be at belowmarket rent levels;
r a schedule ofcontract rental income from existing
lease agreements.

Adjustments to the normalized discount rate
should be based on the relative differentials between
the subject property and properties used as market
comparables. This requirement places a burden on

erated for the existing stock. Market participants
understand that this process will continue until effective rents fall to required levels. In fact if analysts expect. perhaps based on prior experience.
that the market will continue to be cyclical, they
may project that EGI. eventually will fall below required levels.

the appraiser to obtain a substantial amount of financial data during the sale confirmation process.
The choice of comparable sales then becomes a matter of data quality rather than quantity. Three to
five well-confirmed sales are far more valuable than
10 sales for which the data include only sale price
per square foot and the going-in capitalization rate.
In the analysis of investment-grade real estate, details of the lease structure and financial operation of
comparable prop€rties are essential.

How quickly will effective gross rents fall from
current to required levels (or below)? The fall in real
rents will occur as quickly as new construction can
be added to the existing stock. Because effective
rents will not fall instantaneously to required levels,
existing properties in underbuilt markets will sell at
a premium over reproduction costs. The magaitude
ofthe premium will depend on how quickly investors
beliew rents will fall to equilibrium levels. The
longer the expected adjustment period, the greater
the present value of excess rental income and the
greater the premium over reproduction costs. Investors' exp€ctations should vary with the expected
growth rate of the area and the extent of the initial
disequilibrium. However, even in fast-growing,

Tbnant Size
This particular comparative element may be construed as a double-edged sword in the analysis of
office buildings. On one hand, a building that has a
large tenant, such as Exxon, occupying a majority of
its space may be viewed as a relatively low-risk investment by investors because the leasing risk is
minimized, the management burden is reduced or
the long-term presence of the tenant is assured by
the enormous costs of relocation. Counter to this argument is the AT&T Building in New York, which
must be retrofitted for multi-tenant use or face a
prolonged period of vacancy while managers try to
find another major corporation to occupy it. This
situation demonstrates the high Ievel of liquidity

excess supply ofspace over time. As supply increases

relative to demand, lower effective rents will be gen-
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Normolized Discount Rqtes Versus Hisk-Adiusted Discounl Rqtes

risk exposure in real estate that may override the
business risk or operating risk represented in the
traditional DCF model.
The submarket in which the property is located
may dictate the extent of these concerns. Central
business districts often find themselves Iacking
large blocs of contiguous space. Therefore, a building
that is occupied mainly by smaller tenants may be
at a disadvantage. Suburban markets may encounter the opposite problem. If typical tenants are
small-space users, a building with a large-space
user may have difficulty releasing when that tenant
vacates.

The issue of tenant size takes on a different
with retail properties. Large-space users,
typically known as anchor tenants, are focal points
for shopping centers. Market research clearly has
demonstrated that stabilized occupancy rates in anchored shopping centers are significantly higher
than occupancy rates in non-anchored centers.
While this factor may be addressed in the DCF
character

model through the vacancy and credit loss assumption, it alters the perception of risk differential for

the cent€r as a whole in the mind of an investor.
Anchor tenants are the principal destinations for
most shoppers; the presence of an anchor tenant in a
shopping center therefore is a consideration in the

leasing decisions made by other tenants. The overall
character of a retail center also is affected by the
type of anchor tenant present. For example, centers
anchored by a grocery store chain tend to attract
drug stores, hardware stores and other tenants oriented toward weekly, repeat business. Department
store-anchored centers tend to attract a slightly different type of tenant. Economic cycles affect various

retail operations in different ways; therefore, the
character of the tenant mix may affect an investor's
perception of risk.

Capital Market Comparative Example
The following examples illustrate the risk-adjusted
rate concept for real estate through a correlation
with capital market risk-adjusted rates. The underlying basis for this example is the discussion of real
estate and the bond market by James E. Gibbons,
CRE.I He compares the definition of the risk rating
for Baa bonds as set forth in Moody's Investor Survey and real estate characteristics. Moody's Investor
Service, Inc., defines this rating as:
Bonds which are rated Baa are considered
medium-grade obligations, i.e., they are nei
ther highly protected nor poorly secured. In-

terest payments and principal security

appear adequate for the present, but certain

protective elements may be lacking or may
be characteristically unreliable over any
great length of time. Such bonds lack outstanding investment characteristics and in
fact have speculative characteristics as well.

When comparing Baa rates to yield rates for
real estate, an additional adjustment must be made
for the management burden and the liquidity risk.
Management risk does not necessarily relate to the
29

tradeoff between the possession of space and a prescribed i.ncome flow.

Four basic areas that affect tenant risk deal
with the quality, quantity and durability of the income stream: the diversification of tenants, creditworthiness of tenants, duration of lease terms and
All of these areas reflect
the fundamental risk that can be diversified away
with appropriate manegerial strategies.
size of individual tenants.

Tbnant Diversification
Different industries are affected in di{Ierent ways by
economic cycles. Service firms, such as those involving attorneys and accountants, may fare well during
recessionary periods, while manufacturing or retailoriented businesses may be adversely affected.
While there is no definitive index with which to rate
the effect of economic cycles on offrce tenancies in
various industrial groupings, analysis of tenant mix
in relation to competing properties or the economic
base of a city provides insight into probable tenant
movement upon lease expirations. The tenant mix
by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes
forms a basis for this analysis.
Another issue pertaining to tenant mix concerns
micro-market characteristics. Many communities
tlpically have a concentration of legal firms in proximity to the courthouse complex. Likewise, olfice facilities in proximity to hospitals have a propensity
to attract doctors, medical labs, etc., as tenants. The
inherent risk of investing in buildings that cater to
industrial groupings may be viewed in an entirely
different light than the risk of investing in typical
multi-tenanted, suburban offrce buildings. The determination of risk consequently requires adjustment to the normalized discount rates indicated by
the market in general.

Credit Worthiness
A Fortune 500 company has a signifrcantly different
perceived financial stability than a real estate syndicate that has been in business for only one year.
Therefore, the risk of default affects the required
rates of return in the same way the bond rating
system affects the capital market.
The risk inherent in an office lease portfolio
dominated by a large credit tenant (e.g., Exxon) historically has had a direct impact on the required

return reflected through the sale prices for those
types of properties. Obviously, this is most evident
in single tenanted buildings with long-term leases.
The income portion ofthe investment return, in this
situation, may be viewed as an investment in the
company for the duration of the lease. Therefore, the
risk inherent in that portion of the investment may
be reflected through the company's bond rating. The

overall discount rate then should prorate the difference between the risk inherent in the income to be
derived from the lease agreement and the risk inherent in the property upon expiration of the lease
or at the time ofthe property's resale. In fact, when a
single, national credit tenant racates and the building must be converted to a multi-tenant facility, a
split discount rate may be utilized to reflect the
28

systematic business and market risk exposure of a
cash flow contract and the liquidity risk exposure of
a real asset with higher capital requirements. This
complex combination of risk factors may require the
use of one rate to discount the assured income from
the existing lease and a second rate to address the
operation of the building after the large credit ten-

ant vacates.
In a more traditionally tenanted building the
mix of credit and non-credit tenants may be compared with the tenancy mix in other competing
buildings. Variations from the normalized discount
rate should be made by exception. That is, a premium should be applied to the subject property only
if a major, nationally credit-rated tenant is atypical
in a particular market. Likewise, an adjustment for
a lease portfolio with a weak overall credit rating
would be appropriate only if its characteristics differed significantly from those of competing build-

underbuilt markets, participants expect that supply
eventually will catch up with demand and that real,
though perhaps not nominal, decreases in eflective
rental income will occur; i.e., they expect that 6, in

Equation 2 will be negative for a period of years.
The shaded area in Panel A reflects the excess
rental income that will occur if the shortage is eliminated in three years and the real rents decrease
gradually over that three-year period. In terms of
Equation 2 the shaded area has a present value of
$299,371 and assumes that 6r is equal to -0.0954 in
years two and three.

is

Panel B in Figure 1 depicts the situation if EGI,
S18.00 per square foot, or $1,000,000, i.e-, 207c

below the minimum required rental level. If EGI.
increases at 41c per year, then the amount of lost
income from the excess supply of space is represented by the area bounded by RR, E, F and CR,
which has a present ralue of $2,325,245.

ings.

Retail properties have similar characteristics,
but their characteristics have a more fundamental
impact on risk analysis. Occupancy in retail properties, particularly comrnunity and regional shopping
centers, typically involves national chain-type tenants. National retail chains, such as The Limited,
Victoria's Secret, Foot Locker, etc., have distinctly
different risk characteristics than local, "mom and
pop"-type operations. The mix of national chain affiliates and local retailers affects the risk and,
therefore, the required yield for a prospective investor. It is reasonable to assume that two communitytype shopping centers of equal size in the same
micro-market would require different discount rates
depending on the character of their tenant mix.
The appropriate rate spreads in this instance
may be gauged by comparing actual bond ratings for
national chains with .junk bond ratings. The normalized discount rate then may be adjusted based
on a comparative proration of the tenant mix for
comparable properties and the tenant mix for the
subject property.

Lease Tbrm
l,ease expiration schedules within a building have a
direct impact on the quantity of income to be derived from an investment. The valuation of a property following the DCF model generally uses two
distinct elements to make the total present value
estimate: the present value attributable to cash flow
during the holding period and the present value of
the net proceeds obtained from the eventual sale of
the property. Obviously, the proration of value between these elements provides an insight into the
risk of the investment. For example, a property that
attributes 60% of its current value to the future sale
price or asset appreciation would have greater risk
than a property that attributes only 20Vo of ihe total
present value to the return from the sale of the
property.

Often igrrored is the portion of present value attributable to the cash flows obtained during the
holding period. A property with lease contracts that
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FIGURE

Because current rents are below the required
minimum, builders will sharply reduce, if not totally
eliminate, the new products they bring to the market. The combination of reduced new construction,
gror+'th in demand for space and steady depreciation
of existing stock will reduce the excess supply of
space over time. As supply falls relative to demand,
higher effective rents will be generated for the existing stock. Market participants understand that this
process will continue until effective rents cakh up
with required rents, because only then will developers have an incentive to bring new products to the
market.

The rise in real rents will occur at the most
rapid rate in fast-growing local markets with higher
absorption rates, and the smaller the difference between current market and required rents, the sooner
the asset market will obtain long-run equilibrium.
Substantially overbuilt markets with slower economic growth may not allow any significant increases in real rents for a number of years, even if
there is a near cessation of new construction.

1

The Asymmetric Effects of Underbuilding and
Overbuilding on the Value of Existing Properties
Pancl A. Excess llantal Income in l'nderbuilt ]Iarket

FIENTAL

INCOME

B

CR

Existing properties in overbuilt markets will
sell at a discount to replacement costs; the magnitude of this discount will depend on how slowly investors think rents will rise toward equilibrium
levels. Again investors' expectations should vary
with both the expected growth rate of the area and
the extent of the initial disequilibrium. The shaded
area in Panel B reflects lost rental income over a
seven-year recovery period, and it has a present
value of $565,545.
Forecasting Rental Income
How should investors or analysts incorporate future

I
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I
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3
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YEAFlSI
Shaded area repreeenb the amount of excess rental income due
the Eupply shortsge that will be capitalized into the prices of
ex.isting prop€rties. CR equals 51,,f40,000 for exa.mple property.

t

Panel B. Loss in Rental Incomc in Overbuilt

]larkrt

changes in real rental income into their cash flow
forecasts? First, they must make an assumption
about the length of time the market will be over- or
underbuilt. Second, they must forecast Lhe pattern of
real rent changes over the expected period of dis.

equilibrium.

In terms of Equation 2, the analyst

must specify 6. for each year of the expected holding
period. We argue that these forecasts can be made
with more certainty in an underbuilt market than
in an overbuilt market.

E
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'lo
YEAFlA
Shaded area represents the amount of lost rental income from

the excesa supply that will be capitalized into the prices of
existiug properties. CR = $1,000,000 for example property.
RR = Current effective gross income required for capitalized value of cash flows to equal construction
costs (equal to 1,200,000 for example property)
CR = Actual hrst year effective gross income IEGI)

When analysts project future rental income they
must incorporate expected changes in lhe demand
as well as the supply of space over time. We argue
that the former is more difficult to predict than the
latter. The argument is based on the assertion that
the supply of space is more responsive to changes in
price when markets are at or near the top of a cycle
than when markets are bottoming out. More formally we argue that the supply of space in underbuilt markets is elastic (price responsive) because
builders and investors quickly respond to rents that
are excessive and prices that are above replacement
costs by adding to the existing stock. For example,
even large shortages of office space can be corrected
in several years. Shortages of many other property
types (e.9., multifamily space) can be corrected in
an even shorter time period. Thus, in underbuilt

Linkoges Among Capitolizqtion Rates, Discount Rstes snd ReGl Estole Cycles
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markets forecast€d changes in real rental income
(the D,'s in Equation 2) are driven primarily by expected changes

in supply.

An excess supply of space, however, is not eliminated as quickly, even if new construction in the
market comes to a standstill. Absorption of the excess supply requires that demand for space increase
over time. Demand for offrce, retail, industrial and
multifamily space depends on numerous factors,
many of which are largely independent of supply
and demand conditions in the local real estate market. For example, the demand for oflice space in the
local real estste market is affected by national and
regional economic forces that are diffrcult to predict.
The shaded area of Panel A, Figure 1 depicts the

time period required for new construction to drive
current rents down to the required rent level. The
larger shaded area in Panel B depicts the time period over which current rents will increase to the
required level in an overbuilt market. The time period in Panel B is longer and more uncertain than
the period depicted in Panel A because it depends
almost completely on exogenous changes in demand.
Speculative construction in the overbuilt market already has come to a stop; thus, changes in supply
will be limited largely to demolitions.
We conclude, therefore, that a given level of excess capacity (say, 209c1 adds a

larger amount to the

risk premium than a shortage of the same magnitude (209r) subtracts from the risk premium. Future
rental flows are more diflicult to predict in overbuilt
markets because the rate of change in real rents will
be driven primarily by hard-to-predict demand-side
variables. This asymmetric effect may help explain
the widely noted overvaluation of properties held by

the RTC during the early part of the real estate

it

was not unusual for properties to
sell for prices 259c tn 507c below appraised values.
We believe that appraisers may not have added su{firecession when

ciently high risk premiums to the discount rate to
reflect the uncertainty of both: (1) the duration of
the gap between required rents and current rentsi
and (2) the level of current rents over the forecast
period. Rather it appears that appraisers applied
risk premiums more reflective of stable or underbuilt markets. Discount rates were too low; capitalization rates also were too low, since they are driven
by discount rates.

Summary And Conclusions

Our conclusions from the foregoing analysis
may be summarized in four points:

l.

When analysts use capitalization rates derived by comparison with competing real estate investments, they make implicit assumptions about
the risk, timing and duration of the cash flows for
the property they are analyzing. They assume that
the market participants in comparable transactions
are correct in their assessments of these characteristics. However, when properties are comparable in
26

he way in which discount rates are selected as
part ofthe appraisal process has been evolving
as an issue for some time. Because the discount
rate applied in a discounted cash flow (DCF) model
actually is the prospective internal rate of return
(IRR) for the investment that is being analyzed,
questions arise concerning the appropriateness of
making inferences from historical rates, such as:
What is the curent investor thinking regarding investment criteria? Should real estate discount rates
move in sync with other indicated capital market

f

physical and transactional respects but the transactions occur in different phases of the real estate cycle, the indicated discount rates, capitalization rates
and ralues will not accurately reflect the market.

2. Since the riskiness of investment in a given
parcel or type of real estate laries over the real
estate cycle, analysts must adjust the discount rate
for use in the multiperiod DCF model. This adjustment is separate from any adjustment for the risk
associated with general inflation in the economy. We
have demonstrated that the discount rate adjuatment can be annualized and included in the standard DCF model. By specifically including this
adjustment analysts allow local market conditions

to bear directly on the valuation of

income-

producing properties.

3. We conclude that the uncertainty associated
with cash flow projections typically is greater during the overbuilt phase of the real estate cycle than

during the underbuilt phase. The uncertainty

is

greater during the overbuilt phase of the cycle because the length of time required to rebalance the
supply and demand for space in the local market is
more uncertain. Market participants expect that
space shortages will be eliminated quickly by profitseeking builders and investors. Analysts, however,
f-rnd it difficult to estimate the time of recovery for
an overbuilt market. They must project demand-side
responses to the overbuilding, because changes in
supply will follow the removal of depreciated properties from the stock. The rate that excess space is
absorbed depends on numerous factors, many of
which are exogenous to the local market (e.9., national and regional economic factors). The adjustment to the rate should be estimated separately for
each year of the cash flow forecast.
'We

4.
suspect that some properties have been
overralued during the currently overbuilt phase of
the real estate cycle for two reasons: First, in obtaining an overall rate appraisers have used comparable
transactions that did not occur in the same phase of
the cycle as the appraisal. Second, analysts did not
adjust the discount rate in the multiperiod DCF
model for the real estate cycle. We believe that further research is warranted to confirm and quantify
the effects of the real estate cycle.
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Discount rates for rental properties are
affected by lerxls of risk associated with
th.e charo,cteristbs of tenants.

D. Richard Wincott, CRE

NOTES
1. Covernment securities are not, ofcource, riskless because realized real leturns are allected by the level of general injlation.
Ttey are, ho*,ever, frre from default and prepayment (i.e., call)

Notwithstanding these issues, it is apparent
that the discount rate now used in the majority of
appraisal reports represents a proxy that has been
obtained from some type of market sampling. This
sampling takes various forms: published investor
surveys, an average of buyer calculus assumptions
from specific transactions and/or the perceived norm
for the property type based on the conclusions of a
particular appraiser's p€er group for a particular
month. Whatever their source, the rates inferred
from market sampling represent "normalized discount rates" for a property type.
If the purchase of investment-grade real estate,
particularly oIfice and retail properties, essentially
is an investment in a portfolio of leases, it is reasonable to assume that each property will be unique
and that the risk inherent in each lease portfolio
will cause rates of return to vary slightly. In essence,
elements of risk used in the evaluation of multiproperty portfolios also are appropriat€ to consider
in the assessment of risk associated with individual
properties. Measurements of the quantity, quality
and durability of the income stream to be derived
from a lease portfolio should be of significant concern to the appraiser. Howevet historic rent levels
and occupancy rates often are the basis for the appraiser's projections, and these projections do not
consider the character of the portfolio in its historic
context as compared with current and expected
levels of performa nce.
Property-specific analysis addresses what will
be refemed to herein as tenant risk. Several elements that influence the extent of tenant risk are
inherent in each property or portfolio of leases. A
number of these factors typically are addressed in
modern portfolio theory in the context of other asset
classes. Their application in an analysis of a real
estate lease portfolio, in some instances, involves
only an alteration of semantics; leases are investment contracts (securities?) that represent the

risk.

D, Richard Winco,t, CRE, is nanaging director and chief
appruiser fot Prie Waterhouse, Real E ate Ualuation Seruices in Houston- He has 20 years of rcal estote erperienae,
primorilf in wlualbn and counseling for institutional reol
estale ihtestors and pensian fund trusts. He has britten

2. Discountad cssh flow analys€s contaiD estimates of future
nominal cash flow. Even if b6sic demand and supply relationBhips in the local Bpace hsrket are not expect€d t change (i-e.,
the asset market hss obtsined long-run equilibriuro), Dominal
cash flowe may be expected to change over tirne simply a8 a
result of geDeral inllatioo in the economy. A decrease in resl
or iDllation-adjusted reDtal income occurs when incregseg in
nominal rents keep pace with Beneral iDllation. Real increaaes
occur only when f,ercentsge changes in rental income exceed
the genersl inflation rate.
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markets forecast€d changes in real rental income
(the D,'s in Equation 2) are driven primarily by expected changes

in supply.

An excess supply of space, however, is not eliminated as quickly, even if new construction in the
market comes to a standstill. Absorption of the excess supply requires that demand for space increase
over time. Demand for offrce, retail, industrial and
multifamily space depends on numerous factors,
many of which are largely independent of supply
and demand conditions in the local real estate market. For example, the demand for oflice space in the
local real estste market is affected by national and
regional economic forces that are diffrcult to predict.
The shaded area of Panel A, Figure 1 depicts the

time period required for new construction to drive
current rents down to the required rent level. The
larger shaded area in Panel B depicts the time period over which current rents will increase to the
required level in an overbuilt market. The time period in Panel B is longer and more uncertain than
the period depicted in Panel A because it depends
almost completely on exogenous changes in demand.
Speculative construction in the overbuilt market already has come to a stop; thus, changes in supply
will be limited largely to demolitions.
We conclude, therefore, that a given level of excess capacity (say, 209c1 adds a

larger amount to the

risk premium than a shortage of the same magnitude (209r) subtracts from the risk premium. Future
rental flows are more diflicult to predict in overbuilt
markets because the rate of change in real rents will
be driven primarily by hard-to-predict demand-side
variables. This asymmetric effect may help explain
the widely noted overvaluation of properties held by

the RTC during the early part of the real estate

it

was not unusual for properties to
sell for prices 259c tn 507c below appraised values.
We believe that appraisers may not have added su{firecession when

ciently high risk premiums to the discount rate to
reflect the uncertainty of both: (1) the duration of
the gap between required rents and current rentsi
and (2) the level of current rents over the forecast
period. Rather it appears that appraisers applied
risk premiums more reflective of stable or underbuilt markets. Discount rates were too low; capitalization rates also were too low, since they are driven
by discount rates.

Summary And Conclusions

Our conclusions from the foregoing analysis
may be summarized in four points:

l.

When analysts use capitalization rates derived by comparison with competing real estate investments, they make implicit assumptions about
the risk, timing and duration of the cash flows for
the property they are analyzing. They assume that
the market participants in comparable transactions
are correct in their assessments of these characteristics. However, when properties are comparable in
26

he way in which discount rates are selected as
part ofthe appraisal process has been evolving
as an issue for some time. Because the discount
rate applied in a discounted cash flow (DCF) model
actually is the prospective internal rate of return
(IRR) for the investment that is being analyzed,
questions arise concerning the appropriateness of
making inferences from historical rates, such as:
What is the curent investor thinking regarding investment criteria? Should real estate discount rates
move in sync with other indicated capital market

f

physical and transactional respects but the transactions occur in different phases of the real estate cycle, the indicated discount rates, capitalization rates
and ralues will not accurately reflect the market.

2. Since the riskiness of investment in a given
parcel or type of real estate laries over the real
estate cycle, analysts must adjust the discount rate
for use in the multiperiod DCF model. This adjustment is separate from any adjustment for the risk
associated with general inflation in the economy. We
have demonstrated that the discount rate adjuatment can be annualized and included in the standard DCF model. By specifically including this
adjustment analysts allow local market conditions

to bear directly on the valuation of

income-

producing properties.

3. We conclude that the uncertainty associated
with cash flow projections typically is greater during the overbuilt phase of the real estate cycle than

during the underbuilt phase. The uncertainty

is

greater during the overbuilt phase of the cycle because the length of time required to rebalance the
supply and demand for space in the local market is
more uncertain. Market participants expect that
space shortages will be eliminated quickly by profitseeking builders and investors. Analysts, however,
f-rnd it difficult to estimate the time of recovery for
an overbuilt market. They must project demand-side
responses to the overbuilding, because changes in
supply will follow the removal of depreciated properties from the stock. The rate that excess space is
absorbed depends on numerous factors, many of
which are exogenous to the local market (e.9., national and regional economic factors). The adjustment to the rate should be estimated separately for
each year of the cash flow forecast.
'We

4.
suspect that some properties have been
overralued during the currently overbuilt phase of
the real estate cycle for two reasons: First, in obtaining an overall rate appraisers have used comparable
transactions that did not occur in the same phase of
the cycle as the appraisal. Second, analysts did not
adjust the discount rate in the multiperiod DCF
model for the real estate cycle. We believe that further research is warranted to confirm and quantify
the effects of the real estate cycle.
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Notwithstanding these issues, it is apparent
that the discount rate now used in the majority of
appraisal reports represents a proxy that has been
obtained from some type of market sampling. This
sampling takes various forms: published investor
surveys, an average of buyer calculus assumptions
from specific transactions and/or the perceived norm
for the property type based on the conclusions of a
particular appraiser's p€er group for a particular
month. Whatever their source, the rates inferred
from market sampling represent "normalized discount rates" for a property type.
If the purchase of investment-grade real estate,
particularly oIfice and retail properties, essentially
is an investment in a portfolio of leases, it is reasonable to assume that each property will be unique
and that the risk inherent in each lease portfolio
will cause rates of return to vary slightly. In essence,
elements of risk used in the evaluation of multiproperty portfolios also are appropriat€ to consider
in the assessment of risk associated with individual
properties. Measurements of the quantity, quality
and durability of the income stream to be derived
from a lease portfolio should be of significant concern to the appraiser. Howevet historic rent levels
and occupancy rates often are the basis for the appraiser's projections, and these projections do not
consider the character of the portfolio in its historic
context as compared with current and expected
levels of performa nce.
Property-specific analysis addresses what will
be refemed to herein as tenant risk. Several elements that influence the extent of tenant risk are
inherent in each property or portfolio of leases. A
number of these factors typically are addressed in
modern portfolio theory in the context of other asset
classes. Their application in an analysis of a real
estate lease portfolio, in some instances, involves
only an alteration of semantics; leases are investment contracts (securities?) that represent the

risk.
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tradeoff between the possession of space and a prescribed i.ncome flow.

Four basic areas that affect tenant risk deal
with the quality, quantity and durability of the income stream: the diversification of tenants, creditworthiness of tenants, duration of lease terms and
All of these areas reflect
the fundamental risk that can be diversified away
with appropriate manegerial strategies.
size of individual tenants.

Tbnant Diversification
Different industries are affected in di{Ierent ways by
economic cycles. Service firms, such as those involving attorneys and accountants, may fare well during
recessionary periods, while manufacturing or retailoriented businesses may be adversely affected.
While there is no definitive index with which to rate
the effect of economic cycles on offrce tenancies in
various industrial groupings, analysis of tenant mix
in relation to competing properties or the economic
base of a city provides insight into probable tenant
movement upon lease expirations. The tenant mix
by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes
forms a basis for this analysis.
Another issue pertaining to tenant mix concerns
micro-market characteristics. Many communities
tlpically have a concentration of legal firms in proximity to the courthouse complex. Likewise, olfice facilities in proximity to hospitals have a propensity
to attract doctors, medical labs, etc., as tenants. The
inherent risk of investing in buildings that cater to
industrial groupings may be viewed in an entirely
different light than the risk of investing in typical
multi-tenanted, suburban offrce buildings. The determination of risk consequently requires adjustment to the normalized discount rates indicated by
the market in general.

Credit Worthiness
A Fortune 500 company has a signifrcantly different
perceived financial stability than a real estate syndicate that has been in business for only one year.
Therefore, the risk of default affects the required
rates of return in the same way the bond rating
system affects the capital market.
The risk inherent in an office lease portfolio
dominated by a large credit tenant (e.g., Exxon) historically has had a direct impact on the required

return reflected through the sale prices for those
types of properties. Obviously, this is most evident
in single tenanted buildings with long-term leases.
The income portion ofthe investment return, in this
situation, may be viewed as an investment in the
company for the duration of the lease. Therefore, the
risk inherent in that portion of the investment may
be reflected through the company's bond rating. The

overall discount rate then should prorate the difference between the risk inherent in the income to be
derived from the lease agreement and the risk inherent in the property upon expiration of the lease
or at the time ofthe property's resale. In fact, when a
single, national credit tenant racates and the building must be converted to a multi-tenant facility, a
split discount rate may be utilized to reflect the
28

systematic business and market risk exposure of a
cash flow contract and the liquidity risk exposure of
a real asset with higher capital requirements. This
complex combination of risk factors may require the
use of one rate to discount the assured income from
the existing lease and a second rate to address the
operation of the building after the large credit ten-

ant vacates.
In a more traditionally tenanted building the
mix of credit and non-credit tenants may be compared with the tenancy mix in other competing
buildings. Variations from the normalized discount
rate should be made by exception. That is, a premium should be applied to the subject property only
if a major, nationally credit-rated tenant is atypical
in a particular market. Likewise, an adjustment for
a lease portfolio with a weak overall credit rating
would be appropriate only if its characteristics differed significantly from those of competing build-

underbuilt markets, participants expect that supply
eventually will catch up with demand and that real,
though perhaps not nominal, decreases in eflective
rental income will occur; i.e., they expect that 6, in

Equation 2 will be negative for a period of years.
The shaded area in Panel A reflects the excess
rental income that will occur if the shortage is eliminated in three years and the real rents decrease
gradually over that three-year period. In terms of
Equation 2 the shaded area has a present value of
$299,371 and assumes that 6r is equal to -0.0954 in
years two and three.

is

Panel B in Figure 1 depicts the situation if EGI,
S18.00 per square foot, or $1,000,000, i.e-, 207c

below the minimum required rental level. If EGI.
increases at 41c per year, then the amount of lost
income from the excess supply of space is represented by the area bounded by RR, E, F and CR,
which has a present ralue of $2,325,245.

ings.

Retail properties have similar characteristics,
but their characteristics have a more fundamental
impact on risk analysis. Occupancy in retail properties, particularly comrnunity and regional shopping
centers, typically involves national chain-type tenants. National retail chains, such as The Limited,
Victoria's Secret, Foot Locker, etc., have distinctly
different risk characteristics than local, "mom and
pop"-type operations. The mix of national chain affiliates and local retailers affects the risk and,
therefore, the required yield for a prospective investor. It is reasonable to assume that two communitytype shopping centers of equal size in the same
micro-market would require different discount rates
depending on the character of their tenant mix.
The appropriate rate spreads in this instance
may be gauged by comparing actual bond ratings for
national chains with .junk bond ratings. The normalized discount rate then may be adjusted based
on a comparative proration of the tenant mix for
comparable properties and the tenant mix for the
subject property.

Lease Tbrm
l,ease expiration schedules within a building have a
direct impact on the quantity of income to be derived from an investment. The valuation of a property following the DCF model generally uses two
distinct elements to make the total present value
estimate: the present value attributable to cash flow
during the holding period and the present value of
the net proceeds obtained from the eventual sale of
the property. Obviously, the proration of value between these elements provides an insight into the
risk of the investment. For example, a property that
attributes 60% of its current value to the future sale
price or asset appreciation would have greater risk
than a property that attributes only 20Vo of ihe total
present value to the return from the sale of the
property.

Often igrrored is the portion of present value attributable to the cash flows obtained during the
holding period. A property with lease contracts that
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FIGURE

Because current rents are below the required
minimum, builders will sharply reduce, if not totally
eliminate, the new products they bring to the market. The combination of reduced new construction,
gror+'th in demand for space and steady depreciation
of existing stock will reduce the excess supply of
space over time. As supply falls relative to demand,
higher effective rents will be generated for the existing stock. Market participants understand that this
process will continue until effective rents cakh up
with required rents, because only then will developers have an incentive to bring new products to the
market.

The rise in real rents will occur at the most
rapid rate in fast-growing local markets with higher
absorption rates, and the smaller the difference between current market and required rents, the sooner
the asset market will obtain long-run equilibrium.
Substantially overbuilt markets with slower economic growth may not allow any significant increases in real rents for a number of years, even if
there is a near cessation of new construction.

1

The Asymmetric Effects of Underbuilding and
Overbuilding on the Value of Existing Properties
Pancl A. Excess llantal Income in l'nderbuilt ]Iarket

FIENTAL

INCOME

B

CR

Existing properties in overbuilt markets will
sell at a discount to replacement costs; the magnitude of this discount will depend on how slowly investors think rents will rise toward equilibrium
levels. Again investors' expectations should vary
with both the expected growth rate of the area and
the extent of the initial disequilibrium. The shaded
area in Panel B reflects lost rental income over a
seven-year recovery period, and it has a present
value of $565,545.
Forecasting Rental Income
How should investors or analysts incorporate future

I

i

I
I

i
i

3

10

YEAFlSI
Shaded area repreeenb the amount of excess rental income due
the Eupply shortsge that will be capitalized into the prices of
ex.isting prop€rties. CR equals 51,,f40,000 for exa.mple property.

t

Panel B. Loss in Rental Incomc in Overbuilt

]larkrt

changes in real rental income into their cash flow
forecasts? First, they must make an assumption
about the length of time the market will be over- or
underbuilt. Second, they must forecast Lhe pattern of
real rent changes over the expected period of dis.

equilibrium.

In terms of Equation 2, the analyst

must specify 6. for each year of the expected holding
period. We argue that these forecasts can be made
with more certainty in an underbuilt market than
in an overbuilt market.

E

FIENTAL
INCOME

o

CR

I

!

FlFt
I
I

'lo
YEAFlA
Shaded area represents the amount of lost rental income from

the excesa supply that will be capitalized into the prices of
existiug properties. CR = $1,000,000 for example property.
RR = Current effective gross income required for capitalized value of cash flows to equal construction
costs (equal to 1,200,000 for example property)
CR = Actual hrst year effective gross income IEGI)

When analysts project future rental income they
must incorporate expected changes in lhe demand
as well as the supply of space over time. We argue
that the former is more difficult to predict than the
latter. The argument is based on the assertion that
the supply of space is more responsive to changes in
price when markets are at or near the top of a cycle
than when markets are bottoming out. More formally we argue that the supply of space in underbuilt markets is elastic (price responsive) because
builders and investors quickly respond to rents that
are excessive and prices that are above replacement
costs by adding to the existing stock. For example,
even large shortages of office space can be corrected
in several years. Shortages of many other property
types (e.9., multifamily space) can be corrected in
an even shorter time period. Thus, in underbuilt

Linkoges Among Capitolizqtion Rates, Discount Rstes snd ReGl Estole Cycles
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Put another way, prices or values in the asset
market are multiples of the rental rates that have
been competitively determined in the space market.
If current rents exceed the required minimum, then
market values will exceed construction costs (including the price of land and a fair profit for the developer), and developers will have an incentive to add to
the existing stock. Ultimately the expansion of supply causes reol rents (current rents less inflation) to
decrease toward the required or equilibrium level.2

Ieasable square feet. The rate of general inflation

Thus, although inelastic in the short run, the
supply of space is elastic (price responsive) over long

(less economic depreciation) is 47. per year over the
projected ten-year holding period (rr" : 0.04). Operating expenses are $180,000 in the first year and
will grow at an annual rate of 59( (n" : 0.05). The
market value of the property at the end of any year
is equal to NOI in the subsequent year capitalized at
9%. Selling expenses are 4% lB = 0.04). The projected stream of NOI, including the selling price net
of expenses, is converted into an estimate of current
market value using a 127r discount rate (y. = 0.12).
Replacement cost, including land and developer
profit, is $11,721,700.

costs of replacement less accrued depreciation.

Using these assumptions, the analyst can calculate that first-year EGI of $1,200,000 (or $21.6 per
square foot) is required to equate current market
value with replacement costs of $11,721,700 when
rental income grows at the rate of general inflation.

time periods. Short-run equilibrium in the asset
market requires only that the market clears; i.e.,
willing property sellers frnd willing buyers. However, long-run equilibrium in the asset market requires that market-clearing asset prices equal the

If current rental rates are below the required
minimum, as is the case in an overbuilt market,
construction will be cut back until market rents rise
to the required level. Only then will developers be
able to recover construction costs from the sale of
new properties and earn a rate of return comparable
to the return on alternative investments of similar
risk. Note that if the supply of space in a local market could be adjusted instantaneously to the current
level of tenant demand (i.e., if the short-run supply
of space were highly elastic), current rental rates
would equal the minimum required, and properties
would sell for their replacement costs less accrued
depreciation. In effect real estate cycles would be
eliminated if the supply of space were perfectly elastic. However, the supply of space and therefore current rental rat€s cannot adjust immediately to
changing market conditions. Thus, a combination ot
(1) reduced construction; (2) normal growth in demand for space; and (3) steady depreciation of the
existing stock is required before higher real rents
can be generated for income-producing properties in
overbuilt markets.

In many applications of the multiperiod valuation model the rental adjustment factor in Equation
2, (6t)) is equal to zero; i.e., effective gross rental
income is expected to grow at the rate of expected
general inllation minus the effects of economic depreciation, This pattern of projected rental income
invokes the often unrealistic assumption that the
local real estate market has obtained long-run equilibrium; i.e., market values are equal to construction
costs, and cument and expected rents are suffrcient
to provide investors with a competitive (riskadjusted) rate of return. In effect projecting that
rental income will increase at the rate of general
inflation is akin to assuming that any recent upturns or downturns in the local market have played
themselves out and that underbuilding or overbuilding will not occur in the future.
A Sample Property
To facilitate discussion of these concepts, consider
the following example. The subject property is a
newly constructed office building with 55,500
24

As shown in Panel A ofFigure 1, the slope ofthe line
defrned by points RR and B reflects nominal income
growth of 47t per year. Suppose, however, that the
local market is at or near the top of a cycle and EGI,

is $1,440,000 or

207o above ($25.92

vs. $21.6) re-

quired rental rates. If EGI, increases at 47r per year,
then the amount of projected excess income over the
ten-year holding period is represented by the area
bounded by CR, A, B and RR, which has a present
value of $2,790,000.

Is it reasonable for the investor or counselor to
assume that increases in effective rental income will
keep pace with inflation in this underbuilt market?
Will the typical investor be willing to pay a
$2,790,000 premium to acquire the property? The
answer to these questions is clearly no. Participants
recognize that the market is at or near the top of a
cycle. Because current rents are above the minimum
required rents, investors anticipate that builders
will increase the new products they bring to the
market. Increased new construction will reduce the

will expire within three years of the time of pur-

chase intuitively would be less desirable than a
property with lease contracts that do not expire for
seven or eight years. Therefore, the amount of "assured income," or the present value of the income to
be derived from existing lease contracts, as a percentage of the value of the cash flow component,
could be of greater importance with respect to risk
than the proration of value between total cash flow
and property appreciation.
The present value of the "assured income" is the
only component of return on the property that can
be quantified with any certainty. l€ase rates upon
renewal, percentage of tenant retention, downtime
between leases, etc., may be inferred from market
research, but they nonetheless are prospective estimates. Therefore, the greater the percentage of
value that is attributed to assumptions regarding
future market behavior the greater the likelihood
that the value estimate will vary over time. As a
result, it is reasonable to assume that the required
yield would increase in accordance with the uncertainty of future returns.
This factor probably has the greatest impact on
the appropriate discount rate, and it is the easiest to
quantify. Elements specifically addressing this factor include the following:
r lease expiration schedule, including annual expirations as a percentage of the total building area;
r existing options to renew which may be at belowmarket rent levels;
r a schedule ofcontract rental income from existing
lease agreements.

Adjustments to the normalized discount rate
should be based on the relative differentials between
the subject property and properties used as market
comparables. This requirement places a burden on

erated for the existing stock. Market participants
understand that this process will continue until effective rents fall to required levels. In fact if analysts expect. perhaps based on prior experience.
that the market will continue to be cyclical, they
may project that EGI. eventually will fall below required levels.

the appraiser to obtain a substantial amount of financial data during the sale confirmation process.
The choice of comparable sales then becomes a matter of data quality rather than quantity. Three to
five well-confirmed sales are far more valuable than
10 sales for which the data include only sale price
per square foot and the going-in capitalization rate.
In the analysis of investment-grade real estate, details of the lease structure and financial operation of
comparable prop€rties are essential.

How quickly will effective gross rents fall from
current to required levels (or below)? The fall in real
rents will occur as quickly as new construction can
be added to the existing stock. Because effective
rents will not fall instantaneously to required levels,
existing properties in underbuilt markets will sell at
a premium over reproduction costs. The magaitude
ofthe premium will depend on how quickly investors
beliew rents will fall to equilibrium levels. The
longer the expected adjustment period, the greater
the present value of excess rental income and the
greater the premium over reproduction costs. Investors' exp€ctations should vary with the expected
growth rate of the area and the extent of the initial
disequilibrium. However, even in fast-growing,

Tbnant Size
This particular comparative element may be construed as a double-edged sword in the analysis of
office buildings. On one hand, a building that has a
large tenant, such as Exxon, occupying a majority of
its space may be viewed as a relatively low-risk investment by investors because the leasing risk is
minimized, the management burden is reduced or
the long-term presence of the tenant is assured by
the enormous costs of relocation. Counter to this argument is the AT&T Building in New York, which
must be retrofitted for multi-tenant use or face a
prolonged period of vacancy while managers try to
find another major corporation to occupy it. This
situation demonstrates the high Ievel of liquidity

excess supply ofspace over time. As supply increases

relative to demand, lower effective rents will be gen-
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risk exposure in real estate that may override the
business risk or operating risk represented in the
traditional DCF model.
The submarket in which the property is located
may dictate the extent of these concerns. Central
business districts often find themselves Iacking
large blocs of contiguous space. Therefore, a building
that is occupied mainly by smaller tenants may be
at a disadvantage. Suburban markets may encounter the opposite problem. If typical tenants are
small-space users, a building with a large-space
user may have difficulty releasing when that tenant
vacates.

The issue of tenant size takes on a different
with retail properties. Large-space users,
typically known as anchor tenants, are focal points
for shopping centers. Market research clearly has
demonstrated that stabilized occupancy rates in anchored shopping centers are significantly higher
than occupancy rates in non-anchored centers.
While this factor may be addressed in the DCF
character

model through the vacancy and credit loss assumption, it alters the perception of risk differential for

the cent€r as a whole in the mind of an investor.
Anchor tenants are the principal destinations for
most shoppers; the presence of an anchor tenant in a
shopping center therefore is a consideration in the

leasing decisions made by other tenants. The overall
character of a retail center also is affected by the
type of anchor tenant present. For example, centers
anchored by a grocery store chain tend to attract
drug stores, hardware stores and other tenants oriented toward weekly, repeat business. Department
store-anchored centers tend to attract a slightly different type of tenant. Economic cycles affect various

retail operations in different ways; therefore, the
character of the tenant mix may affect an investor's
perception of risk.

Capital Market Comparative Example
The following examples illustrate the risk-adjusted
rate concept for real estate through a correlation
with capital market risk-adjusted rates. The underlying basis for this example is the discussion of real
estate and the bond market by James E. Gibbons,
CRE.I He compares the definition of the risk rating
for Baa bonds as set forth in Moody's Investor Survey and real estate characteristics. Moody's Investor
Service, Inc., defines this rating as:
Bonds which are rated Baa are considered
medium-grade obligations, i.e., they are nei
ther highly protected nor poorly secured. In-

terest payments and principal security

appear adequate for the present, but certain

protective elements may be lacking or may
be characteristically unreliable over any
great length of time. Such bonds lack outstanding investment characteristics and in
fact have speculative characteristics as well.

When comparing Baa rates to yield rates for
real estate, an additional adjustment must be made
for the management burden and the liquidity risk.
Management risk does not necessarily relate to the
29

management of the property itself but to the rate
charged by fund managers to manage investment

portfolios. The liquidity risk relates to the lack of
daily trading in the real estate market and the effect of market conditions on prolonged marketing
periods.

Using these parameters, a normalized discount
rate may be defined as follows:
Current Bas bond rate (capital market base) 9.007

burden
risk
Normalized discount rat€
Management

1.00%

Liquidity

2.50q.
L2.50C,

The normalized discount rate reflects property
whose characteristics are typical for a particular
marketplace. A property falls in this category if the

property value. For the capital market base, assume
a junk bond rate of 77%.
Capital market base
Questionable tenant

Assured income component 37.5C(
Capital market yield
11.0%

average
Value component
Capital market yield (Baal
Weighted average
Management burden
Liquidity risk
Risk-adjusted discount rate

4.13e

Weighted

Normalized value component

62.5q.
g.Oc(

5.63';
1.007a
2.5O%

(rounded) I33*
In this particular example the additional 80

characteristics of the tenant mix, average lease
term, ralue distribution between the present ralue
of the cash flow and the present value of the reversionary sale price, etc., match the assumptions utilized in the appraiser's DCF model. For the purposes
of the example, let us assume the following nor-

basis points above the normalized discount rate represent the possible risk of default. Despite the fact
that the tenant has a remaining lease term of five
years, not reflecting the additional increment oftenant risk by using the normalized, or typical discount
rate for that property would be inappropriate.

malized characteristics:

Summary
Because of tenant risk factors, a normalized discount rate for a particular area or property type
may not represent the risk inherent in a lease portfolio. For that reason, discount and capitalization
rate selections based on investor surveys may be a
valid starting point in the analysis, but use of a 127.
discount rate for all office buildings or shopping centers in suburban Anytown, USA, is not appropriate.
Some elements of risk may be addressed directly
in the various assumptions involving the DCF analysis; subsequent adjustment of the discount or capitalization rates therefore may be double counting.
Nevertheless, certain elements of tenant risk cannot
be specifically quantified in lease rollover assumptions, credit loss levels, etc., and should be reflected
in rate adjustments. Risk assessment is typical in
the analysis of other capital market investments
(i.e., bonds). For real estate to be further integrated
into the institutional investment portfolio, it is incumbent upon the analyst to explain market behavior in similar terms.

term

Average lease
Value distribution
Present value of cash

5 years

flow
income
Prospective income
Present value of reversion
Tbtal property value
Example I
Assured contract

60%
50%
loVc
4O7o

fioqt

This example details the impact of a substantial
credit tenant on the discount rate. The tenant in
question is a Fortune 500 company with a Aaa bond
rating and a remaining lease term of frve years. The
present value of the contract income to be derived
from this tenant represents epproximately 7570 of
the assured income component of the property value.
The current yield on five-year bonds for this company rs 7 .9Va.
Capital market base
Credit tenant
Assured income
(.50

x

corDponent

37.5E

.75)

yield
Weighted average
Capital market

7.97a

2.960.

Normalized value component
Value component
62.5%
Capital market yield (Baa) 9.01c
Weighted average
Management burden

Liquidity

risk

NOTE
1. Jame6 E. Gibbone, CRE: Real Estate ond th2 Mone! Marhetsl
(American Society of Real Estst Counselors, 1989) pp 25-29.

5.63q
1.00%
2.50?o

Risk-adjusted discount rate
(rounded)

t2.09qt
t2.1q.

Example 2
This example details the impact of a substantial
tenant with questionable tenure on the discount
rate. The tenant in question is a large accounting
firm that must pay a court-directed liability judgment amounting to several times the net worth of

the company. It has a remaining lease term of frve
years. The present ralue of the contract income to
be derived from this tenant represents approximately 7 57c of the assured income component of the
30

flows is converted to present value by discounting at
y., the required return for the holding period.

Although direct income capitalization does not
require explicit estimates of cash flow streams beyond the lrrst year, implicit estimates of future cash
flows are reflected in the capitalization rat€s that
have been abstracted from the market in the comparable sales analysis. This is because transaction
prices in a competitive market reflect the investment valuations of willing buyers and sellers which,
in turn, reflect lhzir projections and assumptions
about future cash flows. For example, more optimistic assessments of future EGI.'s and P"'s in a local
market increase investment values and thus the
prices investors are willing to pay per dollar of firstyear NOI, all else remaining the same. In terms of
Equation 2 V" is a function of rr,; as expected inflation increases, V" increases, thus decreasing abstracted capitalization rates.

It is important to recognize that in a competitive market y" is exogenously determined; i.e., it is a
function of the returns that are available from other
capital and financial investments of similar risk.
Given current competitively determined rental
rates, transaction prices adjust to provide potential
investors with a holding period return equal to y..
Capitalization rates do not determine value; they
rea., to changes in cash flow projections and/or
changes in required returns on competing investment alternatives. This integration of real estate
markets with other capital and financial asset markets can cause a rariation in local real estate values
and observed capitalization rates even in the absence of a change in current or projected supply and
demand conditions. Said differently, values in a local
real estate market may decline even if projected
cash flow atreams are unaltered, e.g., if yields on
risky corporate bonds increase. The point is that y"
(in conjunction with rental income appreciation and
other assumptions) determines V. which, in turn,
determines actual transaction prices and thus R".
Risk And Multiperiod Cash Flows

A multiperiod DCF

approach to income property
valuation is an application of mear/rariance analysis, a standard approach to the incorporation of
risk into the valuation of many flrnancial assets.
Mean&ariance analysis presumes investors weigh
the advantages of expected benefrts from alternative
courses of action against the disadvantages of particular risks. More specifically mean/variance analysis explicitly recognizes that the expected
variability, as well as the expected amount, of future
cash flows is fundamental to the determination of
market values in a competitive market. Other
things being equal, mean/variance investors presumably prefer assets with higher mean returns
(given comparable levels of risk) and avoid assets
with more volatile (less predictable) cash flows and
returns.

This risVreturn tradeoff in the context of DCF
analysis requires analysts to plug their best guess
of future cash flows, such as EGI. and P" , into
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Equation 2. If an analyst is uncertain about the
point estimates of expected future cash flows, he
should be penalized by using a higher discount rate
than the one used with a similar but less risky prop-

erty. In short an internally consistent application of
DCF requires adjustments in the discount rate for
properties perceived to be relatively risky; DCF
should not incorporate overly conservative or worstcase cash flow forecasts.

It is important to note that risk is defrned as the
potential uqriation between actual future cash flows
and projected cash flows used in calculating V" in
Equation 2. Thus, investments in existing income
properties in overbuilt markets are not necessarily
more risky just because their previous owners realized a holding period return that was less than expected at the time of acquisition. Potential
purchasers care only about the relationship between
their required return (yo) and the return they expect to earn if they pay the asking price for the
property. Investors do not shy away from overbuilt
markets because current values are below construction costs. In fact their exogenously determined yield
requirements may be partially responsible for the
fact that properties are selling at discounts to replacement costs. Said differently, risk does not depend on the current leul of rents or values; it is a
function of the degree of certainty market participants place on their estimates of future cash flows.
Real Estate Cycles And Risk
Real estate cycles may be characterized as the periods during which the market moves from high demand for space, supply constraints and rent and
price increases to low demand, perhaps excess supply and flat prices. At some point in the cycle new
construction decreases, and it may come to a standstill if overbuilding occurs. Property values may fall
below replacement costs. At some point exogenous
factors may begin to stimulate the demand for space.
For example, after a recovery in the general economy or the relocation of a large corporation to a local
market, competitive rental rates and therefore
prices may begin to rise, and the vacancy rat€ may
decline. Entrepreneurs and builders may respond to
the increase in rents and prices by beginning new
construction.
A primary determinant of the pace of new construction in a local market is the relationship between current rental rates and required (or
equilibrium) rental rates. The required level of effective rental income in the first year is the level that
equates the net present value (NPV) of the income
with zero for typical investors who employ a typical
set of assumptions about future rental rates, operating expenses and resale values. This required firstyear effective gross rent per dollar of investment
serves as a hurdle rate for prospective developers
and investors in income-producing properties. If current supply and demand conditions in the market
are such that properties earn rents greater than the
required minimum, then investors will add new construction to the existing stock in an attempt to capture these excess rents.

Linkoges Among Ccpitolization Rqles, Discount Rotes qnd Reol Eslote Cycles
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In discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis the discount rate is applied to projected (i.e., most likely)
cash flows over a holding period. Accurate quantifrcation ofthe risk component is crucial to the realistic raluation of a property. Whereas yields on
government securities can be found quickly and easily, yields on real estate investments require judgments to be made about the comparability of a given
investment alternative to other investments and
about the effects of future events on the investment's
cash flow stream. Sophisticated models have been
formulated for identifying and measuring risk, e.g.,
the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and the arbitrage pricing model (APM). However, these models
do not foretell the future; they are limited by their
use of historical data to make inferences about the
appropriate size of the required risk premium. Moreover, the applicability of these standard finance
models of risk quantification to real estat€ valuation
has been questioned by numerous researchers, and,
as a practical matter, it has been limited severely by
the availability of reliable real €state return data.
The counselor's or investor's judgment therefore
must be applied to the direct quantification of risk
or the application of the models for measuring risk.
The other component of the capitalization rate,
recapture of capital, is a percentage that is added to
the discount rate to reduce the amount that otherwise would be paid for an investment. This amount,
when converted to an annual figure, is suffrcient to
repay the capital that has been invested over the
asset's expected useful life or holding period. A sinking fund factor usually is used to represent capital
recapture under the assumption that annualized
amounts will accumulate at compound interest. Use
of a recapture rate is based on an inflationless economy in which investment ralues decline over time.
When investment values, in nominal terms, are
expected to increase over time, an annualized
amount must be subtracted from the discount rate

to form the capitalization rate. The amount subtracted from the discount rate may be termed the
allowance for appreciation. Both situations are represented by the general capitalization rate formula
for real estate:
R. = y.

- A"a

Equation

1

where:

R" is the overall cap rate.
is the discount rate (overall yield rate).
A" the expected change in property value (which
can be either positive or negative).
a is an annualizer (usually a SFF).

y.

Put another way:
R. is the required annual dividend rate on the
property.
y. is the required holding period return (expressed in annual terms).
The investor's required return during the holding period may be obtained from two sources: (1) the
periodic dividend (i.e., net operating income); and
22

(2) appreciation in the value of the real estate.

If

I number of rates and economic factors, as well
of the subject property's overall
A * " review position
in the market, often are
I I competitive

a

Iarger portion of y" will be obtained from capital
appreciation, then a smaller portion of y" must be
provided in the form of current yield. Thus, for a
grven yo, increases in expected capital appreciation
decrease the required R..

Why Multiperiod Discount Rates Drive
Capitalization Rates
With dirrt incnme capitalization, estimated frrst-

year (or stabilized) net operating income of the subject property (NOI) is converted into an estimate of
market value by dividing NOI by the appropriate
capitalization rate (R"). The appropriate capitalization rate in this exercise tlpically is abstracted from
the market by calculating first-year NOI as a per.
centage of the selling price from recent transactions
ofproperties thought to be comparable to the subject
property. Note that the application of direct income
capitalization does not require explicit estimates of
cash inflows and outflows beyond the first year.

Unlike direct income capitalization DCF techniques require the investor, appraiser or counselor to
make explicit projections of future cash flow. The
cash inflows and outflows associated with the acquisition of an existing income property may be represented by the following expression:
Equation 2
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INVESTOR
SUBVEYS AND
THE DISCOUNT
Rf,TE
Are discount roles dzriued from surueys of
real estdle inuestors sensitiue to changes in
the economy and therefore wlid and
approprinte in real estale analysis of
indiu idual proper t ie s ?

by Edmund Carroll

where:
Vo is the estimated value

ofthe subject property.

Effective gross income in the hrst year of
operations, EGI', is expected to grow at the average annual nominal rate rr.
rr. is the expected rate of general inllation in the
economy adjusted downward for economic depreciation of the property.
6, is a rental adjustment factor intended to capture the effects of current supply and demand
conditions in the market on future increases
or decreases in real 6.e' inflation-adjusted)

the annual rate of rr".
The final term in Equation 2 represents the present lalue of the cash flow from the sale of the prop-

erty at the end of the projected N-year holding
period, at which time proportional selling costs
equal to B will be incurred. P* in Equation 2 is
determined by dividing NOI in year N + 1 by the
appropriate terminal (or going-out) capitalization
rate. The mean or expected lalue of all future cash
ISSUES EAIUWINTEN Ig92

Importance
The valuation of an income-producing asset can be
measured as the present value of the anticipated
future cash flow. This concept is the basis for the
income approach to real estate analysis and valuation. The present value of a real estate asset is the
sum of the present ralue of the anticipated cash flow
over a projected period plus the present value of the
residual value at the end of that period. The present
value is derived by applying an appropriate discount
rate to the income stream and residual.
The discount rate is defined in The Dbtionary of
Real Estate Appraisal as: "a rate of return commensurate with perceived risk used to convert future
payments or receipts to a present value."r The discount rat€ often is synonymous with the internal
rate of return, which is defined as: "the rate of discount that equates the present value of the benefits
to the present value of the capital outlays."2 These
terms are used interchangeably with one another
and the yield rate.
The importance of selecting an appropriate discount rate in real estate valuation cannot be overemphasized. An illustration applying various rates
to a very large, hypothetical income stream underscores this point. The income stream of a ten-year
projection period for a hypothetical or a net operating income in year one of S5,000,000 that gows by 4
percent thereafter is as follows:

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10

rental income.
OE, represents frst-year operating expenses
(primarily maintenance and property tax expenditures) that are assumed to increase at

REAT ESTATE

considered when establishing the discount rate for a
specific real estate analysis. Investor surveys also
serve as benchmarks for the discount rate or the
expected rate of return for particular types of real
property. A critical assumption in the use of investor
surveys is that the expected rates of return in a
survey are reliable and consistent. Despite the popularity of investor surveys, real estate appraisers or
analysts should question whether the surveys they
use are reliable: Do investors' expectations generally
reflect reasonable returns in view of economic conditions? Are these expected rates sensitive to changes
in the economy? How do other rat€s and economic
variables relate to the discount rate?

Cash Flow
$5,000,000
$5,200,000
$5,408,000
$5,624,320
$5,849,293
s6,083,265
$6,326,595
$6,579,659
$6,842,845
$7,116,559

Edmund Cormll is a real estale oppmiser uith Marchitelli
Bornes and Company, Int., a Neu Yorh-based. real estare
appraisal and counseling firm. He co-authored o pper on
the urlu.qtbn of Larious rcal property intercsts presenled at
thc 16th hn Padfic Congress of Reol Estate Appmisers,
Yaluers and Counsebrs in Calgary, Conoda, June 1992.
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The 11th year's net income of $7,401,221 is used

to derive the residual value of the property at the
end of the projected period. Based on a 97o terminal
capitalization rate and the exclusion of any capital
or hlpothetical sale costs, the residual value of the
property is $82,235,794. The value of the property is
the sum of the present value for each of these
components.

The income stream represents the cash flow before debt service or income taxes have been paid.
Since this valuation is for market value analysis, the
determination of the discount rate intrinsically assumes tlpical financing and a tlpical marginal tax
rate. If debt service and income taxes had been deducted, the required discount rate would reflect a
typical after-tax equity yield rate.
To illustrate the disparity in value that results
from using different discount rates, cash flows have
been discounted at various rates taken from the
fourth quarter of 1991. The rates have been sixmonth Treasury Bills, Moodyk Baa-rated corporate
bonds and the high and low discount rates for offrce
buildings obtained from an investor survey published by Real Estate Research Corporation
(RERC).3

The six-month Treasury Bill rate generally reflects the safe rate. The Moody's Baa corporate bond
rate reflects an income stream that has features
similar to those associated with a real estate income
stream, i.e., periodic income and a return of capital
at the end of a fairly long holding period. The dis-

count rates obtained from an investor survey are
useful, because they express the experience of market participants and reflect participants' required
rates of return.

The four selected discount rates and their respective values are set forth below.

Index

Rate
Bills
4.63%
bonds 9.4lic

Six-month Treasury
Moody's Baa corporate
RERC office discount rate-low
RERC office discount rate-high

f1.007r
14.00+

Value
$98,812,823
$70,267,339
$65,153,666
$52,218,259

Clearly there is a substantial disparity in vahre
depending upon the discount rate selected. Fortunately a real estate analyst is not usually faced
with such a wide range ofchoices for a discount rate.
Nonetheless, the spread of just three percentage
points between the high and low of the RERC oflice
discount rates leaves an uncomfortably large margin attributed to judgrnent. Hence, great care must
be exercised to support the basis of the discount rate.

Alternative Methods
There are a number of methods for calculating the
discount rate, including the weighted average cost of
capital (\{ACC) and the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM), both of which have their limitations. The
weighted average cost of capital is similar to the
band of investment technique in that the discount

rate is developed by weighting the components of
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rates and the ratio of debt and equity. The equity
yield or dividend rate must be commensurate with
the risk of the asset, and its determination must
address considerations that are similar to those important in the determination of an appropriate discount rate. In addition to a risk-free rate of return,
the CAPM requires the beta of the asset and the
expected rate of return of the market portfolio; the
determination of both of these must address similar
considerations. Hence, neither of these techniques
lessens the degree of judgment that must be employed in determining a discount rate.
The discount rate also may be derived from the
market. One method obtains the discount rate by
using market-derived overall capitalization rates.
An overall capitalization rate is defined as: 'hn income rate for a total real property interest that reflects the relationship between a single year's net
operating income expectancy, or an annual average
of several years' income expectancies, and total price
or value, used to convert net operating income into
an indication of overall property valuel'a The overall
capitalization rate is calculated by dividing the net
operating income by the property value.

In his article "The Capitalization Rate, the Discount Rate, and Inflationj' David M. Bradley proves
that the discount rate is equal to the overall capitalization rate plus appreciation.s Kelley D. Slay agrees
with this theory in general; however, he asserts that
this relationship in practice provides only an approximation.6 Nonetheless, the validity of the tech-

is

predicated on the ability to extract a
defensible overall capitalization rate from the mar.
ket, a diffrcult task given the often limited number
of sales and the inability to procure consistent information on income and expenses to arrive at the net
operating income.

nique

Another market-derived technique involves extracting the discount rate from sales based on past
income and expenses and the expected sales price.
However, Robert C. Mason has indicated that: "the
actual discount rat€, or internal rate of return (IRR)
cannot be calculated until the holding period is completed."7 ln addition to the details of each sale, this
method relies on historical data from a period that
may have little in common with current market

he current real estate recession has created
serious problems in the valuation of many
ir,"ome-pioducing properties. Appraisers ani
analysts have estimated market values of properties
only to find that investors will not purchase the
properties at those prices, or at any price that is
acceptable to the seller. Property owners, particularly large institutions, have found themselves
holding properties they would like to sell, but not
at prices investors are willing to pay. Owners apparently are waiting for the market to return to
more normal levels that will produce prices more
consistent with replacement costs and their own
investment.
While owners' reluctance to accept large losses
may be understandable, the widely noted overvaluation of Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) and
other properties by appraisers and analysts during
the early part of the real estate recession is not. We
contend that this phenomenon results, at least in
part, from analysts' failure to recognize the asymmetric effects of real estate cycles on risk-adjusted
discount rates and capitalization rates. More specifically we argue that point estimates of future cash
flows are less certain in overbuilt markets than in
underbuilt markets, all else remaining the same.
Thus, we believe that a given level of excess supply
odds a larger amount to the required risk premium,
and therefore to discount rates and capitalization
rates, than a shortage of the same magnitude su6trocls from the required risk premium.

f

debt and equity. These methods require information
on the typical equity yield or dividend rates, interest

TINKAGES
AMONG
BATES,
DISCOUNT
RtrTES AND
REAI ESTtrTE
CYCLES
Adjustments must be made in
capitalization and discount rales to
occount for differences in the real estate
cycle.

by David C. Ling
and Halbert C. Smith, CRE

I
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Capitalization Rate Components
As real estate counselors we know that capitalization rates are comprised of two parts-a return on
investment and recapture of investment capital. The
portion of the capitalization rate that represents return on investment is an interest rate or yield (usually called the discount rate) which compensates
investors for the use of their capital. This discount
rate must be high enough to compete with yields
from other capital and financial investments of similar quality and risk. Often the discount rate is
viewed as a rate that combines a riskless rate and
an increment to compensate for the expected variability of real estate cash flows. The riskless rate
usually is assumed to be the contemporaneous rate
available on a U.S. Government security of comparable maturity.r

conditions.

A somewhat different method is the built-up approach which selects a discount rate for a particular
property through an analysis of each component of

risk. Intuitively the discount rate should provide a
premium over the safe rate that is commensurate
with the risk of investing in the asset. As previously
mentioned, Tleasury Bills often are considered to
reflect the safe rate because they are backed by the
federal government and have a short duration. Nonetheless, Treasury Bills are exposed to purchasing
power risk in that inflation can erode their real rate
of return. Hence, the market assigns a nominal rate
of return which includes an inflation premium.
REAL ESTATE
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As mentioned, the spreads over Tleasury bonds provide valuable insight into the market.

REITs
Another benchmark is the REIT. A REIT is a corporation or business trust or an unincorporated association whose income is not taxable at the entity
level if it meets certain tests of the Internal Revenue
Service. It raises capital by issuing shares of stock
or other forms of securities and by borrowing. It
must make cash distributions of at least 957c of its
annual taxable income.
A REIT must have at least 100 shareholders, but
it may be publicly traded or private. It can invest in
real estate assets and./or mortgages, but it must be a
passive investor; it cannot be deemed an active trade
or business. REITs focus on high current yields and
provide excellent liquidity because they trade on the
national stock exchanges and in the over-thecounter market.
While real estate in general has attracted little
new capital, the REIT market has sparked interest.
According to the National Association of Investment
Trusts, eight initial equity offerings totaling $808
million were completed in 1991. Although no initial
REIT offering was completed in the first quarter of
1992, market analysts expect REIT offerings to be
strong this year. The Thubman Company, Inc., a national shopping center developer and manager has
frled a prospectus with the Securities and Exchange
Commission for the Thubman Centers, Inc. This
REIT will include 19 centers, 16 of which will be
super-regional malls. General Gror*'th also is considering a regional mall REII and the Oliver Carr
Company in Washington, D.C. is considering a REIT
composed of offrce building investments in the
Washington, D.C., area.

FIGURE

3

REITs vs. Other Investments: Comparative Yield

Analysis

Figure 3, and the anticipated strength of new IPOs,
indicate that investors have not abandoned real estate but seek higher initial returns and place a premium on liquidity. The recent growth in REITs
indicates that investors still like real estate and that
liquidity reduces the conf-rdence premium. While
REIT market pricing must be adjusted for individual properties, the level of activity and the features
of individual offerings provide insight into investor
thinking.
Analysts need to adjust REIT yields for equity
real estate. The pricing of REIT shares must consider restrictions that will preserve the trust's nontaxable status as a pzrssive investment conduit. Because REITs typically are groups of properties that
investors cannot differentiate by property, investors
buy shares in a package and have little control. The
yields likewise must reflect package pricing rather
than the merits of individual properties.
Legal and underwriting fees generally are
higher, in the range ol 67o to 8% of publicly issued
proceeds, vs. around 2% for a private sale. REITs
focus on cash flow and limit the investor's ability to
create or enhance value. Since REITs must distribute 957r of taxable income, they retain little of their
earnings for growth or expanded developments.
Therefore, sources of cash flow are limited to new
issues, leverage and depreciation allowances. REITs
also are considered passive investments; therefore,
they cannot "flip" properties for profit or engage in
active construction and development on an ongoing
basis.

Conclusion
Changes in earnings are not influenced by changes
in property values; rather changes in lalues are
dependent on realized and anticipated changes in
earnings, Unfortunately there is no shortcut to estimating appropriate yields in a market with very
Iittie transaction activity. The analyst must maximize use of available tools and base at least part of
the valuation on whether the risk is fairly priced
against the risk associated with other investment
opportunities and fairly evaluated in terms of risk/

pre-income

'yieldl"8
RERC reports typically discuss recent trends,
the survey and its conclusions; compares rates and
property preferences in the current quarter with
those in previous quarters; explains terminology
and methodology; and includes specific information
from approximately 20 respondents to the survey.
The respondents to the RERC survey generally are
active market participants and include real estate
investors, pension fund managers and investment
advisors.

FIGURE I

Investor Sun'eys
In practice, a discount rate for a particular property
is developed in comparison with yield rates that are
sought by investors for a competitive investment.
This method is similar to the built-up approach,
which adds to the safe rate, a premium for the various risks of investing in real estate. However, this
method adjusts the discount rate in accordance with
the differences in risk for a particular real estate
investment and for a similar property type.
A number of reports available to real estate analysts provide benchmarks of returns. One such report is the RERC Real Estate Report, which is
published quarterly by Real Estate Research Corporation. The report surveys respondents at the end of
each quarter and lists the rates that reflect the respondents' desired returns for the coming quarter.
RERC refers to these desired returns as the yield or
internal rate of return. More specifically, according
to their definition, these terms are the pre-tax equity yield rate. The yield or internal rate of return is

Comparison of Rates
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Figure 1 presents the rates that appeared on the
front page of RERC's 1991 third quarter report and

defined by RERC as:

reward relationships.
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will provide ex-

cellent insights into the appetite of investors. The
strong performance of REITs in 1991, as shown in
20

rate of interest that discounts the
tax cash flows received by the
equity investor(s) back to a present value
that is exactly equal to the amount of the
original equity investment. It is in effect a
time-weighted average return on equity and,
as used here, is synonymous with the term
". . . the

Another risk to be considered is illiquidity. Real
estate assets are immobile and lack an active trading market Iike that of organized securities markets
such as the New York Stock Exchange. As a result,
rates for real estate investments, unlike those for
stocks or bonds, require a premium for illiquidity. A
premium also is required for the burden of managing real assets, which usually are treated as expense items. Nonetheless, additional managerial
responsibility is borne by the investor for long-term
decisions and for selecting and overseeing the management team. Property owners are subject to an
additional risk, particularly in real estate investments of large size, because diversification of a portfolio of real estate assets is much more diffrcult than
maintenance of a portfolio of securities. Both real
estate assets and securities also are subject to nondiversifiable market risk. In the case of real estate,
there is the likelihood that tenants will default or
will be difficult to replace. These factors clearly can
affect the durability of the income stream.

"'InsuffEient data
Source: Redl Estate Research Corporolion.
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compares exp€cted real estate yields with rates for
ten-year Treasury Bills and Moody's Aa-rated corporate bonds between 1984 and 1991.e The figure
shows some correlation between the Treasury Bill

reliability and validity of the infor"
mation from investor surveys. Since the real estate
market is dynamic, the information in investor surveys must be sensitive to changes in the economy.
Because approximately 20 investors participate in
the RERC survey, there is a reduced margin of error
and general support for the lalidity of the information the survey reports. The following study further
examines the sensitivity ofinvestor surveys through
statistical analysis.
concern are the

and bond rates and real estate yields, although it
also clearly illustrates the great disparity between
real estate yields and the other rates during 1986.
A summary of inveetor criteria is found in Thble
1.10 This table lists the pre-tax internal rate of return for six property t,?es and includes the range
and the average rate for each property type. The
property types are industrial properties, regional retail centers, community retail centers, offrce buildings in the central business district (CBD),
suburban office buildings and apartment buildings.
As RERC stresses, the surveyed returns reflect:
"yield expectations, or ex ante, rather than realized,
or ex post, returns."lr
The use of investor surveys to obtain
benchmarks for the discount rate has mass appeal.
The information in the surveys is timely, readily
available and most important, it is derived from the
market. It provides an accepted reference point real
estate analysts may refine to determine a discount
rate that is appropriate for a subject property's specific data and market conditions. Nonetheless, of

TABLE

Methodology
As a test of the sensitivity of investor surveys to
changes in the economy, the discount rate was quantified in terms of a set of data that reflected other
rates of return as well as indices that acted as barometers of market conditions. The 1989 to 1991
time period was surveyed and analyzed on a quarterly basis. The dependent variable was the discount
rate, which was defined as the mean of the mean
expected return for each property type in the RERC
investor surveys. The independent variables were
rates and indices for which a significantly correlated
subset could be derived. Each of the variables in
general reflected the rates that were in effect at the
time or the annual change in the indices over the
previous year that corresponded with the period

2
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Spreads between Real Estate Yields and Tbn-Year
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grovth rates for projected cash flow and conservative releasing assumptions greatly increased the
probability of realizing projected returns. Most valuation assumptions today are deemed to be reasonable; they do not follow market examples of the
greater fool theory, which influenced values over the
past few years. The historically high spread between
real estate and Tleasury yields means that investors
are waiting for experience to demonstrate that current projections are fair. And the gap continues to
widen due to the increased pressure on sellers, The
question is: At what point will the trend line change?
Iftoday's projected cash flows are correct and returns
are realized, capital will return to real estate. As
capital returns, the credibility risk premium will
drop to a more normal level, and we should see real
growth in value and a decline in anticipated real rates
of return. But until this happens the wide return
margin and conservative cash flow projections will
produce excellent returns for investors who recognize
the imbalance of today's market.
Analysts should be sensitive to the relative posi-

tI€ FiG qulrt€r

rrt€ st tlrc begiui!8 of earh qurrter

thnploymnt rst€

Grcs6 nstionsl

motrttr of

FIGURE

tion of real estate returns to comparable investments and elaluate the specific strengths and
weaknesses of each property against the market.
Currently there is a perception that projections do
not represent future performance and that therefore
yieltls are uncharacteristically high. Large amounts
of capital are waiting to invest in real estate once
the market hits bottom. This realization will not
become evident until the market has already begun

to rebound.
Thble 1 assesses anticipated real estate yields in
relation to the CPI. When the projected 1.2.l%t' real
estat€ return for 1992 is compared with the expected
47a inflation rate, an 8.170 real rate of return is indicated. If a 47c inJlation rate is assumed for the next
10 years, a real rate of return of 2.477c is reflected
for ten-year Tleasuries vs. an 8.17o real rate of return for real estate. It is interesting to note that the
confidence premium (real estat€ real return -tenyear Treasury real return) for achieving the 8.7Vo
return has grown from about 150 basis points in
1984 to 563 today.
Reol Rqtes ol Return: Does Reol Estqte Moke Sense?

Real Estate

Yield CPI

1980

16.00%

t2.5

l98l

18.65%

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

16.55%
14.00%
13.90%

8.9
3.8
3.8
3.9
3.8

1991

12.16%
12.10%

1992

13.56%

12.60%

ll.l5%
11.15%

I1.00%
I1.06%

R€al Rete of Return

l.l

4.4
4.4
4.6
6.1
3.1
4

ar.o

9.66
t2.7 5
10.8

l0
9.75

ll,4
o. /D

6.76
0.4
5.56
9,06
8.1

Sorrce: RERC; Kiplinger Washinqtan Letter.

Real estatet recent poor performance has been
primarily to overly optimistic cash flow projections used in the acquisition and subsequent valuation analysis (since valuation simulates buyers).
Because demand has outpaced supply, aggressive
projections have produced apparently achievable
cash flows and acceptable yields. Tbday's market assumptions for the most part are much more conservative and in many cases pessimistic; so the
realization of projected yields is much more feasible.
The increased Iikelihood of realizing projected yields
should reduce the confidence premium. The real estate market is in a transitional stage. Structural
changes are being made in ownership groups and
methods of evaluation. The motivation to acquire/
sell real estate also is changing based on portfolio
needs and yield opportu-nities. Real estate valuation
requires a broad understanding of investment markets and motivations.
due

Focus On Investment Priorities
It is interesting to note how investors' perceptions of
the future as well as current economics create different premiums in real estate. In certain periods, like
1988 and 1989, a premium was placed on appreciation, particularly in regional shopping centers.
Properties were bought at very low initial yields in
anticipation of higher future earnings. Now the premium is placed on high initial returns and liquidity;
limited weight is given to appreciation. Real estate
investments compete for capital with other alternative investments and must comply with the more
stringent capital market standards. As a result,
they generally seek high initial yields that compare
favorably with yields on medium- to long-term government bonds and place less weight on appreciation. The illiquidity of real estate funds has cast
doubt on the appraisal process and made it diflicult
to support values. The only real support for values
will be renewed transaction activity. Until an active
transaction market returns alternative markets will
provide the best support for appropriate yield rates.

l9

decision-making process. Many institutions have intheir real estate portfolios (in some cases by
default of partnerships, foreclosure or other involuncreased

tary

processes) and can draw upon property level
experience to enhance future returns and make informed decisions. The expanded exposure to real es-

tate, particularly within financial institutions and./
or publicly traded companies, has heightened the
relevance of performance to an organization.

increase efficiency and profit margins. Buyers will
seek to minimize risk and maximize return even
more now than they have in the past. In contrast
with the market of three or five years ago when
buyers were much more aggressive and had the perceived benefit of strong appreciation to compensate
for mistakes, the market of today has a dearth of
transactions, reflecting investors' demands for
higher returns.

Today's more powerful computer technology and
networked databases also have made data more

readily alailable. Investors no longer simply compare one real estate deal against another or look at
the most recent sales in a market to make an acquisition decision; they consider alternative (non-real
estate) investments and weigh the risks of a property against them. Far more scrutiny is applied to
tenant underwriting and the timing of lease expirations than in the past. Property analysts must examine the industries of major tenants and judge
their potential.
The dramatic changes in the world over the last
two years and their impact on the U.S. economy
have forced investors to delve deeper into the
strength of tenant income streams. A few years ago
tenants like Wang Computers, Eastern Airlines, Security Pacific, Drexel Burnham, Integrated Resources, etc., were considered to be desirable lessees.

Within a relatively short period of time these and
other similar companies filed bankruptcy or merged
with other companies, potentially reducing their
worth to a property. Now the heavy focus on the
quality of cash flows requires discounts for weak
tenants and more tenanL/business analysis during
the underwriting process.
The political reconfiguration of Eastern Europe
has contributed greatly to the reduced need for a
large defense budget. Therefore, defense-related
businesses require closer scrutiny ss lessees. Investigation into the specific use of space and viability of
tenank is becoming increasingly important. Currently many property owners seek merely to fill vacant space, but analysts valuing a lease or property
mugt focus not only on occupancy but on the worth
of each tenant.
Appraisers and others therefore need to expand
their due diligence to evaluate properly the risks of a
new age. There is no substitute for good judgment
and sound reasoning. However, consultants, analysts, appraisers and others need to adjust to new
forms of tenancy and evaluate real estate from an
occupancy cost perspective. This change in perspective may be viewed from two vantage points: the
tenant's and the buyer's. Tbnants want economical
space and seek opportunities to realize the great€st
net return. These goals may be accomplished by
leasing high-quality space if the tenantt client
base expects superior furnishings, or they may be
accomplished by leasing a low-cost alternative if
the tenant is &iven by cost-cutting pressures. Ofhce tenants in the 1990s will be sensitive to occupancy costs, as most businesses will be pressured to
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FIGURE

1

Historical Real Estate Yields vs. Tbn-Year
Tleasuries and the CPI
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Most investors evaluate stocks, bonds and other
vehicles, domestic and foreign, against real estate
returns. Ten-year Treasury bonds historically have
provided a starting point for valuing real estate returns. As shown in Figure 1, the yields for real estate, Treasuries and the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
have followed similar trend lines. Anticipated real
estate yields over the last 11 years consistently have
exceeded yields for ten-year Treasuries to reflect the
risk premium. Beginning in the late 1980s investors'
confrdence in achieving projected yields fell, creating
a confidence premium.
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covered by the survey. The data predominantly reflected the information that was available to investors. The independent variables selected for analysis
as well as the methodology employed in calculating
them for each quarter are summarized in Table 2.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) was used because of its effect on the real rate of return. As
Bradley and Slay point out, there is a relationship
between the overall capitalization rate and appreciation. Since the rat€ of appreciation can be altered by
inllation, it follows that the inflation rate intrinsically affects the discount rate.
Moody's Aaa corporate bonds, Moody's Baa corporate bonds and the municipal bond index were
included because they reflect rates of return on alt€rnative investments, are cited typically in appraisal reports for the valuation of a property and
have income streams that are similar to those of
real estate assets.

Due to the cyclical nature of real estate, high
if the investor
is confident that the projected income can be
achieved; a low variance reflects selling opportunities. In late August, 1992, ten-year Treasuries
were yielding 6.479o as measured against average
real estate yields of 12.1% for a spread of 563 basis
points. When compared with the average, this
spread reflected a premium of 241 basis points. As
yields for alternative investments dropped, the confidence premium for real estate increased. l,ower

The residential mortgage rate was cited because
is a long-term rate that reflects the cost of financing the purchase of a home. Although commercial
mortgage rates are more applicable to this subject,
they were not as readily available. Nevertheless, the
residential mortgage rate reflects the cost of debt, a
factor that is incorporated into the WACC and band
of investment models. Moreover, a change in mortgage rates often is believed to affect the discount
rate, a natural conclusion when one relies on these
models, although it may not necessarily be true.

1992

S&P

600

0.61

premium was 327 basis points during the 1980s.
Obviously the higher spreads reflect greater perceived risk for real estate as measured against Trea.
suries at various points in time.
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s&P

0.0r

The prime rate, the discount rate, the six-month
Treasury Bill rate and the Fed funds rate were included because they also are cited in appraisal reports and are short-term money market rates. The
rates for Fed funds were considered to be particularly significant, because these instruments are
tools by which the Federal Reserve controls the
money supply and the economy.

REAL ESTATE

8.L

8.,r

Figure 2 shows that the spreads between real
estate yields and ten-year Tleasuries have ranged
from a low of 146 basis points in 1984 to a high of
482 in 1986; their average spread or real estate risk

spreads indicate buying opportunities
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The Standard and Poor's (S & P) 500 composite
index and composite yield rate were cited to correIate real estate returns and stock yields. A real estate asset is somewhat similar to common stock in
that there is periodic income, much the same as a
dividend return on stock, and the possibility of capital appreciation upon resale.

The unemployment rate, the level of new construction, the gross national product, retail sales
and the money supply (M1) were cited because they
are indicators of the overall performance ofthe economy and have a direct bearing on market risks. For
example, an increase in the unemployment level of
employees in the finance, insurance and real estate
(FIRE) sectors in the immediate area of a property
adversely effect the demand for offrce space. As a
result, vacancy levels may rise and rent levels may
decline, reducing the level ofthe income stream and
the ralue of the property.
The sample of the quarterly data developed for
this study is summarized in Thble 3. A cursory review of the sample suggests that some data is generally stable, while other data is volatile. Some data
exhibits a clear pattern, although other data have no
apparent trend. This table also presents statistics
for each variable in the sample, i.e., the mean, the
minimum and the maximum, the standard deviation
and the coeffrcient of variation. These statistics further illustrate the magnitude and variability of the
sample over the selected time period.
Several limitations in this analysis arose from
the manner in which the data was incorporated into
the model as well as the limited number of observations (12). Some rates or indices could have had more
impact if they were used in an earlier or later time

period as a leading or lagging indicator. However,
there were numerous possibilities for the best fit of
the data; to test all of the modeling choices would
have been unrealistic. Only three years of data were
used because the format of the RERC reports had
35

changed significantly and data from other periods
would have been inconsistent.
A regression model was developed using the
SAS statistical software package developed by SAS
Institute, Inc.12 A stepy/ise regression procedure was
applied to select the optimum subset of independent
variables. In this manner variable selection yielded:
"the subset whose estimated equation produces the
best fit, i.e., the subset whose estimated equation
produces the minimum residual sum of squares or,
equivalently, the maximum coeflicient of determina-

procedures for all four steps of the study are summarized in Table 4-

tion, R2l'13
The ability of the regression model to explain
the discount rate was determined by the level of the
R square. The stepwise procedure initially selected
the variable that produced the highest R square.
Additional variables were selected based on the one
that produced the largest, statistically significant
increase in the R square. The default for the level of
significance was 0.15 for a variable to enter the
model and 0.15 for a variable to stay in the optimum
model.la A level of significance of 0.20 was chosen to
make it easier for a variable to enter the model; 0.10
was selected so more significant variables would remain in the model.

RERC rate

I, urins the earlv to mid-1980s real estate values
I lir,".""ased dramatically due to the influx of capU xul from individuai investors, syndicatort.

Individual variables were tested for their validity in the model. All variables were highly significant, although the signifrcance of the prime rate
declined to 0.1242. Because

it

pension fund managers and foreigrr investors. The
plethora of transactions during this period provided
sulficient data for market analysts and appraisers to
abstract capitalization and yield rates. As markets
changed over the last several years, the number of
transactions has decreased markedly. The oversup-

no longer met the 0.15

default significance level, the prime rate was removed from the model. No other variable met the
0.20 signifrcance level required for entry into the
model. The final equation representing the optimum
model was:

:

- 0.40 r T-bills + 0.52 x
& P yield
Neither variable had much impact on the dis12.79

S

count rate, considering the magnitude of the parameter and the variable. The R square for this model
was 0.9513, indicating that 95.137r of the variability
of the discount rate could be explained by the model.
The Treasury Bill rate and the S & P yield rate were

tested

with the F statistic and found to be highly

significant.
Clearly the optimum model for the mean of the
mean expected return for all property types in the
RERC investor surveys was statistically significant.
Nevertheless, the validity of the RERC investor survey was not intrinsically proven. The optimum
model was represented only by the Treasury Bill
rate and the S & P yield rate, although the prime
rate was statistically significant at a level of 0.12.
Moreover, the Tleasury Bill rate, although small in

Statistical Results
The stepwise procedure initially identified the

prime rate as the most highly corelated lariable
it had the high R square value of 0.9037.
The equation used for this model was:
RERC rate = 75.77 - 0.42 x prime
The F statistic, which is the ratio of the model
mean square divided by the error mean square,
tested the significance of the model and variables.
The initisl step of the stepwise procedure had an F
value of 93.79 and a probability for a greater F value
of 0.0001, indicating that the model was highly significant at a level of 99.997c. Results of statistical
because

magnitude, correlated negatively with the RERC
rate, implying that as the Treasury Bill rate increased, the required return on real estate would
decrease.

A review of the Pearson correlation coeffrcients
indicated that all variables except the S & P yield
rate, the unemployment rate and the money supply
tended to correlate negatively with the discount
rate. While this finding was paradoxical, it might be

REAL BATES
OT RETUBN:
DOES REAL
ESTATE MtrKE
SENSE?
Yields from Treasury bonds and real
estate inuestment trusts currently are the
best indicators of appropriate real estate
returns.

by James P. Ryan, CRE

Returns
A structural shift has taken place in the real estate
industry. The days of independent entrepreneurs or
developers buying or building a project, and their
institutional partners supplying most (if not all)
of the capital, with little or no control, are gone. Tbday, pension funds, real estate investment trusts
(REITs), foreign investors and other institutional
players seek real estate investments with defined
objectives and meaningful participation in mind.
They are conscious of the risk/reward relationship and expect more direct involvement in the

TABLE.I
Summary of Stepwise Regression Procedure

Step
I

Description

Model
R-Square

Pdme entered

0.9037

F-Value Prob>F
93.79

0.0001

lhriable
Intercept
Prime

2

SP vield entered

0.9438

75.66

0.0001

Parameter
Estimate

0.0001
0.0001

0.39

596.64
148.40
6.43

0.0001
0.0001
0.0320

TBills entered

0.0001

0.9644

rield
Intrrcept

13.61

424.18

0.0001
0.0083
0.0633

-0.42

SP yield

T-Bills

Prrc

4

Prime removed

0.9513

87.95

0.0001

Intcrcept
T-Bills
SP yield

30

0.42

L4.64

SP

3

Prob>F

1343.03
93.79

16.77

-

Intercept
Prime

F-lhlue

I

0.47
0.23
0.19

t2.l

12.79

668.37
172.77

-

-

0.40
0.62
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4.64
2.96

13.31
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0.1242
0.0001
0.0001
0.0063
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ply of space, particularly in office buildings, coupled
economy caused
many investors to withdraw from the equity market,
Declines in value also have reduced the underlying security of many loans, restricting banks and
other institutional lenders from making new mortgages. In fact over the last two years the value of
office buildings in some pension fund portfolios has
declined 50'i or more. Negative appreciation, as
shown in the FRC.t'{CREIF index since the fourth
quarter of 1989, and concern about the economy also
have kept buyers on the sidelines.
As values have eroded and returns declined.
many investors have withdrawn totally from the
real estate market. Low returns and business reasons, such as retiree benefits payouts, have
prompted some plan sponsors to redeem their shares
in funds, placing additional burdens on liquidity. Although investment managers recognize that it is not
prudent to sell in a down market, some must sell to
meet withdrawal requests from clients. Investor uncertainty and tight credit policies by lenders have
created a void of meaningful data in the market to
demonstrate market pricing. The limited data that
is available is subject to rious influences and pressures and requires significant adjustments by analysts. This article focuses on alternative sources of
comparable yield data to support the valuation of
real estate.

with the overall decline in the

atquire selective instituttonal-grade inlcstncnts o!

pressed prices and genemle

de-

uniqw opportunities for oppre-

cialion, deuelopment or eaFxrnsion-
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explained by the small number of observations involved and the time period selected.

Conclusion
Real estate investors can no longer adopt the same
"buy and hold" strategy that worked during the late
1970s and the mid-1980s. Real estate values roughly
doubled between 1978 and 1983. Four years later, on
June 30, 1987, Rosenberg Real Estate Equity Funds

Conclusions
The rates and indices over the past three years
yielded a number of interesting observations. Money
rates, particularly of short duration, new construction, retail sales and the gross national product declined as the discount rate increased. longer term
rates, such as those for corporate bonds and mortgages, also declined but not in as pronounced a fashion. The money supply and the change in S & P's
composite index had followed no apparent trend,
while the dividend yield was generally flat. The unemployment rate increased.

(RREEF) surprised the institutional investment
community by writing off more than $100 million of
Texas and Colorado o{fice proPerties, about 30olr, to
607r of appraised value. At best, prices today remain
at the levels of four years ago, while many lesser
quality properties now command far lower prices
than they did in the mid-1980s.
Real estate IRR expectations have not been met
for the last flrve years, probably longer. The last period of consistent double-digit performance was 1981
through 1985, when this criterion was met in four
out of five years.

The observed time period coincided with much of
the downturn in the economy and current recession.
The increase in the unemployment rate correlated

positively with the discount rate, as one would expect. Also as expected, various economic indicators
of the recession, including new construction, retail
sales and the gross national product, declined as the
discount rate increased. The net effect was that, as
market conditions deteriorated, real estate was perceived to be a riskier investment. As a result, shortterm rates were reduced, Ied by the actions of the
Federal Reserve Board, to stimulate borrowing. Despite this strategy, real estate returns increased,
causing a wider spread between these variables.
Hence, the negative correlation between the
short-term market rates and the discount rate could
be explained by market phenomena. The small magnitude of the short-term rates suggested that they
did not significantly contribute to the discount rate,
despite their statistical validity, particularly if the
entire business cycle was considered. It was more
likely that short-term rates functioned as leading
indicators. Nonetheless, real estate returns were
somewhat impervious to short-term money rates.
It was difficult to quantify the effect of real estate returns in terms of economic indicators and
money rates amid such a complex and tumultuous
period for several reasons. First, the significance
level to either enter or remain in the model was very
highl hence, variables that did not have a great individual impact might have been included in the
model even though, in the aggregate, they were
highly signifrcant. For example, a contemporaneous
increase in inflation and unemployment and a decline in retail sales and the gross national product
might not be signihcant individually; in the aggregate, however, they indicated a recession. Furthermore, these conditions clearly had an impact on the
durability of the income stream of a property. An
increase in unemployment levels and a decline in
retail sales directly affected the income stream of
offrce buildings and regional malls, respectively.
Variables might not have been significant to the
model because of multicollinearity between the variables selected. The short-term money rates correlated highly with one other, just as the longer term
rates showed high correlation coefficients as a group.
If the prime rate was not a lariable, then Fed funds

Most impotant, real estate investors satisfied
with a yield of 117. to 12% may be better ofl with
BB-rated bonds than with bricks and mortar. Although yield expectations are similar, bond performance has been superior. To some extent Wall
Streeters now recognize this, as real estate-backed
securities oiler a yield several hundred basis points
higher than comparably rated industrial bonds.
Since 1990 real estate investors have placed increased emphasis on a capitalization rate approach
and accorded greater weight to income in place than
future property performance as measured by an
IRR.

Until investors begin anticipating and are willing to pay for dramatic price appreciation and./or
high inflation (most recently even real estate's historic high correlation with inflation is being questioned), current yield expectations of approximately
l21c do not warrant the risks associated with direct
real estate investment.
Those who believe real estate

will

outperform

bonds over the next decade should be compensated
for this risk with higher returns. Because of previous lower realized returns than anticipated, future
institutional allocations in direct real estate investments may be less than originally thought a decade
ago, resulting in an increasing emphasis on either

credit-based net leased transactions or investment
in securitized offerings that promise less risk and
more ]iquidity.
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with an R square of0.8815 would have been the first
variable to enter the model- Other variables that
had high individual R square values but did not
enter the model were: unemployment (R = 0.8749),
gross national product (R = 0.8678), the discount
rate (R = 0.7510), retail sales (R : 0.6933)and new
construction (R = 0.64?6).
Nonetheless, a more persuasive argument for
the absence of economic variables in the model was
that the selection of the discount rate was nol independent of the real estate analysis, i.e., economic
indicators were reflected in the assumptions of the
cash flow model as well as the discount rate. Specifrcally, the selection of market rent, vacancy rates,
growth rates and absorption rates in the cash flow
model reflected the current market conditions. For
this reason, the impact of economic conditions on the
discount rate was reduced greatly; however, the net
effect on the property was still altered.

In summary a number of economic and money
market variables correlated highly with the discount rate. These variables and others would have
had more of an impact on the discount rate if the
discount rate was not independent of the cash flow
assumptions. Clearly the discount rates derived
from investor surveys were sensitive to market conditions. Therefore, their use as benchmarks for an
individual property's discount rate could be considered both valid and appropriate.
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he 1980s produced the most profound collision

I of economic, political and financial forces ever
experienced in the real estate industry. Many
of those market forces have
changed forever the way

we think about real estat€ assets, especially the
value of those assets.
Perhaps the most complex events affecting real
estate markets are the degree and speed of globalization of the marketplace. Compounding these occur-

rences is the liquidity of the real estate capital
markets. Because real estate markets have been so

THE
1IIORLDWIDE
REtrPPRAISAL

Of REAI

ESTATE
VALUES
Althnugh the slump in the global
econamy -and the wlue of commercial
property - will continue for at leost anoth.er
year, real estale marhets in th.e United
States and France will rebound, and
equity capital for real estote will be
amilable from Pacific nalians.

by R. Thomas Powers, CRE

flush with "everyman's capitalj' industry professionals have taken little time to ferret out exactly what
has been happening, why it has been happening and
what the consequences will be. Indeed, only now
have we beg:n thinking about the global aspects of
our industry.
The 1990s are illuminating the sobering realities of the investment excesses of the '80s. Today we
understand that real estate finance depends more
than ever on access to global capital markets, but
access to these markets is clouded by international
factors that influence real estate demand, investment criteria and, hence, the values of real estate
assets.

The 1990s also are demonstrating that the cash
flow performance of a real estate asset, its value,
remains basically local in nature. The reconciliation
of these two diverging realities-global finance and
local economic performance sets the stage for our
industry's most significant research opportunities.
This article seeks to advance one small step in
the clarification of international factors that affect
real estate values. It presents near-term economic
forecasts for key industrialized countries, scrutinizes differences in property valuation procedures
among those countries and hypothesizes about the
geographic areas of the global marketplace that
likely will provide the equity basis for real estate's
next growth cycle.

Factors Impacting Property Values

Internationally
Income capitalization, replacement costs and comparable sales were approximately equally weighted as
methodologies applied to the determination of commercial property values in the 1980s. Today income

capitalization is by far the preferred measure of
value. This shift in focus returns our industry to its
most fundamental basis and indicates that the creation or the loss of a local-area job will be the most
decisive component of global property values in the
R. Thomas l\uen, CRE, i* ptzsident of Thomas Pounrs &
Associol€s, Ft. Iaderdale, Florida, a real estdte research
and. inwstiAht advisory firm. Hts company is a joint *nture uith Tbhe@ho & Compny, a printe Jopaneee invst-

nent banh uith h2ad4uarler$ in Tohyo and Los Angelcs. He
d.irccLs Tbhenaha's U.S. real esta,e operatinns ircluding due
diligence, finatrcial structuring and. marlwting. Pouers also
senes as odjun t farultf to thz Amerban Banhers Asso(Iotion al tfu Uniwrsit! of Wisconsin ond conlributes ftgular
columns to lrE Florida Homebuilder Magazine, Florida
Real Estate ond Florida Trend.
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The Reward
Historical Performance
If IRRs approximate yields available from investment in BB-rated bonds, i.e., if the risks are perceived to be similar, what about the rewards? How
has the real estate investor fared in comparison to
his bond-buyer counterpart?
The Russell-NCREIF Property Index, published
by the National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries and the Frank Russell Company, is used
as a proxy for real estate performance. This index
measures the historical performance of incomeproducing properties owned by institutional investors. It includes only properties that are owned "free
and clear" and measures two components: annual
net operating income and property appreciation or
depreciation as determined by real estate appraisals. (Infrequent trading of assets dictates the
use of appraisals to measure property performance.)
Although several subindices are arranged according
to property type and./or location, the tlata in Thble 3
comes from the total or composite index; as of the
first quarter of 1992 this index contained data on
nearly 1,700 properties with a market value approaching $23 billion.

Since 1988, when IRR data was frrst published
on a regular basis, real estate has returned about
one-frfth of its expected yield each year.
Average annual Korpacz yield
(1988 - firet quarter 1992)

Average annual Russell-NCREIF

3

Russell-NCREIF Property Index

Annual Performance
(Years Ending in the First Quarter)

first quarter

Russell.NCREIF Index vs. lrhman Bond Index
(Years Ending in the First Quarter)

l'ear

Real

15.19%

r988

16.33
8.61
14.79
11.86

1989
1990

6.61

1991

0.10

1992

(6.78)

Cowdl of Real Estotc InLestnent Fiduciaries
and Frank RusselL Compa.ny.

Source: Notional

Institutional investors were attracted to real estate
in the early 1980s for several reasons, some of them
were articulated by Zerbst and Cambon in 19848 .
Among the attractions were: (1) higher returns than
those produced by stocks and bonds; (2) less variance
than that produced by stocks or bonds; (3) a low

correlation with stock and bond performance, i.e.,
good diversification; and (4) a better inflation hedge.
As Mike Miles, executive vice president and director
of investment research, Prudential Realty Group,
later remarked: "Nothing could be this good."

Estate

102.90
120.54
r47 .95
170.43

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

r990

1992)

TABLE.I

l98r

1989

2.44%

Table 4.

Ttrtal Ileturn

r988

11.66%

Going back a dozen years to 1981 (see Table 3),
the Russell-NCREIF Index has generated just four
years of double-digit returns and an average return
of only 7.917o annually. A comparison of RussellNCREIF real estate performance with historical
bond performance, as measured by the Lehman
GovernmenVCorporate Bond Index, is presented in

Year

9.68
6.22
6.48
6.94

property

performance (first quarter 1988-

I978

TABLE

indicator

r98.25
215.33
247

,tg

276.17
303.24
322.09
339.68
363.16
383.17
383.57
361.39

l99l
r992

Ilonds
100.48

Index
Difference

r03.78

2.42
16.76

94.83

63.l2

107.36
118.46

63.07
75.79
60.66
84.42
86.23

r64.68
t82.77
190.24

245.23
265.08
276.81

290.68
324.69
365.24
406.80

68.01
67.01
62.77

72.48
58.48
18.33

(46.41)

Source: RusseLL-NCREI[ Izhman Brothzrs; compibd by Morgan
Stanley.

Aided by strong performance during the highly inflationary late 1970s and early 1980s, real estate
signihcantly outperformed bonds from 1978 through
1985. Because ofoverbuilding and a less inflationary
environment since then, real estate investment has
underperformed bonds so much so that, for the period covered in Thble 4, bonds have been a more
lucrative investment than real estate.
Recent strength in the bond market primarily
results from decreases in long- term rat€s as worries
about inflation abate. If the bond market sours and
interest rates rise, this will have a negative effect on
bond prices. Real estate risk, of course, is more directly related to the supply and demand cycle. Some
investors in the 1990s have attempted to mitigat€
their risk by buying existing properties at a fraction
of the replacement cost, anticipating a return to
equilibrium.

Risk Rewsrd: The Relotionship Between Bond Yields ond Reol Estate IRHs

l5

expectations, including the minimum IRR required
to attract investment capital, have been published
on a regular basis only since 1988. Given the broad
similarities between real estate and bonds, the relationship between alternative yields merits investigation. Summarized in Thble 2 are IRR expectations
as reported in the Korpacz Real Estate Investor survey.6

Mr. Korpacz reports in the

second quarter,

1992, edition: ".....although....not....statistically accu-

rate......the survey results do provide an important
insight into the thinking of a sigrrificant part of the
equity real estate marketplace."T As a check, responses in the Korpacz survey, when compared with

and expenditures for capital improvements, as
well as macro-decisions related to employment
trends, the business cycle and competitive properties. Again real estate should provide a premium
return for comparable risk.

FIGURE I
Bond Yield,4RR Comparison
(1988

-

First Quarter 1992)

TABLE

Reported Equity IRRs for Real Estate Investment
(1988 - First Quarter, 1992)
)'ear

IRIT

1988
1989
1990

I1.67%

11.91

1992

12.ll

r35

-lr3.o
A

ment eye on distant environments, researching,
quantifying and applying an emerging set of global
"laws" that affect investment criteria and value.
Here, we are starting from a small base of knowledge with no real theory to rely upon. For example,

\

I

I

KYI
I

ll.5l

u

Arurlysis

Historically B- and BB-rated bonds were considered
'Junk bonds" prior to 1988; thus, earlier data was
not available. However, given the high correlation
between comparably rated bond yields and real estate IRRs for the 1988-1992 period, it seems reasonable to conclude that yields and IRRs in the early to
mid-1980s followed the same patt€rn.

i::i

Despite many similarities in investment characteristics between bonds and real estate, significant
differences hamper direct comparison between the
two investment vehicles:
r Bonds have a liquidity advantage. Most often a

r

telephone call is all that is needed to trade most
bond issues. Thus, for a comparable level of risk,
real estate investors should demand a higher yield
to compensat€ for the lack of liquidity.

Real estate is far more management intensive.
If all goes well, the bond investor can become a
"coupon clipperl'while the equity real estate investor constantly faces a myriad of microdecisions related to leasing, property maintenance

t{

BBB

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Year

Offsetting these differences are several factors.
First, if the property outperforms expectations made
at the time of acquisition, the ultimate yield will be
greater than the anticipated IRR. No such opportunity for increased performance is available to the
bond buyer; the best he can hope is that performance

will match

many of which can be "exported" or "imported"

across political borders. We must understand that
one country's valuation criteria cannot necessarily
be applied to another's property markets. We now
must agree that asset price and value are not one-in-

Table 1 oflers a snapshot economic outlook for
key industrialized nations through 1993. It shows
clearly that there is little on the horizon t suggest
that the global economy will return to an'8Os-type
boom any time soon. Therefore, it is realistic to expect that commercial property mlues will continue
to languish while property prices will experience

the-same.
uB

range defined by B- and BBB-rated bonds, and they
most closely approximate yields offered by bonds
rated BB. This information is also presented in Figure 1.

All the factors that have depressed global consumer confidence and spending over the past two
years remain in place. Real estate prices are still
falling, and consumers and banks are still burdened
with excessive debt. Relative interest rates apparently will remain stagnant for at least six more
months, possibly longer.

we now must include diverse currency exchange policies in our interest rate forecasts. We must recognize that inflation has international components,

"1,'"
A comparison of real estate yields as measured
by the Korpacz Yield Indicator-a composite IRR
average-with the bond yield data presented in Thble 1 indicates that real estate yields fall in the

The continuing worldwide economic slump has a
negative impact on real estate values and, hence,
prices. Further, the gap between asset value and
price is widening, if the investment returns from
Canary Wharf and Rockefeller Plaza are any indication. Even low interest rates in some countries have
been no panacea for the real estate industry. Relaxed monetary policy in the United States and Japan has had no more than a marginal effect on
consumer spending and business investment. And
neither the United States nor Japan can expect any
further fiscal boost; the United States because ofthe
trillion-dollar budget deficit, and Japan because of
the actions of its Ministry of Finance.

However, our industry also must keep an invest-

l:l

I1.33
I1.38

l99l

press the net income from a property, is most evident in today's market.
Our industry therefore must keep an eye on the
local environment, trying to understand as much as
possible about the forces that will attract grorvth to
one market and cause another to lie dormant. Fortunately, there are a number of proven theories and
research methodologies to assist us. Development

demand.

i:,:l

2

and forced the Bundesbank to raise interest rat€s.
Because of Germany's dominant economic position
in Europe, its high interest rates have precipitated
an international currency crisis.

excesses during the 80s were brought about by a
lack of respect for the market, not a lack of knowledge about how to monitor and measure supply and

other published material such as the Coldwell
Banker National Investor Survey and Cushman &
Wakefreld's Real Estate Outlook. were found to be
compatible.

1990s. The more local jobs are created, the faster
excess space will fill up and the faster net operating
income will grow. The antithesis of that scenario,
i.e., that slow or nonexistent job growth will sup-

expectations.

Second, some real estate investments offer tax
benefits, although admittedly they are few and far
between. Most tax benefik associated with investment properties were eliminated with the 1986 Tax
Reform Act.
Perhaps most important, real estate historically
has been perceived as being less volatile than either
stocks or bonds. Institutional investors interested in

diversification have been willing to trade the
slightly lower returns from real estate for less volatility in yield.
In summary, from a perceived risk p€rspective it
appears that industrial bonds rated BB incorporate
all ofthe above factors and most closely approximate
IRRs for equity investment in real estate.
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The International Outlook
The world economy is mired in the most pronounced
recession in a decade, and there is no clear idea how
it will turn around. In the United States unemployment remains at high levels. In Japan and Germany
a significant slowdown in growth in 1992 is a complete reversal of the countries' economic position in
1991 and their ability to help avert a global economic
downturn. The bursting of the real estate bubble in

ever-greater downward pressures. Continued uncer-

tainty over the likelihood of an impending economic
upturn will result in deflation of select property
t1ryes and with it will come absorption and ultimately reduced asset prices.
Compounding sluggish and uncertain economic
gro'*'th is the recognition that inflation will not be a

Tbkyo has sent the Nikkei Index into a tailspin.
Unexpectedly high unification costs have caused
Germany's budget deficit to balloon, raised in{lation

savior, particularly within the real estate sector,
this time around. And while the lack of inflation is
good medicine in the long run, for now it merely

TABLE I
The Economic Outlook for Select Industrialized Nations, 1991-1993
Consumer Inflation
(in percent)

Economic Growth
(in percent)

Countr!'

1991 1992

UnitedStates
Japan
Germany
Franee

4.7

1.6

4.5
1.2

2.0

t.z

1.8
1.6

Italy
Britsin

_,,

0.8

Cancda
Spain

-1.5

2.3

1.0

2.8

.,o

1991

1992

2.4
3.0
2.4
2.1

4.2
3.3
3.5

3.1
2.2
3.8
3.1

t.9

L6

1.4
2.5

0.8
5.6
6.0

1993

3.3

Source: Internotional Mon2tary Fund, 1991-1992; Tahenaka

The Worldwide Reopproisol of Reol Estote Volues

1.8

6.4
5.9
1,7

6.0

Jobless Rate

(in percent)

1993

l99l

1992

1993

3.0

6.8

7.3
2.1

6.9

4.0

3.8
9.6

6.5

r0.0

6.3
9.7

10.8

10.9

9.7

r0.2

r0.0

t0.I

6.1

5.6

3.0
7.0
5.9

3,0
6.5

ol

10.9
8.1
10.3
5.1

2.3

& Companf,1993
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intensifres the pain by raising the level of real interest rates investors face. This is not to say that prop-

erty prices will not rise without inflation; it does
recognize, however, that some inflationary boost
would do wonders to raise investors' expectations of
yield trends.

Also contributing to continued economic stagnation are the poor prospects for employment growth
within major countries. Between 1991 and 1992 unemployment increased in every country except Italy
and Canada, and it remained level in Japan. World
employment growth is forecast to remain sluggish
over the next 18 months. And within that context
neither real estate prices nor values can be expected

to rebound.

A closer examination of Table 1 offers some insights, albeit subjective ones, into the likelihood of
recovery for certain real estate markets. The failure
to dampen in{lation will hurt Italy and Britain, forcing up interest rates and depressing net equity capi-

tal formation. Unemployment will rise in

Japan,

Britain and Canada-net excess commercial space
rarely is absorbed under such a scenario. However,

the United States and France are positioned favorably on the in{Iationary front, and their job markets
should improve; hence, it is fair to expect some uptick in the demand for commercial space in these
two countries. Investor confidence in real estat€, Per
se, also should begin to rebound. Right now real
estate cannot compete u,ith equities on either a risk
or yield basis. This situation will change but only in
conjunction with increased economic growth, price
enhancement and improved consumer confidence.

Price Ys. Value In Rcal Estate
During the 1980s real property prices in most developed nations were well beyond their economic value.
This circumstance was fueled by too much money,
from throughout the world, chasing too few properties and causing more properties to come on line.
Other factors were at work as well. Among the
more prominent was the application of the "theory of
relative value." This "theoryi' empirically expressed,
was one reason why the Japanese have sigrificantly
overpaid for many assets. The comparison of high

in Tokyo with relatively low rents in
New York City led to the notion that rents were
undervalued in New York. But as we now know, the
theory of relative value holds only if an asset is
portable and can be delivered into the higher-priced
market at the lower basis. Clearly the purchase of a
U.S. offrce building on the basis that it will be worth
twice as much in Japan is ludicrous because one
cannot move the building to Japan to take advantage of the lower relative basis.
offrce rents

dramatic difference, or shift, in currency
values between two countries is another component

A

in the theory of relative value. As the value between
currencies shift, there is an approximately equal
and inverse shift in real asset values within the two
countries. The fallacy of investing based on this
logic should be evident by now.
40

The world's real estatc market will find pricevalue equilibrium only when all investors accept the
view that both price and value are computed off the
cash (net operating income) a property generates,
capitalized by an interest rate reflecting:
r risk;
r inflation; and
r the global economy.

Securitization: Leading The Way For Global
Market Unificiation
If asset price and value are to merge again in the
1990s, and they certainly will, the mechanism that
will best assist the process appears to be securitization. At the very least securitization will be an important piece of the value-unification process.
The term securitization is applied routinely to
the formation of any security that has fragmented
ownership and can be freely traded. In commercial
real estate securities include everl'thing from commercial paper backed by a letter of credit to real
estate investment trusts and public master limited
partnerships. While not a new concept, securitization is now reaching prominence. And it is doing so
because it fulfills the growing needs of both borrowers and lenderVinvestors, regardless of nationality. From the standpoint of the borrower securitization provides the following advantages:
I broader access to capital;
! faster access to funds;
r greater flexibility, especially compared with a
mortgage; and
r lower interest costs.
Securitization also has many benefits from the
lenderVinvestors' point of view:
I increased liquidity;
r standardized rating process, which facilitates participation; and
I increased product creation, which enhances
marketability.
There are large and growing numbers of real
estate securities on today's market. The oldest is the
mortgage-backed security; newer breeds include
commercial mortgage securities, collateralized
mortgage obligations (CMOs) and real estate investment mortgage conduits (REMICS). Even real estate
investment trusts (REITs) are coming back into favor. The more rapidly global real estate securitization takes hold, the quicker the industry will close
the gap between asset price and lalue.

A Worldwide Rethinking Of The Notion
Of Value
Clearly a worldwide reappraisal regarding real estate values is underway. Vacant space, falling rents
and even negative absorption are rampant. Once pro
forma returns assumed a 5% vacancy rate; today a
157., assumption is closer to the norm. It is not unusual to find several well-known property valuers in
disagreement about the value of an asset-several
years ago this circumstance would have been
REAL ESTATE
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ollerings receive an AA, A or B rating from a recognized rating agency such as Standard & Poor's or
Moody's. (Note: Another increasingly popular answer to the problems of valuation and liquidity is the
formation of real estate investment trusts or REITs.
In November 1991 Kimco Realty raised $128 million
in the first initial public offering of a REIT underwritten by Wall Street in three years. In a similar
vein, shopping center-developer Mel Simon recently
announced plans to raise $335 million by offering
investors shares in Taubman Centers. This REIT
has as its sole asset a 32.57r interest in Thubman
Realty Group, a limited partnership with holdings
in 19 regional malls.)

The Risk Factor
Bond Yields
The application ofa rating to a security, described as
"......a current assessment of the creditworthiness of
an obligor \ryith respect to a specific obligation,"3 requires the borrower to pay an interest rate commen'
surat€ with the perceived level of risk. Bonds rated
Aaa by Moody's are considered to be more secure
than those rated Baa; Aaa bonds therefore command
a lower interest rate. The old real estate adage-the
risk is the rate -works perfectly in the bond market.
Readers should recall that an interest rate is
equivalent to an internal rate of return (IRR). The
interest rate to the bond investor is exactly the same
as the IRR to the real estate investor. Furthermore,
both bonds and real estate have similar payment
characteristics: a series of cash flows (interest payments) followed by a reversion (redemPtion) at the
end of the holding period. In each case neither the
IRR nor the yield to maturity are actually known
until the investment is terminated, Because real estate competes with bonds for investment dollars and
has similar payment characteristics (e.9., the length
of time until maturity, which often is 10 years), bond
yields si.ould provide a reasonable proxy for real
estate IRRs for an equivalent level of risk.

Historical yield-to-maturity data for most ratings is readily accessible from published sources.
Table 1 summarizes arailable information from 1977
through the first quarter of 1992 for industrial
bonds rated from BB-the lowest investment grade
below which many regulated institutions are not
permitted to invest-to AAA, the highest investment grade. The data sampled is from Standard
Poork. (Moody's uses a slightly different nomenclature, assigrring Aaa, Aa, A and Baa as its top ratings. Each rating agency nevertheless uses a similar
credit-rating process; a significant disparity in ratings by the rating agencies, therefore, is highly
unusual.)

The Internal Rate Of Return
IRR did not become popular as a measure of real
estate performance until the early 1980s; its use was
prompted by the confluence of several important
events that demanded analysis of future reventtes
and expenses:

TABLE I
Average Bond Yield by S&P Rating

- First Quarter,

1992)

YeaT

AAA AA

A

1978
1979
1980

8.65%

8.80%

8.91%

9.43

9.63

9.84

l1.56

I1.78

1982

13.?2
13.03

r983

1r.46

12.16
14.32
14.02
12.04

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

12.43
10.94

13.96
13.42
11.71
12.81

(1978

l98l

l99l

9.02
9.32
9.66
9.16
9.34
8.69

1992

6.b

/

ll.l2

I1.44

I1.64

9.67
9.77
9.92
9.47
9.66
9.04
8.76

9.66
9.98
10.35

9.94

r0.0?
9.51
9.28

BBB BB

B

9.67%
10.65

r2.63
16.02
15.60

t2.76
13.84
12.19
10.37
10.56
10.76
10.35
10.86
10.12

9.42

ll.l8%
11.77
12.68
r 1.84
10.84

12.24.h
12.96
15.85
16.6d
11.69

Note: For eoth leor suneyd, increasing nsh, defined as a louer
roring, requires o higfur lield to ottro.l inLestnrent capital.
Source: Slond.ord & Poorb 1992 Security Prbe Indet Record.

t

Rapid Inflation The Consumer Price Index increased by 13.37c in 1979, 12.51c in 1980 and 8.9%
in 1981 before leveling off in ensuing years.a With
inflation, pervasive investors rushed into real estate; they could not, however, estimate operating
expenses on the basis of a single year.
t Rapid Escalation In Rents.In the nation's largest
offrce market, Manhattan, average office rents increased from $14.37 per square foot at the end of
1978 to $40.00 per square foot in December 1981.5
Anticipated future increases were exemplified by
the 1981 sale of New York's Pan Am Building for a
first-year, cash-on-cash return of little more than
27c-a dividend rate that could be justifred only
by increases in future cash flow resulting in an
anticipated IRR in the teens.
. DeLelopnvnt Of Personal Computers and accompanying software programs. Computer hard- and
software facilitated the analysis of multi-tenanted
properties that were leased at or below market
rents and had varying lease expirations, making
possible the use of IRR.
t Diuersificalion. To a lesser extent, the diversification of pension funds into real estate investment
was prompted by the passage of the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). This
legislation encouraged investment in property
and helped legitimize real estate as an asset class.
Institutional investors were, at that point, much
more comfortable with a "yield-type" analysis
than most real estate investors were.
As even the most novice real estate professional
knows, every parcel of property is different. With
real estate markets so fragmented, understanding of
buyers' and sellers' motivations is rarely, if ever,
complete. Investor surveys of market participants'

Risk Rewqd: The Relotionship Between Bond Yields ond Resl Estole IRRs
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RISK RETIIARD:
THE
RETATIONSHIP
BET1IIEEN
BOND YIELDS

AND BEf,L
ESTATE IBBS

BB-rated bonds and IRRs hue similar
rishs; their reuards, howeuer, are not
comparable.

by Howard C. Gelbtuch, CRE

eal estate comDetes with alternative investments for capiGl. With securitized real estate
offerings becoming more commonplace, Wall
Street has been playing an increasing role in financing real estate. Strong similarities between the financial characteristics of real estate and bonds have
lead to the application of traditional bond ratings to
real estate investments by rating agencies. As real
estate professionals become more exposed to rated
offerings, it behooves them to understand better the
relationship between the Ievel of risk perceived by
the bond buyer and that perceived by the real estate
investor and, equally important, the anticipated
return.
Few would argue that two of the major problems
facing the real estate industry today are valuation
and liquidity. Comparatively few (arm's-length)
transactions have closed thus far in the 1990s,
Iargely because of the gap between buyers' and
sellers' pricing expectations. A lack of market activity to support the point of view of either side has
further diminished the credibility of appraisers,
who must rely upon the actions of informed buyers
and sellers for their market value opinions.
Perhaps even more obvious is the lack of liquidity. Discouraging additional real estate investment are record high delinquency rates (7.3% in the
second quarter of 1992)1; regulatory pressures by
government agencies on lending institutions to establish larger reserves, which reduce the amount of
money that may be put to work earning interest;
and the generally negative perception of real estate
as an investment, fueled by statistics purporting to
show that no new offrce construction will be needed
in the United States for at least a dozen years.
Wall Street has attempted to solve the pricing
and liquidity crisis through a process known as
securitization-the packaging of real estate-backed
assets, generally mortgages, for sale in public or
prirzte markets. Large investment banks that underwrite these offerings also agree to create a market for future buyers and sellers, thereby providing
liquidity and, by definition, pricing. Securitized
pools contain real estate assets valued an,'where
from S100 million (the minimum amount usually
needed to justify the costs involved) to almost $1
billion; the Resolution Trust Corporation C-4 offering on June 29, 1992 was backed by S941 million of
mortgages.2
To facilitate the analysis of the underlying col-

lateral and, more important, convey the risks involved to investors in Wall Street jargon, securitized
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Comparative Real Estate Valuation and Yield Criteria for Select Industrialized Countries, 1991
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unheard of. And the underlying assumption that
property values only rise has proven to be a myth.
Except for the land system in the United Kingdom, most of the world's major real estate markets
(e.g., those of Japan, Germany and Spain) are not
well understood by outside investors. And unfortunately, there is no one place to go to consult with a
"how to" advisor.

This situation begs an answer to an intriguing
question: Are properties being valued according to
the same criteria among different countries and in-

vestor groups? The answer? A resounding no.
Therein lies another fundamental problem that prevents global property markets from making a
strong, united comeback. Furthet without normalized rating techniques, securitization cannot
happen, and the global investment community remains cold to our products.

Following is a brief status report on some of the
key international property markets and a review of

the asset valuation techniques used in different

countries. Thble 2 provides a snapshot of each country's valuation procedure and the comparative property yields among markets.
The United Kingdom
Bank lending to the property markets in the United
Kingdom has all but dried up. British bankers place
great emphasis on the quality of the lease structure,
with most utilizing 25-year terms and requiring
rent reviews every five years. The United Kingdom
clearly needs to develop a meaningful market for
securitized products which would allow financing to
The Worldwide Reapprciscl ol Reol Estote Volues

move outside the banking arena and into the inter-

national real estate capital markets.
The most negative feature facing developers and
lenders in the United Kingdom is the "yield gap"the difference between property yields and prevailing interest rates. Prime downtown commercial
property yields between 5% and 67c; long-term
yields on bonds approach 107a. Rents are so low that
developers cannot finance the yield gap, making
property sales and rehnancing the only way to
survive.
A commercial property in the United Kingdom
is valued by capitalizing the income then adjusting
for the quality of the leases and the term of rent
reviews.
Japan
Real estate lending in Japan is done by flrnancial
institutions, but it is carried out in the form of corporate finance. This contrasts sharply with lending
practices in North America and Europe, which focus
heavily on the income generation of the property
itsell Japanese Ienders tend to rely on criteria involving the borrower's personal credibility, perceived
understanding of real estate and corporate business
strategy. Japanese lenders do not place significant
merit on the asset or development opportunity in
their investment decision; they assume the corporation will support the asset's performance.
The Japanese refer to the value of real estate as
the "normal pricel' The normal price is the nexus of
the borrower's credibility and comparable market
sales multiplied by 757r. One may now begin to understand why the Japanese have made real estate
investment mistakes.

4l

Germany

Commercial property accounts for approximately
307c of all construction in Germany. Valuation of
property relies most heavily on the gross rental
method, which is based on the capitalization of net
rental income. The capitalization rate follows the
current "risk free" investment.
Large property funds finance new construction in
Germany. One important fund is the open-end fund,
which is initiated by banks to place shares through
their branch network. A closed-end fund also exists.
This fund offers substantial t:x incentives; however,
there is no regulated market for reselling the fund
shares,

Insurance companies have a relatively large appetite for real estate, which consumes about 107o of
their collective portfolio. And within Europe, Germany is by far the market offavor for other European
investors. By the middle of1991 foreign investment in
German real estate was estimat€d to be DM13.6 billion. The Scandinavians had the largest share at
DM4.9 billion; followed by the Dukh (DM3.8 billion)
and the British with DM3.3 billion.
Spain
Real estate valuation in Spain is approached on a
somewhat different basis than valuation conducted
in European counterparts. For example, loan requests are treated on a case-by-case basis, and the
most important determinants of future income are
the quality of the future tenants and the lease condi
tions. As one "protection" for the lender, Ioan-tovalue ratios fluctuate between 507o and 707o. Also,
leasing is prominent in Spain, and ifthe tenant base
is solid, a property may be purchased. Institutions
often purchase property before it performs
economically.

Outside of Germany, Spain has been the most
significant beneficiary of the boom in European real
estat€ investment. Spain has beneflrted by hosting
the 1992 Olympics and by its expected role in the
European Economic Community (EEC). AIso, demand for new space has outstripped supply by a
sigrrificant degree, keeping yields higher in Spain
than in any other market in Europe.

Whither Real Estate's Equity Capital
In The 1990s?
Many U.S. real estate professionals over the past

two years have bemoaned the "credit crunch]'the
supposed lack of debt available to support product
development. All the evidence I have refutes the existence of a credit crunch; however, evidence does
point to an equity crisis within our industry Most
equity dollars invested in the 1980s have been written off; those dollars were the frst to dissolve. Developers who expect to build a steady stream of
products in the 1990s must find and latch onto a
scare breed-the real estate equity investor. There
will be relatively few equity investors from the
United States; reducing our massive debt loads and
rebuilding equity will be the name ofthe game here.
Europe will continue undergoing that extraordinarily expensive unification "game" in the '90s. Germany already is feeling the strain as interest rates
rise significantly, along with unemployment.
42

Equity-seekers should keep their eyes on the EEC's
Second Banking Coordination Directive which takes
effect on January 1, 1993 and provides a single European license to conduct banking business. The direc-

tive allows institutions that offer certain banking
activities in its own country to undertake the same
activities in every other European community without obtaining additional licensing. Still, real estate's
capital markets hardly will be overrun with equity
capital from Europe during the 1990s.
What is becoming increasingly clear is that the
Pacific Rim will be the world's net provider of equity
in the 1990s, whatever the investment type. True,
Pacific countries are growing fast and have demands
of their own, but also consider the following facts:
r In 1990 total Pac"ific Rim gross national product
IGNPI was $1.63 trillion; by 2000 it will be be
$5.01 trillion- rivaling that of the EEC and almost equaling that of the United States.
! Taiwan, Indonesia, Thailand and Hong Kong have
earmarked over US$500 billion to spend for public
works and capital improvements over the next la.ro
years. This is more than the United States and
Europe plan to spend over the next /iu€ years.
For those with imagination and an eye for the
future, better understanding of the world's economic
engine in the 1990s will make a great deal of sense.

Global Rcal Estate Markets Are A Reality

The continued globalization of our real estate markets is a given. Although we know that many investment mistakes inevitably will be made, such is the
price of education. We also know that many things
must happen to have a truly global property investment market. For example, a thorough propertyrating syst€m must be developed. Fannie Mae led
such an achievement in the U.S. housing markets,
providing the basis for today's booming residential
mortgage-backed security trading. While not simple, another system can be achieved for commercial
property in the 1990s.

Investment in commercial property will be less
speculative in the'90s. Lenders and investors will
demand a higher level of due diligence, and they will
invest only in those projects that can stand on demand, alone.
Equity capital for real estate will be in short
supply, and those who supply equity will have the
best investment opportunities to choose from. Expect a surge of both debt and equity funds to be
forthcoming, with Southeast Asia leading the way.
Finally, if the market is to reach equilibrium
and remain there, more owner-op€rators must find a
way to participate in the investment opportunities of
the '90s. It is doubtful that a group of passive investors purchasing ten hotel properties is what the
market needs, unless the managing partner really
understands that business.
Ready or not, globalization of the world's real
estate flrnancial market is here. When will it merge
with the realities of the local marketplace? And
when will the sum of such a merger receive the
respect needed to properly value real estate products
in the 1990s? These questions, and many more,
merit our collective answers.
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11. The market value of $70,588 is overshted W 4q b 573,412.
If this higher volume achieves the adjust€d Russell-NCREIF
return of 7.8*, then t}le revenue is $9,726, implying an occupancy of ($9,726il$10,526t = 92*.
12. The press often points out that income returns on the
Russell-NCREIF Inder have come down by 200 basis points
over the decade, while real estat€ risk app€am t b€ goinB up.
The apparent anomaly is explained by judging real e3t8t! in
a capital market context. R€al estata yields have come down
far less than bond yields which is logical given the increasing
risk associated with real estate over the decade.

10. The researcher€ overleid this data upon economic and population dats in a simultaneous estimation procedure producidg
the following insightr: First, prices tended to exceed appraised values in areas with higher than normal 8to\ath in
population, on properties in bettcr locatio[s aDd on larger
pmperties (measured by ssles prices). Second, prices tended t!
be lower than appraieed values on properties with high vacancies. Third, appraisers t€nded to b€ more accurate in \€luing properties with high income per square foot and great
functionality. Fourth, apprsisers tended to err more on o6ce
pmp€rties with high vacancy rat€s and on properties in b€t-

ter locations.

APPENDIX
Construction Of The RusselI-NCREIF Property Index
A. Rules For Inclusion
1. Property must be held for a tax-exempt investor by a member of National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries.
2. Property must be unl.eueraged; Ieveraged properties are reported in a separate index. Unleveraged properties
have the following charact€ristics:
' Institutional real estate investments
' Income producing
' Fiduciary enYiroument
' Urban or suburban commercial; no agricultural or timber
' Unleveraged or less than 57c debt

. Wholly owned or joint Yenture
. Existing; no pre-development
. No developmenUlease up risk; properties must be 807c leased before inclusion

B. Rate Of Return Formula
Income return =

beginning market value + U2 capital improvements

Tbtal return =

(ending market value

-

-

V2 partial sales

beginning market value) + partial sales

beginning market value + V2 capital improvements

-

-

-

U3 income

capital improvemert + income

U2 partial sales

-

V3 income

C. Number Of Properties And Market Values Over Time
(Years at 12l/31)

Russell-NCREIF Property Index

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

1991

Number of

properties 291 37L 493 681 781 846 907 991 1055 1100 1181 1274 1508

1622

Market lralue
(in billions) $0.73 $1.23 $1.98 $3.67 $4.89 $6.07 $7.89 $10.95 612.21 $12.81 $15.61 $17.36 $22.31 $21.91

D. I)istribution by ltegion
Value (Years at 12i/31)

East
Midwest
South
West

TOTAL

U.S. Population 1990

1978

1984

1991

26.O3%

24.461c
15.97

22.78%
15.88
17.66

20.55
17.80

24.9't
34.60

35.62

100.00% 100.00%

2O1c

24
35

43.68

2l

100.00%

1007c

E. Distribution By Pmperty ['pe
Years at 1731
1978

r98.1

1991

C)fIce

0.ooc,
23.29

0.007.
49.68

Retail

19.18

19.26

1l.L4sc
32.68
26.15

Research and
development
Warehouse

6.85
34.27

15.9?

16.41
10030-7"

5.58

2.to

100O0-7e

100O0-7r

Apartment

Hotel
TOTAI,

Prices ond Apprciscls; Where is lhe Trulh?

9.51

10.41
t7 .57

II

adjusted Russell-NCREIF income return. If operating expenses are hxed, then the $70,588 unit value

(8.570 capitalization rate) will earn the adjusted
Russell-NCREIF return (7.87r) when the property
generates revenue of$9,506. This implies occupancy
of 907c, as indicated.

EXHIBIT

III

Inflation Adjustment
Assume "all else is equal" and that ex post income
will be higher with the passage of one year by the

general rate of inflation. InIlation is currently
around 37o. Thus: ex post income 7.69c x 7.03 =
7.870 ex ante income.

ture of real estate indices, explored the empirical
evidence for appraisal reliability and numerically
reconciled an index income return with the current
capitalization rate for a typical apartment acquisition. This analysis suggests that it is possible to
reconcile reported index income returns with acqui.
sition capitalization rates. Our analysis also shows
that the well-documented appraisal lag probably
still exists, but it is not anywhere near the magnitude suggested in the popular press.r2 It takes time
to conduct the appraisal process; so some lag is to be
expected despite the diligence of appraisers and investment managers. The lag today, however, is no
larger than it has been historically. It should become smaller as markets stabilize and appraisers
have more transactions to evaluate.

1. Pensions & Investments, April, f992
2. Theoretical work on indices can b€ haced to [.aspe]Tes who
fiIst proposed formulas in 18&. ln fact, much ofthis theoreti,
cal work has continued as the U.S. stock market has made
several attrmpts to measure the movement of common stock

Implied Vacancy
Hypothetical apartment

pricee. Each effort has impro!'ed the industry's ability to measuae 6nd portray the sverage experience of investors in the
U.S. common stock aaeet clasg. lmsgine the surprie of inves,
tols in 1938, when they learned that the Cowles Commission
Stsndard Ststistics Index of U-S. stock market performance
had gained 364* from the p€ od 1871 through 193?, but the
DowJones aversge covering nearly the same time period was

Revenue at 957. occupancy $10,000 (potential $10,526)
Operating
4,000
6,000

NOI

expense

Market value at acquisition capitalization rate of

= $70,588
For this property (if valued fairly) to
8.59a

up only 149%! This information wae powerful in the late
1930s as investors recovered from the 1929 stock market
crash. The differences in retums were attribut€d to an improved calculation methodology (market capitalization

fit in

the
would have to

Russell-NCREIF Index perfectly, it
earn'1.8% (Exhibit III) on $70,588 or $5,506.
If operating expenses are unchanged over this modest occupancy range, then the revenue is $5,506 +
$4,000 or $9,506.

This implies an adjusted occupancy

of

$9,506/$10,526 or 907c.

s real estate counselors who specialize in the
tragirrg industry, we are coniinually asked:
Wtrat are capitalization rates on hotels today?
We have found this question increasingly difticult to
answer over the past couple of years. This article is
our attempt to explain why and to give the reader
some insight into the development of rates of return
for hotel properties, Because capitalization rates reflect investment return requirements, we begin with
a brief overview of today's hotel industry and its
perception by investors in the marketplace.

We have examined the intent, construction and na-

NOfES

EXHIBIT IY

I
A
I I

Conclusion

weighted !€Isus price weightedl and a much broader representation of stock6. {The latter methodology included 351
stocks versus 30 stocks in the Dow-Jones Industrial Average.)
3. Fisher l: Tfu Mohing of Indzt Numbers.
4. For a very intetesting alternative appmach usi[g publicly
traded real estate s€curities, see Ttrrres', Michael: "FindinS
AnBvrers to R€al Estat€ in the Public Marketel' Wilshire,

RATES Of
BETUBN ON
HOTEL
INVESTMENTS
Debt and equity return requirements must
be determined to understand th.e ouerall
return rate for hotel properties.

by Daniel H. Lesser, CRE and
Karen E. Rubin, CRE

September, 1991.

5. For a measure of the total size of the U.S. real estate market,
Miles, Mike: "What Is the Value of All U.S. R€al Estatel'
Real Estole Peureu,, Summer, 1990, and Miles, M, Pittrnan,
R., Hoesli, M. and BlatnaSet P; "R!al Estate Wealth;' Jo&.nal of Properly Managenrent, 7991.
Returns are time weighted not value weighted because, in
Bee

It has been our observation that most institutional managers have apartment portfolio occupancies in the 857c Lo 957o occupancy range with a
clustering in the low 907. occupancy range. Thus,
the implied occupancy of 907r is on the low side of
the appropriate range.
If we use the traditional down market appraisal
lag (l.t1o ta 3.3Vo), then the reconciliation fits right
on the clustering. Applying the 1.5% lag (lalueweighted mean) to the example in Exhibit IY the
$70,588 figure is overstat€d by l.\Vc to $71,647; so
the income return at 7.8% is S5,588, which implies
an occupancy of 917o ($9,588/$10,526 = 917o). We
cannot be exact about the average institutional
apartment portfolio occupancy; 929o is, however, an
average of the unverifred quotes we have seen. This
would imply that the appraisal lag is just over 47orr,
which is not an unreaeonable figure given the historical evidence and the diffrculties caused by the
lack of comparables in today's illiquid market.
t0

6.

The U.S. Hotel Industry
lbday's U.S. lodgrng industry is considered to be
troubled for several sound reasons. Individual examples of financially troubled hotel properties exist in
almost every market area. Pressures on the industry
in the past couple of years have been exerted from
all sides: the supply side, the demand side and what
we call the balance sheet (i.e., the financial) side.
The Demand Side
Demand for hotel rooms is closely related to travel
trends which have been relatively easy to track in
this country and to understand during the past few
decades. These trends reflect the emergence of air
travel as an increasingly important form of domestic
travel. There has been tremendous growth in passenger activity at most, if not all, major U.S. airports. Furthermore, there are more major airports,
and those airports are bigger and busier than ever
before. Nevertheless, they have not been able to handle the amount of air traffrc that has been generated, and regional airports have had to play an
increasingly important role in the nation's air travel

system. The continuing troubles with the nation's
airline industry, and the emergence of the airlines'
"hub" system, also have helped to "spread" air traffic throughout the nation.
Although the increase in domestic air travel
has, in general, increased demand for hotel room
nights, air travel has made it easier to take shorter
trips which reduces the need for an overnight hotel
stay. A business trip from New York to Chicago once
may have resulted in a one- to two-week hotel stay.
The same trip may now last only one or two days,

ge[eral, perEion funde (and their consultants) use time

weighted retums rather thaD intemal rat€s of rctum to evaluate their iDvestment managers' performance. Peneion funds
amount of caah Ilow (i.e., contributions snd wit}ldlawals) to
and from the investment manager. The time-weightad return
is preferred trecause the formula minimizes the impact of
cs3h llows on the retum, and therefore, it allows one
directly compare returDs with dillerent cash flow patterns. [t is

Daniel H. Izr.er, CRE, is a seniar t)be presid2nt and tfu
director of consuLttng and Lalualian seruices, Hospitalit!
Ualuolion Services, Mineola, New Yorh. He has specialized
in real estatc oppmbols, economi. feosibility e&lualions
and inlcshtunt counseLing of hatcls, tnotels, resorts dnd
conferen e centers on a uorldwide bosi-s duing the Wt 11
years. Izsser has a hored nwnerous articbs and hos been
quotpd in majot indistry publicalions.

Carolina, August, 1991.)

Kdnn E. Rubin, CRE, is senior uice presidcnt of Hospitality
Ualualian Serubes, Minzola, New Yo*, where shz has
u>rhed since 1982. Ouer the past 10 yars, she has appraised, anlualed and pra.tided a brrnd mnge of financial
serubes in connectian with ooer 300 hotels in 33 stalps,
Md.i.o and tha Caibbean specializing in hotel pmpert! tor
uark. Rubin has o hond. nunerous orticles for industry

twically retain the responsibility for both the timinS

and

t

important to note that int€rnal rates of retum and time
weighted retums are identical when there is tlo c€ah llow
7. See Mileg, M., Guilkey, D., Webb, 8., and Hunter, K.:.4n
Empirbal Ewluolion of the Relitbilitf of Commercial Apprnisols, 1978-1990 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North

8. The appraisal process draws heavily on "comparable' sales
and aent8 that must have occurred at a prior date.

9. ln this adalysis the autho.s looked at eight qusrt€rs of apprai8als. Irterestingly, while a few of the appraisal3 iD the
most recent quarter obviously were done with s coDtract of

publiaolians, and she bctures fieEEntl! on topis reloted. to
hobl appraisal, finontitl analysb and wluation for prop-

sale in hand, the earlier appraisals were IIot Draterially less
accurate after adjustments were made for price level change6.
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either completely eliminating the need for a hotel
room or dramatically shortening the required length
of stay in a hotel. Average lengths of stay for most
commercial hotels are only one to three nights; so
the typical commercial hotel's tenancy turns over
fast€r. This trend in general, did not have a negative
impact on the hotel industry in the 1970s and 1980s;
however, because the overall increase in travel (and
therefore the demand for hotel rooms) provided the

ideal stop-gap.
During the late 1980s, the weakening of the U.S.

dollar on the international currency markets also
served to spur travel (and hotel room demand) in
this country. The results of this particular influence
were a double bonus: The weaker dollar made travel

to the United States by international visitors extraordinarily economical, while the much-touted
"globalization' of the nation's economy gave international visitors more and better reasons for traveling
here (and international travelers came in droves). At
the same time, travel by U.S. citizens to international destinations became increasingly expensive
because of the weakened U.S. dollar; U.S. citizens
therefore were encouraged to travel domestically.
The periodic outbreaks of international terrorism that characterized the mid- and late-1980s also
stimulated domestic travel (and, demand for hotel
rooms) by suppressing the desire for travel abroad.
Combined with the nation's expanding employment
base and generally favorable. Reagan-era economic
conditions which increased both discretionary and
non-discretionary travel, demand for hotel rooms
was strong and growing in many of the nation's marketplaces during the second half of the 1980s.
Well, welcome to the 1990s. On a national level
we are in or hovering around a recession that has
cost many people their jobs. Employment is shrinking in many marketplaces. International tensions

vis-a-vis the (former) Eastern Bloc nations have
been relaxed substantially, causing the federal government to re-evaluate its financial commitment to
the nation's defense industry. As a result, major'defense industry plants and military bases are closing,
and the local economies that had relied upon these
major employers are suffering. Although our currency remains weak, the economies of many of the
nations who supplied us with so many willing visitors during the 1980s also have weakened, and we
had a war in 1991.

A single glance at the passenger activity statistics for our airports during late 1990 and early 1991
is sulficient to demonstrate the wholesale abandonment of much of this country's travel activities during the period. While the airfare wars of the
summer of 1992 have stimulated travel (and demand
for hotel rooms), the domestic airline industry still
appears to be contracting, raising the prospect of
less competitiveness in air fares. In short, things
have changed, and, however temporary some ofthese
factors may be, the hotel industry in many markets

has been hurt.

u

The Supply Sidc
The hotel industry's widespread supply side problems are largely a legacy of the "two accelerators, no
brake' development mentality of the 1980s. Prior to
1986's tax reform, hotel property did not have to be
"economic" to yield desirable returns in the form of
tax savings to investors. Remember when the hotel
building itself was depreciable in less than 19 years
and the furniture, fixtures and equipment were depreciable in five years? These features made hotels
desirable, given the ability (now, of course, Ionggone) to pass-through passive after-tax losses to offset active income. And remember, too, that there was
(arguably) at least some pent-up demand for new
properties after the recession and double-digit interest rates of the early 1980s.
Even after tax reform, however, new hotel development continued at an historically strong pace well
into the late 1980s. The entrance of the Pacific Rim
investor into the U.S. real estate market proved to
be an incentive to new hotel development, particularly in markets of particular interest to this in-

vestor type (".9., Southern California

and

Manhattan). In the late 1980s Pacific Rim investors
in particular, especially the high-end resort products. Enough sales
of existing U.S. properties were made to this investor seg'ment, at prices well above those their U.S.
counterparts were willing or able to pay, to cause the
hotel investment market to consider potentially new
highs in values and new lows in capitalization rates,
irrespective, at times, of whether the particular
property was Pacific Rim-investor material.
were interested in hotel properties

In addition to the perceived economic benefits of
hotel investment in the 1980s, we noted another, less
quantifiable factor in the investment decisions being
made at the time: For lack of a better term, we call
this "the ego factor." We had first-hand exposure to
"the ego factor" time and time again in the late
1980s, and we found it in places one ordinarily would
not expect to look. We remember clearly the public
company that wished to acquire a waterfront hotel
property in the suburban Northeast with an offering
price that was a good 259. to 30% above what we
considered to be the property's market value. We
could not understand why this transaction was being considered at this price, until we found out that
the company's CEO had just purchased a rather
Iarge yacht and required a marina slip, one of the
lesser amenities offered at this particular hotel
property.

Then there was the case of the luxury-oriented
hotel under construction in Southern California.
The project had taken years to develop and was
within six months of opening when the CEO of its
public company owner/developer was ousted. The
new CEO did not care for certain design elements
that had been incorporated into the property from
the original architecturals. Because the prop€rty
was adjacent to the company's international headquart€rs, it was argued that the company's image
could be damaged irretrievably unless the hotel had
the proper ambiance. The result was an additional
REAL ESTATE
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group at the University of North Carolina extensively studied verifred sale prices of 469 properties
from the Russell-NCREIF database with their presale appraised values.T
Overall, the sale prices were 1.69r higher Lhan
the last appraised values. When broken down by
time period, equal-weighted results, based on percentage differences, varied:
Overall

mean
t

+ 1.6(/.
equal-weighted

market") + 7.8'/t
market") + 2.3c/r
market"l 3.3'1

t

1978-1985 (the'^up
1986-1987 (the "flat
1988-1990 (the "down

Since appraisals tend to lag market prices due to
the nature of the appraisal process, these results
seem logical.8

This type of analysis is useful for an investor
who is concerned about the reliability of a total portfolio. To those concerned about the reliability of each
appraisal, an analysis of absolute differences may be
more useful. The results of an analysis of absolute
differences are as follows:

average
1978-1985 (the "up market")
1986-1987 (the "flat market")

Overall absolute

7o.7st

(equal-weighted)
12.7q.
8.8E(

market") 10.37.
Some of the variance in the 1978-1985
1988-1990 (the 'down

period
may be due to lack of att€ntion directed at the appraisal process. The differences in the 1986-87 period are smaller because the market was more stable
and investment managers focused more attention on
appraisals. The larger differences in the 1988-1990
period are attributable to the increased volatility of
the market.e

When the two analyses above are

mean

market")
market")
)

1978-1985 (the "up
1986-1987 (the "flat
1988-1990 (the "down market"

Reconciling The Numbers
The question: The investor can buy a high-quality,
unleveraged apartment house and get an 8.57r firstyear yield. The Russell-NCREIF income return is
7.2%. Since the income return is "basically" income
divided by appraised value, are the properties in the
index orvnulued?
Before reconciling the numbers, we make two
assumptions. First, we assume that we will obtain
the first year pro forma income. Investors base their
current yield of 8.57r on expected income. In this
analysis we grant the assumption (i.e., we make no
adjustment for the fact that next year's expectation
is being compared to last year's reality, audited reality in the case of the Russell-NCREIF Index).
Second, we address the income versus sustainable cash flow question. Recogrrizing that in the
early years replacement costs will be low for new
properties, we assume that an adequate reserve for
replacement has been deducted from the pro forma
NOI (i.e., that the acquisition pro forma has a reserve percentage appropriate for the expected holding period not just for the early years). These two
assumptions make reconciliation more diffrcult but
strengthen the conclusions.
The first step in the reconciliation is an adjustment by property type (shown in Exhibit II). This
easy "look-up" calculation increases lhe 7.2%
Russell-NCREIF income return to 7.67r.

value

weighted (i.e., when the larger properties are alIowed to have more influence), the results are not
radically different. On an arithmetic basis, the
values are:
Overall

For our purposes in this analysis, the traditional
appraisal lag in a down market may be defined as
1.5 .q( b 3.3q( . This is the expected overvaluation
range we used to reconcile index income yields with
current acquisition rates.

EXHII]IT II
Property Type Adjustment: Apartment

- l.1qt
+7.SVt
+ 4.Oq

l.,c/(

A portfolio composition adjustment is needed in any
comparison.

In this very simple example, lhe 8.57r' pro forma is
with the NCREIF ex post dpartment income return of 7.6% (first quarter 1992 annualized),

After accounting for the reliability of individual
appraisals (i.e., the absolute value approach), the

compared

value-weighted differences are:

nol the 7 .29r overall index income return.

Overall absolute average
1978-1985 (the "up market")

market")
market")

1986-1987 (the "flat
1988-1990 (the "down

9.2c(
9.9q,

8.9s.

g.fi,

On a property-by-property basis, the differences
are much greater. Thirty-six properties sold at prices

that exceeded their appraisals in the previous quarter by 20%, while 29 properties sold at prices that
fell below their appraisal value by 20%.'0 Although
individual properties at times sold for prices that
differed significantly from their appraised value, the
differences tended to caneel out one other. Therefore.
we conclude that a rather high degree of confidence

may be placed in the unit ralues that have been
attached to larger portfolios of properties.
Prices ond Approisols: Where is ihe Truth?

The second necessary adjustment is for price
level changes, shown in Exhibit IIL Even in a lowinflationary environment income usually rises with
the general price level on properties, such as apartments that have six. to l2-month leases.
Tb complete the test of the reliability of the
appraisal-based index numbers, we consider the
portfolio occupancy question. While acquisition capitalization rates tend to reflect a stabilized occupancy close to 959r, few existing portfolios average
957r occupancy across all apartments. Exhibit IV
shows the implied occupancy calculated from the

I

flawed of all stock market indices, because they understand it. Unless we develop a similar understanding of the Russell-NCREIF Propety Index, we will
not achieve the objectives listed in Exhibit I.

The Nature Of Indices
What are the benefits of indices?2 The reasons for
having indices are no different today than they were
at the turn of the century, when Irving Fisher wrote
the highly acclaimed, (but not widely read) ?ie
Makine of Inder Nuntbers'.
"Tb determine the pressure of steam, we do
not take a popular vote: we consult a gauge.
Concerning a patient's temperature, we do

EXHIBIT I
Why Have Real Estate Indices?

not ask for opinions: we read a thermometer.
In economics, however, as in education,
though the need for measurement is as great
as in physics or in medicine, we have been

1. To study ex post performance (e.9., of an asset
class) as a benchmark for asset allocation models.

2. To evaluate investment manager performance
and to link such evaluation8 to investment philosophy and fund time horizons.
3. To manage passive investment strategies and all
modified forms of "In Real Estate" diversification.

guided in the past largely by opinions. In
the future, we must substitute measurement. Tbward this end, we must agree upon
instruments of measurement . . .
The use of yardsticks of 40 different lengths
would be a source of confusion: the use of 40
different kinds of index numbers is no less
confusing. Ifexperts fail to clear up this confusion because they disagree on nonessentials, it will seem to many people, to
whom the mathematics of the subject is a
mystery, as though the experts could not
agree on fundamentals. And so, without due
cause, index numbers in general will be discredited and the study of economics impeded. For this reason, it is to be hoped that
all those who are capable of understanding
the subject will agree in adopting and advocating for general use the Ideal Formula or a
closely similar formula."3
Drawing from Fisher and our own experience
with contemporary real estate investment management problems, we have prepared a list of reasons
for a real estate index (Exhibit 1). As this exhibit
clearly indicates a reliable real estate performance
index is critical to the institutional real estate investment community.
The progression of improvements in stock market indices can provide a framework for understanding the flrst of the real estate perform4nce indices,
e.g., the Russell-NCREIF Property Index. We appreciate that no index is perfect. Investors continue to
use the "Dow", even though it may be the most

Tbble l lists several commonly used stock and
body performance indices and illustrates the follow-

ing conclusions:
Indices have evolved (and improved) over time.
No index is perfect, but the right index is very
helpful in dealing with the issues laid out in

r
r
I

Exhibit

1.

One can use an index effectively only when one
understands how it was created.
With this in mind, we believe it is instructive to
consider the formulation of the Russell-NCREIF Index.a (The Appendix to this paper describes in some
detail the construction and composition of the
Russell-NCREIF Index.) Not a measure of all real
estate,s the index measures the performance of institutionally owned property (specifically pension fund
real estate assets).6 It is constructed from a combination of accounting records and appraised values.
Consequently, its reliability is a direct function of
the quality of the underlying appraisals.

The Tfaditional Appraisal Lag
The best way to evaluate the reliability of commercial appraisals for the Russell-NCREIF properties is
to compare the market value of properties that have
been sold with presale appraised values. In 1991 a

TABLE I

lndicator

30

ldu#id

)lcthod

Representation

Sample
ArErage

stocks

Covers 29% oI

rll

stock rtlues

Price weighted

all stock values

Value weightrd

s&P 500

600 stocks

Covers 70% of

Wilshire 6000

About 6000 stocks

C.orErs oYer 98%

of sll stock

values

Russe[ 3000
Salomon Brother's Brosd

I

About 3000 stocks

Index

Bonds

Covers over 96% of
v&lnes

Most

Ihlue wei8hted and &4iust€d for
cross ownership

oI

inrcstn€ 'gede

stock

Velue weighted and odiusted

for

cross owners[ip
bonds

CoNtant m&turity ( approximah )
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With all the talk of ten-year discounted cash
flows, debt coverage ratios, terminal capitalization
rates and the like, it was clear by the late 1980s that
many individual people-powerful, successful people, in particular-just lihed hotels, tlarn it. Perhaps
influenced by the subconscious memories of those
childhood Monopoly games, these people wanted to
own one or two of them. If the economics of the
particular deal did not make sense, wasnt it all for
the long-term good of the company?
Thc Financial Side

Irrespective of the relationship between hotel room
demand and hotel room supply in any particular
market, even nominally successful hotels may be
troubled properties today because of the ongoing
scarcity ofthird-party financing. We are all aware of
the crisis in our banking industry and the limited
availability of institutional financing for most types
of real estate. This has proven to be particularly
problematic for hotels, however, because so many
were constructed in the last l0 years and were flrnanced with mortgages intended to be in place only
for five or 10 years.
One response to the fluctuating interest rates
and inflationary pressures in the 1970s was the balIoon or bullet mortgage, a term that sounds somewhat antiquated today. Call them what you will,
their maturity dates are here! There are far fewer
lending institutions in this country than there were
five and 10 years ago, and a fairly significant percentage of them have been "burned" on hotel deals
as a result of hotel room supply and demand factors.
[€t us not forget to acknowledge the historical over-

leveraging of hotel properties during the development fever of the 1980s. A 757r loan-to-value ratio
and a debt coverage ratio of 1.25 seemed conservative enough in 1985. Problems occurred only when
supply and demand factors forced declines in value
of 407c tn 50%, leaving the first mortgagee either in
the midst of a hostile foreclosure action or in possession of an asset whose ralue did not come close to
the mortgage value on the books.

The lending community in this country therefore is largely uninterested in financing hotels. A1though there have been several exceptions, they are
hard to find. Domestic lenders active in the hotel
market are, in general, the sellers of properties ob-

tained through foreclosure actions. Interestingly
enough, we still hear about a fair amount of interest
in hotel properties from equity investors and their
ilk. The problem is that, of all the equity investors
who express their interest in a hotel deal, few can
come to the table with hnancing in place.

Common Economic Performance Indices

Dmlura ld[tri&l

year of construction and uncounted cost overruns for
project redesign.
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Nonetheless, hotel sales are occurring. The Ho-

tel & Motel Brokers of America (HMBA) reported
170 hotel sales in 1991, a 72% rncrease over 1990's
total of 99 property sales and the second-largest
number in the organization's 33-year history.
Strongly influencing the increase in hotel transactions was the opening, in mid-1990, of the Resolution
Rates ol Return on Hotel Investments

Trust Corporation (RTC) pipeline of properties. According to the HMBA, the RTC had approximately
155 hotels in its portfolio in January 1991 and 109
hotels (46 of which were under agreement) as of
January, 1992. Thus, most transfers of hotels are
related to foreclosed properties with troubled financial histories. So we note that the 1991 sales reported by the HMBA featured an average per-room
price of $18,400, roughly 15% below the average reported per-room selling price in 1990.
This environment has made it difficult to talk
about capitalization rates and return requirements
for hotels. How can we look to the market to get a
handle on capitalization rates when the market of
consummated sales consists largely of sellers who
were under duress or of properties that were sold out
of foreclosure or of transactions that arre foreclosures and not arm's-length sales? How can we
look to the market to provide information on capitalization rates when most hotel owners are only
would-be sellers who, if they have any financial
wherewithal, would hold onto their properties until
they could consummate a deal in their best interest?
Well, here is what we are doing.

Rates Of Return
We have noticed over the years that the real estate

market in general and the hotel real estate market
in particular is not elficient. When real estate is
compared to, say, the stock exchange, we wonder:
Where is the up-to-the-minute information on price/
earnings ratios? Across whose computer terminal
does the most recent sales price of a particular property flash? What daily newspaper prink lists of the
latest prices for real property and the indicated capitalization rates? And, finally, what exactly is this
animal that we all agree exists and that we call a
capitalization rate?
This last problem is particularly sigrrificant because there are so many kinds of capitalization rates
and no consensus within either the real estate industry or the hotel real estate industry on the kind
of capitalization rate that should be used. Obviously,
the intention of any capitalization rate is to reflect
the relationship between a property's value (or price)
and its income. However, there are many ways of
expressing this relationship. So, when we are asked
about capitalization rates for hotels, our first question is: What rate are you talking about?
An investor may formulate a cepitalization rate
that can be applied to a myriad of net income levels.
For example, direct capitalization rates can be developed based on historical net income, forecasted hrst
year net income or forecasted stabilized net income
deflated to current dollars. To add to the confusion,
some investors may capitalize different levels of net
income, including: before or after a reserve for replacement for furnishings, fixtures and equipment;
before or after an incentive management fee; or any
combination of the reserve for replacement and incentive management fee.
The same confusion arises when discount rates
are discussed. The term discount rate is equivalent

{5

to yield or internal rate of return (IRR). Some invest rs segment their analysis of returns between debt
and equity yields over an assumed holding period.
Other investors focus on the total property yield or
the unleveraged return. Again, a discounted cash

"Shaky pension fund real estate portfolios
Iikely will be slashed in value by lSVc tn 20va
this year, the deepest cut ever . . . I personally believe there is going to be another
round of write-downs in 1992. I dont think
we are at the bottom yet in all property
t,?es and in all marketsj' said AT&T's Mr.
Russo. . . . Greenwich Associates' Mr. Smith
believes, 'h case can be made for a 207a
spread between what real estate money
managers are asking for their properties
and what the prirate market is willing to
pay." That spread is so wide, said Mr Smith,
"that real estate sales have virtuallv
haltedl'r

results by property type. For most of 1990, 1991 and
1992 the companies reporting to this survey accounted for roughly two-thirds of commercial mortgages held by U.S. life insurance companies; thus,
this data to a very large extent comes directly from
"the horse's mouthl' Although many recent quarters
have had insullicient data on hotel and motel loans
speciflrcally, published data for 1991 encompassed a
total of 4l hoteVmotel loans representing over $165
million in commitments. Thble 1 shows the relevant
information by quarter for 1991.

flow investment analysis can be predicated on a
multitude of net income levels.
At bottom we define a capitalization rate as a
rate of return that an investment entity seeks when
purchasing real estate. For example, if an incomeproducing piece of real estate is forcasted to generate S1,000,000 in cash flow and an investment entity

As one would expect, the contract int€rest rates

wants to earn a 107o return, then the purchase price
must be $10,000,000. To establish an appropriate
rate of return, an investor must consider the risk

for hotel and motel mortgages substantially

ex-

that reported for other property types. Fullyear 1991 ACLI data indicates that the average
hoteVmotel contract interest rate for all types of
mortgages (including fixed rate-fixed term, partici.
pation, joint venture and other special features) was
104 basis points above the average contract mortgage interest rate on industrial properties (for
which a total of over $876 million had been reported
as committed),96 basis points above the average
contract interest rate for olfice buildings (for which
over $1.4 billion was reported committed) and 78
basis points above the average contract interest rat€
reported for apartments (for which over $6.2 billion
was reported as committed). Obviously, the relatively low amount committed on hotels and motels,
combined with the higher interest rates, tells the
real story about the current desirability of financing
these types of properties. Nonetheless, the ACLI provides hard data that clearly indicates return re.
quirements for the debt component of the
capitalization rate.
ceeded

inherent in the investment and the returns that
may be achieved by alternative investments. Although risk is easily identifiable, it is relatively am-

to quantify.
Therefore, we believe that the preferred method for
quantifying capitalization rates involves the realization that a capitalization rat€ is merely the weighted
cost of the capital utilized to acquire an investment.
As previously alluded to, hotel real estate transactions, like most real estate transactions, typically
involve a capital structure that includes debt and
equity funds. Although there is a notable scarcity of
available third-party debt funding insofar as hotels

biguous and extremely difficult

are concerned, we find that the great majority of
transactions are being financed. And reliable
sources tell us that mortgages are being put in place
on hotel deals.
Debt Return Requircments
One source of reliable hotel mortgage data is the
American Council of Life Insurance (ACLI). The
ACLI'I lrutestmcnt Bulletin surveys commercial
mortgage commitments quarterly and publishes the
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APPBtrISALS:
WHERE IS THE
TRUTH?
Acquis ition capitd.lization rales support
redl estale indet incomc returns.

by Ben D. DeVries, Mike E. Miles
and Stephen B. Wolgin
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n investor can buy a high-quality. unleveraged
aDartment house at the current market price
ui,a get an 8.5or first-year yield tNOUpiicer.
The Russell-NCREIF annual income return is only
7.29a (firsl quarter 1992 annualized). Since income
return provided by the index is a composite of property incomes divided by appraised values, are properties in the index on average overvalued? How
accurate are the indexed properties' appraisals?

This article addresses this issue in four steps. It
looks at the nature of real estate income return indices in terms of their intended benefits and the
constraints associated with their construction. With
this background, it examines the best available empirical evidence on the reliability of appraisal, labeling the result: the traditional appraisal lag. Using
this foundation, it returns to the questions above
and attempts to numerically reconcile index income

yields with acquisition rates. Finally, the conclu-

Another source of published data on hotel mortgages is the previously mentioned Hotel and Motel

sions are reported.

Brokers of America (HMBAI. The HMBA recently
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In the

distressed markets of early 1992 when
much commercial real property fell into the high
yield category, then:

6

developed a new publication, called. Trqns@tions by

2.lVc

IIMBA, which lists many types of financial criteria

1.0s,

relative to hotel sales. For 1991 the HMBAs average
listed first mortgage loan-to-value ralio was 73.77a
at an average interest rate of 9.87c, an average amortization period of 21.5 years and an average term

L3.959o or l4Vc

Sad to say, in some distressed markets the
proper risk rating may be the junk bond category
which produces higher yields.
Conclusion
The appropriate discount or capitalization rate for
real property valuation seems to be revealed best in
the trading activities of capital markets where the
volume and alailability of data are optimum. Professional risk rating has enhanced the reliability of
selected rates. The selection of a risk rate for a real
estate investment is not a simple process, but one
that requires adjustments to account for the differences between securities and real property. While
requiring judgrnent, determination of these differences should be largely market driven. It is hoped
the field will attract much more att€ntion and study.

6.Wqo

5.5M0

70.95Vc
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of 12.5 years.

Another way we are able to quantify return requirements for hotel debt is by looking at individual
deals as they occur as well as the terms offered by
sellers who provide financing for hotels. We have
listed some of what we have seen as follows:
r At a major auction held at the end of 1991, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) offered purchase money mortgages for first mortgages on hotels up to a 757o loan-to-value (or loanto-price ) ratio. Interest rates ranged from 150 to
200 basis points over seven-year Treasury notes
(between 8.357r and 8.85%)l amortization schedules were based on 30 years, and mortgage terms
were seven years. This was non-recourse, nonassumable debt with a 1.257r origination fee.
Other terms included a prepayment penalty of 37r
during the first three years, 2% during years four
and frve and none for years six and seven.
r Third-party financing was placed on a midwestern airport hotel by an Asian lender at the
end of the third quarter 1991. A first mortgage in
the $10 to $15 million range reflected the full
purchase price of the property (i.e., a loan-to-value
ratio of 100%). The terms were interest-only at
250 basis points over prime (about 9Vc as of
March, 1992). The mortgage probably was intended as some sort of bridge financing because
its original term was only 1.5 years (not to mention interest-only). However, by January the term
had been extended to six years with a 30-year
amortization schedule. And lest this deal sounds
too good to be true, be advised: A total of close to
$8 million was either guaranteed or pledged by
the borrower in the form of a security interest in
other non-realty assets, and the borrowing entity
included the propertyt management.
r Another third-party financing was provided by
the same Asian lender in early 1992. The property
wa8 a standard-class (chain-affrliated) hotel in another midwestern market. This deal was for a
non-recourse first mortgage in the S5 to S10 million range at a 75.59c loan-to-value ratio. The interest rate was 300 basis points over prime; the
term of the loan was five years, interest only for
the first two and a 25-year amortization schedule
thereafter.
r In late 1991 a quasi-governmental arm ofthe Rff,
took back a purchase money mortgage on a
stsndard-class (chain-affiliated) hotel in a relatively depressed area of the Northeast. The loanto-value ratio was 70Vc, with interest at 200 basis
points over prime. The mortgage was in the $5 to
$10 million range. We were unable to ascertain
the amortization schedule with exactitude but estimate that it was based on a SO-year schedule;
the term of the loan was seven years.
Rotes o[ Return on Holel lnvestments

r

A major U.S. insurance company took back a purchase money mortgage on a first-class, chainaffrliated (franchised) hotel in the South at the
end of 1990. The mortgage amount was in the $15
to $20 million range, and there was a commitment for a $5 to $7 million second mortgage from
an Asian lender. The term of the first mortgage
was for five years; frxed interest was set at increasing rates during the term, starting at 7.5%
and escalating to 9.57r. We were unable to ascertain the amortization schedule.
Another major U.S. insurance company took back

a purchase money mortgage on a mixed-use (hotel
and office) asset in Texas in the third quarter of
1991. Interestingly, the hotel was not a chainaffrliated property. The loan was in the $5 to $10
million range, but a letter of credit for over $1
million was provided as additional security. The
loan-to-value ratio was a little over 71%, with a
fixed interest rate of 109., a seven-year term and a
25-year amortization schedule.
r In the fourth quarter of 1991 a European lender
took a first mortgage on a small, independent
Manhattan hotel property. This was a takeout of
previous Iinancing; so the property did not sell,
but the stated loan-to-value ratio was 607r of appraised value. The loan was in the $30 to $50
million range, with interest at 150 basis points
over LIBOR. We were unable to ascertain either
the term or the amortization schedule on the loan.
r In the fourth quarter of 1991 an Asian lender provided third-party, Iirst-mortgage financing on a
package of seven domestic hotels (roughly 1,300
rooms). The mortgage amount was in the $30 to
$50 million range at a stat€d loan-to-value ratio of
657c. The interest rate was LIBOR plus 190 basis
points, with a seven-year term and a 28-year amortization schedule. This was a takeout of an original note held by another lender.
r A domestic savings and loan provided a first mortgage on a budget hotel in Texas during the flrrst
quarter of 1992. The loan was in the $1 to $5
million range, with interest at 100 basis points
over prime. The loan-to-value ratio was estimated
at 407r based on a hrst-half of 1991 sale price plus
an estimated $1 million in renovation costs. The
term of the loan was seven years, with a 3O-year
amortization schedule.
From the deals we have seen consummated and
from published data, we believe that required returns for the debt portion of a hotel investment are
identifiable at this point in time, despite the scarcity
of third-party financing for hotels. Our conclusions
are that loan-to-value ratios in Lhe 40% to 7 51t
range generally reflect the market, such as it is,
with frxed interest rates in the 9.5? to 10.57r range.
Although floating interest rates begin at levels that
are materially lower, there is no way of knowing
how they will end up. We see, in general, amortization schedules of 25 to 30 years and loan maturities
of firve to 10 years. While some third-party financing
appears to be coming from Asian and European
lenders, some domestic lenders are providing
47

frnancing in the form of purchase money mortgages.
Although loan-to-ralue ratios are down from the
759o and above levels that were standard in the late
1980s, debt is still a significant portion of a capitalization rate and can be well supported. However, be-

return requirements are supposed to
reflect investor expectations rather than documented interest rates, they are more diflicult to
quantify accurately.
cause equity

Equity Return Requirements
The portion of the hotel investment that is not
funded by debt in the form of a first mortgage typically comes from an equity investor. The rate of
return that an equity investor expects over a tenyear holding period is known as equity yield. Unlike

the equity dividend, which is a short-term rate of
return, an equity yield specifically considers a longterm holding period (generally 10 years), annual

infl ation-adjusted cash flows, property appreciation,
mortgage amortization and proceeds from a sale at
the end of the holding period.

TABLE

It is diffrcult to quantify the rate

of return re-

quired by equity investors who seek to purchase ho-

tel properties. To establish an appropriate equity
yield rate, a hotel analyst may consult several
sources of data. First, one may analyze recent sales

transactions and extract rates based on historical
and forecasted net income figures. Second, one may
refer to numerous published sources of data. Finally,
one may determine anticipated yield rates through
investor interviews.
Analysis Of Recent Seles Transdctions
During each year our firm appraises more than 400
hotels, including properties located in most major
national markets. Most of these appraisals utilize a
mortgage-equity approach in which income is projected and then discounted to a current value at
rates reflecting the cost of debt and equity capital.
In the case ofhotels that were sold subsequent td our
valuations we are able to determine an appropriate
equity yield rate by excluding incentive management fees from the projection of income and expense,
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Sample of Hotels Sold
'Ibtal
'l'ear of

a)rcrall

Sale

Sale Price
per Room

Rste *

Property
Yield

Equity
Yield

l0.tic

l{.6%
19.7

20.39t
32.0
5.6
21.lt

Hotel ryp(

Locirtion

Midscale

Binghamton,

1985

$ 52,200

Luxury
Luxu ry

Beverly Hills, CA
Carlsbad, CA

191r7

265,957

19117

518,672

Midscale

Boston. MA
Boston, MA

l9rr8

52,065

14.9
7.9
10.8

19118

1.11,058

10.1

Chicago, IL
Denrer. CO
Kingston, ltiY
Milford, CT

l9n8
lgtrtt
l9n8
l9tt8

121,731

5r,1J0

9.0
11.9

15.3
13.2
12.3
14.3

61.782

10.7

lt.8

Philadelphia, PA
San Francisco. CA
San Francisco. CA

1988

60,1t15
.18.971

10.8
9.8
8.7

Luxury
Firsl Class
First Class
ltidscale
Midscale
Midscale
Midscale
Midscale

\Y

First Class
First Class
First Class

Wilmington, DE
Annapolis, MI)
Boston. MA

Midscale
Midscale

Concord. CA

Luxury
First Class
First Class
Luxury

First Ctass

Los Angeles, CA
Mission Yalley, CA
New Orleans, LA
San Francisco, CA
lYalnut Creek, CA
Buckhead. GA

Economy
Midscale

Easton, MD
Foster City, CA

First Class
Luxury
First Class

Newport Beach, CA
Palm Springs, CA
San Francisco, CA

Economy
Midscale

Bridgeton, MO
Bretton Woods, NH

Midscale

Corning. NY

l9n8

43,702

1988
19It8
1989
1989
19n9
1989

56,03r

1989
1989

l9lt9
1989

l9ti9
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990

88,601

t2t,2t2
t02,374
60,0,60

12.2
11.1

15.5
12.0
16.5

34,183
226,667

11.5

133,971
97,065

r1.4

228,856
19,240

10.3

i

t,121

27,500
75,210
88.757

t{.7
11.9

t2.t
10.2
14.5

8.5
12.0

8.7

r4.3

l{.5
10.5
17.3
19.9
17.6
16.0

20.2
20.9
19.5
16.0
I ?.1
15.7

t7.i

t990

10.1

t{.7

1991
1991

14,212

t6.7

l6.l

20,06.r

31.7%

22.7C(

19..1

Corporate bond quotes are one example of the
information concerning capital market trading and
yields in stocks and bonds that is available in the
press (Figures 1 and 2). It is hardly adequate for the
rate selection procedure described, but it can be
readily supplemented with additional hnancial information and data from investment banking and
brokerage organizations that actively market the securities involved.
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Copy ght 41992 by the New York Times Company.

Securitizatinn
In recent years securitization of real property interests has ballooned into a billion dollar business. It

where
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Once a risk-rated investment yield has been selected, two further adjustments must be made to
apply the yield to real property investments. Under
the most favorable realty market conditions the liquidity of a real estate investment cannot match that
of moderately active securities. What increment
should be added to the risk-rated investment yield to
provide a suitale penalty for the liquidity of real
property? This probiem is thorny but reasonably
manageable. Investments scheduled to be repaid in
the near future, short maturities, in general are considered to be more liquid than those that come due
later. The Treasury yield curve (Figure 1) illustrates
this thinking by showing the variation in yields for
Treasury securities of different maturities. The
curve is normal when investments with long maturities o{Ier higher yields than those with short maturities, Figure 3 is normal and quite steep. It shows
a three-month yield of 3.257r and a 30-year yield of
7.47c. The 4.157o difference between three-year and
ten-year maturities is significant for our purposes
and amounts to 200 basis points of 2%.

Av.[Cr yi.ld. !l qu.n d,

28.0
33.7
22.6
20.4
27.6%

1{.0

This procedure is not simple, but with research
and study it can be applied to any real estate investment. Because it is based on daily published information from a large market that trades in
professionally risk-rated investments, the procedure
yields data that is broad-based and market-driven
and, thus, is more persuasive than conclusions
drawn from a small group of real property
transactions.

:tGYcr

16.5

20.3

191,163
105,263

markets, but it has not enjoyed great success in commercial real property because of the lack of standardization of product and underwriting. However,
efforts in this area have led risk-rating organizations to develop methodologies for rating commercial
real property on a portfolio or proPerty-specific
basis. More interesting developments surely will be
forthcoming, because many regard securitization as
the probable future source of the real estate industry's financing.

FI(iL]RB

15.0
3.8
21.2
9.8
17.0
19.6

great length of time. Such bonds lack outstanding
investment characteristics and, in fact, have speculative traits as well". In the case of a real property
investment analysis, the objective is to judge
whether the observed elements of risk match this
description. Factors to be considered include market
trends, lease details, credit standings of tenants, etc.
When the risks of a real estate investment fit with,
say, a Baa rating description, current trading levels
for the Baa rating can be used to determine investment yield for the investment.

it
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Adjustments

The Treasury yield curve relates to Treasury
issues only and is subject to gyrations during periods when the Fed is using monetary policy to slow
or accelerate the growth of the economy. At times
the curve may become inverted, as short-term yields
exceed yields from investments with longer maturities. In such cases a curve for the A, Baa or highyield category may be constructed and conclusions
drawn from it.
Other factors affecting liquidity require consideration, among them are average volume of trading
in an issue and the identity and track record of the
market maker or makers.

A further adjustment to the risk-rated investment yield is needed to account for the burden of
investment management which is incurred with
real property but not with securities. It is well recognized that property investments, at their simplest,
are not passive. Tb get a handle on an appropriate
market-established adjustment, one must research
the fees charged by asset management orgarizations for handling a portfolio or an individual investment. At this point the process may be summarized
as follows:

Baa risk rated yield
Penalty for illiquidity
Penalty for management
Discount rate

9.57c

2.0%
1.0%

12.57.

5

flow, the reversionary profit from the ultimate sale
of a property. This sale price often is estimated by
capitalizing, say, the l1th year cash return by a rate

slightly higher than the appropriate current rate.
Because reversionary profit often is a large segment

of IRR and the events being forecast are remote,
some fear and trembling may accompany this process. Nevertheless, the essence of property valuation

is forecasting futures.
The Discount Rate
Clearly in DCF valuation the selected discount rate
is a key item. Where does it come from? Appraisers
have shown some preference for real estate sources,
such as comparable sales and surveys of investor

attitudes; however, the volatility and uncertainty in
the post-savings and loan debacle period have
eroded confidence in these sources. At least the belief that rents and values must rise to match infla-

tion is no longer strong. In the recent

past

appraisers have accorded a small amount of atten-

tion to financial market activities, but gradually
data from that source is developing the degree of
attention

it

merits.

Where We Are Now
The search for the right rare led the appraisal profession through an evolutionary process, developing
and refining the income approach to valuation but
reflecting the continued need to develop stronger,
more believable rate selection procedures. ?'8 It always has been clear that a real estate investment
represents money invested in the expectation of receiving competitively attractive monetary returns
in light of perceived risks. In the United States and
most of the rest of the world, millions of investments

involving billions of dollars and using instruments
such as stocks, bonds, etc., are made each day in
well-established, effective capital and money markets, These investments are bought and sold at
prices that investors expect will provide yields consistent with those found in the markets for similarly
risk-rated situations. Thus, any single transaction
reveals the investor's forecast of future benefits, and
the market's activities disclose market expectations
about futures.
It is said that capital markets are the best predictors of future economic conditions; therefore, a
reading of their events should benefit investors and
valuers in forecasting future benefits and in selecting discount rates. Strangely, the real estate appraisal professiont acceptance and use of capital
market data as the basis of rate selection has been
slow. Perhaps the distress and distortions of the real
estate market in the early 1990s may prompt a
harder look at the wealth of data and guidance in
the frnancial arena. A comprehensive look at this
data will require the serious efforts of academics and
practitioners in the pursuit of the necessary studies.
The answers cannot be obtained from a casual
glance at capital market data in a newspaper, but
they can be attained through disciplined studies of
the available data. After all, the capital markets
reveal market-acceptable monetary yields on professionally risk-rated situations.
4

The Fed

Let us briefly examine a few

aspects of financial
market information to demonstrate its usefulness to

real estate investors and valuers. First, a word or
two (a book might be more appropriate) about the
Federal Reserve System. This independent organization, created by Congress, promulgates and implements U.S. monetary policy. The Fed exerts
substantial control over the availability and price of

funds. Through its Open Market Committee activities, buying and selling U.S. Government securities, the Fed can quickly expand or contract money
supply, thereby raising or dropping general interest
levels in relation to the demand for funds. The Fed
has direct control of short-term interest rates, such
as the discount rate and the Fed funds rate, and less
of an impact on rates of longer maturities which are
powerfully influenced by the degree to which inflation may erode the value of securities.

The interest rates most directly controlled by
the Fed are watched carefully by the hnancial community, which keys off them in establishing market
levels for yields on other instruments of varying
risks and maturities. It is interesting to note that
the Fed's monetary moves appear to follow a cycle.
When the economy is expanding vigorously, the Fed
will be quick to detect growing inflation and counter
it by restricting credit and raising interest rates. In
times of recession the Fed will expand monetary
policy to pump up the economy and bring about declines in interest rates. Witness the drastic rate declines of 1992 engineered by the Fed in its attempt
to promote an economic recovery. This cyclical aspect of monetary policy is important and useful for
making forecasts of future economic and monetary
conditions. In the analysis of real property investment performance, both present and future rates are
key elernents.
Rish
Risk has always been a prime investment concern.
In real property valuations from the earliest days
the capitalization rate was set at some increment
above the return from safe investments, such as U.S.
Government bonds. The magrritude of the increment
was estimated to cover the greater degree of risk
associated with investing in real property. The assessment of risk is now handled in debt capital markets by professional rating organizations, such as
Standard and Poor's, Moody's, Duff and Phelps and
others that grade and label various levels of risk
using symbols, such as Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, etc.
The rating agencies publish descriptions of the
elements and qualities represented by the various
rating grades. With this information and the results
of market trading, one can judge the yield level necessary to attract capital to a venture whose perceived risks closely ht a rating description. For
example, the Baa rating is described by Moodys as:
"medium grade obligations, i.e., they are neither
highly protected nor poorly secured. Interest payments and principal security appear adequate for
the present, but certain protective elements are
lacking or are characteristically unreliable over any
REAI ESTATE ISSUES FALLAVINTER
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inserting the projection into a valuation model and
adjusting the appraised value to reflect the actual
sale price by modifying the return aasumptions. Thble 2 presents a representative sample of hotels that
were sold shortly after we appraised them, along
with the imputed total property and equity returns
based on our valuation approach.
It should be noted that the rates of return cited
in Thble 2 aasume a specific ty'pe of financial structure and may not represent the actual expectations
of these buyers. The table illustrates, however, the
levels of returns a typical investor may expect when
acquiring one of these hotels.
Published Sources
Numerous real estate firms and organizations publish newsletters and summaries of investor surveys
and hotel real estate sales. A review of some of the
more recent newsletters from these firms illustrates
that anticipated total property yield rates (Yo) employed by hotel investors in their analysis range
from 12.07o to 78.5Va. Anticipated equity yield rates
(Ye) range from 15.0% to 28.01c. Going-in capitalization rates range from L0.09" to 74.0Va, and terminal
capitalization rates range from 9.0% tn 141c. The

typical holding periods reported by these surveys
range from 5 to 15 years.
A new source of hotel investment return data is
the previously mentioned publication entitled
Transadinns b HMBA. Although this publication
does not consider yield data,

it

interesting direct capitalization rate data. During 1991 the
HMBA reports to have sold 1?0 hotels, which account for approxim ately 257c of all reported nonjudicial U.S. hotel and motel sales. The size of these
lodging facilities is typically up to 400 rooms. Statistical data relating to conventional sales and lenderowned (REO) sales summarized in the premiere edition of Transactions 1992 include: operating performance at the time of sale, including average daily
room rate and rooms revenue per room; hotel sales
transactions statistics, including selling price per
room, rooms revenue multiplier, net operating income multiplier and capitalization rate; and hnancing attained at the time of sale, including first
mortgage loan-to-value ratio, amortization period,
loan term and debt coverage ratio, Of the 170 HMBA
hotel salee tracked during 1991,94 were conventional sales, and 76 were REO sales. The average
capitalization rate reported for the 94 conventional
sales was 11.9%. The average capitalization rate for
70 sales of properties with fewer than 75 rooms was
L2.1Vo. The average capitalization rate for 24 sales of
properties with greater than 75 rooms was 9.89c.
does contain

Investor Interviews

As hotel real estate counselors we are in constant
contact with numerous institutional and individual
hotel investors. These investors have return requirements that may be expressed as an equity yield rate
based on a lO-year projection of net income before
incentive management fees but after debt service.
Thble 3 illustrates the equity yield requirements of a
cross-section of hotel investors.
Rates ol Return on Hotel Investments

TABLE

3

Equity Yield Requirements
Source of

Equity

Individual slndicator

Institution
Source:

Equity Yield Requirement
20% tn 24%
lSoh tn 22on

Hospitalit! Valuotbn Seftices

Yields And Capitalization Rates Of Three Current
DeaLs

As a final foray into the world of hotel capitalization
rates, we analyzed three recent hotel transactions to

illustrate current return rates. The three properties
vary significantly in size, location and level of
quality.
Sale number I was of a high-rise, luxury-class,
under 500-room, chain-alfrliated hotel located in the
South Central United States. The property was purchased with cash for slightly more than $120,000
per room during the past year. The property had a
successful operating history. Occupancies generally
were in the high 701c range, and average room rates
were slightly over $100 (with an upward trend) in
1990 and 1991. The overseas buyer was expected to

ultimately finance part of the purchase with offshore funds and back the mortgage by a corporate

guarantee. Because the anticipated debt did not reflect a pure real estate mortgage, we factored into
our analysis several assumed structures for hotel
debt financing from third parties or sellers. Thble 4
illustrates the various yields and capitalization rates
derived from the analysis.
Sale number 2 was of a mid-rate, first-class,
chain-affrliated hotel located in the South Central
United States. The property was sold by a U.S. lending institution and purchased during the past year
by an overseas hotel operator with cash for approximately $41,000 per room. We were unable to ascertain if the buyer was interested in or able to finance
a portion of the investment. The purchaser was reportedly planning to renovate and rename the property at an approximate cost of S14,000 per room. We
analyzed the transaction on an all-cash basis and
with several assumed debt structures. Table 5 illustrates the various yields and capitalization rates derived from the analysis.
The third sale involved an older (originally constructed in the late 1960s) mid-priced, standardclass, chain-affrliated lodging facility in the nothern midwest. The facility had operated with 100 to
200 rooms. The property's hietorical occupancies
were in the 509c to 60% range, but room rates had
been declining from the ,t$65 level since 1989. The
purchaser intended to reposition the property to the
upper end of the budget segrnent, eliminate the hotel's restaurant and lounge facilities but retain a
Iimited amount of function space, and change the
property's chain affiliation to one more suited to a
budget-t1ae operation. The property had been foreclosed and was sold out offoreclosure in mid-1992 for

t9

TABLE

4

Yield and Capitalization Rate Analysis
Luxury high-rise hotel
South C2ntrsl llnited Stetes
$r2r,000

Hotel TyD€

Locetion
Sales Drice Der room

Direct Capitalization Rates

First Year
Level of Income

Historical

Projected

8.5C.

9.5q.
11.7%

NOI after resene for replacement
NoI before resen'e for rcplscement
Tbn l'ear DCF

l'ield

10.31r

Stabilized Year
Deflated to Currcnt $
s.6q.

ll.8%

Rates
Leveraged aa 65q

Tbtal

Yield Rate

Property (Yo)

Equity
Yield (Ye)

Property (Yo)

13.51c

In.0%

13.5C(

NOI before resen'e for r€placement

17.|q

25.7q.

t7.ts.

TABLE

Equity
Yield (Ye)

Tbtal

NoI after rcserve for rrplacement

approximately $13,000 per room; however, the buyer
committed to spend another $7,000 per room (approximately) in renovations. The total investment
therefore was $20,000 per room. Third-party financing was obtained at a stated 60% loan-to-value ratio;
based on the purchase price alone (without considering the renolation costs), the actual loan-topurchase-price ratio was closer to 707o. However,
based on the purchase price plus the renovation cost,
the loan-to-value ratio calculated out at slightly under 459c. The interest rate on the mortgage floated

All

Leveraged @ 50%

16.t

Ca-sh

Tbtal
PmDerty (Yo)

Equity
Yield (Ye)

13.5.n

13.5q.

17.1.,1t

l7.tc(

with the prime rate; however, this interest rate was
reported to be artificially low due to the strong
guarantees put in place by an entity that was known
to the lender. The loan had a three-year balloon and
was amortized on a lS-year schedule. Because the
anticipated debt did not reflect a pure real estat€
mortgage, we factored into our analysis several assumed structures for hotel debt financing from third
parties or the seller. Thble 6 illustrates the various
yields and capitalization rates derived from the
analysis.

Yield and Capitalization Rate Analysis
Hotel lype

Sales price p€r room
Renovation coEt per nrcm
'Ibtal acquisition cost

I,000

$11,000
$55,000

Direct Capitalization Rates

First Year
Lerel of lncome
NOI after resene for rtplaaemenl
NOI before rcsene for rrplacement

Historical

Projected

2.8q

6.7qt
8.5E

5.21(

Stabilized Year
Deflated to Current $

l,creraged @ 60%

Ibtal
NOI after rcserve for repla.ement
NOI before rrserve for replacement

50

P!0peny (Yo)
15.t%

18.ttl

vs-

The term "y" represents the specified equity
yield a property will provide based on the investment's risk rating and the competition for funds in
capital markets. Such yield is a composite of investment cash flow earnings augment€d by property

mode.6

12.11(

Once an overall capitalization rate is selected,
the next st€p is t use it in the value formulation
VR = V. In the early years of Ellwood, much difticulty arose over the definition of the term "I". "I"
was considered to be a property's net income earn-

M.tq(

Tbn Year DCF Yield Rates

Yield Rate

app

The combined y - mc is a weighted average of
equity yield and mortgage terms and includes the
effects of mortgage amortization (debt reduction).
The capitalization rate R then is a band of investment (weighted average) of equity yield and mortgage t€rms modified by anticipated property value
changes over the holding period.
In 1970 Charles B. Akerson made a valuable
contribution to the understanding of Ellwood's procedures by replacing the original horizontal algebraic expression with a vertical band of investment

First.class mid.rise hotel
South Centrsl United States
$.t

R: v-mc
"
-

value increase (appreciation) over the holding period
or diminished by value loss (depreciation).
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Location

syllogism but responses to felt necessities of the
times.a So, too, has real estate appraisal responded
to the necessities of the times. In reaction to the
atmosphere of change in the 1950s L. W. Ellwood,
introduced his monumental work: the Ellwood Tables for Real Estate Appraising and Financing,s
which acquainted the appraisal profession with the
world of yield capitalization. Ellwood's procedures
recognized the principles of anticipation and change
by providing for future changes in incomes and
values. They also followed the bundle of rights theory by recognizing the separateness of the mortgage
and equity entities. Ellwood's approach to valuation
was to price a property so it would produce a competitively attractive yield for the equity investment in
light of specific mortgage terms and anticipated
changes in incomes and values over the holding period. If mortgage terms for an investment were t1pically available in the market, the pricing would be a
market value; however, the procedure could be used
with any selected terms. This position was incorporated into the market value definition in the American Institut€ of Real Estate Appraisers' ?fte
Appraisal of Real Estale,9th edition. It is also interesting to note that the principal ingredients of the
overall rate for capitalization, mortgage and equity
rates were products of trading in capital and money
markets.
To have all the previously mentioned market
conditions and factors in a single overall capitalization rate, Ellwood constructed the following formula:
* d"P

Leveruged @

iW

.{ll

lbtal

C&sh

Equity
Yield (l'e)

Ttttal
Property (lb)

Equity
Yield (Y€)

Prcperty (Yo)

20.0%
25.5q.

15.V(

18.8q.

15.9t

15.1

18.19.

18.1%

18.1%
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ings; however, debate focused on the period to which

earnings should be attributed. Ellwood stated
plainly that "I" was the average stabilized income
for the future investment term. He demonstrated
that there was a & minimis difference between the

In Seqrch ol The Rqte

value that used this income and the value that was
discounted year by year, excluding violent distortions. Nevertheless, some practitioners continued to
insist that "I" represented the first year's income.
During the 1960s this writer worked closely with
Ellwood in the teaching ofhis materials and became
aware that the problem was bothersome. Ellwood
finally decided to settle the controversy by introducing into the capitalization rate the "J" factor so one
could use the first year's income and reflect a sinking fund pattern of gro*'th in income at a rate (appreciation t selected by the appraiser.

An attractive facet of the Ellwood process is its
usefulness in analyzing capitalization rates. For example, in judging the acceptability of any given rate,
it is easy to compute the amount of property value
and income change that can occur over an investment's holding term and yet have the equity position
realize a selected yield. After this sensitivity testing
was put in graphic form, Ellwood yield curves became a standard feature of most appraisals. Ellwood
was the mightiest contributor to the search for the
right rate.

Discounted Cash Flow Comes Ttr The Fore
Ellwood gave appraisers and investors a practical
vehicle for complete investment analysis. However,
as the pace of inflation and market activity continued to accelerate, investors demanded a means of
reviewing an investment's probable performance, on
a year by year basis over its term, on a spreadsheet.
A procedure, commonly called discounted cash flow
(DCF), for many years had been used extensively by
financial institutions in the analysis of investments
in most fields of business. In the 1980s and early
1990s real estate appraisers siezed upon DCF as a
vehicle to reflect and account for the volatility in
many economic elements, particularly infl ation.
What has DCF to do with the quest for the riEht
roJe? When all cash flows, such as purchase price
paid, annual cash returns and proceeds of sale, are
assumed to be known, one can easily compute the
investment's expected internal rate of return (IRR)
and make comparisons with yields from other similarly risk-rated investment opportunities in fields
such as stocks and bonds. DCF therefore facilitates
judgments about the feasibility and competitive attractiveness of an investment. It also is used by appraisers as a direct valuation approach, in which the
annual cash returns and proceeds of ultimate sale
are forecast and then discounted to present value at
what the valuer deems to be the right rate in light of
perceived risks.
The availability of computerization has made
the DCF process expeditioue and economical and facilitated the use of sensitivity analysis and the exploration of many "what ifs." So{tware packages
have enabled appraisers to use lease-byJease analysis to forecast financial performance.
Despite its considerable attractive features,
computerized DCF poses the danger of a more mechanical than thoughtful analysis. Another thorny
issue in the process is the estimate of the final cash
3

any given time. Enterprises therefore must compet€
to obtain a share of money by offering competitively
attractive returns. Real estate is not exempt from
this need to compete; it can claim no amount of
money as a matter of right.

The second factor that needs to be reviewed is
the subject of the investment. Again, this is not real
estate; it is an interest or interests in real property,
and the intangible rights to use, sell, Iease, sublet,
mortgage, glve away, etc. These rights are legally
documented and often publicly recorded. In valuations parties talk about the value of a property, but
property is not a unit; it is a package of real property rights, each having an owner with his individual goals and strategies for achieving those goals.
The rights are prioritized in their claims on a venture's earnings. Usually claims on a venture's earnings follow the chronology of creation of individual

rights; however, subordination contracts may alter
the order of precedence of claims. These are important considerations in rating the risk of various interests, which can be, and routinely are, separately
valued and traded at earnings rates consistent with
competition for capital and perceived risks. Consider
the simple case of a single family dwelling whose
owner holds an equity investment position encumbered by a mortgage created by a financial institution which may hold the mortgage, or as is more
common, sell it in the secondary mortgage market.
More complex ventures may be made up of equity,
mortgage, junior mortgages, land leases, operating
leases, etc. Therefore, in any investment analysis or
valuation, it is critically important to identify specifically the subject real property interests, forecast
the future benefits of their ownership, risk rate the
position and select the appropriate earnings rate for
discounting. Trying to squeeze multi-party, multiproperty interest considerations into one value number can create confusion.

Capitalization Development
Appraisal literature opens the discussion of capitalization by offering the formula: VR = V2 The literature states that the value of a real property interest
is a function of ik earnings capacity; therefore, valuation is accomplished by dividing income by the
earnings rate that is necessary to attract capital to
the venture. Thus begins the never-ending search
fo," the riEht rale.
In the 1930s and 1940s the U.S. economy was
depressed, interest rates were loq inflation was not
a threat and rate volatility was negligible. However,
the risk element in real estate investments was recognized, and it was agreed that the appropriate rate
should provide some spread above the yield alailable
from absolutely safe investments, such as U.S. T!easury bonds. Methods and procedures therefore were
developed to build up a capitalization rate. These
methods used as a baseline the return from a safe
investment, and they made incremental additions
to this baseline value to account for the features
of a real estate investment that did not measure
up to the standards of safe investments, such as
illiquidity, risk ratings, burden of investment
2

management and others. For example, the buildup

might be as follows:
Safe investment rate
Penalty for additional risk
Penalty for illiquidity
Penalty for management
Total

rate

TABLE

+ 2.59c
+ l.lVc
+ 1.07c
+ 0.5Vc

Yield and Capitalization Rate Analysis

Although this approach was and is serviceable,
it fostered uneasiness about the quantity and quality of market support for the adjustments in the
buildup.

Thurston Ross, CRE, introduced another rate
selection method called a band of investment. This
method used a weighted average of interest costs for
a property's mortgage and equity capital compo-

Weighted average

rate

l,ocation

Older, mid-rate hotel (to be converted to budcet)
North Midwestern United Ststes

S&leB price p€r room

$13,000

Renovation cost lxr room
Tbtal acquisition cost per room

$

Hotel TYpe

6.01c

nents. For example:
75% mortgage (, 8.0q,
25Vo equtty (4 70.09o

6

7,000

$20,000

Direct Capitalizationlates

First Year
Level of Income

NOI after resene for repla4ement
\OI before rcsene for replacement

Historical

Projected

Stabilized Year
Deflated to Current $

6.M

7.M

t5.7St

8.57r

9.6q.

18.0?

Tbn ]'ear DCF Yield Rates

6.07c

Leveraged Cq 60n/.

2.51o

8.5%

This method represented the first effort to asfinancing on property

sess the influence of mortgage

valuation.

Residual Approaches
Appraisal educators very properly pointed out that
investors require both a return on and a return of
invested capital and stated that a provision for capital recapture should be added to the interest earnings rate. They also reasoned that since land
endures, only the building investment, a wasting
asset, required recaptu.e on a straight line or a
sinking fund basis. Land and building residual techniques were developed to value separately the property's physical components.3 Implicit in the
development of the building residual was provision
for a decline in income and value, which harmonized
with the realities in the existing marketplace. The
search for tbe right rote continued.

Yield Rate
NOI after resene for replacement
NOI before rcsene for replaccment

Tbtal
Property (Yo)

Equity
Yield (Ye)

18.8%

27.VL

21.6q(

32.4%

Conclusion
While third-party financing on hotel properties is
scarce, hotel deals are being made, and the sales are

being financed. That hotels are being bought and
with equity and debt funding supports the consideration of mortgage and equity return requirements in developing today's capitalization rates.
Despit€ the large number of seller-financed deals,
sold

purchase money mortgages and loans backed by cor-

porate credit, debt terms for hotels are ascertainable, although the range of current loan-to-value
ratios is broader than it was in the past. On the
equity side, the market is clearly fragrnented, with
no apparent consensus on the required equity

L€veraged

(i

All Cash

,15%

Prop€rty (Yo)

EquitrYield (]'e)

Tbtsl
Property (Yo)

Equity
Yield (l'e)

18.8.r
21.67t

18.8%
28.0q(

21.6q

18.8{z
21.6q(

Tbtal

returns. Clearly the quality, age and class of the
particular property, the strength (or weakness) of its
operating and financial history, its position, both
historical and potential, in the marketplace and the
magnitude of any required renovation or repositioning influence strongly the tlpe of equity investor
who will be attracted to the property and the equity
portion of the required return on investment. In developing capitalization rates for any particular hotel
property, it is important to recognize these factors,
interpret them in light of the kind of equity investor
who would be attracted to the property, and understand their effect on the required rates of return to
the equity component.

The Coming Of Ellwood
With the conclusion of World War II, new forces
came into play; change was pervasive, as shown by
rapidly increasing real estate values. In response to
how appraisers should deal with these new conditions, a debate ensued. It revolved around whether
the present change in real estate should be regarded
as a t€mporary surge that eventually would subside
and return markets to their former levels or was it a
permanent trend that required new appraisal thinking. Of course, the problem's final arbiter was the
investing public who kept buying at higher prices.
While appraisal education has always recognized the principle of anticipation and its future perspective, it has applied somewhat retrospective
methodologies. Because analysis of comparable sales

emphasizes previous transactions, it must be adjusted to reflect the market's perception of the future
as of the appraisal date.

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes said of the law that its life is not the
REAL ESTATE
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Rqles of Return on Hotel Inveslments
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olfices making up
I t the end of 1991, the 44 (VNI)
published a
Valuation
Network,
Inc.,
f
I I monograph titled Viewpoinl 1992 -Real Estate

!
I
I

n valuing commercial real property interests the
income approach has been. and continues to be,
the most persuasive and widely used method of
meaaurement. It is an application of the so-called
principle of anticipation that describes value as the
present worth of the future benefits of ownership.l
Implicit in its development are two principal steps:

Value Trends. The purpose of this publication was
not to discuss what had happened to real estate
value trends; this is well known. The crux of the

BUMPING
ALONG THE
BOTTOM
Capitalization and discount rates for
specific property types haae stabilized.

Webster A. Collins, CRE

A 1992: Ualualion Netunrh, In

.

Parts of this articlz are reprinted. from Viewpoint 1992-Real
Estat! Value Trends, pp. ,5-19.

publication was to concentrate on what indicators of
value are driven by demographic and economic conditions and, from this data, to study the strength of
property markets in various cities.
It is well-recognized that the value of real estate
is driven primarily by occupancy and yield expectations. It is measured in the form of capitalization
rates which increase or decrease depending upon
growth or decline in income and the degree of perceived risk. Capitalization rates are low when demand substantially exceeds supply and major appre-

ciation

is

anticipated. Conversely, capitalization

rates are high when deflationary conditions exist.
As the 21st Century is approached, massive, unprecedented overbuilding must be confronted. As
one participant at the CRE's 1992 Midyear Meeting
in Cincinnati observed: there are not enough unemployed people in the United States to fill all the

buildings built in the 1980s.

Real Estate Investment Criteria
Notwithstanding comments of this type, the fundamental, underlying truth of the matter is that the
study of investment criteria, typically in terms of
yield expectations and capitalization rat€s, has
moved at a snail's pace in comparison with changes
in value.
It is well known that real estate values in the
United States have been off by as much as 2570 between 1990 and 1991. At the same time, initial capitalization rates in the VNI survey rose by only
11.37r in those preriods because of other components
of the valuation equation, such as occupancy factors

(l) forecasting future benefits and (2) discounting
future benefits to express their present worth. The
second step raises the query: discounting at what

rate?

IN SEARCH Of
THE BATE

Because of their large uolum.e of risk-rated
transat:tions, capital marhets produce the
most reliable dnta for selecting dppropriate
discount rates.

by James E. Gibbons, CRE

from those envisioned for the generally accepted definition of market value, and they rendered real estate transactions unsuitable for market discount
rate extraction.
So with limited mortgage credit available and
distress in the sales markets, where can the real
estate professional look for reliable evidence to support plausible discount rate selections?

and related income/expense adjustments.

The year-end 1991 VNI going-in capitalization
rate survey (Table 1) reveals some rather interesting

Primary Considerations
Before plunging into a discussion of discount rate
selection, two fundamental factors should be reviewed; the first is the nature of a so-called real

conclusions:

!

Capitalization rates related to o{fice buildings

r

have increased, since year-end 1991, between 15
basis points and 25 basis points.
A capitalization rate increase of 15 basis points
has occured in the industrial market.

r
r

property investment. It is not real estate, land and
bricks and mortar: it is simply money in the form of
mortgage financing or equity venture capital or any
combination of the two. Money is invested in the
expectation of receiving monetary returns at a rate
that is deemed appropriate in light of existing capital market conditions and the perceived risk of the
venture. The rate of return clearly is a major consideration for investors. Money is fungible and can be
put to work in any venture in any industry. Whats
more money is available only in a frnite amount at

The regional mall market has declined by five
basis points; in contrast, the strip shopping center
market has increased by 20 basis points.
The apartment market has strengthened on the
basis of a decline of 10 basis points in going-in
capitalization rates.
Wcbrter A. Collins, CRE, is etecutit* uue president and
parher of Whittier Partners, Boston. He has shared respn"
sibilitf in the marwging of onz of the areab largest op-

praual and consulting organizalions.
seraEd as presid2nt

ln

.hmez E. Gibbone, CRE, is diector of Jomaica Saings
Banh, Neu,York and Eastern Redlt! InLestment Cotp.
Washington, D.C. He uus dircclor of the Manhalton Life

1991-1992 he

of Ualualian Neluarh, ln ., o 44-offbe

Insurante Company and Banhers Trust Co, N.Y' and he is
past president of the Amertcan Socte! of Reol Estare

a

firm thol specializes in real estale &luati,on and counseling
throughoul the United Stiles.
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long standing and generally accepted real estate appraisal methodologies recommend the analysis of recent sales of comparable properties to
extract indicated capitalization and discount rates.
In certain market atmospheres this technique is adequate: however, in most markets there seldom are
enough comparables to promote feelings of assurance in the rates selected, and in chaotic, volatile
periods the process is generally unsatisfactory. For
example, in the early 1990s restrictive credit policies
employed by banks and insurance companies made
capital unavailable, dried up normal market transactions and left only distressed sales by flrnancial
institutions that had acquired properties through
foreclosures and bankruptcies and that were under
regulatory pressure to recapture some capital. The
Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) poured billions
of dollars of properties and mortgages into the marketplace under orders that the properties should be
moved promptly. To accomplish the mission RIC, after some initial delay, provided seller financing on
liberal terms. These conditions were far removed

Counselors.
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years before had undertaken the strip mining opera-

THE
PRESIDENT

SPEf,KS

THINKING
THBOUGH THE
PROCESS
lI
f
I

ears aso. a friend of mine described the U.S,
brsineisman's reaction to problems as being
not unlike the scenarios many of us grew up
with-of the western hero or posse riding in at the

last minute in a fury of activity to rescue the fair
maiden, solve the problem, chase away the bad guy,

or provide whatever solution was demanded.
While initially this observation was somewhat

humorous, upon serious reflection, I find a great
deal of truth in the analogy. Many of those leaders
who totlay monitor, guide or direct U.S. businesses
were brought up in the era of western cowboy movies
where just this scenario was standard modus
operandi.

In business planning, the results of this scenario
are seen in:

1. A lack of forward planning.
2. An unwillingrress on the part of business, industry, individuals and others to weigh the
conaequences of their individual activities in
a much broader scope or environment.

3. Too much emphasis on the individual enter-

prise or operation and too little consideration
of the potential global impact-whether that
global impact is to a neighborhood, city, region, country or the world.

4. The absence of meaningful government/
business interplay that allows a more meaningful consideration of factors that go beyond
the scope of the single enterprise.

tions in this area, were blamed and criticized for
their lack of sensitivity to the environment and failure to respect the origrnal condition of the land.
What was missing in the strip mining scenario
was an ongoing thought process that would have
incorporated, at the time permits were issued, the
simple requirement that when mining operations
cease, the land is to be restored. If only those who
granted permits had thought through the process,
the mining companies would have been required to
place in escrow funds necessary to assure reclaiming the land when the projects were over. Since this
was not a requirement, it was not done. It's diffrcult
to imagine industry, whether it be U.S. or that of
another country, taking a burden upon themselves
that would be costly and, if not equally applied,
would raise the cost of one provider compared to
another. Since, in my opinion, no one thought
through the process, the gouges in the land that
result from strip mining were abandoned when the
coal ran out, and at a later date, the mining companies were criticized.
We see a recent horrible example of the posse
approach with the operation of the RIC in the Savings and [,oans disasters. The HIC is the posse that
we have sent, not to save the Savings and Loans, but
to shoot the bad guys; rescue something, we hope
can be rescued; and, like the cowboys in the movies,
leave a mess and ride off into the sunset at the end
of a day, patting themselves on the back or throwing
their hats in the air claiming success.

What a different condition our Savings and
Loans and other industries might be in if Real Estate Counselors could be brought early on into the
loan review or development process to challenge feasibilities, pass on or comment on market saturation
and serve clients unbiasedly in other areas of expertise where Counselors are well equipped. Could
cities or states initiate review that might limit future real estate disasters? Yes, is too easy an answer, but it is worth thinking about. How do we
influence the process, for the benefit of the real estate industry, without more unneeded government
intervention? Would not the thinking process in advance benefit the industry far more than the posse

routine coming into place after the disaster has

occurred?

Will

sensible senior offrcers of major banks or
life insurance companies undertake such a nonbiased review process in the future? One can only

Year-End 1991 GoingJn Capitalization Rates, Select€d Property Types

(ItD
Office

Atlsnta. GA

8.75%
9.00%
10.00%
10.50%
9.00%
10.00%
9.00%

Bslttunore, MD
Bo6ton, MA

Cherlott€, NC
Chicago, IL
Cincinmti. 0H
Clerelad, 0H
Columbi& SC
Columbus, 0H
Dsllas. TX

10.00%

9.00r"

Fort Worth, TX

9.50%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%

Hardord, CT

10.50%

Houston, TX

10.30%
8.50%
8.60%
8.50%
9.96%
9.76%
9.00%

Denrtr, C0
Dehoit, MI

Indianapolis, IN
frrnsas City, M0

Ls

Angeles, CA

Louisville, KY
Mif,rni, FL
Minrrcapolis, MN
Morristown, NJ
New Orleans, LA
New York, NY
Nssssu - Sufiolk. NY
Omaha. NE

orlsndo, FL
Philadelphia. PA
Phoeniz, AZ

Pittsburgh, PA
Portlsnd, ME
Portlsnd, OR

Richmond, ri{
St. Lonis, M0
Ssn Antonio, TX
San Diego, CA
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Syracuse, NY

thlse, 0K
ffh$ington,

DC

Ebst P&lm Besch, FL

I1.00%
11.00%
10.00%

11.00%
9.50v"
10.00%
10.00%
12.00%
10.50%

9.00%
12.00"6
10.50%

10.90%
9.?5%
9.00%
9.00%
9.75%
9.75%
10.00%

8.76%

9.50%
12.00%

10.00%

9.00%
10.00%

9.50%
10.00%
9,00%
8.00%

9.26%
9.00%
10.26%
8.00%

r0.00%

Ilegional
Mall

9.50%
10.25%

12.00%
9.00%
8.60%
9.00%
9.00%
9.00%
9.50%

9.76%

Average

Sutrurban
Office

11.00%
8.50%
9.50%
9.50%
10.50%

9.00%
10.76%
10.00%

10.00%
10.60e"
9.50%
10.50%
10.00%
9.00%
9.750a
9.50%
10.25%
9.50%
10.60%

9.42% 10.09%

Community
Mall
10.00%

9.26v"
8.60%
10.009"
8.00%
9.00%
9.00%
8.50%
9.25%

8.50";
9.50%
9.30%
9.50%

9.50";

g.?6%
10.00%
10.60%
9.00%
10.50%
9.60%
9.50%
9.88%
10.00%
10.00%
9.60%
12.00%
10.00%
,20%

r0.50%
8.00e"
8.00q"

9.00%
9.00%
10.75%

9.76%
8.00%
8.60%
9.60%

9.75%
9.00%

I1.50%

[]rban

Suburban

Sho*.

lllult ifamil)

Ilult ifamill-

9.75%
10.00%
10.00%
12.00%

IL60%

8.75%
9.60%
10.50%

9.76e"

Strip

Bare-

Centcr

house

11.50%
10.26%

12.00%
11.00%
10.00%
10.60%
10.00%

9.50%
0.88%
12.00%

I1.00%
9.60%
13.00%
10.50%
11.60%

12.00%
9.60%
10.00%
10.00%

9.76%
I1.50%
10.00%
12.00%
10.00%
9.75%
9.50%
9.60?;

10.00%

12.00e6

I1.00%

10.00%

10.00%
10.00%
10.60%

10.00%

r0.00%

r0.00%

9.60%
9.509"
10.009"
10.50"d

10.00%

I1.00%

I1.50%
9.20%

r0.60%

10.00%
10.50%
9.00q"

t0.60%
9.00%

I1.00%
9.50%
10.00%
9.50%
9.00%
10.009"
9.50%

10.00%

9.00%
9.60%

9.25%

9.26",n

9.25%

9.00%
11.26%
10.00%
10.60%
10.00%

l2.007"
r0.00%
r0.00%

10.00%
10.60%
10.00%

I1.60%

10.00%
9.50%

9.60%

9.60S

9.50%

I r.50%

tt.76%

I1.00%

8.00%
10.50%

9.00%
11.00e{

10.60%

8.62% 9.79%

9.00".6

10.00_"n

9.50%
9.60%

11.50%

r t.00%

9.00%
9.00%

7.00"t

9.00%
10.009.

10.7,t%
10.60"6

10.507"
9.00%
10.25%
10.00%

9.00%

r0.00%

10.259,
10.75%
10.60%

7.50%

9.50,q"

9.00'i,

9.36%

r0.00%

7.50%
8.75v"
9.00%

10.00q"

9.85%

9.00\

I1.00%

9.26%

I1.00%

9.00%

9.60%
9.00%
7.50%
8.50%
7.00%
9.00%
8.00%
8.00%
8.00%

10.60%
10.00%
12.00%

10.50%
10.60%
10.00%
10.00%

9.00%
9.60%
9.60%
9.60%
10.00%
8.00%
10.50%
9.00%
9.26%
10.00%
9.50%

7.00%

Discount Rates
Tlpical year-end 1991 discount rates in major cities,
as reported by VNI members, in general are higher
than 1990 rates. The most important change between 1990 and 1991 is a slowdown of the increase in

burgh, Pennsylvania, and one of the major activities
in the area surrounding Pittsburgh was strip mining of coal. In my young adult years, the strip mines

YI

T

10.50%
10.25%
10.00%
10.50%
9.50%
13.00%
10.50%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%

9.50q.
11.00%
9.00%
12.00%

9.00%
9.50%
9.00%

10.60".6

10.50%

10.00%

8.90%
10.60%
11.50%
9.00%
9.50%

10.50"0
10.50%
10.00%
10.00%
11.007"

r0.00%
9.00%
9.50%
11.?5%
10.00e"

10.44% 10.09% 10.42%

I1.00e"
10.00%
8.00%
8.00%
9.50%
10.00%
10.26%
7.00%
9.0096

9.73%

10.00%
9.40%
9.75%
9.60%
9.00%
9.?5%
9.50%
10.00%
8.50%
10.50%
9.00%
9.50%
9.00%
11.00%
8.90%
9.60%

I1.00%
9.00?"
9.00%
10.00%
10.00%
9.00%
9.00%
9.60%
9.50%
10.25%
9.00%
9.00%
9.63%

hope.

I grew up in eastern Kansas (Kansas City to be
exact) not far from a city named Pittsburgh, Kansas. The name Pittsburgh was in tribut€ to Pitts-

were favorite frshing holes-the land having been
taken over by the state, reclaimed in modest proportion and stocked with large mouth bass and other
game fish. The mining companies, who some 50

TABLE

discount rat€s, although the predominent conclusion
is that discount rates are continuing to increase.

Lawrence A. Kell, CRE

Discount rates are driven by a number of factors, one of which is the cost of money. In the past

President

Americqn Society of Real Estate Counselors
REAL ESTATE
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Bumping Along The Bottom

year, Baa-rated securities have declined in yield by
over 100 basis points. Discount rates, in contrast,
have increased by between 25 and 75 basis points.
The one exception is found in the apartment market
which has remained virtually unchanged.
The increase in discount rates is due to the perceived increase and risk in real estate. Thus, the
decline in the capital equation has been more than
offset by the increase in the risk equation. This
53
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Year-End 1991 Reversion Capitalization Rates, Selected Property T1'pes

CBD

Suburban R.gionsl

Office

OIfice

9.26%

I0.26%

9.00%
10.00%
10.60%

10.26%

ChicsSo, IL

I1.00%

Cincinnati, OH

11.00%
13.00%
10.00%
10.50%
10.00%
12.00%

Aurntf,, CA
Bsltinore, MD
Boston. MA

Cherlotte,

NC

Drllas,

IX

12.00%
9.50%
10.60%
9.60%
9.50%

Denwr,

CO

10.00%

Clelrlsd,

OH

Colunbie.

SC

Columbus, OH

Detroit ltfl

I1.00%

Harfiord, CT

10.75%

Houstotr. TX
Lndianapolis, IN

r0.80%
10.60%
9.00%
10.00%
10.25%
10.26%

Fransas City, M0
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which exhibit discount rate increases of less than 10
basis points between year-end 1991 and the fall of
1992.

Reversion Capitalization Rate
The reversion capitalization rate is higher, as it
should be, than the going-in capitalization rate.
The question on most people's minds is: Have the
spreads between going-in and reversion rates
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changed? Table 2, which provides year-end 1991 reversion capitalization rates, shows that the average
reversion capitalization rate is 10.237o versus 9.797o
for going-in rates or a spread approaching 50 basis
points. This spread continues into 1992 with no appreciable change.

Capitalization Rate Rankings
The lalue of income-producing property is a direct
result of where that property is perceived to "fit"
within the yieltVcapitalization rate equation for
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Linkages Among Capitalization
Rates, Discount Rates and
Real Estate Cycles
David C. Ling and

Halbert C. Smith, CRE
Many income-producing properties have been
ovenalued by appraisers and analysts in the
current real estate recession by failing to account
for asymmetric effects of the real estate cycle on
risk-adjusted discount and capitalization rates.
Because changes in rents are driven by
unpredictable, exogenous factors when a market is
overbuilt, higher risk premiums must be applied to
the discount and capitalization rates to reflect the
uncertain duration and level of the gap between
present and required rents.

27
Normalized Discount Rates
Versus Risk-Adjusted
Discount Rates
D. Richard Wincott, CRE

While the risk in multi-property portfolios has
received much attention, little consideration has
been given to the fact that individual, investmentgrade properties actually represent a portfolio of
leases. Therefore, the risk inherent in any portfolio
of leases varies with the composition of the
portfolio and how it affects the measurement of
yield for the investment. This article addresses the
tenant risk characteristics of lease portfolios and
the impact that larying levels of risk have on
property-specifi c discount rat€s.

38

The Worldwide Reappraisal of
Real Estate Yalues
R. Thomas Powers, CRE

Yield expectations by global property investors are
changing. Unfortunately, elements such as
cunency exchange ratio differentials and political
"safety" have yet to be factored into the fledgling
global property investor market. But they will be
as the global property market moves from infancy
to childhood. And with this move asset price and
asset value will reconverge to assure the most
effrcient transition into the property investment
arena of the '90s.

43
Rates of Return on Hotel
Investments
Daniel H. l,esser, CRE, and
Karen E. Rubin, CBE

In an industry beset with problems, rat€s of return
on hotel investments are extremely diflicult to
ascertain. Yet sales transactions involving hotels
are in fact occurring, and most transactions are
being financed, one way or another. While we
believe that current hotel financing terms are
ascertainable, we find that the equity market is
highly fragmented; returns required by equity
investors cover a broad range and depend upon
numerous property-specific factors as discussed in
this article.

52
Bumping Along the Bottom
Webster A. Collins, CRE

3l
Investor Surveys and the
Discount Rate
Edmund Carroll
The use of an investor survey as a benchmark for
deriving the discount rate for real estate analysis
is a generally accepted technique, based on the
assumption that information gathered in the
survey is reliable and consistent. This article
focuses on the reliability of the investor survey, the
importance of various economic variables and the
relationship between economic variables and the
discount rate through intuitive analysis and
statistical testing.

Changes in the value of real estate are due more to
changes in rental rates, vacancy rates and expense
items than to changes in capitalization and
discount rates. At the same time, it is interesting
to note that as 25 Baa-rated securities have
declined by over 100 basis points, discount rates
have increased by 25 tn 75 basis points. Thus, risk
in real estate is being measured in the
marketplace by changes in yield expectations. This
article presents the results of a recently published

study of value indicators.
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Real estate performance indices-notably the
RusselLrNCREIF-show income yields below the
capitalization rates seen on current acquisitions.
Does this mean that the properties in the index are
overvalued? Are the property acquisition returns
based upon unsustainable, above market rent
assumptions? What accounts for the disparity
between the indicated portfolio yields and expected
acquisition returns? Tb resolve these questions, this
article reviews the traditional appraisal lag by
examining properties sold from the Russell
NCREIF Index and reconciling current "market'
acquisition capitalization rat€s with reported
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IIn Search ofthe Rate
James E. Gibbons, CRE

The income approach is widely accepted as the
most plausible methodology for valuing real
property interests. It is founded on the proposition
that value is the present worth of anticipated
benefits of ownership. Valuation therefore has two
major st€pB: (1) forecasting the benefits of future
ownership, usually as cash flows; and
(2) discounting these expectations to express their
present value. A key element obviously is selection
of the appropriate rate of discount. Over the years
appraisers and analysts have diligently pursued a
search for the right rate. ltha.s become clear that
the most dependable guides are yield data from
capital markets.
IY

t2

Risk Reward: The Relationship
Between Bond Yields and R€al
Estate IRRs
Howard C. Gelbtuch, CRE

Given the strong similarities between bonds and
real estate and the increase in rated real estate
transactions, it is appropriate t compare
anticipated risks and rewards for each with actual
results. Who has fared better the bond buyer or the
real estate investor? Do current returns justify
continued investment in real estate?

17
Real Rates of Return: Does Real
Estate Make Sense?
James

P Ryan, CRE

In a stagnant economy, there is limited comparable
information to support assumptions and draw
meaningful conclusions. Therefore, analysts must
go beyond transactional data and examine Real
Rates of Return for real estate as measured
against other investments. Real estate value for
investment grade properties represents a
reasonable estimat€ of anticipated cash flow's
discounted at a rate which fairly compensates for
the "risk premium." This article focuses on investor
motivations and the need for analysts to use
alternative tools and not just wait for transactions.

commercial real estate. Table 3 classifies types of
property and their capitalization rates on an unleveraged basis with stabilized occupancy of 907e
or better. The lowest capitalization rate (an average rate of 8.52Vc') is given to regional malls and
the highest capitalization rate (10.441c) is applied
to strip shopping centers. Essentially, capitalization rate rankings by property types indicate the
relative degree of confidence in that type of property as an investment. Clearly, regional malls
continue to be desirable. The major shifts shown
here are an improvement in the desirability of
suburban multifamily apartments and a decline
in desirability of community malls/strip shopping
centers as investments.

TABLE

Discount rates effectively indicate the long-term, 10
years or more, perspective in terms of the yield/risk
equation. Thble 4 presents discount rate rankings by
property type for 1991 and compares them to rankings in 1990. Again, major improvement is shown in

the suburban multifamily apartment market. This
is consistent with VNI's overall conclusion that, of
all property ty'pes, the apartment market is the closest to being in balance. In terms of trends for 1992,
the discount rate rankings for 1991 appear to remain the same.
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Projected Discount Rate Changes, 1992

Projected Capitalization Rate Changes, 1992
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Tables 5, 6 and 7 indicate that underlying capitalization and discount rate assumptions have stabilized
across the country. Two-thirds of VNI members
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indicate this to be the case. Essentially, 1992-1993
lalues are not expected to be affected substantially
by changes in capitalization and discount rates.
Value changes will be a direct result of absorption,
vacancy and market rents. These, in turn, will hinge
upon success in business and growth in employment
which are important underlying determinants of demand for real estate. Overall, years required to balance badly overbuilt markets is the key, and based
on VNI's studies, the average projected years to balance range from 0.7 to 5.5 for various tlpes of property in major cities located throughout the United
States (Table 8).
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In addition to the structural changes in

problems.

non-residential cancy rates and the recapitalization of America's financial institutions, a crisis of
investor confidence has been precipitated by rast uncertainty regarding appropriate levels of real estate
investment performance. Unless lenders and investors are confident that the pricing of real estate assets can be accomplished with reasonable accuracy,
neither debt nor equity capital is likely to become
readily available.

In this edition of Real Estate Issues, we are
tackling the results of investor uncertainty. The 10
articles presented here provide current views and
information on investment prices and yields written
by experts in the field you are sure to recog'nize.
Each of these authors present a specific perspective
on some aspect of current prices, capitalization rates
or yields. Our hope is that by presenting these
views, we are working toward relieving some of the
uncertainty now being experienced and restoring
some degree of confidence in a favorable future.

It is our sincere intent that this edition of the
journal will occupy a secure place on your reference
shelf As you look for solutions to the current real
estate problems, utilize this edition as a reliable
source of information and problem-solving techniques. We are confident that the subjects addressed
by the contributing authors will satisfy you our discriminating reader.
We hope you agree this second special edition of
Real Estate Issues, is special indeed.
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the Prudential Realty Group's Institutional Investment Management unit in New Jersey. DeVries has
been active in real estate brokerage, development,
management and raluation for 23 years. He has
written numerous articles on real estate market

CO}ITBIBI'TOB INIOBMf,TION TOR REf,t ESTTITE ISSUES

trends and leasing decision strategies.

Mike E. Miles is executive vice president and
director of investment research for the Prudential
Realty Group. He serves on the board of directors of
the National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries and holds senior committee positions
with the Urban Land Institute and the American
Real Estate and Urban Economics Association.
Miles has written several textbooks and monographs on real estate economics and numerous articles on real estate investment and portfolio
strategies.

Stephen B. Wolgn is vice president and chief
appraiser for the Prudential Realty Group's Institutional Investment Management unit. He has served
as assistant adjunct professor at New York University's School of Continuing Education where he
taught real estate investment and finance, and as
vice president, Commercial Mortgage Group, Standard & Poor's Corporation, where he valued, de-

signed criteria, rated and wrote articles

on

commercial mortgaged-backed securities.

Funding for the William S. Ballard Award,
which carries an honorarium of S500, is provided by
the generous contribution of the William S. Ballard
Scholarship Fund in memory of Ballard, a late CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate-a member of the American Society of Real Estate Counselors). Previous recipients of the award include William N. Kinnard,
Jr., CRE and Mary Beth Geckler (1991), Lawrence S.
Bacow (1990), Lynne B. Sagalyn, CRE (1989),
Michael Farrell (1988), Alexander Bul and Nicholas
Ordway (1987), Joseph O'Connor (1986) and James
A. Graaskamp (1985).
Articles for consideration in next year's competition must be submitted to the Counselors by August
1, 1993.

ll

Thejournal is publiehed twice a year (Spring/Summer and
FallryVintert, and reaches a lucrative segment of the real
estat€ industry as well as an impressive cross section of
professionals in related industries.

Subscribers ta Real Estate lssues are primarily the owners, chairmen, presidents and vice presidents of real estate
companies, financial corporations, property companies,
banks, management companies, libraries and Realtorc
boards throughout the country; professors and university
prsonnel:and professionals in S&Ls. insurance companies
and law firmsReal Estate Issues is published for the benefit of the CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate] and other real estate professionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, politicians, scientists and sociologists. It focuses on approaches,
both theoretical and empirical, to timely problems and
topics in the field of real estate. Manuscripts are invited
and should be addressed to:
Rocky Thraatello, Editor in chief
Real Estate Issues
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
430 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

All

submitted materials, including abstract, text and
notes, are to be double-spa(ed on one side of the sheet
only, with wide margins. Recommended number of pages
for a manuscript is not to exceed 25- 30. Submit five copies
of the manuscript, accompanied by a 50- to 100-word abstract and a brief biographical statement.

All

notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be
numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the end
of the manuscript.

2.

3. lllustrations are to be considered as figures, numbered
consecutively and submitt€d in a form suitable for reproduction.

\pe

pase.

4. Number

figure legends double-spaced on a separate

all tables

consecutively and type double-

All tables are t! have titles.
5. lnclude glossy photographs that enhance the manu-

Every effort will be made to notify the author of the acceptance or rejection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by the
American Society of Real Estate Counselors. The pubIisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author
for permission to reproduce any of his contributions to the

journal.

Deadlines
All manuscripts to be considered for the Spring/Summer
edition must be submitted by February 1; for the Faly
Winter edition by August

1.

Manuscript/Illustrations Prcparation

1. Manuscripts need to be submitted on disk (along with
hard copy) in ASCII file format, Word Perfect preferred.

|

I
I
I

I
I

|
I

I
I

I

script, whenever possible.

6. Title ofarticle should contain six words or

less

with an

active verb.

7. For uniformity and accuracy that is consistent with our
editorial policy. refer to the style rules in Tht Chbogo
Manual of Style.

Review Process
manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the

manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified by letter.

]

spaced on separate pages.

All

editorial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous.
When accepted, the manuscript with the recommended
changes are returned to the author for revision. If the

i

I
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I

Mf,ilUSCilPT SUIIMISSION
INrcNM[MOil

I

The editorial board of Eecl Eslote lssucs rRElr is accepting manuscripts in competition for the 1993 Ballard
Award. The competition is open to members ofthe American Society of R€al Estate Counselors and other real estate professionals. The $500 cash award and plaque is
present€d in November during the Society's annual convention to the authorrsr whose manuscript best exemplifies the high standards of content maintained in the

journal. Any articles published in REI during the

|
I

|
|
I

|
|
I

1993

calendar year r Spring/Summer and FalL4Vinter editionsr
are eligible for consideration and must be submitted by

August

l.

1993.

]
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$5,000 Aw,lRn ron Ernrcs
rn RBa,r- EsmrB Ca.sBs
Under a grant from the

Albert Sussman ICSC Education Fund
The Real Estate Program
Graduate School of Business

Columbia University

will

award

$5'ooo
to the author submitting a case that is
judged best suited for class discussion of
ethical issues and dilemmas in real estate
development and investment.

ll en D. DeVries, Mike E. Miles and Stephen B.
f, Wolgin, authors of the article "Prices and ApI p.uil""l., W'here is the T!uth?" have been

BEN D.
DEVRIES,
MIKE E. MITES
AND STEPHEN
B. lilOLGIN
RECEIVE 1992

named the 1992 recipients of the William S. Ballard
Award. The honor, given annually by the American

Society of Real Estate Counselors, recognizes the
author(s) whose work best exemplifies the high standards of content maintained in ReaL Estatc Issues,
the Counselor's professional journal.
Through examining the intent, construction and
nature of real estate indices, the article evaluates
several issues: whether income returns on commercial properties are overvalued by the RussellNCREIF Property Index (an index constructed from
a combination of accounting records and appraised

lalues which measures the performance

of
institutionally-owned property); whether the indexed properties are accurately appraised; and
whether reported index income returns can be reconciled with acquisition capitalization rates. Along
with their findings, the authors also report that
while the well-documented appraisal lag still exists,
it should become smaller as markets stabilize and
appraisers have more transactions to evaluate.

BALLtrRD
AIT'ARD

In addition, the Program will present up to

(continued on page

ii)

five awards of $1,000 each for those cases
that are runners-up to the premier cases.
Cases should be submitted

on or before January 6, 1993.

-!

For more information, contact:

Jt

The Real Estate Program
708 Uris Hall
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Graduate School of Business

Columbia University

!

/

-4

New York, New York 10027
I

212-854-4418
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